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Decision-making concerning future infrastructural developments in 
the Netherlands is often perceived as problematic, taking too much 
time and producing suboptimal outcomes. These problems are partly 
ascribed to the practices of Ministers, Provincial Delegates and 
Alderpersons during infrastructural decision-making. However, the 
actual decision-making practices of these political-executives remain 
enigmatic and difficult to grasp. This study develops an alternative 
view on these practices based on a meaning making perspective. 
Political-executives tell powerful stories which frame infrastructural 
developments according to their own interests. Together they have to 
negotiate a mutual story which gives common meaning to a potential 
development, enabling them to make a legitimate decision. 

The research findings are based on the interpretive analysis of a multitude of stories 
derived from in-depth interviews with political-executives and other decision-makers. 
The study demonstrates that the decision-making practice of Ministers, Delegates and 
Alderpersons can be regarded as a form of strategic story-telling. All of them attempt 
to use different power sources in order to increase the impact of their own framing 
story upon the common meaning of a potential project. The result is a negotiation of a 
mutual story which legitimizes decision-making. Moreover, political-executives are less 
interested in specific projects and more interested in realizing their own broader strategic 
agenda. Therefore they use decision-making processes as vehicles or stepping stones for 
bringing their plans into being: instead of thinking ‘what can I do for decision-making’, 
they think ‘what can decision-making do for me and my community’. Ministers, Delegates 
and Alderpersons are involved in a struggle for meaning as they all try to influence not 
only the meaning of specific projects but also the meaning of the overall national agenda 
for future infrastructural development.
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Preface 

This dissertation is part of a larger research project that is focused on an enigma or ‘puzzle’ that is 

recognized by many public professionals that work in the field of infrastructural development. This 

enigma concerns the widely shared perception that decision-making processes about potential 

developments are too time-consuming while at the same time the quality of the ultimate decisions is 

suboptimal. A range of diverging policies and action plans has been devised in order to make these 

decision-making processes faster and better. One of the potential solutions concerns the quest for an 

intervention in order to change the decision-making practices of political-executives. The so-called 

‘culture of decision-making’ of these Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers is regarded as dysfunctional 

in its effects on the speed and quality of decision-making. These actors should be more decisive and 

less volatile: they should have more courage to make a decision and then stick with it in the face of 

adversity. 

 However, besides this general idea for improvement, there seems to be no clear idea about 

what this ‘culture of decision-making’ actually entails and also no concrete suggestions for interventions 

in order to change it. The project direction that was installed in order to change the existing process of 

decision-making had a clear idea about many changes that could be implemented as interventions for 

improvement. However, concerning the role and actions of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers, the 

project organization felt that the ‘levers to pull’ or the ‘buttons to push’ in order to intervene were 

quite intangible and unclear to them. After being present at the inauguration speech of Professor De 

Heer about the notion of politics of culture, the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Environment was convinced that this research perspective could make the culture of political-executive 

decision-making more tangible. Consequently, the research project on political-executive culture of 

decision-making – partly funded by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment - was started up 

with the aim to fill this gap of knowledge and to ultimately suggest practical strategies for changing 

this political-executive culture. However, a key assumption behind the notion of politics of culture is 

that it is never easy to change the practices through which decisions are made: culture change should 

be conceptualized as an evolutionary process of much trial and error instead of a planned change with 

a clear time-line of implementation. Indeed, these kinds of changes are a puzzling process. 

Why do political-executives act as they often do during infrastructural decision-making 

processes and how might their decision-making practice – which is perceived as frustrating and 

dysfunctional – be changed through intervention? The task of the researchers is to create a conceptual 

perspective that makes the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive decision-making more 

commonsensical. Through this novel way of looking, the practices of political-executive decision-makers 

can be better understood and tentative interventions for gradual change can be based on a thorough 

understanding of these practices. The applied research of the overall project has already provided rich 

cases and a theoretical model that will be presented in research reports and two books. The first book 

will exhibit the political-executive practices of decision-making and the final book will also give 

suggestion for interventions to change the culture of decision-making. This dissertation is meant to 

ground the research project in a theoretical, conceptual and methodological way and to connect the 

research to the relevant academic debates while at the same time offer novel insights to these debates.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part I

Introducing the puzzle, 
constructing the conceptual 
lens and explaining the 
methodological approach
From raw materials to tentative lens
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PART I

Chapter 1,2,3
Explaining the research question 
and constructing a rough 
interpretative lens on meaning 
making during infrastructural

Chapter 4
Explanation of methodological 
approach

PART II

Chapter 5
Presentation of interpretative 
analysis of PMR case story 
derived from meaning making lens

Chapter 6
Conceptual development of 
sharpened lens based on case 
story PMR

Chapter 7,8
Presentation of interpretative 
analysis of A-1 zone development 
case story derived from meaning 
making lens

PART III

Chapter 9
Conceptual development of 
sharpened lens based on case 
story A1 Zone and tentative 
presentation of knowledge 
development about political-
executive decisionmaking

Chapter 10
Answering the main research 
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Decision-making processes on potential infrastructural developments are a big deal: they 

are topic of intense public debate, receive massive media attention and meanwhile these 

processes cost much time and money. The eventual realization of such large 

infrastructural or spatial developments involves huge amounts of tax-payers money. In 

2013, the national infrastructural investment fund – the MIRT fund – has reserved almost 

16 billion Euros for future plans that are now in the phase of reconnaissance or plan 

development. Some of those potential developments will cost for instance 50 million 

Euros, most development will amount to several 100 million Euros and a few 

developments, such as the SAA project, are estimated to cost approximately 4 billion 

Euros (MIRT project book 2012). The interesting thing about these amounts reserved in 

the MIRT fund is that investments are not spread equally over the country: the money in 

the MIRT fund is assigned to specific developments – some developments are selected, 

others are ignored. In other words, some groups of decision-makers sponsoring a specific 

development will receive several 100 million Euros while others remain empty-handed. 

The following exemplary headlines from newspaper media illustrate the importance of 

infrastructural decision-making, not only for those decision-makers involved but for 

society at large: 

• ‘Maasvlakte brings prosperity: the realization of the Tweede Maasvlakte also offers 

huge environmental benefits’ (NRC Handelsblad, May 22, 2008). 

• ‘Best Christmas present in years: cabinet will decide on financing the Tweede 

Maasvlakte in the coming week’ (Rotterdams Dagblad, December 12, 2003). 

• ‘RijnGouwelijn is crucial for the future of the Randstad region’ (de Volkskrant, 19 

August 2010 ) 

 

The decision to undertake a large infrastructural or spatial development is interesting 

for many social actors because it opens up opportunity for further investments and 

development in the vicinity of the development or perhaps for the country as a whole. 

Besides the idea that places of high mobility are attractive for corporate headquarters 

and the benefits for the logistical sector, one can assume that improved mobility is 

important and interesting for many different actors in society. This explains the 

attention for these decision-making processes, not only in the media but also during 

dinner parties and all kinds of informal events. However, the discourse and talk about 

infrastructural decision-making processes does not only stress the importance of the 

developments to be decided upon. In many conversations, the unnecessary lengthy 

decision-making process leading to decisions of a low quality are mentioned as a topic 

of concern, which is illustrated by the following headlines: 

 

• ‘The Zuidas as a fata morgana made of concrete’,(Volkskrant, June 14, 2008). 

• ‘Endless chatter about infrastructure; Peper denounces the slow improvement of 

the port’ (NRC Handelsblad, December 29, 1995) 

• ‘Keeping ones back straight will not preserve infrastructural projects’ (Het 

Financieele Dagblad, may14, 2008) 
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It is claimed by practitioners and politicians that the decision-making process in complex 

infrastructure development in the Netherlands is unnecessary long-winding and of poor 

quality. Especially the policy phase of this process, which is led by public political-

executives - Ministers, provincial Delegates and Alderpersons - is perceived as tediously 

slow. On average, large infrastructural projects go through a policy phase of 15 years and 

during this period, actual constructing activities have not even started. Besides the costs 

of realization, there are also serious costs of the decision-making process itself in which 

many researchers, consultants and public professionals are involved. Moreover, although 

the exact costs of traffic congestion remain difficult to pinpoint, it is obvious that the 

hampering of the mobility of persons and freight transport has negative effects for the 

development of the Dutch economy. A hampered mobility endangers the international 

competitive position of the Netherlands which is based on a strong logistic sector and the 

location of many corporate headquarters. 

An important insight is that not the period of implementation and realization but 

the decision-making process during which the Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons play 

the lead role is the period during which the costs of infrastructural developments really 

increase in skyrocket fashion. Consider for instance the Betuwe route, a dedicated railway 

line for freight transport running from the Port of Rotterdam towards the German 

border. When this project started in the 1990’s, the costs were calculated at 1.3 billion 

Euros. When the railroad was realized and ready for use in 2007, the costs of the 

development had risen to 4.8 billion Euros(KST81440, 2004). Also during other 

developments with long decision-making trajectories –for instance High-Speed South 

railway and the A4 Midden-Delftland highway – the increase of costs takes place during the 

phases before actual realization. It seems the case that not the construction of 

infrastructure but the decision about which infrastructure to construct is the most 

problematic part. 

From the early 1990s onward, consecutive research commissions have produced 

advisory reports aimed at improving decision-making processes concerning infrastructure 

development, with the latest attempt coming from the Dutch Elverding Committee 

(Elverding et al., 2008; KST81440, 2004; WRR, 1994). This report stresses not only the 

slowness but also the problematic quality of the decision-making process. For instance, 

there often is a lack of attention for possible alternatives, and societal cost-benefit 

analyses are frequently executed insufficiently. The report also mentions the seemingly 

volatile and incomprehensible course of the process: if decisions are made they are often 

turned back, resulting in deteriorating relations between the stakeholders involved in the 

process. Examples of negative results of a poor decision-making process are untimely 

completion and cost overruns (Flyvbjerg, 2005; Van Marrewijk et al., 2008; Van 

Marrewijk & Veenswijk, 2006). The inflating costs and untimely realization of 

infrastructural undertakings weigh heavy on government budgets.  

In sum, strategic decision-making processes about potential investments in such 

developments are a topic of great concern in the Parliamentary apparatus and in society at 

large, especially when these processes are perceived to be ‘off –track’ or ‘unsuccessful’. 

They are discussed on television during the news or during serious investigative 

journalistic programs and they are the topic of critical documentary films. Blogs on 

internet are dedicated to the discussion of these decision-making processes and many 

people have a clear opinion about the way such processes are going and they are not 

hesitant to bring these opinions under attention. New civil society organizations are 
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founded that are solely focused on trying to influence the course of such decision-making 

processes. Some of these ad-hoc organizations remain active for several decades and can 

become real institutions because decision-making processes can take such a long time. 

One could truly state that these decision-making processes capture the attention of so 

many that they almost become a kind of medium that is used by people to make sense of 

what is happening in contemporary society. If so much money is invested in a certain 

infrastructural development, it also indicates that that region in which this development is 

located is worthwhile to invest in, in spite of other regions do not receive funds to solve 

their infrastructural problems.  

The question remains why decision-making processes about such expensive 

developments that are of crucial importance for the prosperity of the nation are deemed 

to be slow and of mediocre quality. A hint towards a tentative answer to this question is 

that these processes are difficult exactly because of the high costs and the potential gains 

to be expected. There is not enough room at the table for everyone: the question 

becomes who will receive funding and thus opportunity for development and whose 

requests for funding will remain unanswered. The struggle between sponsors of 

competing potential developments that cannot all be funded at the same time does not 

make the process of infrastructural decision-making any easier. 

Political-executives and their role in infrastructural decision-making 

processes 

The Elverding report (2008) mentions several explanations for the perceived problems of 

infrastructural decision-making and these explanations parallel those that are described in 

academic debates that focus on strategic decision-making practices. Many of the problems 

of decision-making seem to be caused by the ever increasing complexity of both these 

processes and the context in which they take place. There are also issues of uncertainty 

involved, for infrastructural or spatial developments that form the content of decision-

making have a horizon of many years into an unknown future that is difficult if not 

impossible to predict. Solutions for these problems are also based on salient discourses in 

for instance public administration and policy analysis. In the Elverding report, a 

horizontal style of governance in the beginning of the process - including many public, 

private and civic organizations – is mentioned as an important way to manage complexity 

and to improve the quality and speed of decision-making. Moreover, all kinds of changes 

in policies and processual ‘rules of the game’ concerning decision-making are proposed, 

including a change in the legal Tracewet (or Record of Decision in English) that regulates 

the legal framework for infrastructural developments.  

 However, there is one more explanation which is mentioned in the Elverding 

report and also generally acknowledged by professionals involved in the practice of 

decision-making. This explanation concerns the role of political-executives - regional 

Alderpersons, provincial Delegates and national Ministers - and their common practice of 

decision-making. This idea of a specific political-executive practice of decision-making is 

almost automatically coupled to the idea that these practices are perceived as inadequate 

and sometimes counterproductive, hindering and frustrating the decision-making 

process(Bordewijk & De Vries, 2009; Hendriks & Toonen, 1998). The practices of these 

actors are regarded as indecisive, inconsistent and too much focused on finding 

consensus among political-executives of which there are always many involved in these 
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large decision-making practices. These Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are in fact 

crucial actors in the infrastructural decision-making arena and among professionals in the 

field, the importance of political-executive primacy during decision-making is generally 

acknowledged.  

Problem statement and research puzzle 

This dissertation is problem-driven – or ‘puzzle’ driven – and therefore it does not depart 

from fundamental theoretical questions posited in some specific academic debate. The 

puzzling phenomenon concerns the role of political-executives who are regarded as a 

group of actors whose decision-making practices are often intangible and difficult to 

predict. There is also frustration in the wider field of infrastructural development 

concerning the decision-making practice – the concrete ‘doings’ of decision-making of 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers. The Elverding report also mentions this 

frustration and indicated three main issues that are also recognized by practitioners as the 

most problematic aspects of political-executive decision-making practices. First of all, 

these decision-makers do not seem to have enough courage to be decisive and to really 

take a decision. Decision-making can be seen as a courageous act: there is always the risk 

that the wrong decision is made, but at some point in time someone has to take 

responsibility.  

Secondly, when a decision has been made, it is too often the case that political-

executives turn this decision around and start negotiating with each other all over again, 

searching for a new compromise. Sometimes, only some aspects of the decision are being 

altered, but these aspects are then often those aspects that are most crucial and therefore 

most contested. And finally, it is regarded as obvious that it is too crowded with political-

executives in the decision-making arena. All of these actors want to be involved in 

decision-making, which makes the process all the more difficult. Among practitioners, 

there is a call for change of the decision-making practice among political-executives. 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers should stop to continuously repeat their moves; 

they should be courageous decision-makers that dare to take the next step in the process. 

And when they have made a decision, they should stick with it instead of trying to twist 

and turn their way out of it: they should ‘keep their backs straight’.  

The call for a change of political-executive decision-making practice is apparent, 

but at the same time these practices remain quite vague and intangible. The indecisiveness 

and the lack of persistence to stick with decisions are only aspects of a much more 

intricate decision-making practice of political-executives. What is this practice of decision-

making anyway and why do these Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers practice 

decision-making the way they do? These are the two main question of the larger research 

program that comprises this dissertation, together with the question how this practice of 

decision-making could possibly be altered. According to Nicolini, “practices always need 

always to be drawn to the fore, made visible and turned into an epistemic object in order 

to enter discourse”(Nicolini, 2009:1392). The practice perspective focuses on the question 

“what is actually done in the doing of work and how those doing it make sense of their 

practice” (Orr, 1996:439). Within this dissertation, the practices that are brought to the 

fore are practices that are concerned with political-executive decision-making about 

strategic infrastructural developments. 

This research is focused on the idea that there is something in this specific practice 

of decision-making which is puzzling, something that is not understood and that 
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‘something’ is perceived to be frustrating the efficiency and effectiveness of decision-

making processes concerning large infrastructural developments. Thus, even though there 

are multiple aspects of decision-making that are deemed problematic, this dissertation 

focuses on the practices of political-executive decision-making. There are socio-

psychological ideas about decision-making practice that consider both individual and 

collective decision-making (regard March, 1994). However, these theoretical ideas are not 

specifically focused on political-executives and they do not offer insights and knowledge 

that intuitively feels connected to the specific puzzle explained above.  

There is one academic line of reasoning that feels more connected to the specific 

puzzle mentioned above and this debate focuses upon the idea of political-executives that 

act as an autopoietic community(Dunsire, 1996; Kickert, 1993). An autopoietic group of 

actors actually creates its own system or network of meaning alongside other systems. 

There is interaction with the contextual environment, but there is no dependency upon 

this context. Likewise, the autopoietic group can act upon the surrounding environment, 

but it does not completely determine this environment. Such a group or community can 

be regarded as only loosely coupled with its environment; the group is following its own 

practices and logics. This conceptualization of political-executives connects with the 

anecdotes and ideas mentioned above, describing political-executives as closed-off in their 

own world, seemingly unaware of or not interested in the intricacies and complexities of 

infrastructural decision-making.  

It is an interesting view to regard political-executives as existing in their own 

world, playing their own game in the decision-making arena and thereby frustrating the 

efficiency and quality of decision-making. However, this dissertation is not specifically 

based on this view on political-executive decision-makers. In essence, the 

conceptualization of a group of actors engaging in seemingly counterproductive practices 

originates from the assumption that decision-making is supposed to be a rational process 

in which the actors involved strive for efficiency, efficacy and successful realization. 

According to influential scholars such as March (1994), Allison & Zelicow (1997) and 

Stone (1997) this is a very strong basic assumption for many people focused on decision-

making, including academic researchers involved in public administration, planning 

studies, organization sciences and social studies in general. This dissertation will 

demonstrate that this basic assumption is not necessarily shared by all people in the 

decision-making arena. The essence of decision-making is difficult to grasp: it is too one-

sided to consider political-executive decision-making as merely frustrating for the 

development of new infrastructure. Especially since political-executive practices of 

decision-making are not very well understood or described in academia, it might be too 

bold to regard themes dysfunctional. It is important to explore and create knowledge 

about the decision-making practices of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers. Why are 

these decision-makers acting the way they do and how do they make sense of their role in 

the decision-making arena? How do they perceive their own role and how do they reflect 

upon the game that they play among each other? 
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Developing an alternative lens in order to make sense of political-executives 

practices 

In the attempt to solve the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive decision-making, 

the researcher has been inspired by an eclectic theoretical body of work, ranging from the 

field of public administration, policy analysis, planning studies and organization sciences. 

The aim of this research is not to find general laws concerning the decision-making 

practices of political-executives but to render insights and situated knowledge based on 

two single case studies. Thus the research objective is not to generalize the research 

findings but to thoroughly explore mechanism and dynamics that might inspire new 

understanding and trigger further research concerning political-executive decision-making. 

In other words, the idea is that the ‘puzzling’ aspects of political-executive decision-

makers should become less puzzling or perplexing by explaining these practices from a 

different point of view(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). In a sense, one could reason that 

a conceptual lens is being crafted that makes political-executive decision-making practices 

more commonsensical.  

The conceptual lens of this dissertation is grounded on the idea that the world of 

infrastructure development – besides being complex and uncertain – is especially 

ambiguous in nature. This entails that different people understand infrastructural reality in 

very different ways and that these differences cannot be solved through rational reasoning 

or calculation. The idea of ambiguity implies that it is not possible and also not necessary 

to test whether one way of understanding this reality is better than another way. In 

essence, political-executive decision-making is a form of meaning-making and a way to 

establish a common meaning of some phenomenon in reality. However, there are two 

main traditions regarding the dynamics of meaning making, offering different views on 

the way people socially construct reality. In the Habermasian tradition, people engage in 

argumentative deliberations during which the content and quality of their arguments 

determines the impact of their view on the mutual meaning that is negotiated. In the 

Foucauldian tradition, the impact of someone’s view on reality is not determined by the 

intrinsic value or inherent quality of that view but by the power position of the actor 

holding that view.  

This dissertation is primarily inspired by the Foucauldian, political view on 

meaning making and in this respect, the ideas of Stone (1997) concerning political 

reasoning are very useful for understanding the decision-making practice of Alderpersons, 

Delegates and Ministers. These actors follow the logic of political reason, which is all 

about framing the meaning of an event. This kind of reasoning contrasts with the so-

called ‘rationality project’, which is about being efficient and effective while coping with 

issues in society. This differentiation is useful for understanding the overall feeling that 

political-executives are a world apart, separated from the rational and instrumental 

decision-making of other professionals in the arena. For political-executives, meaning-

making is the primary purpose during a decision-making process. All decision-makers 

involved hold their own view on (future) reality and they are also aware that together they 

need to create some kind of common sense in order to make a legitimate decision. If 

political reasoning is taken as a point of view – rather than the rational strive for 

efficiency and efficacy – and a Foucauldian line or reasoning is followed, the ultimate 

question would then become ‘how is it determined whose view on reality has most 
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influence on the collective meaning of infrastructural developments in an ambiguous 

world?’ 

The ‘puzzle’ of political-executive decision-making can be translated into a main 

and overarching research question that is deconstructed into several sub-questions. These 

questions guide the interpretative analysis of the researcher and explain the choices that 

are made concerning the academic debates, ontological position and key theoretical 

concepts that ground this research. The main research question is: 

 

How do political-executives with diverging strategic agendas negotiate and enact 

a common ground that enables them to make legitimate decisions about 

potential infrastructural developments? 

 

The following sub questions are derived from the main question and help to make the 

comprehensive main question more tangible and sharp. The first sub-question focuses on 

the theoretical concepts which are used the research the main question. The second and 

third sub-questions are empirical questions focused on the negotiation of the meaning of 

concrete infrastructural developments. The last question explains what kind of knowledge 

can be created when the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive decision-making 

practice becomes less perplexing through the investigation in this dissertation:  

 

• What kind of academic sources provide the elements to design a research lens 

that analyzes political-executive decision-making practices as meaning making 

practices? 

 

• How can the research lens be sharpened with the purpose to analyze the 

empirical case stories? 

 

• How do the case stories about the decision-making practices concerning Project 

Mainport Development Rotterdam and A1 Zone Development exhibit the 

negotiation of meaning between political-executives? 

 

• How does the research lens explain in which ways and for which reasons 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers use the symbolic consequences of decision-

making processes in order to enact their own strategic agenda? 

 

Two kinds of academic contributions are crucial in this research and they both connect to 

the ‘lens ‘analogy. A rough tentative lens based on core concepts of framing and power 

will first be developed. The empirical chapters of this dissertation present case stories 

which are based on interpretative analysis based on the developed lens. In other words, 

the researcher makes sense of the research data through that lens. As the researcher 

makes sense of both infrastructural decision-making processes through the ‘meaning 
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making’ lens, the main research question can be answered – thereby rendering novel 

insights concerning the decision-making practices of political executives. The abductive 

research logic of this study – to be explained in the methodological section – connects 

especially well with the first purpose of this dissertation: development of knowledge 

based on a different view on infrastructural decision-making. However, this dissertation 

does not only aim to use a meaning making lens to understand political-executive 

decision-making practice. This lens will also be sharpened through a focused analysis of 

the way framing and power can be recognized within the case stories which are 

constructed by the researcher following interpretative analysis. In other words, the 

researcher first makes sense creating a case story based on meaning making which will in 

turn be the basis for looking closer at the political-executive use of framing and power. In 

sum, the simultaneous research strategy of making sense through the tentative meaning 

making lens followed by a sharpening elaboration of this lens renders a contribution to 

both conceptual and empirical knowledge.  

 

 

 

Underneath, a short description of purpose and content of each chapter is given. In order 

to appreciate the structure of this dissertation, it is crucial to understand that the tentative 

lens based on the concepts of framing and power is primarily to be regarded as an 

interpretative lens and not as an analytical framework. This is common within the 

interpretative, social-constructionist tradition in which this research can be positioned: a 

tradition in which reality is regard as ambiguous, which entails that different actors give 

divergent meanings to reality (Berger & Luckman, 1966). This idea of ambiguity implies 

the notions of politics of culture (De Heer, 2009; De Heer, Terwisscha van Scheltinga, & 

Van Den Bergh, 2012), the negotiations among intentional actors with different world 

views who all want to give meaning to reality. The interpretative lens based on framing 

and power enables the researcher to make sense of meaning making. However, the 

purpose is not just to make sense by looking through this lens but to make this lens even 

sharper by focusing very specifically on dynamics of framing and power. Interestingly, 

such a close analysis can only take place when the researcher can look back on his own 
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case story constructed after making sense of meaning making. Interpretative sensemaking 

and focused analysis are thus intertwined with each other within this dissertation. If a 

specific part of this book is very much focused on either sensemaking or focused analysis, 

it will be indicated schematically. In short, the dissertation will be build up according to 

the following line of reasoning: 

 

• Chapter 2 will discuss three clusters of inspiring studies and the insights of these 

studies will be presented as ideas that ground both the narrative approach of this 

dissertation and the tentative conceptual framework (explained in chapter 3). This 

chapter presents the raw materials of the lens 

• Chapter 3 will explain the narrative basis and the key theoretical concepts of 

framing and power that are crucial for the meaning making lens. Political-

executives operate in a narrative mode of knowing, in which plausibility supersedes 

accuracy and divergent plots can be told about one single phenomenon. Different 

political-executives frame the meaning of potential infrastructural development in 

diverging ways by telling diverging stories. These story-tellers have to engage into 

power-play in order to gain influence on the meaning of a mutual story which 

legitimates concrete decisions. 

• Chapter 4 will present the methodological approach - an interpretative case study 

based on analysis of narratives –and the two empirical case studies will be 

announced. The research logic of abduction – making a puzzle less perplexing – 

explains and legitimizes the crafting of a new lens that places a puzzling 

phenomenon in a different perspective. 

• Chapter 5 will present the first empirical case story about the decision-making 

process concerning Project Mainport development Rotterdam (PMR) as an 

interpretative case story emplotted by the researcher who is using the meaning 

making lens.  

• Chapter 6 concerns a conceptual development, providing examples of 

dimensions of framing and types of power sources which can be recognized in the 

narrative practices of political-executives during PMR decision-making. In other 

words, the interpretative meaning making lens is being sharpened through closer 

analysis of the interpretative case story. 

• Chapter 7 and 8 will offer an intense and thickly narrated empirical account 

about the decision-making process about the A1 Zone Development in the East 

of the Netherlands. Making sense again through the interpretative lens, the 

researcher will present the case story which exhibits the political-executive 

dimension of the decision-making process. The case story about this decision-

making process will not only exhibit how Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers 

struggle to find common ground but it will also be shown why political-executives 

engage into meaning making in the ways they do.  
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• Chapter 9 again focuses on conceptual development that demonstrates how the 

different dimensions of framing and the different sources of power are 

represented in the A1 Zone Development story. Closer analysis of the 

interpretative A1 Zone case story acknowledges and refines the dimensions of 

framing and sources of power. Moreover, general patterns concerning the meaning 

making practices of political-executives will be discussed.  

• Chapter 10 does not focus on further conceptual development of the lens but on 

the knowledge which is provided by looking through the lens in order to make 

sense of political-executive decision-making practice. Ministers, Delegates and 

Alderpersons seem to be taking part in a struggle for meaning. When political-

executive decision-making is regarded as a struggle for meaning, the puzzling 

phenomenon of is placed in a perspective that makes it more commonsensical. It 

will become clear that through the eyes of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers, 

decision-making is not so puzzling at all.   

Preview of the chapters and the line of reasoning of the study 

This dissertation is inspired by the so-called narrative turn in the social sciences and the 

narrative perspective has also influenced most of the inspiring studies that ground the 

research perspective of this dissertation. Stories are essential for making meaning in a 

world in which ambiguity precedes complexity and uncertainty. Stories are perfect tools 

for the social-construction of reality. The importance of story-telling can be explained by 

discussing two ways of knowing the world: the narrative mode of knowing and the logico-

scientific mode of knowing. The latter is based on logically necessary ‘if x, then y’ 

relationships and on rational calculation while the former is based on the notion of 

plausibility and the simultaneous existence of divergent and even conflicting stories that 

frame diverging versions of reality (Bruner, 1990). In a way, the political reason discussed 

above is closely connected to such a narrative mode of knowing: if every actor has his or 

her own experience of reality and tells his or her own story, automatically the question 

about the relative impact of all these competing stories arises. Actors behave like ‘editors’ 

(Veenswijk, 2006) in the sense that they all attempt to influence the mutual negotiated 

story.  

Negotiations between stories that frame reality in divergent ways can take place in 

two different ways which parallel the already discussed schism between the Habermasian 

and Foucauldian view on meaning making. Whereas Habermasians focus on the intrinsic 

strength of a story in terms of for instance credibility, Foucauldians focus on the extrinsic 

power upon a story in terms of story-teller’s relative power position. Whether a story is 

well-told, highly detailed or in strong correspondence with real-life experience - important 

aspects in the Habermasian perspective - is not of crucial importance for Foucauldian 

thinkers. Since this dissertation is drawing from this power-minded Foucauldian 

perspective, the focus is put on the political-executives as tellers of stories that are all 

plausible but that all frame potential infrastructural developments in different ways. 

Framing as meaning making device 

The comprehensive concept of framing - which connects very well with meaning-making 

through story-telling - will be deconstructed into three different modes: frame projection, 
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frame manipulation and frame contestation. The notion of frame projection parallels 

strongly with the concept of sensemaking which concerns the practice of selection of 

certain features of some phenomenon and the subsequent enactment of those features 

into a particular sensible definition inspiring action. Sensemaking happens even prior to 

interpretation, for it enacts the object or event that needs to be interpreted(Weick, 1995). 

The predominance of ambiguity during complex decision-making leads different actors to 

make sense of reality in different ways: collective sensemaking is not to be assumed 

automatically. The notion of frame manipulation paralleling the notion of sensegiving 

instead of sensemaking: actors attempt to influence the sensemaking activities of other 

actors. In other words, sensegiving or frame manipulation is the practice of trying to 

persuade or convince others to make sense of the world in the same way as oneself does.  

The notion of frame contestation is very much focused on the interaction process 

between people about some mutual construct in reality. People frame a situation towards 

others in an attempt to enact a reality which is aligned with their own worldview: this 

dynamic differs from the idea of frame manipulation because actors do not intend to 

influence the minds of people but they want to manipulate social constructs in reality. 

Some aspects of a situation are intentionally made salient and some aspects are silenced in 

order to present a meaningful image towards others that might bring into being a reality 

that is favorable for the framing actors themselves. Political-executives understand the 

importance of framing and since they all have their own framing story to tell, the result is 

a so-called framing contest in order to ultimately establish a collective decision-making 

frame – or in other words, a mutual story. Such a common story can be regarded as a 

compromise consisting of the different views of all political-executives involved, even 

though not every story-teller has an equal influence upon the mutual story. 

Power as influence upon the negotiated meaning 

The concept of power is introduced as an essential component of the conceptual lens 

focusing on meaning making among political-executives during infrastructural decision-

making processes. Relative differences in power explain the difference in influence of 

decision-makers on a mutually negotiated story. The difference between power as potestas 

– power over others - and power as potentia – power over constructs in reality – is crucial 

for the lens of this dissertation. When regarded as potestas, power is with those who win 

during some kind of zero-sum game: power decides whether something is going to be A 

or B. Power as potentia is less about domination, winning or losing and more about 

gaining relative influence upon a mutual social construction in reality. In this view, the 

outcome of a power struggle is not either A or B but some compromise C. Influence on 

such a compromise depends on the relative power positions in the decision-making arena 

which are unequal and constantly in flux. 

 The conceptual lens based on framing contest and power-play is useful for 

analyzing the politics of culture (De Heer, 2009)- that are going on during decision-making 

processes. This lens helps to analyze how the divergent and sometimes conflicting 

framing stories told by political-executives are negotiated into a mutual story, a 

compromise that is ultimately used to account for the decision that is being made. 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are very much aware of this narrative negotiation 

and they strategize in order to become powerful and thus to increase the impact of their 

framing stories upon the meaning of an infrastructural development. Moreover, decision-

making is not just about the meaning of some infrastructural development: it is also about 
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the position, status and reputation of those Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers 

involved in decision-making. Political-executives who are able to influence the mutual 

story to their benefit are regarded as strong and able decision-makers by their peers and 

their wider audience.  

An interpretative case study based on thick narration 

This study can be positioned in a social-constructionist and interpretative research 

tradition, which entails that reality is continuously constructed through social interactions 

and that the researcher is focused on understanding the meaning of some puzzling 

phenomenon in social reality. This research is clearly not intended to find general rules 

that can be generalized and made applicable to many other situations. The research is 

about finding local knowledge that offers insights that can inspire people to look at 

infrastructural decision-making practice in a different way. The abductive nature of this 

study entails that, based on a rigorous interpretative analysis, a new way of looking is to 

be presented that helps to make the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive practice 

of decision-making more commonsensical(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012).  

It was already explained that narratives can be regarded as building blocks or 

carriers of meaning: stories can emplot a phenomenon in a certain way, thereby abducting 

the audience to give a certain meaning to that phenomenon. The insights of this study are 

based on an analysis of narratives told by respondents concerning a specific 

infrastructural decision-making process. Many of these stories are contrasting and 

conflicting with each other: the researcher has to make sense of these stories based on 

interpretative analysis and through the process of coding. The result of this analysis is 

thus presented as a sensemaking story that has been constructed by the researcher. The 

researcher is therefore also a story-teller, abducting his readers by framing the meaning of 

two decision-making processes, albeit that these sensemaking stories are based on 

rigorous analysis and the search for multivocality through inclusion of a polyphony of 

stories. The ultimate sensemaking stories constructed by the researcher exhibit the 

negotiation of meaning which will not remain hidden but which is actually the red thread 

throughout the researcher’s story. The plots of the research stories are meant to increase 

the reader’s understanding of political-executive decision-making practice.    

 The study is based on two separate thickly narrated case stories. The first story 

exhibits the decision-making process concerning Project Mainport development 

Rotterdam (PMR) which is mainly about the extension of the Rotterdam harbor into the 

North Sea. The second story tells about the decision-making process concerning the A1 

Zone Development in the East of the Netherlands. Both of these cases can be considered 

as large collective decision-making processes featuring a multitude of political-executives 

from different regions and governance levels that all have to agree upon a collective 

decision. The case study concerning PMR is retrospective in nature, for the decision-

making process is already completed at the time of the research. The case study 

concerning the A1 Zone is presented more intensively than the PMR process and it is also 

researched in real-time: the researcher was present and the stories were told when the 

outcome of the process was still uncertain. The retrospective and real-time research 

strategies complement each other. Retrospective research is based on stories of 

respondents that have already made sense of the process as a whole and who have an idea 

about all the connections between different key events. In contrast, real-time research 
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exhibits the chaos and ambiguity and ongoing struggle to influence decision-making as it 

is happening, without the benefit of hindsight.  

 The method of in-depth and open interviewing has formed the main basis for 

gathering the stories of political-executives. Participant observation and document 

analysis have also been performed, but these methods were always secondary to the 

narrative accounts that were produced during interviews. The aim of these in-depth 

interviews was specifically to make sure that the respondents would tell stories and engage 

in a narrative mode of knowing instead of a rational and logico-scientific mode. In other 

words, what is the real story behind the decision-making process and not the formal, 

procedural and nuanced version? Several techniques were used to make sure that 

respondents engaged in story-telling and in virtually all of the interviews the retreat into a 

more formal and bureaucratic way of responding was avoided. Especially those actors that 

were or had ever been political-executives did not need much help to remain in a story-

telling mode, which proved to be more difficult for professionals like policy workers, 

project members and planners. This experience corresponds with the already mentioned 

difference between political reason based on story-telling and the rationality project based 

on instrumental calculation (Stone, 1997). 

 All the interviews were transcribed and coded and interpretative analysis of all the 

thickly described stories rendered insights about the way in which political-executives 

engage in the practice of meaning making. The use of the conceptual lens on meaning 

making rendered case stories and closer analysis of these stories sharpened the meaning 

making lens by rendering dimension of framing and types of power sources. The use of a 

meaning making lens for studying the practice of political-executive decision-making in 

the Netherlands helps to answer several questions. Who are these political-executives and 

why do they engage in decision-making processes the way they do? What are the rules of 

the game for political-executives and which metaphors could help to visualize and explain 

the struggle for meaning within decision-making processes? 

Tentative preview on the insights of this study 

The research problem is framed as a quest to make the phenomenon of political-

executive practice of decision-making more understandable. Therefore, the interpretative 

analysis of the case stories and the discussion of overarching insights emerging from the 

data should shed a new light onto the practice of political-executive decision-making. And 

indeed, this study does render the decision-making practice of political-executives more 

commonsensical by presenting a meaning making lens. Looking through this lens, there 

appears a different – and almost even reversed – image of the roles and practices of 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers during decision-making processes. These actors 

are clearly following a political reasoning that does not focus on the efficiency and 

effectiveness but on the meaning of potential developments. They ask themselves ‘what 

does this decision-making process mean for me and my strategic agenda?’ They are always 

engaged in a struggle for meaning with their peers and they continuously contemplate 

how they can increase the influence of their stories that frame the meaning of potential 

developments.  

Moreover, these Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are very much aware of 

the symbolic dimension of the decision-making processes they are engaged in and this 

awareness explains the ‘reversed’ nature of their role within decision-making processes. 

Thus, instead of perceiving political-executives as key actors that strive to realize specific 
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developments - just like project directors, planners and policy workers - it is more sensible 

to regard decision-making processes as mere stepping stones or vehicles for bringing into 

being the strategic dreams of those political-executives. The Alderperson of a small town 

along a highway that will potentially be broadened is not focused on the fact that this 

highway connects the Dutch mainports with the German heartland. Instead, he or she 

might be focused on the new opportunities for commercial zones that become opportune 

after broadening the highway. He or she might also be focused on the negative effects of 

increased noise and pollution in the town or on the fact that by broadening the highway, 

the opportunity for broadening another road -which would for instance facilitate the 

creation of new residential areas – will diminish. The consequences and the preferred 

outcome of a decision are different for every decision-maker involved. 

 When Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are indeed viewed as meaning 

makers or ‘world makers’ (Carter et al, 2010), this would also entail that the problem 

statement as it is framed by for instance the Elverding report (Elverding et al., 2008) is 

based on a biased ‘rationality project’ perspective(regard Stone, 1997). The puzzling 

problem that is perceived by many practitioners - slow decision-making of low quality due 

to dysfunctional political-executive practices - does not necessarily seem to be a problem 

from a political-executive point of view. In essence, the reversed political-executive 

perspective regards meaning as being created through decision-making instead of meaning 

being the basis for decision-making. The image of political-executives as actors that hamper 

and frustrate infrastructural decision-making processes is not sensible when regarded in 

this perspective. Their practices might not automatically lead to swift and elegant 

decisions, but they use strategic decision-making processes for their own legitimate 

purposes: to give meaning to society, to further their own comprehensive strategic agenda 

and to gain status, reputation and power among their peers and the wider audience. From 

this point of view, they are not dysfunctional but they are doing exactly what they should 

be doing in order to serve the community they represent. This dissertation will guide the 

reader along all the steps that are necessary to thoroughly explain the essence of the 

struggle for meaning which has fundamental and crucial consequences for infrastructural 

decision-making. 
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Chapter 2: Sources of theoretical 

inspiration 
 

Decision-making processes about large infrastructural development are complex undertakings with 

an uncertain outcome that take place in policy networks that involve decision-makers from 

multiple organizations operating on different governmental levels. However, for political-executives 

involved in these processes, the ambiguity of these processes is more important than their 

complexity or uncertainty. Potential developments have a different meaning for each actor 

involved, and it is the core task of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers to negotiate the 

common meaning of a plan. Some scholars reason that the outcome of these negotiations of 

meaning is dependent on the quality or reasoning or the accuracy of arguments during 

deliberation. Other scholars reason that the influence of each political-executive upon the 

negotiated meaning that guides decision-making depends on his or her relative power position. 

This dissertation is mostly grounded on the latter line of reasoning.  
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This dissertation is centered on the decision-making process on large infrastructural and 

spatial developments in the Netherlands and especially on the role of political-executives 

involved in these processes. The function of this chapter is to introduce academic 

literature that has inspired the researcher. These studies function as raw basic foundation 

that is grounding the research problem. This chapter does not represent a literary review 

since no specific academic field, debate or stream of research will be rigorously and 

extensively analyzed. The research puzzle focused on the decision-making practices of 

political-executives is leading in the search for relevant theoretical notions that are found 

in multiple bodies of knowledge in different academic disciplines. This eclectic theoretical 

chapter presents the raw materials for crafting the conceptual lens which will be 

sharpened in subsequent chapters.  

The selection of relevant literature is based upon the researcher’s own 

sensemaking attempts with the research problem as the main filter for selection. As the 

methodological chapter will explain, this study resembles all interpretative studies in the 

sense that the researcher is the main research instrument and therefore the researcher’s 

sensemaking is crucial for the way the research problem is being investigated. The choice 

of relevant academic references also depends on the research tradition inspiring the 

conceptual lens. Since the research problem is conceived through an interpretative social-

constructionist perspective(Berger & Luckman, 1966), a specific body of knowledge 

focused on ambiguity during decision-making emerges as main inspiration. 

Simultaneously, much mainstream literature of a more (post)positivist and empiricist 

nature is filtered out of the discussion. This chapter will also explain and account for the 

epistemological and ontological choices of the researcher. The dominant instrumental and 

normative approaches towards strategic decision-making will be problematized and a 

more political and interpretative perspective focused on meaning making will be 

proposed. 

The practice of decision-making has received attention within many academic 

fields and disciplines. Keeping the research problem in mind however, the body of 

knowledge within public administration in general and policy analysis and planning 

studies in particular provides the most insightful studies in order to understand the 

research problem. Since the phenomena under discussion are not yet ‘projects’ but only 

potential developments, project management literature is less relevant for the lens of this 

dissertation. In practice, the divide between spatial and infrastructural sectoral planning is 

problematic, for infrastructural developments are always situated in a spatial setting and 

the two fields are increasingly interacting with each other. The recent integration of the 

Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management with the Ministry of 

Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment in the Netherlands also demonstrates the 

intertwinement of infrastructure development and spatial planning.  

Within mainstream public administration literature, the research that focuses on 

the manner in which public decision-makers deal with the complexity and uncertainty is 

important for understanding infrastructural development. In contrast, scholars adhering 

to the argumentative turn in policy analysis or the communicative turn in spatial planning 

have focused on the concept of ambiguity when studying the social construction of 

meaning within the field of planning. One specific group of scholars has specifically 

focused on the politics of meaning making during planning and decision-making and their 

work strongly inspired this dissertation. A mutual aspect of all these diverging clusters of 

knowledge – presented in table 1 - is that the result of infrastructural decision-making, 
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whether it is called a plan, policy or strategic decision, is based on a collective and 

interactive process. The ambiguous nature of large infrastructural projects dominates the 

theoretical foundations: infrastructural developments have a different meaning for 

different people who all want to frame the decision in their benefit. Scholars focusing on 

ambiguity concentrate on the ways in which political-executives 'make meaning' through 

engagement in decision-making. Being political actors, Alderpersons, Delegates and 

Ministers do not make meaning for meaning's sake, for its elegance or appropriateness: 

they make meaning in order to create a world in their image, according their own frame of 

reference. This political side to the negotiation of meaning will prove to be a central tenet 

of this dissertation.  

Classical public administration and the notion of complexity 

The discussion of the inspiring public administration literature - especially focused upon 

complexity - will start by discussing one specific classic study on decision-making that has 

inspired many subsequent researchers of public-decision making processes. The Essence of 

Decision, the seminal book of Allison & Zelicow (1997) -can be regarded as a well-chosen 

starting point for the discussing of inspirational studies. Their distinct analytical models 

are insightful for the basic understanding of collaborative decision-making concerning 

infrastructural ventures. Divergent perspectives on decision-making within public 

administration are addressed and their analytical uses are compared with each other by 

using these different lenses to study the same empirical phenomenon, namely the Cuban 

Missile Crisis. Allison and Zelicow's study functions as a compact review of public 

decision-making literature and one of their perspectives corresponds to a great extent 

with the conceptual lens that is to be constructed within this dissertation. The study was 

especially innovative because of the fact that the authors demonstrate how different 

research perspectives lead to different analysis and also different potential solutions: 

This is an important insight for this dissertation, which also aims to construct a 

conceptual lens that sheds new light on political-executive decision-making in the 

infrastructural field. The first two models - the Rational Actor model and the 

Organizational Behavior model - are parallel to March’s distinction of the logic of 

consequence and the logic of appropriateness in decision-making research  (March, 1994). 

The Rational Actor model regards decision-making as an intentional action which 

provides a calculated solution to a strategic problem. The core concepts of the Rational 

Actor model are clear goals, alternatives and consequences leading to a purposeful choice: 

decision-makers act to optimize the calculated outcome (Allison & Zelicow, 1997). 

According to the Organizational Behavior model, decision-making is determined by 

previously and fixed procedures, routines and repertoires that fit the commonly accepted 

definition of the situation: decision-makers act according to their prescribed role and 

identity (Allison & Zelicow, 1997).  

The Governmental Politics model – the third perspective - is concerned with 

diverging interpretations by decision-makers about one and the same issue and the 

resulting rivalry among ideas about possible avenues of action. According to Allison, each 

 "Each conceptual framework consists of a cluster of assumptions and categories that 
influence what the analyst finds puzzling, how he formulates the question, where he looks for 
evidence and what he produces as an answer "(Allison & Zelicow, 1997). 
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decision-maker is a player in a central, competitive game called politics, in which 

outcomes are formed by the interaction of competing preferences. Many actors or players 

are present and they act according to varying interpretations on the issue while they focus 

not on one strategic issue but on many diverse issues as well (1997:255). Action (such as 

decision-making) is regarded as a political resultant: “each player pulls and hauls with the 

power at his discretion for outcomes that will advance his or her conception of national, 

organizational, group and personal interests (1997:302). Decision-makers participate while 

representing their domain, albeit a department or a municipality, representing the broad 

array of interests of their constituents. Allison (1997:296) states that there are four 

interrelated questions at the center of the Governmental Politics Paradigm: “Who plays? 

What factors shape players’ perceptions, preferences and stance on the issue? What 

determines each player’s impacts on results? How does the game combine players’ stands, 

influence, and moves to yield governmental decisions and actions?” The governmental 

politics model is not the favorite lens for most analysts who rather adhere to the Rational 

Actor framework:  

 

 

However, in order to understand the practice of political-executive decision-making in 

real-life, the governmental politics model presents an inspiring perspective. Furthermore, 

this lens has strong connections to other academic contributions in mainstream public 

administration literature that inspire this dissertation, such as the literature on complexity 

theory, policy networks and collaborative decision-making. 

Conceptualizations of decision-making in mainstream Public Administration 

literature 

An important question regarding the essence of decision is the question about the 

possible scope of public decision making. Scholars on decision-making from the 1960s 

onward position themselves on a continuum between synoptical, all-encompassing 

rational models and grand plans and incremental, ‘muddling through’ conceptualization of 

decision-making (regard Lindblom, 1959). Scholars taking position in-between these two 

opposite positions, for instance Etzioni (1967) with his concept of 'mixed-scanning', 

attempt to avoid the pitfalls of both extremes. These scholars pragmatically acknowledge 

that synoptic grand schemes are extremely difficult to accomplish in practice and that 

incrementalism tends to focus too much on existing problems and solutions and not on 

innovative pathways. The actual question underlying this debate on potential scope 

concerns the way in which decision-makers should deal with a world full of complexity 

and uncertainty. Reality is complex because everything depends on everything: there are 

many factors that are not only interrelated but also emerging and dynamic. The world is 

uncertain because actors cannot predict the future and cannot know the world in all 

completeness.  

Different academic perspectives on a complex and uncertain reality have led to 

different models that conceptualize decision-making as a process. According to Teisman 

“[The perspective's] fascination with how issues are framed and reframed from day to day, 
attention to the advantages and disadvantages of particular players and insistence on recalling 
options advocated but neglected, strikes other analysts as an undue concern with ephemeral 
eddies in a larger current. The information costs of tracking the eddies are too high; for them 
the danger of distractions from the real picture is too great” (Allison & Zelicow, 1997:387).  
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(2000), three main process models of decision-making can be recognized: the phase 

model, the streams model and the rounds model. The phase model, regarding decision-

making as taking consecutive and distinctive steps towards a decision, is seen as rather 

simplistic and weak in the eyes of most decision-making scholars. However, it is still the 

most frequently used model by scholars and especially by practitioners: "They are aware 

that empiricism deviates from this, but feel it is worthwhile to reconstruct policy making 

[or decision-making] as though it was taking place in phases" (Teisman, 2000:941). The 

two other models take in account a reality that is complex, uncertain and even chaotic. 

The streams model - or garbage can decision-making -regards decision-making as 

temporal sorting in a complex context existing of problems, solutions and decision-

makers (Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972; Kingdon, 1984). Garbage cans can be 

conceptualized as choice opportunities that collect decision-makers, problems and 

solutions. Decision makers move from choice opportunities that are far from decision 

towards those that are closer to decision (March, 1994:200). Kingdon(1984) uses the idea 

of the garbage can as an instance in which streams of problems, solutions and politics 

(consisting of political actors) intertwine. The moment of linking of these streams during 

a specific choice opportunity is recognized by Kingdon as a policy window, an 

opportunity for decision-making. Decision-making is conceptualized as solutions looking 

for problems and decision-makers looking for policy windows. 

The rounds model in turn regards decision-making very specifically from an actor 

perspective and focuses on interactions between these actors within decision-making 

networks. “To understand decision-making, the researcher focuses on the variety of 

actors, objectives and solutions, their dynamics as well as the interaction between these 

elements” (Teisman, 2000:943). The beginning and end of a round can only be 

determined retrospectively by pinpointing the crucial decision that will steer the further 

course of the decision-making process (Teisman, 2000; Teisman & Van Buuren, 2013). 

The round model expands upon the stream model, for every round consists of an active 

search for a policy window leading to decisions in one round and staging the interactive 

process for the next round. The focus on agency and interaction in complex networks 

makes the rounds model a useful inspiration and this model approaches the 

conceptualization of infrastructural decision-making in this thesis more than the other 

two models. The rounds model also connects with the focus on governance networks and 

complexity that is salient in contemporary public administration research. 

Complexity within policy networks 

According to Howlett (2007), especially in the Dutch context there has been much 

theory-building on collaborative and conflictive decision-making in terms of complexity 

within policy networks (Bruijn, Heuvelhof, & Veld, 2002; Kickert, Klijn, & Koppenjan, 

1997; Klijn & Koppenjan, 2004; Teisman & Klijn, 2008). Also in the specific context of 

infrastructural decision-making researchers has focused on complexity and uncertainty in 

complex networks (Hartog & Westerveld, 2010; Van Gils & Klijn, 2007).The focus of 

these researchers is often aimed at the capacity to cope with or to manage the 

complexities and uncertainties that are inherent to the decision-making rounds within 

these networks of mutually dependent decision-makers. The focus on networks parallels 

the larger shift in Public Administration from 'governing' to 'governance' (Kooiman, 

2003; Pierre & Peters, 2010; Rhodes, 1997). The notion on governance is not the key 
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focus of this dissertation, but it should be clear that idea of complex policy networks of 

decision-makers is indeed basically assumed. 

Large infrastructural or spatial development projects by definition encompass a 

large area in which political-executives from different levels and representing differing 

constituencies are present. A multitude of Alderpersons of large and small municipalities, 

provincial Delegates and often Ministers and top officials representing multiple ministries 

are all involved: they are all responsible for and have authority over (at least part) of the 

designated project area. Infrastructural decision-making can be conceptualized as a case of 

complex joint action, following Pressman & Wildavsky (1984): these authors especially 

stress the great difficulty, never to be underestimated, of such decision-making processes, 

in which "the apparently simple and straightforward [for instance planning a new 

highway] is really complex and convoluted" (1984:107). In this context, Scharpf (1988) 

explains that decision-making among different governmental actors is in danger of falling 

into the joint decision trap. Actors have to make a joint decision, but they are primarily 

interested in securing their own interests and plans; this often leads to a process of 

bargaining instead of problem solving, leading to a sub-optimal outcome representing the 

lowest common denominator. The 'trap' in this kind of processes consists of the fact that 

this sub-optimal outcome is often more acceptable than both other options: either 

increased authorative, centralized decision-making power or a disintegration of the 

decision-making network. This joint decision-making trap is certainly a potential pitfall in 

the case of strategic infrastructural decision-making. 

The complexity of decision-making processes involving a multitude of political-

executives and their civil servant henchmen is increased even more by the widespread 

proliferation of participation and interactive decision-making. Interactive decision-making 

entails the involvement of citizens, NGO organizations, enterprises and other 

stakeholders from the early stages onward in the decision-making process. The purpose is 

that these stakeholders are truly involved in the process of planning and decision-making 

(Edelenbos & Klijn, 2006; Klijn & Koppenjan, 2000). Interactive decision-making 

increases the number of decision-makers with diverging agendas even further. Moreover, 

there is a tension between this horizontal process of stakeholder deliberation and the 

vertical, hierarchical process of decision-making by elected political-executives: 

 

 

Alderpersons, Provincial Delegates and Ministers see the interactive process as a threat to 

their decision-making power. This perception of interactive decision-making seems 

understandable, keeping in mind the difficulties of joint decision-making already faced in 

a network of political political-executives who all have their own interests and agendas. 

This dissertation will mainly focus on the efforts of political-executives to make a joint 

decision, although this does not mean that in some instances societal stakeholders will 

have a genuine and significant effect on the political-executive decision-making arena 

through their participation.  

 

 “The outcomes of interactive decision-making processes are often not used in the formal 
political procedures that follow. Because elected politicians fear that these new forms of 
participation threaten their political primacy, they find it hard to play a constructive role in these 
processes” (2000:365). 
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Another possible conceptual explanation for the fact that practices of political-executives 

in a sense disregard the input of other participants involves the notion of autopoiesis, 

which would parallel the idea of closedness of a policy network (i.e. Dunsire, 1996; 

Kickert, 1993; Van Twist & Schaap, 1991). It was already explained in the introduction 

that some group of actors could form an autopoietic community that is only loosely 

coupled and in many aspects disconnected from its surrounding context. Translated into a 

network perspective, one could envision a closed network configuration with only 

minimal connection towards surrounding actors. The members of such an autopoietic 

community will focus primarily on their own interests and they will follow their own 

norms and rules. Within a governance perspective, this would mean that political-

executives do indeed follow their own logic while they are influenced but not determined 

by the plans and policies that are devised by public professionals such as planners, policy 

advisors or project managers. Thus, these Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers can 

engage in practices that are not anticipated by the other professionals that surround them 

and their decisions can suddenly be frustratingly divergent from the outcomes that are 

envisioned by those professionals.  

The discussion above demonstrates that the body of knowledge of Public 

Administration has made great progress by conceptualizing the rational decision-maker as 

bounded by the complexity and uncertainty of the surrounding world. Consider the 

following statement of March (1994:154), criticizing a positivist reductionist view on 

decision-making and advocating a different view that is based on “multi-person, multi-

goal, multi-identity, multi-arena situations in conditions of limited rationality, limited 

attention and limited consistency”. Purely positivist public administration research has 

become rare for it has been replaced by post-positivist research based on the 

epistemology of critical realism. The focus on complexity, intertwinedness and uncertainty 

in this cluster of studies forms a contribution to the construction of the research lens. 

However, while these aspects of the reality of decision-making are assumed, there is yet 

another aspect of decision-making that seems even more crucial for the conceptual lens 

of this dissertation. The reality of decision-making might be complex and uncertain – it is 

also ambiguous: people give different meaning to a decision-making process. 

Argumentative turn: shared meaning through open deliberation 

A post-positivist research perspective assumes that academic research can help to reveal 

the true image of the world. Although reality often remains difficult to grasp, there is the 

notion that behind all uncertainty and complexity there is an objective world that can be 

increasingly understood through empiricist research focused on testing reality. The 

problem with this basic assumption is that the world is not only an uncertain and complex 

place. It is also ambiguous, which means that reality can have different meanings for 

different actors at the same time. This is not due to fallible or imperfect human skills of 

perception as envisioned by post-positivist scholars. Instead, this is the essential human 

condition of knowing according to interpretative researchers. Moreover, the actual 

meaning of reality for any actor is often unclear and incoherent. The agendas of decision-

makers are inconsistent, instable and often evolve during the process of decision-making 

(March, 1994:188). A shift in focus from complexity or uncertainty towards ambiguity 

leads to the primacy of meaning as key notion for studying decision-making. Meaning is 

not yet a dominant concept in public administration literature on decision-making. For 

scholars in the domain of interpretative policy analysis and for adherents to the 
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argumentative turn in planning studies, the notion of meaning takes up a central role. For 

the remainder of this thesis, it is important to understand that this dissertation focuses 

upon the idea of ambiguity and the search for meaning, although the complex and 

uncertain nature of decision-making is clearly not denied.  

Ambiguity, meaning making and the interpretative tradition 

James March, a distinguished scholar on decision-making processes, claims that many 

scholars of decision-making have an affection for the idea of order and especially for the 

notions of reality (there is an objective world), causality (choices affect consequences) and 

intentionality (decision-making is based on purposeful actors) (March, 1994:176). This 

positivist orderly conception underestimates the vagueness, ambiguity and chaos of actual 

decision-making processes. Stone (1997:6) parallels this idea of March in her 

conceptualization of 'the rationality project’ as an endeavor by scholars from political 

science, public administration, policy analysis and planning studies. These researchers 

share a common objective of rescuing public policy and decision-making from the 

irrationalities and ambiguities of everyday life. Their purpose is to make policy instead 

with rational, analytical and scientific methods. This traditionally salient approach towards 

decision making as a ‘clean’ process with coherent intentions, rules and rational clear 

preferences is also recognized by March (1994), Fischer (2003) and Edelman, who states 

that; 

 

 

March (1994, 2010) eloquently explains the idea of ambiguity by comparing it with the 

concept of uncertainty. The notion of uncertainty holds that an objectively knowable 

world is not understood in a perfect way thus creating uncertainty which can also be 

reduced , for instance by doing research. On the other hand, ambiguity is about fuzzy 

interpretation of reality; about multiple meanings and simultaneously opposing 

interpretations: 

 

 

This dissertation follows the idea of March that in order to explore decision arenas within 

which meaning is obscure and ambiguous, it is necessary to "leave a decision world with 

coherent intentions, expectations, identities and rules. Decisions are seen as vehicles for 

constructing meaningful interpretations of fundamentally confusing worlds, not as 

outcomes produced by a comprehensive environment. Decision-processes sometimes 

become means for evading or alleviating ambiguity, sometimes means for embracing or 

enhancing it"(1994:179). 

 

 "the incentive to reduce ambiguity to certainty, multivalent people to egos with fixed 
ideologies, and the observer's predilections to the essence of rationality pervades everyday 
discourse and social science practice" (Edelman, 1988:3).  

"Students of ambiguity argue that extra information may not resolve misunderstandings of the 
world; that the 'real' world may itself be a product of social construction, thus not so much 
discovered as invented; that interpretations of experience and desires may be fundamentally 
ambivalent rather than simply uncertain; and that ambiguity may be used to augment 

understanding through imagination" (March, 1994:179).  
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Taking the study of Allison (1997) and his governmental politics perspective as an 

example, the difference between a positivist and an interpretive approach becomes more 

tangible. Allison demonstrates sensitivity for complexity, uncertainty and political power-

play in the context of the decision-making actors. He exhibits how different researchers 

can make sense of a phenomenon from different perspectives, causing all of them to draw 

divergent conclusions about reality "as we shift from one lens to the next. Use of a 

microscope, rather than a telescope, produces a different image of the same fundamental 

reality [italics by author]" (1997:380). Any interpretative scholar would immediately 

respond that a research perspectives is not a window for looking at some discernible 

fundamental reality, for the perspective that is chosen actually creates reality in the first 

place (Fischer & Forester, 1993). Moreover, not only researchers but also decision-makers 

themselves give a different meaning to reality through different lenses. It is not possible 

and also not the purpose of interpretative research to claim that some lens or some 

meaning is closer to the ‘truth’ than another one. Interpretative and post-positivist 

researchers conceptualize reality from two diametrically opposing epistemological and 

ontological standpoints, with essential implications for research methodology, analysis 

and results. 

The difference between the two paradigms also implies a change in terminology, 

analytical concepts and possible truth claims. Interpretative researchers would claim that 

even if the complex and uncertain aspects of reality would hypothetically disappear, social 

actors would make sense of the world in diverging ways. This dissertation focuses on the 

way in which the meaning of potential infrastructural projects is socially constructed by 

the negotiation of meaning among participant decision-makers: 

 

This idea of meaning-making or even 'world-making ' by actors explains the selection of 

inspirational literature contextualizing the research problem. Traditionally, Public 

administration researchers adhere to an empiricist – and often prescriptive – style of 

research and it proves to be difficult to shift into an interpretative mode of research. 

Many scholars have come to adhere to post-positivist perspectives such as for instance 

complexity theory, which is based on the philosophical stance of critical realism. Critical 

realist scholars assume that there is objective reality and they try to approach it as much as 

possible by striving for objectivity. Interpretative research does not strive for objectivity 

and the question of such a reality is not fundamental, for humans can only perceive and 

act upon the world through a filter of meaning (Bruner, 1986; Fischer, 2003; Schwartz-

Shea & Yanow, 2012). 

Moreover, although public administration scholars have used interpretative 

methodology (for instanceBevir & Rhodes, 2012; Noordegraaf & Abma, 2003; Rhodes, 

2005; Van Hulst, 2008; Veenswijk, 1996; Veenswijk & Berendse, 2008), these studies are 

not especially focused on strategic decision-making in the policy and planning process. In 

the academic fields of policy analysis and planning studies, which can be considered sub-

fields of public administration in general, there are significant interpretative streams of 

research adhering to an interpretative epistemology and social-constructionist ontology. 

Since infrastructural decision-making can be perceived both as a specific kind of public 

 "The idea behind the 'social construction of reality' is not that there is no reality apart from 
social meanings, but that we can know reality only after we give it meaning through framing 
categories and giving names" (Stone, 1997:375).  
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policy process and as an exercise in spatial planning, these streams form an inspiration for 

contextualizing the symbolic construction of meaning in an ambiguous reality. 

The argumentative turn in policy analysis and the communicative turn in planning 

studies 

The seminal book The Argumentative Turn in Policy Analysis and Planning(Fischer & Forester, 

1993) features studies on decision-making based on interpretative qualitative methods 

such as discourse analysis, framing and narrative analysis and socio-linguistic methods. 

This publication marks a shift in methodological and epistemological focus which is 

known under many names, for instance 'interpretative turn, 'argumentative turn, 

'discursive turn' or 'post-empiricist turn' (Hajer & Wagenaar, 2003). Other key 

publications within this body of knowledge include for instance The Deliberate Practitioner 

(Forester, 1999), Deliberative Policy Analysis (Hajer & Wagenaar, 2003)and Reframing Public 

Policy(Fischer, 2003). According to Fischer and Forester (1993:1), there is a central 

question for understanding the shift in focus that is behind the research committed to the 

interpretative turn: "What if our language does not simply mirror or picture the world but 

instead profoundly shapes our view of it in the first place?". Interpretative policy analysts 

assume that people can never have a direct 'window' on reality. They will always need to 

interactively give meaning to reality through language, stories and discourses when 

making decisions, policies or plans: 

 

 

This dissertation shares this basic assumption and will draw heavily on notions such as 

sense making, framing and story-telling as devices for meaning-making. For instance, the 

concept of discourse takes a central position in interpretative perspectives on policy 

making and planning, Even though discourse analysis is not the methodological frame of 

this dissertation, the concept of discourse itself is a key concept in social-constructionist 

research. Hajer understands a discourse as an ensemble of concepts, ideas and categories 

that give meaning to phenomena; “Discourses frame certain problems; that is to say, they 

distinguish some aspects of a situation rather than others” (Hajer, 1993:47). Hajer’s 

discourse coalition approach attempts to explain how policy processes lead to some 

specific outcome. Coalitions of actors from various backgrounds share the same story 

line, which is a medium through which actors try to enact their view of reality upon an 

issue. 

 In the case of infrastructural decision-making,  a clash between discourse coalitions 

with different story lines could be conceptualized, or contrastingly the possibility that one 

dominant discourse coalition dominates the decision-making process. The frame analysis 

approach seems to be a better fit, since a frame is more focused on concrete situations for 

which it provides a perspective that is used to make sense and guide action, such as 

decision-making action (Schon & Rein, 1994; Van Den Brink, 2009). The conceptual lens 

of this dissertation will draw heavily on the notion of framing and especially the notion of 

collective action frame will be crucial in order to understand collective meaning making. 

 "Whereas physical objects have no intrinsic meaning structures, human actors actively 
construct their social worlds. They do so by assigning meaning to events and actions, both 
physical and social. Human experience, as such, is enveloped in a non-material social, cultural 
and personal realm of thought and meanings" (Fischer, 2003:48). 
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In the field of planning studies, the interpretative shift in focus towards processes of 

meaning-making is known as the communicative turn. Scholars who adhere to the 

communicative turn (i.e. Fischler, 2000; Forester, 1989; Healey, 1997, 1998, 2006; Innes & 

Booher, 2010) focus on collaborative decision-making that is of an interactive and 

deliberative nature. Infrastructural and spatial decision-making processes - especially 

urban development projects - are often topic of research of communicative planning 

scholars. The main inspiration for these scholars is the work on Communicative Action 

of the philosopher Habermas (1984). According to Healey, one of the most prominent 

communicative turn scholars, communicative action opens up the view that planners can 

choose which plan to follow based on deliberative debate in interaction with stakeholders 

instead of strict application of positivist rational principles in an instrumental manner: 

 

 

According to Healey the focus should be on localized consensus created through 

deliberation between decision-makers with different frames of reference, for instance 

within an infrastructural decision-making arena (Healey, 1993:239). These deliberations 

should be facilitated by Habermasian ideal speech conditions, such as for instance: “Each 

speaker must legitimately represent the interest for which he or she claims to speak, each 

must speak sincerely, each must make statements that are comprehensible to others and 

each statement must be accurate” (Innes & Booher, 2003:38). Planners are to be regarded 

as the directors in the orchestra of meaning making, making sure that the decision-making 

process harmoniously flows from deliberate interaction facilitated through ideal speech 

rules. For them, improving decision-making in policy making and planning equals the 

improvement of the argumentative and deliberative skills of planners and policy makers. 

The interpretative studies of the scholars in this cluster contribute to the foundation of 

the conceptual lens of this research. However, the Habermasian perspective of these 

scholars is also criticized and not adopted by the researcher because of the lacking focus 

on the political dimension of meaning-making. The following paragraph discusses the 

cluster of inspirational studies that focus on political reasoning in an ambiguous reality.  

A political perspective on meaning making 

The Habermasian view on deliberative and argumentative decision-making is criticized for 

being normative and idealistic for its focus on finding a shared vision between actors with 

diverging perceptions of reality. The idea that actors might not be striving for a 

deliberated collective decision is not central in their arguments. Research in the 

argumentative and communicative tradition assumes that decision-making is often 

problematic because decision-makers misunderstand each other’s view on the object of 

decision. In their view, the perspective of a certain actor can for instance be hegemonic 

because of lack of collaborative deliberation. Such a hegemonic discourse or dominant 

policy frame could be influenced and changed through explicit confrontation with the 

“For Habermas, the notion of the self-conscious autonomous individual, refining his or her 
knowledge against principles of logic and science, can be replaced by a notion of reason as 
intersubjective mutual understanding arrived at by particular people in particular times and 
places; that is, reason is historically situated. Knowledge claims, upon which action 

possibilities are proposed, are validated, in this conception of reasoning, through discursively 
establishing principles of validity rather than through appeal to logic or science, although both 
may well be considered possibilities within the communicative context” (Healey, 1993:238). 
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perceptions of other actors. Mirroring the notion of the ‘tragedy of the commons’ 

(Hardin, 1968, 1998), the individualistic perspective of actors on the world problematizes 

the development of the solution that best serves the common good. Argumentative and 

communicative scholars are convinced that their interpretative social-constructionist 

analysis is the way to prevent or alleviate the tragedy of the commons.  

The idea that the tragedy of the commons is caused by misunderstanding is deeply 

engraved in Habermasian thought. When actors would truly understand the arguments 

and viewpoints of others and would recognize a common solution that is beneficial for 

most actors involved and the realization of such a common reality is possible through 

decision-making. Habermasian inspired scholars are neglecting the possibility that actors - 

understanding the common good and the perspectives and interests of others - are not 

automatically inclined to strive for such an optimal solution. However, this dissertation 

argues that political-executives are elected by their constituents in order to accomplish a 

specific vision on reality. Therefore, Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons attempt to 

realize their agenda, even if they understand that their plans are not necessarily realizing 

the common good. Assuming that there are multiple political-executives striving to realize 

their diverging agendas without deliberating an optimal common solution, the notion of 

power becomes crucial for understanding the process of decision-making. 

Power as a nuisance to be coped with  

Although practitioners agree that power is elementary for the understanding of decision-

making, the concept has not yet received a central place in the field of planning and policy 

analysis (according to for instance Flyvbjerg, 2002; Goverde, 1987; Richardson & Jensen, 

2000). Focusing on the scholars of the argumentative and communicative turn, the 

seminal book Planning in the face of power(Forester, 1989) could be discussed to describe 

their stance towards the issue of power. This book was one of the earliest markers of the 

communicative paradigm in planning studies (Huxley & Yiftachel, 2000:334). According 

to Forester, one of the most effective routes to power is misinformation. The planner 

must develop a strategic response towards the spread of misinformation through the 

analysis of the surrounding power structure (Forester, 1989:35). The underlying 

assumption is that planning takes place in a context of politics against which the planning 

process must be 'protected'. Furthermore, the notion of 'misinformation' in itself assumes 

that the planner can assess the difference between 'right' information and misinformation. 

Forester states that working to alter the necessary cognitive boundedness of rational 

action may be foolish, but working to alter the bounds of power that distort rational 

action may be liberating (1989:37). This has remained the dominant view on power for 

communicative turn scholars.  

Forester proposes the idea of the 'progressive planner' as the model planner of the 

future, open as he or she is for deliberation with all relevant stakeholders. Power is seen 

as something erratic that disturbs the pure planning process which should be based on 

ideal speech-led argumentation in order to give common meaning to ambiguous reality. 

Power as a nuisance is a widespread understanding of the role of power in planning and 

policy analysis. The credo 'speaking Truth to Power', as formulated by Wildavsky (1979), 

has for a long time been the essential idea underlying the conceptualization of power in 

these fields. Power is regarded as something opposite of ‘truth’, as something that is 

bounding or blocking ‘truth’ to unveil or realize itself. Policymakers and planners should 

make sense together through a deliberative process free from power relations, although in 
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the end a legislative form of power might be needed when consensus is not reached 

(Hoppe, 1999). According to Dryzek: 

But how does this deliberate 'weighing of beliefs' take place? Who decides what the best 

argument is? Who is doing the weighing, and by which weighing scale? 

Power as productive force in decision-making processes 

Several planning scholars (i.e. Albrechts, 2013; Flyvbjerg, 2002; Tewdwr-Jones & 

Allmendinger, 1998; Watson, 2006) argue that Habermasian scholars such as Healey and 

Forester remain normative and procedural about the role of power in planning: planners 

first make sense of a problem collectively before a political entity such as a city council 

decides a course of action. Habermasians thus have a normative view on power - what do 

we like to see happening - without the substantive understanding of power as Realpolitik - 

what is actually happening during decision-making (Flyvbjerg, 2002: 353). In reality 

however, actors use power to either ignore or design knowledge about reality at their 

convenience. The neglect of the politics of meaning making during decision-making by 

argumentative and communicative scholars may seem remarkable, especially since ideal 

speech rules connect well to a positivist epistemology: 

 

 

The view on power in this dissertation connects with a knowledge tradition that runs 

from Machiavellian via Nietzsche to Foucault (Flyvbjerg, 1998). In this perspective, 

power is regarded as a constitutive force that creates knowledge, rationality and reality just 

as much as it is based on these aspects. What counts as knowledge or ‘truth’ in a certain 

context – and therefore the reality created according to this truth - depends upon power 

relations within that setting. According to Sharp & Richardson (2001:197); “Foucault is 

not condemning rationality outright, but simply saying that rational and/or irrational 

arguments may be appropriated as ‘truth’ through the exercise of power". The well-

known credo ‘knowledge is power’ is inversed: ‘power is knowledge’ for power decides 

which views on reality are deemed rational and legitimate (Flyvbjerg, 1998). In this 

perspective, planners, policy makers or political-executives are not bounded by power. 

They do not have to guard their policies and plans against power, for these social 

constructs are the produce of power. This political view on meaning making corresponds 

with the perspective on decision-making called politics of culture(De Heer, 2009). This 

perspective is rooted in the idea of multiple decision-making arenas in an ambiguous 

reality in which many actors from diverging cultural backgrounds use their power to 

influence the meaningful story that guides decision-making. Even though De Heer does 

not discuss in full the academic debates on framing and power – the key concepts of this 

dissertation - it is clear that these concepts can be used to elaborate the politics of culture 

 "the essence of judgment and decision becomes not the automatic application of rules or 
algorithms but a process of deliberation which weighs beliefs, principles and actions under 

conditions of multiple frames for the interpretation and evaluation of the world" (Dryzek, 
1993:214). 

 “There is the same sense of searching for the right decision-rules be they rational-
comprehensive or rational-communicative, universal or local. The assumption is that using the 
right decision-making process will enable planning (however defined) to further its progressive, 

even emancipatory, potential" (Huxley & Yiftachel, 2000:334). 
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lens (regard De Heer et al., 2010). The notion of politics of culture therefore provides a 

strong inspiration for this dissertation and the lens that is being crafted could be regarded 

as an elaboration or sharpening of this ‘politics of culture’ lens.   

The debate between Habermas and Foucault on knowledge and power will be 

further discussed in the conceptual framework. This dissertation follows Flyvbjerg in the 

idea that power is an essential concept for understanding the social construction of reality 

during infrastructural decision-making. The insight that politics is a creative and valuable 

feature of social existence creates space for an alternative model of political reasoning in 

order to analyze public decision-making and planning. “Political reasoning is reasoning by 

metaphor and analogy. It is trying to see a situation as one thing rather than another…but 

not just for beauty’s sake or for insight’s sake. It is strategic portrayal for persuasion’s 

sake, and ultimately for policy’s sake” (Stone, 1997:9). De Heer (2009) demonstrates that 

political reasoning is not only a logic that is followed by politicians, for many actors on 

strategic positions are engaged in the politics of culture. The contribution of the cluster of 

studies based upon a Foucauldian perspective on power and meaning-making is crucial 

for the construction of a meaning making lens. The key insight is that diverging views are 

not harmonized through argumentative deliberation. Diverging views lead to a power play 

between the actors sponsoring these views: all of them want to influence the social 

construction of reality as much as possible. 

The role of political-executives during decision-making: balancing between 

complexity, deliberation and political reasoning 

The insights of the studies situated in the inspiring clusters above will form the 

background to discuss literature about the roles of decision-makers – and primarily 

political-executive – within the process of decision-making. It will become clear why 

especially the cluster focused on the politics of meaning making is useful for 

understanding the distinct role of Ministers, Alderpersons and Delegates. Large 

infrastructure decision-making processes consist of multiple actors with preferences and 

roles that are jointly inconsistent, meaning that they cannot all be realized within existing 

environmental constraints (March, 1994:108). The most common actors in infrastructural 

decision-making are public professionals (planners, policy workers, and project members), 

political executives (Ministers, Provincial Delegates and Municipal Alderpersons) and 

politicians (members of the Parliament and Provincial and City councils). March makes a 

distinction between actors as partners who want to find common ground and groups of 

actors that are less inclined to resolve conflict, in which case power and negotiation play 

an important role (March, 1994:140). However, actors who frame themselves as ‘partners’ 

in front-stage documents such as project descriptions and planning documents, can be 

engaged in power-play in the backstage reality. The narrative approach of this dissertation 

is sensitive to such differences between front stage and back stage representations 

(Goffman, 1959; Solomon et al., 2013).    

Studies on public decision-making processes are often done with the perspective 

of the planner or policy analyst in mind. However, the political executives are the actors 

who actually have to make a decision, while the political councils evaluate the choices they 

make. According to a classical Weberian differentiation of roles, the evaluating politicians 

function as representative of political values and interests, while the bureaucrat is the 

subordinate ‘expert advisor and policy executor’, whose major concern is efficient and 
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successful decision-making (Hart & Wille, 2006:124). Political-executives simultaneously 

share aspects of both politicians and bureaucrats. As Hart & Wille (2006) demonstrate, 

political-executives must have a capacity to deliver in the political arena and must have a 

clear vision which gives meaning to society. However, the political-executives must also 

run the departmental machine and develop and implement policies according to a 

bureaucratic process. Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are both politicians and top 

bureaucratic executives at the same time, thus creating a tension that is also visible in 

dualistic democratic systems. Policy is potentially a sphere of rational analysis, objectivity, 

allegiance to truth, and pursuit of the well-being of society as a whole. Politics is defined 

as the sphere of emotion and passion, irrationality, self-interest, short-sightedness and raw 

power(Stone, 1997:373). Political-executives are responsible for long-term policy 

development and implementation while at the same instance they are struggling to 

maintain power in the short term political arena by following the political will of their 

constituency in order to 'score’. 

Political-executives: argumentative negotiators or power mongers? 

An interesting presumption of Habermasian thought is the idea that decision-makers 

indeed want to make the 'most sensible' decision following deliberative argumentation on 

equal footing. Political-executives however - essential actors for infrastructural decision-

making - are not on equal footing with other participants in the decision-making arena. 

Politicians find it very difficult to match their role of chosen legislative authority with a 

position in a more horizontal deliberative discussion between stakeholders (Klijn & 

Koppenjan, 2000; Koppenjan, Kars, & Voort, 2009). They are elected by the public to 

make decisions for the public and not with the public. Moreover, as political figures they 

are concerned with 'scoring' in the eyes of their constituency by using decision-making in 

order to further their own strategic agenda. Klijn and Koppenjan’s research hints to the 

politics of meaning making that is scarcely acknowledged within the Habermasian 

perspective.  

This double role of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers calls for a reflection on 

the conflicting tension between the dominant empiricist and instrumental perspective of 

many practitioners and scholars and the art of politics in which the concept of power 

plays a central role. Charles Lindblom (1993) already clearly explained these two spheres 

of decision-making: the sphere of rational analysis on the basis of knowledge and the 

sphere of politics and power. However, public decision-making has been dominated by 

(post) positivist research perspectives in which the ambiguity of reality is not a main 

concern. Moreover, even most scholars who do regard decision-making as an 

interpretative social-constructionist process are neglecting the politics of meaning. The 

neglect of meaning and power in research on decision-making in policy and planning 

literature is elaborated upon by Stone(1997) through her explanation of the difference 

between ‘the rationality project’ and the idea of political reason. The rationality project is 

the endeavor through which scholars and practitioners in political science, public 

administration and policy analysis have shared a common mission: to rescue public policy 

from the irrationalities and indignities of politics, hoping to make policy with rational, 

analytical and scientific methods instead (Stone, 1997:6). The following quote captures the 

vantage point of the rationality project: 
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Contrasting with the rationality project is the notion of political reasoning, focusing on 

the act of framing the meaning of decision-making. Political reasoning is primarily an 

enactment of categories in reality, an attempt to frame sameness or difference, good or 

bad and right or wrong, with the intention to construct the meaning of the object of 

decision-making. The meaning that becomes established frames the reasoning by 

calculation, the 'reasoning about more or less' (Stone, 1997:376). According to this 

perspective, decisions about the best way to solve for instance an infrastructural problem 

depends on the categories and criteria that are enacted and constructed before 

contemplating rational reasoning on a decision is even possible. As Stone states, what 

political-executives decide about when they focus on the planning of infrastructural 

projects is meaning, not matter, and meaning cannot be calculated through a rational 

method (Stone, 1997:376). 

Stone (1997:7)regards the aim of the rationality project as an impossible dream 

which misses the essential political perspective on reality. Rational analysis does not exist 

outside of politics, but it is created through politics, constantly evolving and strategically 

crafted to create an ambiguous image of reality that can be resolved into an intended 

direction. However, when political reality deviates from the hypothetical standards of 

rational policy making, it is regarded as irrational or extraordinary and proof of the 

something being fundamentally wrong with politics. Stone (1997:374) argues that there 

are many scholars who acknowledge the practical inadequacy of the rationality project and 

who try to find a middle way between rationality and political reason. However, as 

Teisman (2000) already mentioned, many scholars keep using rational prescriptive models 

for developing procedures or research plans while knowing at the same time that these 

models reflect reality in a poor way. March (1994) distinguishes a similar reaction of 

scholars and practitioners to the notion of garbage can decision-making processes. Some 

actors, most often civil servants, regard garbage can processes as improper as they 

envision decision-making as based on ordered principles of reality, causality and 

intentionality. Other actors, primarily political-executives, see no problem in using the 

streams and flows of problems, solutions and decision-makers strategically for their own 

ends.  

Strategic decisions in infrastructural projects are framed by the project's meaning 

which is mutually constructed by the decision-makers: "Political reasoning is always 

conducted as part of a struggle to control which images of the world govern policy. These 

images of the world frame the concrete decision-making processes into a certain direction 

and it is therefore always strategic" (Stone, 1997:379). In order to overcome the tension 

between the rationality project and political reasoning, mainstream scholars often 

conceptualize the decision-making process in two phases: a process by which conflicting 

norms and visions are politically reconciled – and meaning is established - and 

subsequently a process by which a decision or policy is made on the basis of this 

reconciliation. In practice, it is impossible to filter out the diverging views on reality from 

the policy process following political choice. Moreover, meaning is not only steering 

decision-making, for the act of decision-making in return also frames the meaning of a 

“From inside the rationality project, politics looks messy, foolish, erratic and inexplicable. 
Events, actions, and ideas in the political world seem to leap outside the categories that logic 
and rationality offer. In the rationality project, the categories of analysis are somehow above 
politics or outside it. Rationality purports to offer a correct vantage point, from which we can 
judge the goodness of the real world” (Stone, 1997:7). 
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project (March, 1994). Ideas about the meaning of reality do not only steer decisions; 

decision-making also influences which ideas are leading in society. Decisions are also 

symbolic opportunities for demonstrating their legitimacy and power in the larger political 

arena, which is crucial for political-executives. Decision-makers negotiate about the 

meaning of a development, which becomes enacted in reality following the ultimate 

decision. Abstract visions such as ideas, visions and plans can thus come into being when 

decisions are made. The symbolic dimensions of political-executive decision-making and 

the enactment of ideas into reality will be further discussed in the discussion chapter. 

The contribution of discussing the role of political-executive decision-makers is the 

insight into the inherent tension between short-term political reason and long-term 

executive responsibility that is inherent to their position in the decision-making arena. 

The inspirational studies on power and meaning are best qualified to grasp the political 

reasoning of Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons, for it is this kind of reasoning that 

makes the difference with other actors within the decision-making arena. 
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Tabel 1 clusters of inspiring studies 

Cluster of 

inspiring studies 

Classic public 

administration and 

complexity studies 

Argumentative turn 

focused on shared 

meaning through 

deliberation 

Political perspective 

focused on the nexus 

between power and 

meaning 

Epistemology/ 

ontology 

 

(Post) positivist/realist: focus 

on reduction of complexity and 

uncertainty. 

Logico-scientific mode of 

knowing 

Interpretative / social-

constructionist: focus on 

coping with ambiguity. 

Narrative mode of knowing 

Interpretative / social-

constructionist: focus on 

strategic use of ambiguity. 

Narrative mode of knowing 

Researcher’s 

stance 
Teleological Normative Pragmatic 

 

Dominant 

Methodology 
Quantitative (surveys) and 

qualitative (case studies). 

Qualitative: case studies – 

ethnographies – discourse 

analysis – narrative 

analysis. 

Qualitative: case studies – 

ethnographies – discourse 

analysis – narrative analysis. 

View on  political-

executives 
Rational actor perspective – 

bounded rationality 

Contextual powerful actors 

against whom rational 

plans should be protected  

(Planners and policy-

makers telling truth to 

power) 

Political-strategic actors in 

an executive role (deciding 

on long-term projects while 

scoring in the political 

arena) 

Questions 

concerning the 

decision-making 

process 

How do decision-makers in 

policy networks manage 

complexity and uncertainty in 

order to streamline the process 

of decision-making? 

Which ways of interacting 

between decision-makers 

can approximate the 

Habermasian ‘ideal speech’ 

normative frame in order 

to foster deliberative, 

participative meaning 

making? 

In which way are practices 

based on power-play and 

framing central for the 

negotiation of meaning 

within a decision-making 

process?  

Purpose of 

research  
To find logico-scientific ground 

rules for designing and 

managing decision-making 

processes 

To find normative ‘ideal 

speech’ rules for designing 

and guiding the interactive 

process of meaning making 

that grounds the decision-

making processes 

To understand the politics of 

strategic decision-making 

processes and to find 

recurring patterns and 

constellations during the 

struggle for meaning 

Ideal-typical 

question from a 

practitioners view 

‘How can we make a decision 

that is the most effective and 

efficient according to a set of 

general rules derived from 

theories on decision-making in 

complex and uncertain policy 

networks’ 

‘How can we reach a 

decision that is adequately 

deliberated by all actors 

involved and that reflects 

all divergent values and 

interests’  

‘How can we reach a 

decision that reflects the 

balance of power between 

all key agents involved and 

that brings into being a 

reality reflecting the political 

constellation of decision-

makers’ 
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Conclusion: inspiring knowledge clusters as raw materials for the conceptual 

lens 

The inspirational clusters of knowledge discussed above provide a stepping stone or 

bedrock of basic contextual assumptions that eclectically ground the conceptual lens 

focused on the negotiation of meaning during infrastructural decision-making processes. 

In other words, these clusters offer the raw material out of which a sharper lens focused 

on meaning making will be crafted. These clusters are not meant to provide a complete 

review of studies of decision-making in any specific discipline or stream of research. The 

complexity and uncertainty of decision-making in governance networks is taken as a 

theoretical starting point (Allison & Zelicow, 1997; Bruijn et al., 2002; Kickert et al., 1997; 

Teisman, 2000). However, in addition of complexity and uncertainty, this dissertation will 

concentrate on ambiguity and the practice of meaning making among political-executives 

(Fischer & Forester, 1993; Habermas, 1984; Healey, 1997; March, 1994). Moreover, this 

practice of meaning making will be investigated through a political lens: political-

executives struggle for meaning amongst each other by engaging in power play (De Heer, 

2009; Flyvbjerg, 2002; Stone, 1997; Yiftachel & Huxley, 2000). 

Alderpersons, Provincial Delegates and Ministers are decisive actors in the 

decision-making process on large infrastructural developments. As heads of public 

organizations they must implement infrastructural policies and plans while at the same 

time, they are also politicians who are accountable towards their city council, provincial 

council or Parliament. The term political-executive is therefore well chosen to stress the 

double identity of these key decision-makers. They have to score in the hectic political 

arena in order to increase their influence and to make sure they remain in power, while 

they are also responsible for successful and efficient decision-makings implementers of 

concrete infrastructural projects. Moreover, they do not only want to influence the 

meaning of a specific infrastructural undertaking: they want to influence the emerging 

meaning of the surrounding world towards the strategic vision which they have presented 

to their constituents.  

This dissertation is grounded on the idea that reality is not only complex and 

uncertain but moreover, it is ambiguous. Decision-makers all have their own view on 

infrastructural developments and the mutual meaning of such a venture is an emerging 

resultant of negotiations. Political executives from different departments, government 

levels and territorial constituencies have different dreams of the future that they attempt 

to actualize. Therefore, they need either deliberation or power-play to negotiate a 

common meaning in order to ground and legitimate decision-making. According to this 

dissertation, meaning is neither the resultant of rational calculation nor of deliberation 

according to ideal speech situation. Meaning is the resultant of the politics between 

political-executives who do not make meaning for meaning's sake: they make meaning in 

order to create a world in their own image. 

The essence of this discussion of inspiring clusters of literature can be summarized 

in the following way: although decision-makers have to cope with a world of uncertainty 

and complexity, it is the ambiguity of reality that is crucial for understanding decision-

making practices of political-executives. Any single potential infrastructural development 

involves many political-executive with diverging view in order to make a decision. These 

actors have to construct a mutual meaning of a development to legitimate their decision 
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and this common ground is not a result of deliberative reasonable communication but a 

resultant of a political struggle.  

Both the narrative perspective and the concepts of framing and power that will be 

explained in the next chapter are rooted in these clusters of inspiring literature. Stories can 

be considered as building block for meaning and story-telling as a strategic practice takes a 

central place in meaning making. The crucial concept of framing connects especially well 

to the idea of negotiation of meaning: when actors frame reality, they make certain aspects 

of a phenomenon very important while they intentionally neglect other aspects. In 

addition, the concept of power is introduced in order to understand which kind of 

framing stories are successful during a framing contest and which kind of stories have 

only little influence on meaning making.  
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Chapter 3: Building a meaning making 

lens out of storytelling, framing and 

power 
 

Infrastructural decision-making is regarded as a strategic practice and for political-executives, 

story-telling is a purposeful practice during these processes. Many diverging and sometimes even 

contesting plots are told by political-executives that all attempt to provide a potential 

development with a meaning that is favorable to themselves. Two main features of the narrative 

mode of knowing stand out: the plausibility of stories is more important than their accuracy and 

moreover, it is possible that several plausible but diverging stories simultaneously give a different 

meaning to the same ambiguous phenomenon. Stories are thus used to frame reality: some 

aspects are made salient and other aspects are left out. Because all political-executives attempt to 

frame reality according to their own perspective, a framing contest between strategic story-tellers 

is the result. The influence of framing stories is not dependent on intrinsic characteristics but by 

the extrinsic power that is put behind a story – in other words, by the power of the story-teller. In 

a decision-making arena full of story-tellers, every single actor is trying to gain power in order to 

make his framing story influential during the contest between competing narratives. 
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The interpretative turn in the social sciences, the turn towards meaning instead of truth, 

has been paralleled by another epistemological shift in the social sciences, namely the 

narrative turn. This is no coincidence, for the notions of narrativity and meaning are 

closely related (Gadamer, 1989; Ricoeur, 1984). Moreover, narratives are essential for the 

study of ambiguous phenomena, for they enable the researcher to make sense of a 

phenomenon that has different meanings for different actors. Influential scholars within 

management and organizational studies (Beech, 2000; Beech et al., 2012; Boje, 1991; 

Brown, Gabriel, & Gherardi, 2009; Brown, Stacey, & Nandhakumar, 2008; Czarniawska, 

2004; Gabriel, 2013; Rhodes & Brown, 2005; Veenswijk, 2006; Veenswijk, Van Marrewijk, 

& Berendse, 2008; Ybema et al., 2009b), planning studies (Berry, 2001; Flyvbjerg, 2002; 

Forester, 1989; Sandercock, 2003b; Throgmorton, 1992, 2008) and interpretative policy 

analysis (Fischer, 2003; Hajer & Uitermark, 2008; Ospina & Dodge, 2005; Stone, 1997) 

encourage fellow researchers to allow narratives a central place in their research practice. 

Since this chapter will demonstrate that narratives are essentially building-blocks of 

meaning, it will become evident that stories will receive all attention when studying 

decision-making as an instance of social construction of reality.  

 How a narrative can be conceived and analyzed in a structural sense has been 

theorized in various ways. The elaborate conceptual structural models that were 

proposed, for instance Propp’s (1968) morphology of folk tales, Burke’s (1969) dramatist 

Pentad, Greima’s (1987) actant models and Mandler’s (1984) focus on scripts and 

schema’s  have inspired and influenced many scholars to engage in structural analysis of 

narratives. However, the purpose of this dissertation is not to perform a systematic 

structural analysis but to perform an analysis of contrasting narratives which are told to 

emplot reality in a certain way. The concept of narrative in this dissertation is to be 

conceived as broad as possible. The essential way in which stories make meaning, the way 

they emplot reality, takes a central position and not the usual appropriation of elaborated 

and therefore narrow structural scheme's proposed for instance by Labov (1997) or 

Propp (1968). This study is therefore based on an analysis of contrasting narratives 

instead of a structural narrative analysis.  

There are two key aspects of stories that are crucial for this dissertation. Firstly, 

stories do not have to be scientifically true as long as they are plausible. They are not 

evaluated for being 'correct' through empirical testing but for being genuine, for being 

life-like and convincing. Plausibility is more important than falsification and verification. 

Secondly, through the operation of emplotment, stories draw a configuration out of a 

simple succession (Polkinghorne, 1987). The plot of a story 'grasps together' a beginning, 

middle and end out of a stream of events into a causal pattern that becomes meaningful. 

Both the centrality of plausibility and the act of meaning-making through emplotment will 

be thoroughly explained in this chapter. These aspects of story-telling receive special 

attention because they explain the role of stories in the political struggle to define the 

meaning of infrastructural challenges.  

This dissertation exhibits that in the complex, uncertain and ambiguous context of 

infrastructure ventures, in which plausibility outweighs factual accuracy, political 

executives are all aiming to emplot social reality according to their own view. This leads to 

a decision-making arena full of conflicting and contrasting stories about the meaning of 

potential developments. The question arises which stories influence the commonly 

accepted meaning of an infrastructural venture and why some stories have much impact 

while other stories are marginalized. In order to answer that question, a conceptual lens 
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based on the concepts of framing and power will be developed in the next chapter. Both 

these concepts are closely connected to the notion of the narrative mode of knowing, one 

of the cornerstones of human cultural achievements (Bruner, 1986). 

The narrative mode of knowing: emplotting reality 

Recalling the difference between researchers with a positivist, rational-instrumental 

perspective (focused on truth) and the interpretative, social-constructionist perspective 

(focused on meaning), the starting point for discussing the narrative turn is the extensive 

work of Bruner (Bruner, 1986, 1990, 2002) on the difference between two essential 

modes of knowing: 

 

One the one hand, there is the logico-scientific or paradigmatic mode of knowing, which 

is most often used in the context of natural sciences but also dominates much of the 

social sciences. On the other hand, there is the narrative mode of knowing, dominating 

everyday life and the political arena. Paradigmatic knowing is about the search for 

universal truth conditions by following procedures to proof some argument and about 

categorization and logical causal connection that can be verified by testing against 

empirical truth. Narrative knowing is about connecting concrete events in a meaningful 

manner and about human intent and action as a guide for understanding ambiguous 

reality (Bruner, 1990). In order to grasp the difference between the two modes, one could 

reflect upon the different meaning of the word ‘then’ when comparing the proposition ‘if 

x, then y’ and the narrative recit ‘the king died, and then the queen died’. The meaning of 

the word ‘then’ is clearly different, although it remains difficult to adequately explain this 

difference in words. 

 The difference between the paradigmatic and narrative mode of knowing parallels 

the difference between (post)positivist and interpretative epistemological positions. Critics 

on the narrative mode of knowing state that narrative meaning making is a priori a failed 

attempt to grasp some existing objective reality. However, according to MacIntyre (1981), 

man is a story-telling animal and might only be able to live in a world of meaning created 

through continuous and evanescent storytelling. In this view, storied meaning making is 

an instant process, for we cannot comprehend the world if not through narrative meaning 

(Bruner, 1990; Ricoeur, 1984). According to Bruner: 

 

 

Again, the difference between the two perspectives is on the one hand the idea of 

meaning as a necessary flawed perception of reality and on the other hand the idea of 

meaning as the necessary tenet of human existence. Each of the ways of knowing has 

 

"There are two modes of cognitive functioning, two modes of thought [the logico-scientific 
mode and the narrative mode], each providing distinctive ways of ordering experience, of 
constructing reality. The two (though complementary) are irreducible to one another. Efforts to 
reduce one mode to the other or to ignore one at the expense of the other inevitably fail to 
capture the rich diversity of thought" (Bruner, 1986:11).  

"Most of what we deal with in the social world, I have urged repeatedly, could not exist but for 
a symbolic system that brings that world into existence. The same can be said as well, though 
in a somewhat different form, for the world of nature, for our experience of nature is shaped by 

conceptions of it formed in discourse with others" (1986:88).  
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operating principles of its own and its own criteria of well-formedness and differs 

radically in their procedures for verification. A good story and a well-formed scientific 

argument are different natural kinds. Arguments are convincing as long as they are proven 

to be ‘true’, while stories can be convincing on behalf of their lifelikeness, their credibility. 

Arguments are verified by eventual appeal to procedures for establishing formal and 

empirical proof. Stories are not verified but are judged for their verisimilitude, or in other 

words the genuineness or plausibility of one interpretation over the other (Bruner, 

1986:11). A story with high verisimilitude is plausible, while a story with low verisimilitude 

is implausible and raises suspicion. However, the crux of narrative knowing lies in the 

notion that a multitude of plausible and credible narratives can be told about a certain 

phenomenon or series of events. “What is considered a vice in science – openness to 

competing interpretation – is a virtue in narrative” (Czarniawska, 2004:7). Referring again 

to the narrative recit 'the King died, then the queen died’, it is still open why she died: 

from loneliness, through ritual suicide or through court intrigue?  

Emplotment 

The act of emplotment can be regarded as the intentional attempted ‘closure’ of the 

meaning of a narrative (Czarniawska, 2004). Polkinghorne (1987) exhibits such a closure 

by again using the famous example: the king died, and then the queen died of grief. The 

events in the example are not only connected but there is also a causal explanation being 

enacted: it was grief that caused the queen to die (and therefore not a civil war or a court 

intrigue). Emplotment, the appropriation of connection and cause, lifts a meaningless 

sequence into a meaningful constellation: 

 

 

Emplotment is the act of ‘grasping together’ beginning, middle and end of a narrative into 

a coherent story that exhibits a causal explanation of a phenomenon by drawing a 

configuration out of simple succession(Kaplan, 1993). The ability to create a plot forms 

the cornerstone for human understanding and is a unique human ability or even gift 

lifting us up into the realm of meaning (Bruner, 2002). The meaning and identity of an 

event is not an isolated phenomenon located in the single event itself. Rather, the 

meaning of the events in stories is produced by recognition of how an event and the plot 

interact, each providing form for the other" (Polkinghorne, 1987:19). For example, 

consider the following very basic statements: there are many cars on the bridge– traffic on 

the bridge is jammed – a wider bridge could carry more cars. These statements on 

themselves are correct but they are not really meaningful. However, without much effort 

one would construct the following meaningful story: the bridge needs to be widened, 

because there are too many cars on the bridge causing a traffic jam. So automatic, natural 

and habitual is the narrative organization of experience that we hardly even recognize this 

almost magical act of making meaning by enacting events and connecting them together 

into a causal constellation. 

 “The act of the plot is to elicit a pattern from a succession, and it involves a kind of reasoning 
that tacks back and forth from the events to the plot until a plot emerges that both respects the 
events and encompasses them into a whole. The ‘humblest ‘narrative is always more than a 
chronological series of events; it is a gathering together of events into a meaningful story” 
(Polkinghorne, 1987:131). 
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The notion of emplotment helps to more clearly exhibit the difference between the 

paradigmatic and narrative modes of knowing. People usually explain a series of events by 

means of a plot, while logico-scientific reasoning explains events as an instance of an 

established law or pattern of related categories. When some event does not make sense in 

real life, it is usually not because we are not able to place an event in the proper category 

or appropriate the relevant universal law. More likely, we are not able to find a plot that 

makes the event understandable within a specific context. A narrative explanation cannot 

be proven through testing but it can become plausible by exhibiting a credible plot 

(Polkinghorne, 1987:21). Political-executives are not inclined to ‘proof’ that a bridge 

should be broadened by demonstrating that 1000 cars per hour with the speed of 50 miles 

an hour over a tree-lane road slows down traffic excessive to the norms of a specific 

traffic congestion standard. It just seems plausible that a broader bridge would lead to less 

traffic jams. 

The politics of meaning as abduction by a plausible plot 

Although narratives are open to competing interpretation, it is not the case that any set of 

events can be emplotted in any possible manner. Narrative knowing is about abduction 

which entails the process of suggesting a creative plot that might explain some puzzling 

problem (Czarniawska, 2004:9). Narrative meaning-making is the unceasingly tacking back 

and forth between events (parts) and whole (narrative) until suddenly the threshold of 

emplotment changes an open narrative into a meaningful story (Polkinghorne, 1987:19). 

However, the notion of a 'best fit' with regard to an ambiguous puzzling reality seems 

problematic. One can just as well assume that a narrator proposes a plot structure that 

suits him or her, thereby strategically giving meaning to a phenomenon in reality. Seen 

from this perspective, a plausible and attractive plot determines the power of a story, not 

the question whether the story offers the ‘best’ explanation for some puzzling 

phenomenon(Bruner, 1990). The primacy of plausibility over accuracy in narrative 

meaning making entails that there are many plots possible that can plausibly order a set of 

events. In other words, instead of a suggested plot being tested in relation to a set of 

events, one could also say that the meaning of an ambiguous phenomenon depends on 

the plot by which it is abducted.  

 People do not follow specific rules that determine their emplotment. Within the 

limits of plausibility, humans can ‘grasp’ for diverging constellations of meaning out of 

the same sequence of events. 

 

 

Remembering the issue of the congested bridge, a different story with a different plot 

could be told. Namely, the bridge is part of a national highway for national traffic. 

However, regional and local drivers also prefer to take the bridge and not use the tunnel 

because it is a short detour. That is why there are too many cars on the bridge, causing the 

traffic jams. An expensive broadening is unnecessary: instead, people should accept the 

short detour and use the tunnel. The phenomenon of the congested bridge is plotted in a 

different but plausible way. Because of the non-significance of verification or falsification, 

"More than one plot can provide a meaningful constellation and integration for the same set of 
events, and different plot organizations change the meaning of the individual events as their 

roles are reinterpreted according to their functions in different plots” (Polkinghorne, 1987:19).  
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stories as building blocks of meaning are essential elements for negotiation during the 

social construction of reality (Czarniawska, 2004: 9).  

This dissertation research is focused on the analysis of contrasting narratives and 

not on a fine-grained narrative analysis based on structural features of a story. However, 

one basic and minimal structural feature of narrative that is recognized by many scholars - 

for instance by Aristotle - is that stories consist of a beginning, a middle and an end 

(Bruner, 2002; Czarniawska, 2004; Polkinghorne, 1987; Roe, 1994; Stone, 1997). Although 

this basic structure at first feels like a simple, self-evident insight, it is actually crucial for 

conceptualizing narrative meaning-making. In fact, the enactment of beginning (a breach 

of normal state of thing) middle (coping or coming into terms with that breach) and end 

(outcome or resolution) is basic for understanding any kind of ‘event’, ‘happening’ or 

phenomenon in reality. The ability to attach to an arbitrary and ambiguous stream of 

events the notions of beginning, middle and end (together holistically forming a narrative) 

is, in the words of Bruner, the crowning achievement of human development in the 

cultural sense (Bruner, 1990:67). This inherent readiness of human beings for the 

narrative organization of experience lies at the heart of meaning making (Czarniawska, 

2004). Especially for policy analysis and planning studies, the basis narrative structure that 

connects problem, intervention and outcome into a meaningful whole can be valuable. 

The essential features of decision-making – problematizing the current situation, 

envisioning a solution and creating a new situation - parallel the three basic elements of 

any narrative. Moreover, the freedom for individual actors to enact beginning, middle and 

end and thus the potential to construct a plausible story in order to emplot an ambiguous 

flow of events is essential for conceptualizing decision-making as a meaning making 

practice. 

 The idea that a story does not offer a window on objective reality but rather 

frames the meaning of reality has important analytical consequences. Narrative gives 

shape to things in the real world and to the way we experience reality: 

 

 

Narrative meaning does not reside in the words or sentences themselves but in the 

connection between parts and whole (Fischer, 2003). Polkinghorne states that children 

“develop the capacity to tell whether a plot coheres and makes sense, much as one can 

identify ill-formed sentences that do not conform to syntactic rules (Polkinghorne, 

1987:20). Narrative abilities are developing from early age onwards and are mostly 

unconscious and automatic. This capacity of actors to construct credible narratives and 

judge the plausibility of narratives is a basic assumption for interpretative scholars focused 

on the social construction of reality. 

Narratives in interpretative streams of Policy Analysis and Planning 

Interpretative scholars adhering to the communicative turn in planning studies and the 

argumentative turn in policy analysis are often very much depending on narratives as a 

data source. Contrasting the dominant logico-scientific mode of research with the 

 “So automatic and swift is this process of constructing reality that we are often blind to it – 

and rediscover it with a shock of recognition or resist discovering it with a cry of ‘postmodern 
rubbish!’…Only when we suspect we have the wrong story do we begin asking how a narrative 
may structure (or distort) our view of how things really are. And eventually we ask how story, eo 
ipso, shapes our experience of the world.” (Bruner, 2002:8).  
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narrative based research, these scholars also often present the result of their studies in the 

form of a story. There are some special characteristics of stories that make them suitable 

to study meaning making during decision-making processes. “Story is enormously 

sensitive to whatever challenges our conception of the canonical. It is an instrument not 

so much for solving problems as for finding them” (Bruner, 2002:15). Furthermore, 

stories can be about things that are not yet here or that have not yet happened(Bruner, 

2002:96), which makes them powerful tools for planning and decision-making. The 

stories in planning and decision-making can be accounts of some past event but often 

they can also be regarded as fictional stories. Policy workers tell stories of their wishful 

trajectory of a decision-making process and planners sketch a narrative vision of a desired 

state and the right path to achieve it. In this sense, stories can be regarded as scenarios for 

future reality (Frittaion, Duinker, & Grant, 2010). According to Ricoeur (1984), the social 

construction of reality is per definition based on fictional stories for there is no objective, 

true world that is knowable. 

 In order to review the ways in which scholars in these interpretative streams have 

implemented a narrative approach in their research, it is important to first discuss the 

difference between the analysis of narratives and narrative analysis (Denzin, 1997; 

Polkinghorne, 1995). Researchers can collect and study narratives for the purpose of 

certain forms of interpretative research, as for instance discourse analysis or frame 

analysis. In that case, stories are a means to an end, as for instance is the case in the 

ethnographic case study on Aalborg by Flyvbjerg (1998). Narrative analysis, often inspired 

by the field of literary studies, is based on the idea that a policy process can be structured 

and analyzed as a narrative. Although this dissertation is essentially based on analysis of 

narratives, both kinds of analysis will be discussed in the following short review. 

Planning research and narrativity 

Communicative scholars have several ideas about the use of stories in planning practice. 

Firstly, they stress that the capacity to tell stories is essential for the practice of planning. 

Stories told by planning practitioners can for instance offer a window for research on the 

micro-practice of planning (Forester, 1999) or they can be used in order to educate 

planning professionals about the reality of their profession. According to Flyvbjerg:  

 

 

Throgmorton, one of the key authors on narrative in planning, straightforwardly states 

that planning is a form of persuasive story-telling (Throgmorton, 1992, 2003, 2008). Even 

though planners are inclined to ground their practice on verifiable facts, these 'facts' 

matter far less than their interpretation "It is how they are configured relative to one 

another, how they are interpreted, or in a word, what they mean that matters"(2003:131). 

Planning stories that are persuasive can become constitutive for meaning making of social 

reality:  

 

"Narratives not only give meaningful form to our experiences. They also provide us with a 
forward glance, helping us to anticipate situations even before we encounter them, allowing us 
to envisage alternative futures. This orientation towards the future makes narratives particularly 
useful in planning” (Flyvbjerg, 2004:299) 
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Virtually all planning scholars stress that researchers should respect the polyvocal nature 

of the narrative realm. Finnegan's influential study Tales of the city(1998), demonstrates how 

the city is made sense of in many different ways through different actors - politicians, 

planners, city marketeers and ordinary citizens – who are all telling a different tale. The 

question therefore arises how such a heterogeneous cloud of story-tellers has impact on 

future reality (Finnegan, 1998; Sandercock, 2003a). 

 

Interpretative Policy analysis and narratives   

Narrative research in policy analysis is mostly focused on problem setting and problem 

definition and the use of stories for the negotiation of these definitions (Atkinson, 2000; 

Fischer, 2003). This makes story-telling crucial for policy analysis, for the definition and 

construction of a problem contains within it the solution of a problem. Stories portray the 

evolution and causes of the constructed problem and its immanent solution (Atkinson, 

2000:211).The question 'what's the problem?' as the beginning of a story is always 

followed by a middle, ‘what are we doing about it?', and an end, 'what is the result of the 

policy process'. The parallels between the basic elements of a story and the elements of 

policy making often trigger policy researchers to represent and analyze policy making as a 

narrative. Kaplan for instance stresses that turning the rational, sequential process into a 

narrative is necessary for hermeneutic, meaning-focused analysis. In this perspective, the 

policy analysts is a searcher for plots, an emplotter of ambiguous issues attempting to 

create a coherent plot that leads to insights that might otherwise not be attained 

(1993:172).  

 Roe (1994), one of the seminal scholars contemplating the use of narratives in 

policy analysis, focuses on the structural aspect of narratives while enhancing a pluralist 

perspective on story-telling at the same time. His model for narrative policy analysis is 

based on the search for a so-called meta-narrative. This is an underlying, grounding story 

that encompasses both the dominant stories being told about a policy issue and the 

countering, alternate stories that are 'silenced' in the policy arena. The meta-narrative is 

meant to demonstrate that opposing stories are both 'true' if regarded from a certain 

perspective. The meta-narrative can then frame the policy issue in a novel way, 

transcending the frustrating conflicting story lines and forming an acceptable basis for 

further conventional policy analysis -for instance cost-benefit analysis. Roe regards the 

researcher as emplotter, but in his view the overarching plot does not derive from the 

sensemaking of the researcher but through the uncovering of an underlying ‘true’ meta-

narrative, which makes him a positivist researcher of narratives.  

 

“Planning stories are at the same time persuasive as they are constitutive for the meaning 
making in social reality. Planning stories shape meaning and tell readers (and listeners) what is 
important and what is not, what counts and what does not, what matters and what does not. 
Such future-oriented stories guide reader’s sense of what is possible and desirable" 
(Throgmorton, 2003:128).  

 "The diversity of stories being told generate different sets of argumentative claims and 
evaluative criteria, with judgments of quality (is this good plan?) being dependent on who 
makes the judgment”(Throgmorton, 2003:129).  
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Interpretative policy analysts such as Hajer (2003)study the intentional use of 

(contradicting) stories by actors. Hajer’s research focuses on the concept of story-line, 

which is "a generative sort of narrative that allows actors to draw upon various discursive 

categories to give meaning to specific or social phenomena" (1993:56). Story-lines give 

short-hand meaning to the surrounding world and serve to position actors in an ongoing 

discursive struggle between conflicting story-lines about larger social phenomena. The 

notion of storyline is useful to research abstract policy debates but it is not 'sharp' enough 

for researching individual intentional story-telling actors interacting within concrete 

decision-making processes. The strategic and intentional use of stories in concrete 

decision-making processes has been described by Stone who regards stories as tools of 

political strategy, and she focuses in particular on the discursive devices such as 

metaphors that are employed within stories(1997). In her view, 'objective facts' are always 

embedded in a narrative account. Especially problem definition is a political act in which 

stories play a central role. Stone illustrates the use of metaphors in story-telling by 

explaining that in policy stories, even 'hard numbers' can be metaphors: the act of 

counting requires categories that emphasize some feature instead of others and excluding 

things that might be similar in important ways but not share that feature (1997:171). In 

the perspective of Stone, stories categorize the world and enact a specific meaning to an 

ambiguous situation.  

Story-telling and strategic decision-making in organization sciences  

The body of knowledge in organization studies focusing on strategic decision-making and 

story-telling will be discussed mainly by focusing on the strategy-as-practices research 

community that intends to approach strategy from a practice perspective. The 

overarching credo of this view is that strategy is not something that organizations have but 

something that organizations do (Carter, Clegg, & Kornberger, 2010; Chia & MacKay, 

2007; Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Hendry, 2000; Jarzabkowski, 2004; Jarzabkowski & Balogun, 

2009; Johnson et al., 2007; Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Whittington, 1996, 2004, 2006). 

There are many different interpretations of this scientific turn, but most scholars agree 

that the focus on actors and their practices instead of the focus on processes is a key 

element of this new perspective (Brown et al., 2009; Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; 

Gherardi, 2012; Nicolini, 2012; Schatzki, Knorr-Ketina, & Von Savigny, 2001).The 

practice perspective focuses on what is actually done during work and on the way in 

which those who are doing their work reflect on their actions.  For this dissertation it is 

interesting that SaP scholars explicitly consider story-telling to be a strategic practice – in 

other words, a practice that is used for the creation and enactment of strategy in 

organizations (De Heer et al., 2010; Fenton & Langley, 2011; Küpers, Mantere, & Statler, 

2013; Rouleau, 2005; Sonenshein, 2010). This idea of story-telling as a strategic practice is 

basically assumed in this dissertation.  

However, most strategy-as-practice scholars are still positioned within an 

instrumental and process-oriented view on strategy. The strategy practitioners – or story-

tellers - are clearly defined, united in their strategic purpose. They use narrative practices – 

among other strategic practices - in order to create strategy for their organization. 

However, the fact that multiple factions within organizations strive for diverging and 

perhaps even opposing strategies and therefore engage in strategic practices is often 

neglected. These multiple strategist will tell their stories and any seemingly monolithic 

story can either be hegemonic over other stories or can be constituted out of a 
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polyphonic multitude of stories (Boje, 1995; Brown et al., 2008; Brown & Thompson, 

2013). 

Several scholars that do not belong to the SaP community do also focus on the 

relation between stories and strategic decision-making (i.e. Barry & Elmes, 1997; Boje, 

1991; Dunford & Jones, 2000; Veenswijk & Berendse, 2008). The paper of Barry and 

Elmes (1997) can be recognized as a seminal and highly influential discussion concerning 

the relation between stories and strategy. They regard story-telling in organizations as a 

decisive factor for strategic choices, for the stories that are based on past experiences 

frame the images of the future of an organization. Strategy as a story can be regarded as a 

discourse of direction, and therefore “strategy must rank as one of the most prominent, 

influential and costly stories told in organizations” (Barry & Elmes, 1997:430). A narrative 

perspective on organizational strategy opens up new ways of understanding, evaluating 

and coping with strategic decision-making: 

 

 

Many organizational scholars focusing on strategic decision-making have answered the 

call of Barry and Elmes to use a narrative approach. For instance, the research of 

Veenswijk and others with him on the notion of editing (Berendse, Duijnhoven, & 

Veenswijk, 2006; Lindemann, Veenswijk, & Roessingh, 2010; Veenswijk, 2006; Veenswijk 

& Berendse, 2008) connects very well with the prominent view of the strategic story 

setting the future course of organizations. In his study on public organizations and 

strategic decision-making, Veenswijk (2006)has focused on the notion of editing by 

researching those actors – such as strategic consultants - who operate strategically as 

editors that shape the framing narratives of organizations. Since Barry and Elmes (1997) 

already indicated that strategy is the most prominent story of any organization, it is not 

surprising that organizations are trying to create a strategy story that can persuade both 

internal and external stakeholders. The notion of editing is very useful for studying 

narrative framing practices from a managerial ‘spin-doctor’ perspective and the focus on 

the strategic creation of narratives is innovative and valuable. However, in the context of 

opposing political-executive strategists, the term ‘editing’ becomes less adequate because 

one could say that all these actors are themselves editors of a mutual story. The idea of 

one spin-doctor orchestrating one story to reach a strategic goal becomes too 

instrumental and therefore the verb ‘editing’ does not adequately reflect the negotiation of 

meaning between intentional and strategic actors that is central in this dissertation. 

 Brown et al. (2008) do indeed demonstrate that all actors involved in strategic 

decision-making can be considered editors of a mutual strategy story. Their research 

connects well to a post-processual view on practices which regards practice as an 

ontological basis for reality and not as tools but as the constituting force of a strategy 

(Chia & MacKay, 2007). In this perspective, story-telling as a practice is not instrumental 

but fundamental for the creation of strategy in organizations. Strategy making is inherently 

a form of story-telling and the practice of story-telling is not a tool but the essence of 

strategy formation (Küpers et al., 2013; Samra-Fredericks, 2004). This view on strategy as 

From a narrative perspective, the successful strategic story may depend less on such tools as 
comprehensive scanning, objective planning, or meticulous control/feedback systems and 
more on whether it stands out from other organizational stories, is persuasive, and invokes 

retelling. What the story revolves around, how it is put together, and the way it is told all 
determine whether it becomes one worth listening to, remembering, and acting upon(Barry & 
Elmes, 1997:433). 
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a narrative and strategizing as story-telling is very inspirational for the perspective of this 

dissertation, for it adheres strongly to a social-constructionist and phenomenological view 

on reality. Strategy as a story gives meaning to the existing world and potential future 

worlds. However, since there is always polyphony of stories existing within organizations 

and within society at large, it is important to consider the political dynamics that 

determine which stories are heard and retold and which stories are silenced and forgotten 

(Boje, 1991; Czarniawska, 2004; Mumby, 1987). This is a focus which is missing in much 

of the studies above; for instance, Brown et al. (2008)do not focus on politics while 

studying the negotiation of meaning between organizational actors. However, in the 

political-executive realm, there are many strategists that all attempts to edit the strategy 

story that will ultimately be the basis for decision-making.   

The conceptualization of purposeful story-tellers negotiating a mutual story is 

based on two key features of the narrative mode of knowing: the primacy of plausibility 

over accuracy and consequently the possibility to emplot the same phenomenon in 

divergent ways. In a sense, stories are the currency for the negotiation of meaning. 

Indeed, meaning is the difference between a sequence of ‘facts’ and a story with a plot. It 

is hard to find words to explain this intangible human ability - or even gift - to enact 

meaningful pattern in meaningless sequence (Bruner, 1986; Polkinghorne, 1987; Ricoeur, 

1984). The theoretical concepts of framing and power – to be elaborated upon in the 

second part of this theoretical chapter – connect very well to the narrative mode of 

knowing and will be useful to develop a more political view on narrative world-making. 

 

Tabel 2 different conceptualizations of narrativity 

 

 

 

Conceptualization of 

narrativity 

Exemplary studies in the social sciences 

 

Structural narrative analysis  Burke (1969), Greimas (1987), Mandler (1984), Labov 

(1997), 

Propp (1968), Roe (1994), Kaplan (1993) 

Narrative as presentation and 

analysis of interpretative study 

(analysis of narratives) 

Flyvbjerg (1998, 2002), Czarniawska (2004), Boje (1991), 

Gabriel (Gabriel, 2000, 2013) 

Story-telling as  

(persuasive) practice  

Flyvbjerg (1998, 2002), Throgmorton (1992, 2008), 

Veenswijk (2008), Fenton & Langley (2011) 

Analysis of  strategic use of 

storytelling 

Hajer (1993), Stone, (1997), Veenswijk (2006), De Heer 

(2009), Brown (2008), Berry (2001), Rouleau (2005), 

Mumby (1987) 
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Framing and power as basic concepts of the meaning making lens 

The second part of this chapter is meant to explain the sensitizing concepts that form the 

tentative contours of the research lens: framing and power. The focus will be on their 

interrelation and on the connection between these concepts and the narrative mode of 

knowing. These concepts – usual suspects within the interpretative tradition - will be 

treated as broad, open categories that are open for further and more thorough elaboration 

following an interpretative analysis of the case study stories. Framing and power are the 

main building blocks for the conceptualization of the negotiation of meaning during 

infrastructural decision-making processes. The aim of this chapter is thus the construction 

of a conceptual lens that corresponds both with the basic assumptions discussed in the 

theoretical positioning of this dissertation and with the perspective of narratives as 

building blocks of meaning.  

The sensitizing concepts framing and power are ‘rich’ concepts (or ‘contested’, if 

the glass is half empty) and they often mean different things to different researchers, 

causing confusion and academic debate. The fact that both these sensitizing concepts 

themselves and their interrelatedness are contested and open for different interpretation 

means that there is enough space to 'tailor a pragmatic conceptual lens' (Mizruchi, 1992; 

Nicolini, 2009) in order to analyze a phenomenon under study, which is exactly the 

purpose of this chapter. The tentative lens presented in this chapter is a starting point for 

analysis and not a strict model ‘set in stone': it is to be elaborated and sharpened through 

interpretative case study research. The meaning making lens can be used to understand 

the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive decision-making. 

In a nutshell, the conceptual lens assumes that political-executives make sense of a 

certain potential development in their context and in turn attempt to frame this 

development in a way that is beneficial for them. In a decision-making arena full of 

framing political executives with diverging interests, this leads to negotiation between 

political-executives that tell conflicting framing stories. The decision-makers will have to 

negotiate with each other, but their negotiation is neither based on the content of their 

framing story nor on technical-rational deliberation: instead, one could reason that the 

more powerful the actor, the more impact he or she has on the social construction of 

reality. The power-infused negotiation of meaning is intended to result in a negotiated 

mutual story that is a prerequisite for decision-making (but not yet a guarantee). Without 

such a – instable and temporary - common ground, collective public decision-making is 

impossible.  

First of all, the notion of a frame of reference that is used by actors to give 

meaning to ambiguous reality will be discussed. Subsequently, the notion of framing, one 

of the most important concepts for understanding the process of meaning making, is 

deconstructed into three different kinds. The idea of a framing contest between multiple 

story-tellers is presented as the most suitable take on framing for this dissertation. The 

idea of a contest calls for the conceptualization of power as potentia which is necessary to 

explain which framing story has more or less impact on the resulting mutual story. When 

the practices of political-executives are regarded through the meaning making lens, one 

could argue that telling framing stories and gaining a strong power position relative to 

their peers are their core objectives with regard to strategic decision-making. 
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A frame of reference as a filter on reality 

The deconstruction of the practice of framing into frame projection, frame manipulation 

and frame contestation is based on the understanding that actors perceive reality through 

their own idiosyncratic frame of reference. This notion of a frame of reference is reflected 

upon by several key scholars from different academic disciplines. Actors are being 

socialized into expected sensemaking patterns by the cultural and institutional context. 

This may consist of "institutional constraints, organizational premises, plans, expectations, 

acceptable justifications and traditions inherited from predecessors" (Weick, Sutcliffe, & 

Obstfeld, 2005: 417). Many other authors have conceptualized a cognitive scheme, frame 

or worldview that functions as an actor’s filter on reality (Goffman, 1974; Harris, 1994; 

Kaplan, 2008). March conceptualizes the certain disposition of decision makers to 

conserve belief and interpret new experiences in ways that make them consistent with 

prior beliefs. In a world of ambiguous experience and strong beliefs, this frame of 

conserved beliefs plays an important role in the decision-making process (March, 

1994:183). Kaplan (2008: 730) states that actors have particular cognitive dispositions that 

shape their understanding of the world and the perception of their interests. People are 

bound to view the world through their own interpretative scheme (Harris, 1994).   

This dissertation conceptualizes a rich and nuanced view of an actors' frame that is 

regarded as an idiosyncratic filter on reality. Moreover, this frame is multi-focused and 

kaleidoscopic as it shifts and changes with each instance of decision-making in each 

unique situation. Through interpretative research, these emerging, idiosyncratic frames 

can be captured as local, situated knowledge. As Allison states: “Separate responsibilities 

laid on the shoulders of distinct individuals encourage differences in what each sees and 

judges to be important” (1997:256).For instance, actors from a certain region will make 

sense of problems with the effects for their own region in their mind, even though they 

are functioning at the national level. Liberal politicians will make sense differently than 

Green politicians. But also extremely personal attributions such as past experiences and 

life-style can become salient features of a frame of reference, depending on the issue and 

situation at hand. Different circumstances can give saliency to different aspects of one 

and the same frame. 

On the other hand, the frame of reference of political-executives is not extremely 

dynamic, for it mirrors their perception of the enduring political will of their constituency. 

The flexible and shifting frame of reference becomes more rigid and predictable through 

the disciplining pressure of the perceived will of the political-executives' constituents. 

These political-executives also understand the frame of reference of their competitors in 

the decision-making arena and they do not directly attempt to influence these frames. A 

reason for this might be the fact that political-executives are accountable to a constituency 

to whom they must legitimize their decisions, which makes it quite clear to them which 

meaning of the infrastructural venture they should strive for. Infrastructural decision-

making is a lengthy ritual dance between political-executives that are not trying to 

convince each other but who are trying to make the story based on their frame resonate 

into the collective and mutually accepted meaning of a potential development.  
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Deconstructing the practice of framing as a meaning making device 

While frames shape how actors perceive reality, framing is an active processual 

phenomenon implying agency and struggle at the level of reality construction (Benford & 

Snow, 2000: 614). Allison (1997) also acknowledges the importance of framing a problem 

in a certain way to acquire influence in decision-making. The notion of framing is used 

and extensively elaborated within social movement studies (Benford & Snow, 2000), 

communication sciences (Entman, 1993, 2004) and policy analysis (Dewulf, 2013; Schon 

& Rein, 1994; van Lieshout et al., 2012). Framing is a rich but contested transdisciplinary 

concept which is used in many different ways by scholars working within various research 

streams creating potential for conceptual confusion and misunderstanding between 

researchers (Dewulf et al., 2009). Therefore it is essential to clearly explain the way 

framing is understood within this dissertation and what basic premises are behind the 

concept. It is not the intention to solve fundamental theoretical problems in framing 

literature. The focus is on framing as an analytical tool for understanding the decision-

making practices of political-executives.  

Various theoretical experts on framing literature stress that there are two diverging 

ways in which scholars on framing conceptualize their research (Benford & Snow, 2000; 

Van Den Brink, 2009). “That is, scholars either focus on frames as knowledge structures 

(‘cognitive representations’) or on how parties negotiate frame alignments in interactions 

(‘interactional co-constructions’)” (Dewulf et al., 2009:159). This dissertation will reason 

that the cognitive and interactive connotations of the frame are essentially different sides 

of the same coin. In order to interactively frame an issue, there must be some basic 

cognitive idea present in the minds of the framing actors; on the other hand, one cannot 

project a cognitive frame into reality without interacting with other actors projecting their 

own frame in turn. Kaplan (2008) for instance demonstrates this point in her research in 

which actors try to impose their own cognitive frame during interactive framing contests.  

One could in first instance reason that a frame is a mental model (between the ears 

of actors) and that framing is interactive (between the noses of actors) (Dewulf et al., 

2009). However, when the body of knowledge on framing is reviewed while focusing on 

the use of the notion of frame of reference, three main conceptualizations of the act of 

framing can be recognized. First of all, actors can project their frame of reference upon 

reality in order to make sense of an ambiguous stream of potential plots. Secondly, actors 

can attempt to manipulate the frame of reference of other actors during interaction. 

Thirdly, actors can assume that they cannot influence the frames of others. Instead, they 

engage into a framing contest with other actors in order to influence the meaning of a 

mutual social construct that is being negotiated. Thus framing practices can be about 

making meaning for oneself, about giving meaning to others and about creating 

meaningful constructs in social reality (regard table 3). 
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Table 3 three kinds of meaning making 

Frame projection: making sense of reality 

The practice of frame projection corresponds with the attempts of actors to make sense 

of their surrounding world. Sensemaking entails the ongoing attempts to interpret 

ambiguous and emergent circumstances into an explicitly comprehensible situation that 

serves as a springboard for action - for instance decision-making: "The language of 

sensemaking captures the realities of agency, flow, equivocality, transience, re-

accomplishment, unfolding, and emergence, realities that are often obscured by the 

language of variables, nouns, quantities, and structures"(Weick et al., 2005: 410). Actors 

need to make sense of the infrastructural issue in order to start any sensible attempts to 

Meaning making 

concept 

Frame projection 

Framing as subjective   

Sensemaking  

 

Frame manipulation 

Framing as 

intersubjective 

Sensegiving  

 

Framing contestation 

Framing as contested 

meaning making 

 

Purpose of process 

Making a chain of 

events in reality 

actionable by enacting 

meaning to a situation 

Persuading and 

convincing others to 

align their 

sensemaking efforts 

with the senders’ way 

of sensemaking  

Top-down interaction 

Strategically portray 

reality in a way that 

would tempt or 

persuade others to act 

in a desired manner 

 

Horizontal interaction 

Type of process 
Cognitive process Interactive process Interactive process 

 

Focus of process 

Focus on events in an 

ambiguous reality 

Focus on influencing 

the frame of reference 

through which other 

actors make sense of 

events in reality 

Focus on the 

presentation of a 

sensible account of 

events in reality in 

such a way that 

creates the most 

resonance among 

other actors  

Role of frame of 

reference 
Background for 

process of ‘bracketing’ 

events in reality 

necessary to enact 

actionable meaning 

Individual cognitive 

device which is 

proposed as a 

collective lens within a 

group or organization 

Cognitive lens that is 

projected onto reality, 

competing for 

influence on mutual 

meaning with the 

frames of other actors. 
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make decisions (Thomas, 2000). Sensemaking is the process by which meanings 

materialize that inform and constrain action (Helms Mills & Mills, 2000). It is some kind 

of creative authoring in order to construct meaning from initially puzzling and sometimes 

troubling ambiguous experiences (Brown et al., 2008). 

The definitions above remain quite abstract and it proves difficult to explain the 

idea of sensemaking in simple terms. To really capture the essence of sensemaking, it is 

useful to explain the difference with the more tangible notion of 'interpretation' that is 

often confused with sensemaking. Before any interpretation can start, there must first be a 

moment of selection and enactment, a moment of making sense of the issue that is to be 

interpreted in a complex and ambiguous reality. "Sensemaking is about authoring as well 

as interpretation, creation as well as discovery" (Weick, 1995:8).The idea of selection and 

enactment parallels the notion of finding a plot by grasping specific events and 

connecting them into a comprehensible story.  

The publication Sensemaking in Organizations by Karl Weick (1995) can be regarded 

as a key contribution in literature on sensemaking. In this book, Weick synthesizes 

valuable insights of an eclectic orchestra of authors of interpretative or post-empiricist 

inclination, for instance Schon (1983),Dutton and Dukerich (1991) and Cohen et 

al.(1972). In their view, sensemaking actually is the way people give meaning to 

experience. Several properties of sensemaking that are mentioned by Weick are also useful 

for constructing a lens for studying the making of meaning in decision-making processes. 

One of those properties is the notion of enactment. This entails the idea that people 

actively produce the context they make sense of. "They act, and in doing so create the 

materials that become the constraints and opportunities they face" (Weick, 1995:31). 

People 'enact' their own frame of reference into a reality that is fluid and ambiguous, 

thereby creating their own world based on their schema for interpretation. By 'bracketing' 

reality, the boundaries of their brackets actualize themselves into social reality and become 

tangible and true.  

This dialectic between creating and simultaneously interpreting a context fits with 

another property of sensemaking, namely the idea that it is 'ongoing'. Actors select and 

enact in a continuous flow of meaning making. In that sense, any single decision can be 

seen as an arbitrary bounded segment of the ongoing construction of meaning; it is always 

foregone by previously enacted meaning, and in turn will serve as bedrock for further 

meaning-making. Another property of sensemaking, crucial for the construction of the 

conceptual lens of this chapter, is the idea that sensemaking is driven by plausibility rather 

than accuracy. It is about accounts that are acceptable and credible: 

 

 

Clearly, this aspect of sensemaking is linked to the differences between (post)positivism 

and interpretive research between logic-scientific and narrative modes of knowing 

(Bruner, 1990) and between the 'rationality project' and political reasoning (Stone, 1997). 

If credibility and acceptability are more important than accuracy, actors can make sense of 

reality by telling any plausible story that is based on their frame of reference.  

"It would be nice if these acceptable accounts were also accurate. But in an equivocal, 

postmodern world, infused with the politics of interpretation and conflicting interests, and 
inhabited by people with multiple shifting identities, an obsession with accuracy seems fruitless 
and of not much practical help either" (Weick, 1995:61). 
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Frame manipulation: giving sense to others 

Assuming that all people have different individual frames that filter meaning out of 

ambiguity, the idea of a group of actors making common sense of some phenomenon 

becomes problematic. Within sensemaking literature, there is no agreement on the 

process or even the possibility of common sensemaking (Brown et al., 2008; Mills, 2003). 

One strand argues that groups of people make sense in the same way (for instance Boyce, 

1996), another argues that shared meaning is difficult to attain and that discrepancies in 

sensemaking often occur (Brown et al., 2008: 1039). Discussions in sensemaking literature 

tend to assume that 'meaning making' is a result of voting, though sometimes the votes 

are weighted equally and sometimes they are not. This view of sensemaking is considered 

to be naive by Weick as he stresses that theoretical enhancements of sensemaking should 

focus on the way power is expressed and how it influences others (2005: 418). The 

problematic conceptualization of collective sensemaking makes the practice of frame 

projection not the most adequate concept for explaining the negotiation of meaning in 

the infrastructural field. 

One attempt of sensemaking scholars to solve the problem of collective 

sensemaking is the introduction of the related concept of sensegiving. This concerns the 

attempts to influence the sensemaking of others toward a preferred definition of 

(organizational) reality through persuasive language and symbolic or emphatic actions. 

Sensegiving can be regarded as the attempt to influence or alter the frame of reference – 

the cognitive or mental state - of other actors(Bartunek et al., 1999; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 

1991: 442; Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003; Rouleau, 2005).The notion of sensegiving has 

focused primarily on organizational leaders and managers influencing the sensemaking of 

their fellow organizational members, often regarding sensegiving as a one-way top-down 

mechanism. However, all actors can attempt to give sense to the relevant actors in their 

context and try to affect sensemaking of others. The notion of sensegiving might resolve 

the tension between individual and social action in sensemaking literature (Mills, 2003; 

Weick, 1995) by conceptualizing collective sensemaking as a negotiated resultant of the 

sensegiving efforts of multiple actors. Individual actors make sense of reality through their 

frame of reference before giving sense to other actors through interaction. Sensemaking is 

internal, it is about cognitive understanding while sensegiving is external and interactional, 

about making an actor's view influence the views of others(Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). 

However, this practice of frame manipulation is also not the most adequate 

concept for explaining the negotiation meaning between political-executives Sensegiving 

is about persuading or tempting other actors to comply with one's own view. The notion 

of frame contestation (Kaplan, 2008; Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003) contrasts with 

sensegiving because the object being influenced is not the mental schema of other actors 

but social constructs of reality itself (Dewulf et al., 2009) Actors can frame social reality 

without even trying to convince or persuade other actors, as long as they frame reality in 

such a manner that resonates with their audience (Fiss & Zajac, 2006). The notion of 

interactive framing is more useful than the notion of sensegiving for understanding 

meaning making as the resultant of the pulling and hauling between different frames 

supported by different decision-makers that know very well what they want.   
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Frame contestation: negotiating a mutual story 

Frame contestation can be conceptualized as the strategic practice of actors that attempt 

to force their frame of reference on reality in order to give meaning. It becomes clear that 

in a decision-making arena filled with actors with diverging frames, a contest concerning 

the common meaning of a potential development will take place. These 'frame disputes' 

(Goffman, 1974) or framing contests (Kaplan, 2008) that emerge when negotiating 

common meaning or in other words a collective action frame (Benford & Snow, 2000; 

Gamson, 1992; Van Den Brink, 2009)are crucial during strategic decision-making 

processes.A collective action frame gives meaning to reality and also guides action as it 

"mobilizes potential adherents and constituents, garners bystanders support and 

demobilizes antagonists" (Benford & Snow, 1988:198). According to Gamson (1992:111), 

"collective action frames are not merely aggregations of individual attitudes and 

perceptions but also the outcome of negotiating shared meaning".  

The common ground for decision-making emerges through negotiation, in finding 

a collective frame that is acceptable for all parties involved. No single actor gets exactly 

what he or she wants. Political-executives as tellers of framing stories are responsible and 

accountable for the mutual story that is constructed, and they must all legitimize this 

collective action frame towards their own constituency. Therefore, all political-executives 

want to influence the collective frame and put their own 'stamp' on it.The negotiation of a 

collective action frame, or in this study a collective decision-making frame in the context of 

this dissertation, can be seen as a resultant dynamic of multiple framing efforts, in which 

all actors are involved in the politics of signification (Benford & Snow, 2000: 625). The 

outcomes of the decision-making process are “political resultants in the sense that what 

happens is not chosen as a solution to a problem but rather results from compromise, 

conflict, and confusion of officials with diverse interests and unequal influence” (Allison 

& Zelicow, 1997:294). The notion of a collective decision-making frame also corresponds 

with the idea of translation conceptualized by Latour (1987). All actors have to translate 

their individual view in order to construct a common ground and therefore translations 

always differ from their initial view and taken together they construct something new that 

did not yet exist in the minds of any one of the participants. The focus on frame disputes, 

negotiations and the creation of a joint frame acceptable to all is important for the 

conceptual lens of this dissertation.  

The process of interactive framing in order to construct a collective decision-

making frame is intentional, purposeful and political. Within the narrative approach of 

this study, constructing a collective action frame can be regarded as the construction of a 

mutual story out of an abundance of diverging framing stories. It is important to stress 

that way people frame an issue does not necessarily have to resemble the way they make 

sense of that same issue. Take for example an Alderperson that claims provincial funding 

for the construction of a road in his municipality. He or she believes that the road is 

necessary for the development of new residential areas in the municipality. However, the 

Alderperson frames the road as an important solution for traffic congestion on a nearby 

provincial road, thereby solving a provincial problem which legitimizes his claim for 

provincial funding. Framing is not necessarily about bluntly projecting one’s view on 

reality through the filter of a cognitive schema. Framing is often an intentional and 

strategic process, in which anticipating of other actors framing efforts is important for the 

emplotment of one’s own story.  
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The notion of editing (Veenswijk, 2006) corresponds to a certain extent with the notion 

of framing in the sense that actors act as editors that attempt to persuade others to stand 

behind a crafted story that is considered to legitimate a common objective. However, the 

fact that such ‘editors’ are often external to the process of meaning making which they 

attempt to influence forms an important difference with frame contestation and the 

negotiation of a collective decision-making frame. The decision-makers involved in the 

process are themselves also intentionally and strategically influencing the mutual story. 

Moreover, the notion of ‘editing’ does not explicitly focus on political processes of 

meaning making. According to Stone (1997), political-executives intentionally and 

strategically attempt to portray reality in a manner that is beneficial to their political 

agenda. Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons tell framing stories because they want to 

create a social reality that corresponds with their view of the world, based on their 

cognitive frame that corresponds with their institutional role (Kaplan, 2008). In the 

conceptual lens of this dissertation, framing is about contested negotiation and about 

strategic struggle to establish a fragile and shifting equilibrium between meaning makers; it 

is about bargains and trade-offs and the creation of a legitimate mutual story.    

Meaning making and the balance of power among decision-makers 

Which stories are powerful and influential and which stories are marginalized? How do 

collaborating actors telling different stories find common ground? These questions are 

beginning to emerge within the discipline of organization sciences (Boje, 1991; Brown et 

al., 2008; Mumby, 1987) but they are not guiding interpretative research in the field of 

policy analysis and planning. In the Habermasian tradition, Fisher’s notion of narrative 

credibility (1989)takes a central place. Narrative credibility consists of the notions of 

narrative probability and narrative fidelity. The former concerns the internal coherence of 

the parts of a story: is it internally consistent? The latter entails the fit of details of the 

narrative with experienced reality:  does the audience believe the facts of the story? 

(Fisher, 1989) According to Fisher, humans are born with narrative rationality, the 

embodied ability to judge the narrative credibility of a story. In his view, modern man can 

be understood as homo narrans(1984). Narrative credibility is often suggested as an 

evaluative yardstick for judging the relative plausibility of stories 

However, the problem that is also conceived by Czarniawska (2004) is the implied 

measurement of narrative probability or fidelity. The idea of evaluating which stories are 

more credible than others – for instance through testing these stories according to some 

general rule - is actually an attempt to bring back logico-scientific reasoning into the 

interpretative, narrative mode of knowing. This criticism mirrors a more general critique 

on the Habermasian focus on ideal speech rules needed to structure argumentative 

deliberations (Czarniawska, 2004:11). Narrative credibility actually connects to the idea 

that plausibility is crucial in the narrative mode of knowing (Bruner, 1986; Czarniawska, 

2004) in the sense that narrative credibility is a prerequisite, a condition for stories to be 

called stories. However, the degree of plausibility of a story does not determine its impact 

or influence on reality. Very plausible stories can have only a marginal impact and stories 

with dubious narrative probability and fidelity can still have powerful resonance. The 

credibility of a story does not necessarily determine its impact on the negotiation of 

meaning.  
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What then, if not narrative credibility, can explain why some stories carry more weight 

and have more impact than others? This question calls for a focus on power differentials 

between stories or story-tellers that has been acknowledged by several scholars in the 

academic fields discussed in this dissertation. Sandercock urges researchers to find out 

how power shapes which stories get told, get heard and carry weight for the outcome of 

planned decision-making: "The telling of stories is nothing less than a profoundly political 

act" (2003a:26). Throgmorton states that the act of constructing a story is necessarily 

selective and purposeful and therefore necessarily political (2003:132). Moreover, he also 

acclaims that powerful actors can suppress competing alternative stories. According to 

Czarniawska, "the battle of emplotment is a power battle: it is the old saying that it is the 

victors who write history" (Czarniawska, 2004: 31). According to Stone, "reasoned analysis is 

necessarily political. It always involves choices to include some things and exclude others and 

to view the world in a particular way when other visions are possible" (Stone, 1997:375).  

Power and influence 

Keeping in mind that the intrinsic quality of a story does not determine its impact in the 

social realm, it is important to focus on the extrinsic power behind a story – or in other 

words, the power of the story-teller. Political-executives are not trying to convince or 

persuade each other by demonstrating the credibility of their stories: even when they are 

impressed or convinced by the other's points of view, they will still project their own 

frame in order to satisfy their own audience. They interactively push and haul until they 

find common ground in the form of a mutual story.Several scholars focused on framing, 

for instance in the field of communication and media studies (Entman, 2004; Gamson, 

1992) or policy analysis (see Laws & Rein, 2003; Schon & Rein, 1994) do discuss the 

notion of power in their work. However, in the view of these scholars power itself is an 

outside, external influence that the story-tellers have to cope with, for these story-tellers 

themselves are not regarded as powerful agents. Only a minority of scholars focused on 

framing during decision-making, such as Flyvbjerg (1998), Kaplan (2008) and De Heer 

(2009), researches the intertwinement of power and meaning-making during strategic 

decision-making processes.  

In order to appreciate the political reason behind the construction of reality, power 

is the cornerstone for understanding the actual meaning making practices in the 

infrastructural field. The power to frame reality is not equal for all stakeholders, because 

some actors have unequal access to roles and positions that strengthen their ability to 

influence the construction of social reality (Gioia et al., 1994; Mills, 2003: 153). Political-

executives will strategize to increase their power position, which they use to increase the 

influence of their narrative framing practices on the negotiated story. The remainder of 

this chapter will focus on the concept of power, which has been conceptualized in a 

myriad of ways within many disciplines and academic debates. I will not fundamentally 

discuss the theoretical debates on power in the social sciences, in which for instance 

authors such as Clegg (1987, 2000; Clegg, Courpasson, & Phillips, 2006) and Bourdieu 

(1991; Emirbayer & Johnson, 2008) have provided major contributions.On the other 

hand, unlike many other scholars I will not refrain from explicit conceptualization by 

letting the power concept speak for itself. Based on the view of power as potentia and the 

importance of power sources and the balance of power between purposeful story-tellers, 

the understanding of power will be tailored to fit the meaning making lens. This 

dissertation will explore the practical ways in which decision-makers build and use power 
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in order to impose their framing narrative on the mutual story.The choice of tailoring the 

power concept in order to fit the research lens is based on the knowledge that within 

different settings, different attributes can be regarded as a source of power. 

Given the prominence of frame contestation in this dissertation, power as a 

concept should focus on the influence of political-executives on the mutual story instead 

of the potential to influence each other's conceptions of a potential development. The 

classical question ‘who governs’ – developed by Dahl (1957) and further elaborated by 

Lukes (2005) is too static to understand the shifting and dynamic negotiations between 

political-executives. Lukes claims that researchers of power have to focus on power as 

potestas and not power as potentia, following a classic distinction developed by the 

philosopher Spinoza. Potestas can be understood as power over other actors and potentia 

as power over things in nature. Studying power as potestas would entail a focus on the 

question ‘who will get his will done?’ Whether through overt decision-making (Dahl, 

1957), or covert non-decision-making (Bachrach & Baratz, 1962)or even by preventing 

decision-making by manipulating the will of others (Lukes, 2005): power as potestas is 

about defeating others in a zero-sum game. 

In order to understand the negotiation of meaning, it is more useful to study the 

potentia of political-executives who are influencing infrastructural development as a 

socially constructed 'thing in nature'. Potentia is not about getting one’s way by 

controlling others but about optimizing one’s influence on an emerging mutual definition 

of reality. The purpose of this dissertation is not measuring or finding out which political-

executive in a decision-making arena has most power over others, but finding out how 

power is gathered and used by actors in order to increase their influence on meaning-

making. The Foucauldian perspective on power – and especially Foucault’s 

conceptualization of the relation between power and knowledge – is very much in line 

with the notion of power as potentia. Foucault claims that power is always present in all 

human relations, and rational actions [such as decision-making] are merely reflections of 

power relations (Foucault in Stein & Harper, 2003). These power relations are embodied 

through micro-practices of discipline and punish: power both represses people and 

harnesses the effectiveness of their actions (Foucault, 1980, 1982).  

The conceptualization of the ubiquity of power led Foucault to develop the idea 

that power creates knowledge but in turn that knowledge forms the medium and language 

of power (Deleuze, 2006; Foucault, 1980). This dialectic relation between power and 

knowledge creates a situational and local 'regime of truth' within a certain context. Actors 

who operate in such a regime are creating knowledge of the world which is not based on 

rational argumentation but on the power relations between those actors. This idea mirrors 

the infrastructural decision-making arena in which not the intrinsic value of stories but the 

power behind stories determines the mutual story which emerges after power-infused 

negotiation. The focus on the power/knowledge nexus and the notion of regimes of truth 

forms an important inspiration for the conceptual lens on the negotiation of meaning. In 

order to make the rather philosophical notions of Foucault more tangible, I revert to the 

seminal study of Flyvbjerg (1998) who uses the tension between rationality and power in 

order to create a lens to study a concrete infrastructural/spatial decision-making process.   
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Flyvbjerg and the dialectic between rationality and power revealed within strategic 

planning 

Flyvbjerg (1998, 2002) conducted an interpretative ethnographic study on the struggle 

between rationality and power during an urban renewal project in the Danish city of 

Aalborg. The view on power used in Flyvbjerg's study follows a tradition running from 

Machiavelli to Nietzsche and Foucault (Flyvbjerg, 1998). He exhibits the way in which 

power and not rational argumentation determines the influence of actors in this spatial 

decision-making process. The Foucauldian notion of 'rationality-as-rationalization' is 

eminent within Flyvbjerg's' study: "Rationality once again shows itself to be context-

dependent, the context being power. And in the context of power the line between 

rationality and rationalization, if not lacking altogether, is certainly vague"(Flyvbjerg, 1998: 

107). Flyvbjerg's central argument is that “the relation between power and rationality is 

unequal and that power is central to the process of decision-making in infrastructure 

development and spatial planning. People often state that 'knowledge is power', but 

Flyvbjerg would state that 'power is knowledge’: power decides which framing stories are 

regarded rational and acceptable during the negotiation of meaning. 

 A crucial theme running through Flyvbjerg’s (1998)Rationality & Power study is the 

philosophical debate between Habermas and Foucault, between argumentative reason and 

power play. It was already explained that in the view of Habermas, power resides in the 

strength of the argument and therefore his notion of ideal speech is aimed at declaring 

proper rules for argumentative deliberation (Habermas, 1984). Politics and power-play are 

thus regarded as negative forces that frustrate decision-making and decision-makers 

should strive to limit the role of power as much as possible. There is a strong contrast 

with the view of Foucault(1980), who states that power is an essential phenomenon, a 

positive and productive force in society. In a world of actors that tell stories about 

diverging and contested potential realities, power cuts through the ongoing argumentation 

and actualizes or brings into existence a negotiated social construction. According to 

Flyvbjerg it is not the question which interpretation is correct, rational or true but which 

actor can put the most power behind its interpretation (2002: 360).Moreover, he claims 

that “it is not just the social construction of rationality that is at issue here; it is also the 

fact that power defines physical, economic, social and environmental reality itself” 

(Flyvbjerg, 2002:361). The act of decision-making eventually transforms socially 

constructed meaning, however 'soft' and intangible it may seem, into concrete, 'objective' 

reality in the form of a highway or an industrial park. 

Flyvbjerg’s study helps to make the abstract philosophical ideas of Foucault more 

concrete. However, Flyvbjerg regards the power-play in his study in a more Machiavellian 

and zero-sum manner than Foucault: he stresses how during different phases of decision-

making, certain actors become dominant and thus almost solistically determine which 

knowledge is valid or invalid. In contrast, Foucault(1980)states that knowledge is not only 

created through power but also mediates and binds power within a specific truth regime 

(Deleuze, 2006). Actors cannot frame reality in every way that they would want and all 

knowledgeable actors can have some influence on the regime of truth. Flyvbjerg does not 

explicitly conceptualize the notion of compromise or a mutual story, but he does 

implicitly demonstrate that the resulting Aalborg project is not an expression of one 

dominant view but indeed a compromise, a resultant of negotiated meaning. The idea of a 
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mutual story to be negotiated by decision-makers refines the Machiavellistic perspective 

of Flyvbjerg by shifting the perspective from domination to balanced compromise.  

The balance of power that shapes a mutual story 

The dynamic and shifting balance or distribution of power, reflecting the relative 

influence of story-tellers, determines the emplotment of the mutual story and 

subsequently, through the practice of decision-making, the social construction of reality. 

This is also the point that De Heer (2009; De Heer & Jenkins, 2012) makes when he 

explains his notion of politics of culture: there is a constant urge to make meaning among 

powerful actors that intentionally want to influence the cultural framework in which they 

exist. Although Foucault himself did not expand upon the idea of a balance of power, a 

dynamic, shifting power balance is compatible with his view on power, which claims that 

the exercise of power is less about confrontation and more about transformation, 

resistance and renegotiation (Lukes, 2005:275). Such a power balance can be 

conceptualized more specifically by using an exchange model of power (Allison & 

Zelicow, 1997; Goverde, 1987; March, 1994). In this perspective, the balance of power is 

dynamic and instable, a balance that is not equal (actors hold different power positions), 

not pluralistic (not everybody can join) and not zero-sum (someone’s gain is not 

necessarily another ones loss)” (Goverde, 1987:12). The sources or dispositions of actors 

are never fixed for they are continuously shifting and changing: at any moment, the power 

balance can change through the waxing and waning of potentialities of actors, leading to 

changes in the mutual story. In a sense, decision-making surfs on the waves of this 

instable power balance, since a decision is only possible if actors agree that the mutual 

story is reflecting an acceptable – but not necessarily equally distributed - balance of 

power. 

If the power balance is crucial for the negotiation of meaning, it becomes 

important to investigate how the relative power position of actors is determined. Lukes 

and Foucault have not focused on this empirical, practical question and also Flyvbjerg 

does not explicitly focus upon the sources of power of the actors in the Aalborg study. 

Especially organization scientists scholars, as for instance Pettigrew (1973, 1977), 

Pettigrew and McNulty (1995, 1998)and Pfeffer (1981, 1992, 2010), have focused on the 

question who gets and uses power, mostly in managerial settings. According to Salanzic 

&Pfeffer (1989), power is a topic that not many scholars or professionals wish to touch 

upon. However, according to him, knowledge without power is useless and power 

without the skills to use it will be wasted. In Pfeffer’s strategic contingency model on 

power, sources that are scarce and critical within an organization are bases for power. 

However, within an interpretative tradition, the notions of scarcity and criticality are 

socially constructed and situational, depending on the meaning and purpose of the issue 

of decision-making.  

Focusing on the resources which form the base of an actor's power and also the 

tactics of resource use, Pettigrew and McNulty conducted a large study on power-play in 

the boardroom of top 500 UK firms (1998). They found out that there are several power 

bases that can increase the influence of board members, which amongst others are the 

experience and prestige of a member, access to influential people inside and outside the 

firm and coalition formation with other board members or external relevant figures 

(Pettigrew & McNulty, 1998). The most important insight of the boardroom study 

however, was the idea that every context - every power/knowledge nexus or regime of 
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truth in terms of Foucault - has its own idiosyncratic power sources. “It is an 

unremarkable statement to make that the sources and uses of power are fundamentally 

shaped by the general context and particular features of the setting in which those power 

sources accumulate” (Pettigrew & McNulty, 1998:201). As Hardy and Clegg (1996) state, 

all lists of power bases are incomplete since different phenomena become resources in 

different contexts. 

Power sources do not exist 'outside' specific framing contests and they cannot be 

separated from their context. Only during a concrete negotiation of meaning, it becomes 

clear which of the aspects or assets of an actor emerge as power source. However, it 

might be possible to acknowledge types of power sources that are iteratively recognized 

within a specific field, such as infrastructural decision-making. One of the aims of this 

explorative and interpretative dissertation is to let the relevant types of power sources in 

the field of infrastructure development emerge out of a more focused analysis of the case 

stories. Finding these relevant power sources is an important step during the sharpening 

of the meaning making lens. In sum, this interpretative study is not concerned with the 

measurement of power but with the mechanism of strategically gathering and using 

power. The question is not ‘who governs, who has most power?’ but ‘how do actors use 

power sources to increase their influence during meaning making?’ 

Conclusion: meaning making as a power-infused framing contest 

This dissertation assumes that actors strategize the emplotment of their stories which are 

the vehicles for meaning making in social reality. The decision-making arena is full of 

political executives selecting and enacting certain elements (and neglecting others) and 

grasping them together in a manner that provides an issue with a specific meaning 

(among many potential alternatives). Even though the 'facts' of two different narratives 

are virtually identical, a difference in emplotment can create two completely different 

stories with an entirely different meaning. Even the smallest element of information or 

the slightest twist in the causal connection between different parts into a whole can create 

a landslide change of meaning, even a complete contradiction. Recall the story of the 

congested bridge: by stressing that there is an alternative route that would only cause a 

short delay for car drivers, the meaning of the story changes dramatically. The new 

message is that the bridge is not too narrow but that the motorists are too stubborn for 

automatically taking the bridge and therefore creating traffic jams. The primacy of 

plausibility over accuracy in the narrative realm and the possibility of multiple co-existing 

plots that give a diverging meaning to the same phenomenon are basic assumptions for 

the lens of this dissertation. As long as a story is plausible, it is the power that can be put 

behind a story that determines its impact on the mutual story.  

The game of politics is the game of emplotment, and story-telling is the weapon 

preferred by political executives during the negotiation of meaning. In a decision-making 

arena in which power is dispersed among story-tellers, meaning is negotiated according to 

a relative balance of power which determines how all the stories that are told have 

influence on a mutual story:such a story is a prerequisite basis for legitimation and 

support needed during a true moment of choice. However, a mutual story is not a 

guarantee for successful decision-making, as will be exhibited in the following empirical 

chapters. Moreover, the mutual story is not a concord based on shared meaning but on 

contest and struggle. 
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The contribution of this chapter is the introduction of framing stories and power sources 

as facets of the conceptual lens to be developed in order to make the puzzling 

phenomenon of political-executive decision-making more commonsensical. Meaning 

making is conceptualized as a contest between story-tellers that attempt to influence the 

meaning of a future infrastructural development: it is based on the idea of frame 

contestation instead of collective frame projection or mutual manipulation of each other’s 

frame. The ‘practice of political-executive decision-making’ is conceptualized as the pallet 

of meaning-making activities of these decision-makers. What kind of framing stories do 

they tell? How do they build and use power in order to increase the impact of their frame? 

These are essential questions for this dissertation which aims to understand these 

practices of meaning making. 

The crucial facets of the lens – framing and power – will be further elaborated into 

specific dimension and types. For instance, one dimension of framing practices has 

already been acknowledged by Van Lieshout et al. (2012) who have researched actors who 

frame decision-making during spatial planning processes on different scales, 

demonstrating the implications for policy processes. Decision-makers can thus 

strategically frame problems on a certain scale, for instance on a local, regional or national 

scale (Kurtz, 2003; van Lieshout et al., 2011). Scale framing concerns one particular 

dimension of framing, answering the question 'who is accountable for what within this 

infrastructural undertaking?'  The empirical stories in this dissertation will bring forth 

other dimensions of framing, dealing with other aspects of the meaning of a 

development, thus answering other questions. There are also different types of power 

sources that will be exhibited through the telling of the case stories in the empirical 

chapters, ultimately rendering a fully-fledged and sharp meaning making lens.  
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The boldness of the circles indicates whether a decision-maker has gained a strong position 

by gaining more power sources than others. The boldness of the arrows indicates the 

strength of a framing story and its relative influence on the mutual legitimating story. This 

mutual story functions as a prerequisite basis for decision-making but not as a guarantee for 

a favorable investment decision. 
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Chapter 4: Interpretative case study 

research as telling a research story 

which makes sense 
 

This research follows an abductive logic, which means that in order to understand a puzzling 

phenomenon – as for instance the decision-making practice of political-executives – a new way of 

looking is crafted that makes the puzzle more commonsensical. As was explained in the chapter 

on narrativity, emplotment can also be regarded as an attempt to abduct an audience to give a 

specific meaning to an ambiguous event. In a sense, the researcher is also an abductor who tells a 

research story – based on rigorous interpretative analysis – that is meant to persuade the reading 

audience to regard political-executive decision-making in a different way in order to make it less 

perplexing. The two interpretative case studies focused on Project Mainport Development 

Rotterdam and A1 Zone Development are based on an analysis of contrasting stories. By 

exhibiting how multiple actors tell diverging stories about the same event or phenomenon, 

instances of negotiated meaning making come to the fore. Open in-depth interviewing has been 

the main method for rendering stories told by political-executives or stories told about these 

actors by other kinds of decision-makers such as planners and project managers. Ultimately, the 

researcher presents his own story based on his rigorous attempts to make sense of all the 

different stories he heard. In the end, a plausible research story exhibits the practice of meaning 

making and offers opportunities to sharpen the conceptual lens of this dissertation.   
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Now that the conceptual framework has been explained and has been becomes clear 

which questions are central, it is important to explain through which methodological 

approach these questions can be answered. How can we learn about the sensemaking and 

framing of actors? How can we learn about their relative power relations? The purpose of 

this chapter is to explain the research methodology on which this dissertation is based. 

The methodological approach emerges out of the line of reasoning that has been 

presented in the previous chapters which explained the theoretical positioning, the 

narrative approach and the conceptual framework based on sensemaking, framing and 

power. Thus the methodological legitimation is strongly interrelated with the argument 

emerging in those chapters: every methodological choice that is made is liable to the prior 

positioning of the research. For instance, the saliency of plausibility and emplotment in 

the narrative approach of the study echoes in the design of the research, in the way in-

depth interviews have been performed, in the way the research data have been analyzed 

and in the way in which the research results are being presented.  

In essence, this methodological framework is created in order to find the 

contrasting stories of political-executives about issues of which the meaning is negotiated. 

These negotiations of meaning on different layers and locations in the decision-making 

arena are grasped together as the researcher constructs an overarching plot that captures 

the decision-making process. The researcher is abducting the reader by emplotting and 

thus by framing the case stories in a way that convincingly and plausibly answers the 

research question. The conceptual lens is a result of the sensemaking by the researcher 

who let himself to be abducted by the stories of others; simultaneously, the research story 

based on this lens abducts the reading audience by providing a new view on political-

executive decision-making practices.  

 Firstly, the knowledge claim of this dissertation will be made explicit, which will be 

done by elaborating and explicating the interpretative, social-constructionist approach 

towards the ambiguous reality of infrastructural decision-making. Secondly, the design of 

the research and the practical choices that have been made – the number of cases, the 

methods used, the choice for respondents - will be accounted for. Following Nicolini 

(2009), the ‘zooming in and out’ between different levels and localities of the decision-

making arena will be discussed. Thirdly, the research methods will be explained in an 

explicit and detailed manner. Especially the way in which in-depth interviews are held will 

be discussed, for this method is most prominently used in this study. Finally, the analysis 

of the research data and the presentation of the research results will be explained. 

Knowledge claim: the researcher as story-teller 

Most discussions of the knowledge claim of a dissertation will thoroughly discuss the 

ontological and epistemological positioning of the study. However, the positioning of this 

study has already been explained in previous chapters when the difference between 

interpretative and (post)positivist research – between focusing on ambiguity instead of 

complexity and uncertainty – was discussed. Also the view on narratives and especially the 

narrative mode of knowing has been explained, stressing the primacy of plausibility over 

accuracy creates the potential for multiple and potentially conflicting emplotments. 

However, this view on the role of story-telling during the social construction of reality has 

consequences for the researcher and the research practice which will be explained and 

accounted for in this paragraph. First of all, in the interpretative tradition the researcher is 

a co-creator of knowledge: in the context of this study, this means that the researcher 
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should also be regarded as a teller of stories while the result of the study takes the form of 

a research story (regard i.e. Alvesson & Gabriel, 2013; Gabriel, 2013; Usher, 1997). 

Secondly, the primacy of plausibility over accuracy also has consequences for the research 

practice and the presentation of case stories by the researcher. Thirdly, instead on the 

usual logic of research which can be based on either deduction or induction, research 

performed in a narrative mode follows the logic of abduction. These consequences of the 

narrative mode of knowing for research practice have to be taken serious, by the 

researcher as well as by his audience.  

The researcher as persuasive story-teller 

The empirical chapters of this dissertation are presented as an interpretative case story 

and therefore the researcher can be regarded as a teller of stories. This can be explained 

by explicating that the interpretative research tradition regards 'the researcher' as one of 

the actors involved in ‘world making’ (Yanow, 2006: 6). The stories through which the 

case study are presented are reproduced and coproduced during interactions between the 

research subjects and the researcher (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006). If world-making is 

perceived as the resultant of story-telling, which is the case in this dissertation, this would 

mean that the case stories presented in this study are therefore emplotted by the 

researcher with the ultimate purpose to solve the research problem of this study. All 

respondents tell a different story with a diverging plot concerning the same phenomenon 

- if they are even discussing the same phenomenon anyway. The researcher strives to 

make sense of the negotiations between political-executives who attempt to construct a 

mutual story based on the polyphony of contrasting framing stories. The negotiated 

meaning of the decision-making process is analyzed by the researcher after contrasting all 

these narratives. This analysis of narratives renders the key moments of meaning making 

during the decision-making process. When those key moments of negotiation are clear for 

the researcher, he can emplot and create a persuasive and rigorous narrative that gives 

sense to the reader. One could even say that the researcher is telling a framing story – 

albeit not with the intention to further his individual interests but with the intention to 

clearly present the results of his study to his audience. 

The research story is in a sense a result of triple hermeneutic(Yanow, 2009): the 

respondents make sense of a phenomenon, the researcher makes sense of their stories 

and after thorough interpretative analysis, he makes sense of the process as a whole as a 

negotiation of meaning based on all these stories. In contrast with many positivist case 

studies, the multivocality of polyphonic stories is not categorized, nuanced or reduced 

into one clean, unified account of the process. The conflicts and ambiguities and 

differences between these stories are indeed of crucial importance because the research 

story is focused on the struggle between these different story-tellers. Therefore, the case 

stories will attempt to give a thick and rich description – or more appropriately, a thick 

narration - of the struggle between multiple stories instead of a reductionist account.In 

other words, the researcher is also a creator of a plot, selecting certain events and omitting 

others and grasping them together into a meaningful whole. The interpretative researcher 

can be regarded as a narrator trying to persuade reading audience by telling a story that 

offers a transparent exposition of every step of his argumentation, based on intensive and 

rigorous interpretative analysis. 
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The primacy of plausibility over accuracy 

Since the researcher is analyzing stories and is even plotting a comprehensive case story, it 

should be clear that the logic of the narrative mode of knowing – already thoroughly 

explained – should be adhered to. This entails that the key basic assumptions of this logic 

– the primacy of plausibility and the co-existence of stories with diverging plots – are 

consistently adhered to. A sudden turn towards a logico-scientific logic of knowing - or 

towards a (post)positivist perspective - would be highly unconvincing for the reading 

audience. With regard to the framing stories told by respondents, the adoption of a 

narrative approach actually entails that the accurateness of these stories is not crucial. 

Whether or not these stories correctly reflect reality is far less important than the purpose 

of understanding the plot of these stories and the reason of the story-tellers for telling 

them, for this gives insight into the framing strategies of the respondents. Consider the 

possibility that respondents might lie – which is always possible within any research 

setting - even then, the stories would reflect their frame of reference, the attempt of 

sensegiving or framing by the story-teller.  

Following the same logic, the accuracy of the case story - the sensemaking story of 

the researcher - is not as crucial as the plausibility and the convincingness of the plot of 

this story. Interpretative research is not about ‘truth’ but about ‘meaning’. It should be 

well understood that the case story is the interpretation of the researcher, even when it is 

based on a rigorous coding process leading to thick narration including multiple voices. 

The triple hermeneutic is based on sensemaking upon sensemaking of multiple layers of 

meaning. The objective therefore is not to write a case story that approaches something 

that could be regarded as a report of inquiry or a research journalistic account. The aim is 

not to solve the complexity of the process by telling how it actually happened or to accuse 

some actors for the success or failure of the process. The actors and places and issues in 

the story are only secondary, serving to demonstrate the mechanism or dynamic of 

meaning making practices during decision-making processes. The exhibition of meaning 

making is far more important than the details or the actual result of the decision-making 

process. 

The case stories are therefore not based on detailed factual and temporal timeline 

or dates or places or processual details but on the sensemaking and framing stories that 

are often ambiguous and imprecise instead of accurate. The respondents tell stories that 

give meaning, and they do not tell concise and ordered reports of an event or concerning 

an issue. The stories of respondents are full of statements such as ‘that one time’, or 

‘during one meeting some time ago’ or ‘those guys from that department’; many elements 

of their stories remain vague and unspecific, as long as the meaning they attempt to 

portray is clear. Even if the researcher would know exactly which meeting or which 

person is meant when a vagueness is uttered, it is still not necessary or even helpful to 

make the account of a respondent more factual if it does not increase the meaning of that 

story.  

Therefore, the case stories emplotted by the researcher are not perfectionalized by 

making them more accurate and less ambiguous. The story of the researcher is not 

fictionalized (Duijnhoven, 2009), but it is not factualized either. The focus of the stories is 

on meaning instead of ‘truth’; the research story is grounded in the ambiguous and vague 

framing stories told by respondents – creating a story that is as meaningful as possible 

instead of as accurate as possible. As a matter of fact, it is also the case that elements that 
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seem based on logico-scientific view on reality – for instance the phases of a MIRT 

meeting, the congestion norms in the Note of Mobility and other details about policies 

and plans that play a role in the decision-making process – are based on the stories of the 

respondents and the meaning they give to these ‘factual’ policy documents. The level of 

detail is determined by the narrative accounts of respondents, and since stories are not 

based on logico-scientific reasoning, one should not expect many technical or procedural 

details in the research stories. 

Abduction as research logic 

This study is based on the logic of discovery that is called abduction, which is often 

regarded as the ‘third’ logic besides the more widely known logics of induction and 

deduction. The notion of abduction is regarded as a logic that is strongly connected to 

interpretative research strategies and the notion is gaining ground in the community of 

social scientific scholars (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2009; Paavola, 2004; Van Maanen, 

Sørensen, & Mitchell, 2007). According to Schwarz-Shea & Yanow: 

 

 

In the case of this dissertation, the puzzling phenomenon would be the unexpected 

slowness and low quality of infrastructural decision-making and the seeming inability of 

political-executives to act as more successful and persistent decision-makers. The 

researcher is puzzling not only with empirical material but also with the theoretical 

literature and the tentative concepts that can inspire an explanation. The difference with 

both deductive and inductive reasoning is that it is not focused on testing or developing 

general principles or laws that underlie reality as a whole: the generated explanation is as 

situated as the puzzle with which it begins. In a sense, abductive logic - just like any 

interpretative research - generates local or situated knowledge. Moreover, deduction and 

induction are linear and stepwise in their reasoning – if x, then y – whereas abduction 

follows a circular-spiral and iterative pattern (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012).  

Abductive research consists of continuously tacking back and forth between the 

puzzling phenomenon and the possible explanations of this phenomenon. This 

description of abductive reasoning very much resembles the description of emplotment, 

which entails the tacking back and forth between the story as a whole and the singular 

events of which the story consists (Polkinghorne, 1987). And indeed, emplotment is 

described as a form of abduction: the audience of a story is abducted by its plot and 

understands a situation according to this plot. Thus one could say that abductive 

researchers are searching for the right story and the right plot that makes a puzzling 

phenomenon more ‘commonsensical’.  

 However, in the discussion of the abductive nature of a plot of a story, it was also 

made clear that the idea that a plot abducts the story-teller and his or her audience is quite 

a Habermasian conceptualization, stressing the importance of deliberation and 

argumentative reasoning. From a more Foucauldian perspective, one could also reason 

“abductive reasoning begins with a puzzle, a surprise or a tension, and then seeks to explicate 
it by identifying the conditions that would make that puzzle less perplexing and more of a 

‘normal’ or ‘natural’ event. One asks oneself, in other words, what circumstances would render 
and event, a word, a relationship, or whatever else one is seeking to explain more 
‘commonsensical’ – less surprising, less puzzling”(2012).  
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that the creator of a plot abducts his or her audience. Indeed, when Veenswijk (2006) 

explains the notion of editing, it is clear that the editors of a strategic organizational story 

can be regarded as emplotters abducting their audience towards a view on reality that is 

beneficial for the organization. According to this reasoning, political-executives have the 

intention to act as editors, attempting to abduct their audience, such as for instance their 

peers or members of Parliament, by telling their framing stories. In the same sense, the 

interpretative researcher – taking part in the making of meaning – abducts his audience by 

telling an emplotted case story that convincingly offers an explanation of the research 

problem. Therefore, the researcher as narrator can also be regarded as editor, emplotter 

and abductor, albeit that the plot that solves the puzzle is grounded on an abundance of 

empirical data. The knowledge claim of this study is based on the researcher as a story-

teller who grounds his plot – concerning the negotiation of meaning instead of ‘accurate’ 

or ‘factual’ description - on the stories of respondents after rigorous interpretative 

analysis. 

Research design: interpretative case studies based on contrasting narratives 

This research can be considered to be an interpretative case study based on the narrative 

accounts of respondents who have been closely involved in infrastructural decision-

making processes. Its method of investigation is closely related to the work of a group of 

scholars focusing on project management and the planning and implementation of 

megaprojects which has built up an inspirational body of knowledge through 

ethnographic research (Van Marrewijk & Veenswijk, 2005; Van Marrewijk & Veenswijk, 

2006; Van Marrewijk, Veenswijk, & Clegg, 2010). This same group of scholars led by 

Veenswijk and Van Marrewijk has focused on culture change within or between 

organizations in an anthropological and interpretative manner (Berendse et al., 2006; 

Duijnhoven, 2009; Smits & Van Marrewijk, 2012; Veenswijk & Hakvoort, 2002; 

Veenswijk & Van Marrewijk, 2008; Veenswijk, Van Marrewijk, & Boersma, 2010; Ybema 

& Byun, 2009), most of them using the methodology of organizational ethnography. The 

ethnographic research of this group of scholars provides an exemplary way to study the 

meaning making practices of political-executive decision-makers and at the start of this 

dissertation project, ethnographic research was to be the methodological basis for this 

research.  

� However, in the end the study does not render an ethnographic account – the 

qualitative methodology that is most often used within interpretative social-

constructionist research – although the methods used in ethnographic research have also 

been applied. For several reasons, the quality of ‘being there’ (Geertz, 1994; Van Maanen, 

1988) - entering a specific field for a long period of time – was too difficult to accomplish. 

While it will be further explained why this does not necessarily have to be problematic, 

especially when using a narrative approach, some reasons can be mentioned to explain 

why doing a full ethnography did not fit this research project. First of all, there is not such 

a thing as a field or place where political-executive decision-making regarding 

infrastructural decision-making is taking place for any extensive period of time. These 

decision-making processes take place in flexible networks of actors who are dispersed and 

located within different organizations and communities. These political-executives meet 

each other several times a year and even the public servants who guide and prepare their 

role in the decision-making process only meet infrequently with long intervals. Moreover, 

the actors involved in infrastructural decision-making are not continuously preoccupied 
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and focused on a single decision-making process. For political-executives, such a 

decision-making process would take up only a very small fraction of their time and 

attention during the years in which such a process is taking its course. 

The reasons above explain why it was difficult to engage in participant observation 

– a key ethnographic method – for a prolonged period of time. This problem might 

possibly be solved by attempting to engage in multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1995) or 

for instance the method of shadowing (McDonald, 2005), were it not for the fact that 

there are other difficult issues concerning the sensitivity of the research topic. The 

sensitive and sometimes secretive nature of decision-making made it difficult to have 

access to the research field. Both the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment – the 

sponsor of this research – and the project- or program directors of potential 

infrastructural developments could not take away this atmosphere of sensitivity and 

difficulty. For instance, the idea of action research (Dick, 2004) was first enthusiastically 

embraced by the representatives of the Ministry. However, when it became clear that this 

method would entail that the researchers would fully engage with decision-making and 

would even render suggestions for the improvement of the decision-making process, this 

research strategy proved to be too difficult to be realized. Infrastructural decision-making 

processes are in a sense backstage processes during which researcher – whether as 

spectators or as participants – are often unwelcome guests who could disturb the delicate 

negotiations between political-executives.  

However, one of the case studies is still partly based on participant observation, 

which means that the researcher has been present at a number of official gatherings such 

as steer group and guiding group meetings, public participatory meetings and political-

executive conferences (details will be discussed later in this chapter). Moreover, although 

participatory research could potentially have made this research stronger, such a research 

strategy is not crucial for interpretative research from a narrative perspective. This study is 

based on the stories told by political-executives and the actors closely surrounding them 

and those stories are mainly rendered through the method of in-depth interviewing. As 

Bruner (2002) explains, stories are not bound to their textual embodiment or to their 

rhetorical utterance in front of an audience. The interesting thing about stories is that they 

are everywhere and that they can simultaneously inform about history and future and 

things that are not present at the time of speaking. They offer a world of meaning to the 

listener and they are only about emplotment and the way in which a plot frames ones 

view on reality. During private in-depth interviews, respondents can also reflect on their 

narrative practices and their strategic intent for telling these practices. They can reflect on 

their experience of narrative framing practices of other actors.  

This study is focused on the negotiation of meaning between framing story-tellers 

which can be understood by studying the key moments of meaning making which can be 

discerned after interpretative analysis of the contrasting stories of the respondents. These 

stories also tell about specific moments of interaction or confrontation which might have 

been witnessed by the researcher as a participant. However, many of those moments of 

interactions would be inaccessible, since political-executives often meet in private – for 

instance during dinner or lunch – or discuss with each other on the phone.  

Moreover, since the researcher has been present during several official meetings, 

another point has become very clear. Without the knowledge of the stories which had 

been told during in-depth interviews, the richness and the intricacies of such meetings 

would not have been recognized by the researcher. In other words, the meaning of many 
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remarks during the meeting was only made sense of after the framing stories and the 

moments of meaning making had become clear to the researcher. Moreover, the 

comparison between the stories told during interviews – for instance about the course of 

specific meetings – and the interpretation of the researcher of those meetings did not give 

rise to the idea that respondents are making up stories about meetings (even though the 

interpretation of such meetings was of course different for each respondent). The stories 

and reflections of the political-executives are leading and observations are only 

confirming the moments of negotiation that are emerging out of the iterative analysis of 

contrasting narratives. In conclusion, one could say that this study is not as much based 

on thick description(Geertz, 1994; Ybema et al., 2009a) as it is based on thick narration, 

rendering a thickly narrated research story reflecting the researcher’s sensemaking of the 

negotiation of meaning between story-telling political-executives. 

Case study design:  zooming in and out on past, present and multiple layers 

This dissertation is empirically based on two extensive case studies in which the 

researcher is zooming in and out (Gherardi, 2012; Nicolini, 2009) on the narrative 

framing practices within these two decision-making processes. Crucial for the analysis and 

presentation of the case stories concerning these two decision-making processes are the 

instances of negotiation between political-executives. The ‘zooming in’ is therefore always 

focused on the creation of a collective decision-making frame or a mutual story which 

guides the decision-making process. One of the case studies consists of a retrospective 

account of a decision-making process that has already been finished. Zooming in thus 

entails focusing on a specific episode within the extensive decision-making process which 

has taken more or less ten years. Zooming out then means the shift of focus from these 

specific episodes of meaning making to the process as a whole, as well as to the 

surrounding context of infrastructural development in which the decision-making process 

has taken place. The other case study was still very much ‘real-time’ when the researcher 

interviewed the key respondents and witnessed several gatherings that concerned the 

decision-making process. In this case study, zooming in entails the focus on the 

negotiation of a mutual story within a certain level or locality of the larger decision-

making arena. For instance, the focus can be on the negotiation of meaning between 

Alderpersons from a certain region or the negotiations between for instance provincial 

delegates and ministerial representatives. ‘Zooming out in this case would mean to focus 

on the relation and interconnection of those different mutual stories which together form 

the overarching mutual story for the decision-making process as a whole.  

 The choice for one retrospective case study and one real-time case study is made 

because these different approaches complement each other and increase the richness of 

understanding of the negotiation of meaning between political-executives. The 

retrospective case study was the first study that was performed; it lead to the sharpening 

of the tentative conceptual lens that thereafter has been used to analyze the consecutive 

real-time case study. Moreover, if the real-time case study could in a way be considered as 

zooming in on a specific episode of decision-making practice, the retrospective case study 

could be considered as an instance of zooming out on such a decision-making process as 

a whole (even though these two case studies focused on different decision-making 

processes during different periods of time).       
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Furthermore, a retrospective approach has the advantage that the most salient events and 

issues during the contested framing of reality are clearly known to the respondents. These 

actors have already made sense of the process – which seems no longer chaotic and 

dynamic – and have formulated a complete plot consisting of crucial moments of 

negotiation of meaning and the way in which political-executives used these moments to 

strategically frame the course of a decision-making process. Respondents can therefore 

clearly comprehend and represent the making of meaning through story-telling and power 

play of key decision-makers. At the same time, this is also the disadvantage of the 

retrospective view, for issues that are situated at the end of the process influence the 

understanding of earlier issues. Actors will attempt to align their story as a coherent 

account, while their story might have been different during earlier phases of the process. 

Specific details or moments during which the meaning of an infrastructural development 

was still ambiguous and instable are not prominent during the stories of the respondents. 

However, the accounts about the key moments of struggle and negotiation are still 

narrated in great detail by these respondents, of whom many express their surprise about 

the details they still remember while telling their story about the decision-making process.    

The primary advantage of focusing on meaning making during an ongoing process 

is the possibility ofwitnessing the real-time 'politics of culture', the actual framing of the 

reality of a development by the storytelling actors. The decision-making process is still 

'open-ended' and underway and the respondents are still trying to make sense of the 

process and are considering which framing stories are to be told in order to influence the 

negotiation of a mutual story that grounds decision-making. Without the hindsight 

perspective, they are fully immersed in the chaos and ambiguity of decision-making. 

Meaning has yet to be created. This can also be a disadvantage, for this perspective of 

immersion makes it difficult to grasp the importance of issues or events for the entire 

process. As the negotiation of meaning is happening real-time, it might be difficult for the 

story-tellers to already recognize the key events and issues during decision-making. 

Specific subtle moments of struggle might not yet be recognizable without knowing the 

entire process and the influence of certain framing stories and power play is yet to be 

experienced. By focusing on a reconstructive case and an ongoing case, the strengths of 

each counter the weaknesses of the other; these two case designs complement each 

other's weaknesses. The retrospective case is not as extensively presented as the real-time 

case, although the sharpening of the conceptual lens and the data analysis and outcome of 

the research is based on both cases on the same extent: both cases are based of 

approximate the same number of story-telling respondents.  

Practical design: when, where and how? 

The practical design of both interpretative case studies can be explained through a 

detailed description of the actual research practice that has been followed. Both cases will 

be shortly introduced and the contextual setting of the research will be explained. 

Furthermore, a detailed description of the research methods – of which in-depth 

interviewing is clearly the most important instrument –will be provided. Some features of 

the practical design can be provided with great accuracy (for instance the number of 

interviews) but others features can only be approximated due to the interpretative nature 

of the research. For instance, the duration of the retrospective decision-making process is 

differently perceived by the respondents: some of them claim that decision-making 

already started in the beginning of the 1990’s while others mention the official start of the 
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project organization in 1996 as the beginning of decision-making. Moreover, because of 

the long duration of decision-making processes, many respondents were only closely 

involved during a specific period of time which their story-telling about the process. 

Moreover, respondents in the real-time case study will focus on different aspects of that 

decision-making process: an Alderpersons of as small community will focus on different 

aspects of the process and will also perceive another scope, starting date or set of 

decision-makers than for instance the provincial Delegate who is the presiding chairman 

of the steer group.  

Seemingly factual aspects of decision-making – such as starting date, scope and 

even the decision-makers who are involved - are also part of the ambiguity of the 

negotiation of meaning. Since it is the intention of the researcher as story-teller to refrain 

from correcting or factualizing the case story and to respect the ambiguities and 

differences in perception as much as possible, this will also be the case for presenting the 

where, when and how of the research. Moreover, since the focus of this study is on 

meaning making and the narrative mode of knowing, many logico-scientific and technical 

‘facts’ will only play a role as far as they are necessary in order to understand the 

negotiation of meaning between political-executives. Alderpersons, Delegate and 

Ministers follow a political reasoning in which logico-scientific facts are used in order to 

increase the influence of their framing stories. 

Retrospective case study: project Mainport development Rotterdam 

Project Mainport-development Rotterdam (PMR) is a complex landmark project in the 

surroundings of Rotterdam, a city that aims to strengthen its function as a Mainport in a 

Dutch, European and global context. The main ambition of the key decision-makers 

seems to be the extension of the Port of Rotterdam through the development of the 

Second Meuse Plain – in addition to the already existing Meuse Plain that stretches into 

the North Sea. However, also the creation of green recreational areas and potential 

investments in the old port emerge as key features of the decision-making process. The 

decision-making arena consists of a great diversity of political-executives actors from 

different governmental layers, especially since the decision-making process was 

institutionalized as a Planologische Kern Beslissing (PKB), which entails that the resulting plan 

must be approved by the Cabinet as a whole and finally by the Parliament. This PKB does 

not guarantee the actual realization of the Second Meuse Plain, but it is a necessary 

prerequisite for the eventual decision to invest in PMR. The project costs approximately 3 

billion Euros and because of its extensive scope and heavy impact on its surrounding 

environment, it can be regarded as an infrastructural megaproject.  

The role of political-executives in the decision-making process lasted 

approximately15 years: some respondents claim that decision-making was already 

happening in the early 1990’s while others claim that the final political-executive decision-

making took place in 2008, when the Zoning plan for the Second Meuse Plain was 

accepted by the Council of Rotterdam. Other actors even claim that political-executive 

decision-making will only be finished when the development itself has been actualized 

into reality, and they might have a strong argument. During the long duration of decision-

making there were several key issues, such as the creation and partial destruction of the 

PKB and especially the struggle between Rotterdam and the national government – and 

especially the Ministry of Finance – concerning scope, ownership and finance of the 

planned developments. As the construction of new land in a protected environmental 
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area close to a metropolis is a process ridden with ambiguity and conflicting interests, 

PMR is a suitable case for studying the 'politics of culture' concerning the reality that is 

being enacted. Further details and intricacies of the decision-making process will be 

explained within the case story. 

The field work – which consisted of document analysis and especially in-depth 

interviewing –took place from October 2009 until January 2011. The most intensive 

period of interviewing took place in the winter of 2009-2010 and the spring of 2010. 

Altogether, I have spoken with 45 respondents of whom 14 where political-executives 

when they were involved in the PMR decision-making process. I have spoken most of the 

people who are mentioned as decisive actors within the decision-making process, also due 

to the use of a snowball selection of respondents. I would discuss with my respondents 

which actors would be interesting as a respondent and of course I also based my choice 

of respondents on the stories that I heard. Indeed, this way of snowball sampling is 

congruent with the idea of grounding the meaning of a decision-making process in the 

sensemaking and story-telling efforts of those involved in the process. After some time, 

the respondents I spoke to referred more and more towards decision-makers who I had 

already spoken to – in other words, the snowball stopped rolling because I had already 

interviewed the key actors in the decision-making arena.  

 

Tabel 4 overview respondents PMR 

 

Political-executives 

14 5 Ministers 

1 Secretary of State 

1 Provincial Delegates 

2 Mayors 

5 Alderpersons 

 

Mediators  

 

4 

 

3 Former Ministers 

1 Public Professional 

 

Political representatives 

 

4 

 

1 Member of Parliament 

3 Members Municipal Council 

 

Public Professionals: 

policy workers, project managers, 

legal advisors etc. 

 

15  

(one duo-interview) 

 

4 Project directors Ministry 

4Project managers Ministry 

3 Port Authority professionals  

4 others 

 

Civil society actors 
8  

(one duo-interview) 

6 Environmental organizations 

2 others 

 

Total 
45 Number of respondents 
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The process of snowballing started by interviewing public professionals who were 

connected to the project organization facilitating the decision-making process. Although 

these actors are not political-executives, they have been operating in close proximity to 

political-executives who are relevant in the decision-making process. Their stories contain 

accounts about the strategic practices of Alderpersons and Ministers and therefore inform 

about negotiated meaning just as well as interviews with political-executives themselves. 

This is also the case for the stories of mediators who were appointed as catalysts of the 

decision-making process – often former political-executives with a strong reputation –and 

stories of politicians such as members of a municipal council or members of Parliament. 

In addition, there have been several interviews with actors connected to organizations in 

civil society – mostly environmental organizations – in order to learn more about their 

view on the decision-making practices in the infrastructural field. These interviews also 

rendered stories about the strategic framing practices of political-executives, adding to the 

huge amount of stories - never identical and most of the time contrasting and conflicting 

– to be made sense of by the researcher.  

Real-time case study: A1 Zone Development  

The decision-making process concerning the A1 Zone development program is 

institutionalized within the MIRT framework which concerns infrastructural and spatial 

developments throughout the country. In essence, the MIRT agenda consists of 

(potential) developments throughout the country which have been considered a national 

priority to be (partly) funded by means of the national budget. Therefore, every political-

executive wants to make sure that his or her desired infrastructural developments are 

placed on the MIRT agenda and into the MIRT-book. Especially the reconnaissance 

phase of the MIRT procedure is important for political-executives: if a potential plan is 

passing from reconnaissance towards the actual planning phase, actual budgets are 

allocated to the development. Moreover, in the perception of political-executives, the 

chance of actual realization of their plans increases dramatically when these developments 

are allowed to enter the planning phase of the MIRT cycle. MIRT programs follow 

different procedures and trajectories and are funded in a different manner than PMR 

which followed a PKB procedure and which was funded by the Finance Ministry instead 

of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment. However, the reconnaissance report – 

the resulting textual embodiment of the mutual story negotiated in the A1 Zone 

development program – functions just like the PKB functions as a prerequisite - but no 

guarantee - for actual realization.  

 The A1 Zone development program entails an extensive plan for spatial 

development of an area surrounding the A1 highway in the East of the Netherlands. 

Alongside approximately 40 kilometers of highway – between the cities of Apeldoorn and 

the highway juncture of Azelo in Twente – a large integral plan consisting of business, 

housing and recreational developments is to be realized in the course of a prolonged 

period of time. Although the details of the A1 Zone program will become clear in the 

course of the research story, it is important to mention already that among all the sub-

project that are present in the program, the most important one is the broadening of the 

A1 highway itself. The A1 Zone development program has been on its way for almost 

two years during the fieldwork period when most in-depth interviewing and participant 

observation was performed. However, there are many respondents who claim that the 
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actual decision-making process about this part of the A1 highway and the surrounding 

area has been going on for a much longer time; perhaps even for a decade already.  

 The researcher focused on the A1 decision-making process during the second part 

of 2010 until the summer of 2011. The most intense period of interviewing and 

participant observation took place in the weeks surrounding an important MIR meeting 

which took place on November 8 2010. As the A1 Zone development covers an 

extensive area, the researcher has made sure that interviews have been performed in such 

a manner that the negotiation of meaning within different regions and between different 

layers could be analyzed and made sense of. So in contrast with PMR – in which the 

stories covered an extensive amount of time- the interviews in the A1 Zone case focused 

on a single episode while covering all the different localities and layers to be recognized in 

the decision-making arena. For instance, the mutual story that has been negotiated in the 

region of Twente – covering a large part of the A1 Zone – is connected and interacts with 

the negotiation of meaning between the provincial Delegates and the Minister on a higher 

layer in the decision-making arena. 

 

Table 5 overview respondents A1 Zone Program 

 

Several key respondents have been interviewed on more than one occasion, as for 

instance the program director of the A1 Zone program and the strategic director of the 

Province of Overijssel, the governmental organization that has been the leading actor in 

the decision-making process. Both of these actors have been interviewed in the beginning 

 

Political-executives 

18 

(one of them for 5 

consecutive times) 

3 Delegates 

2 Mayors 

12 Alderpersons 

1 Provincial Governor 

 

Public professionals 

14 

(one for 2 times: in the 

beginning and in the 

end) 

3 City Region Professionals, 

1 regional Chief Director of Transport 

2 Provincial policy workers 

2 Provincial Directors of Strategy 

1 Municipal Director of Strategy 

5 Ministerial representatives  

Project members 
5 (one respondent 2 

times) 

1 Program Director, 4 project members 

Societal stakeholders 
2 1 employers organization and 1 chamber 

of commerce 

Total  
39 Number of respondents 

Total  
45 Number of interviews 
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and at the end of the field work period, in order to provide a prospection and a reflection 

on the negotiation of meaning during the research process. However, the most crucial 

respondent of this case study has been interviewed five times with intervals ranging from 

a few weeks to several months: the Overijssel Delegate of Mobility – who also took the 

lead role as chairman among the political-executives involved in the decision-making 

process. During every interview, the chairman would reflect on the course of the 

decision-making process that had been run and he would tell about his expectations for 

the remainder of the process. Moreover, he would reflect in an open manner on the 

strategic practices he had used to influence the process and the strategies that he had in 

mind for influencing the resultant of decision-making in the future. These interviews have 

been very valuable and helpful for the sensemaking and the analysis of this case study. 

In-depth interviews rendering narrative accounts 

In-depth interviewing has clearly been the main method for rendering narrative accounts 

from political-executives and those actors who are closely involved with them during 

infrastructural decision-making processes. Interviews inform about sensemaking and 

sensegiving, for "what people represent in the interviews is but the results of their 

perception, their interpretation of the world, which is of extreme value for the researcher 

because one may assume that it is the same perception that informs their actions" 

(Czarniawska, 2004: 49). In most interviews, the interpretations of the interviewee are 

spontaneously formed into stories (Czarniawska, 2004). In the course of these stories, 

actors do not only inform about their own interpretation but also about the perceived 

interpretation of other stakeholders. 

Moreover, these stories demonstrate the strategic framing practices of the 

decision-makers themselves as well as the framing practices of others. Every decision-

maker frames the decision-making process in a different manner by telling a different 

story – selecting different events and creating a different plot by grasping these events 

together into a story. Decision-makers also reflected on the intentional framing practices 

of themselves and others, which would purposely influence the decision-making process 

and its outcome. So in a sense, although the interview in itself renders a story that frames 

the decision-making process, within the interview the respondents also reflect on the 

strategic telling of stories as a way to influence decision-making. 

The in-depth interviews of this study lasted between one or two hours and were 

kept as open as possible, leaving all the room for the respondent’s story. Some interviews 

even took three to four hours, whereas only one interview took less than 45 minutes. 

Especially the first part of the interview was meant to give the respondent the opportunity 

for just telling his or her story. It was already indicated to the respondents that later 

during the interview, the interviewer would like to discuss some issues that were also 

brought up by the previous respondents and were part of the emerging sensemaking of 

the researcher about the practice of meaning making. By using the topic list, the 

respondents were potentially confronted with other narratives and were triggered to 

reflect on the stories of other actors. The issues were only brought up if they had not 

already been discussed in the open story of the respondent. This way of interviewing 

demonstrates the iterative and emergent nature of interpretative research, during which 

data collection and analysis of data is taking place simultaneously. Each interview is one 

more step in the process of interpretation and sensemaking of the negotiation of meaning 

taking place during the decision-making process. A single interview contributes to the 
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understanding of the process as a whole while simultaneously the process as a whole 

contributes to the interpretation of the stories within a single interview. The interviews 

have been transcribed in a worldly fashion in order to be useful for interpretative analysis. 

Luring respondents into a story-telling mode 

For this research, it is important that the interviews will render detailed stories about the 

concrete and actual moments within the decision making process. Although people tend 

to use stories to answer research questions, it might sometimes be necessary to trigger the 

respondents into the storytelling mode and keep them away from abstract deliberations of 

their formal roles and the official procedures of decision-making(Czarniawska, 2004). The 

researcher must be continuously aware of the tendency of respondents to turn to abstract, 

general and superficial statements (Weiss, 1994: 72) – especially if those respondents 

usually operate within a logico-scientific mode of reasoning. Several techniques can be 

used to elicit detailed and descriptive accounts, for instance through the use of certain 

questions. For instance, the interviewer can ask questions in a tense that elicits specific 

stories: “what did happen when you disagreed with the city council?” instead of the more 

general: “what happens when an Alderperson disagrees with the city council?” Another 

way is to ask respondents if they “could walk me through this event”, which often renders 

a detailed story (Weiss, 1994).On some occasions, it also helped when the researcher 

literally asked to tell the story of the process in a way that he or she would tell it to a good 

friend during an informal event – for instance at a lunch meeting or at a dinner party.  

Most respondents really responded to these attempts to elicit narratives, although 

there were some respondents – especially project directors, project members and public 

professionals in general –who found it difficult to enter the narrative mode of 

communication instead of a formal, logico-scientific mode. This should not be very 

surprising considering the tension between the ‘rationality project’ and political reasoning 

(Stone, 1997). Policy workers and project members are very much immersed in a rational, 

logico-scientific mode of reasoning. Even though these actors were also able to render a 

narrative account of the process, they decorated their stories with detailed descriptions of 

procedures, technical aspects or juridical difficulties during the decision-making process. 

These expressions of logico-scientific reasoning were much less present or even virtually 

absent in the interviews with Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers. Political reasoning is 

their preferred logic and story-telling is a very important aspect of their political-executive 

trade. The clearly visible difference between these two groups of respondents 

demonstrates even more clearly the importance of focusing on stories for understanding 

the political-executive practice of infrastructural decision-making.  

The difference in story-telling proficiency also provides another warning to the 

researcher himself to resist the temptation to factualize and present a tangible and 

‘accurate’ description of the decision-making process. In order to exhibit meaning making 

among political-executives, the narrative mode of presenting has to be leading, which 

entails that ambiguities, contesting explanations and the pandemonium of polyphonic 

stories should be respected and displayed as much as possible. 
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Participant observation and document analysis 

Participant observation is necessary to understand how actors make sense of the process, 

enact their own cultural frame and interpret and anticipate on other actors. The researcher 

can witness the real-time framing contests by strategizing actors (Yanow, 2006). The 

observations are written down in detailed field notes, complementing the thick narration 

of the interviews. However, it has already been explained that a decision-making arena is 

no formal standing organization in which stakeholders are physically present. Also for 

reasons of sensitivity of the decision-making process and the restricted access to the 

decision-making process, it was difficult for the researcher to truly become a participant 

observer. However, the researcher has been present during several gatherings concerning 

A1 Zone Development decision-making and was able to witness the narrative negotiation 

of meaning in real-time several times. 

For the researcher, it was interesting to witness that the stories that were told 

during such meetings very much resembled the stories told during in-depth interviews. 

Moreover, the researcher witnessed one steer group meeting and was able to discuss the 

course of these meetings afterwards with political-executives who were present. They all 

had a different interpretation of the meeting, but the accounts they highlighted were also 

recognized in real-time by the researcher. However, after the discussion of the meeting 

during these interviews, the meeting suddenly made a lot more sense to the researcher. 

The deep understanding of the negotiation of meaning was only recognized after listening 

to the stories of political-executives told during interviews. One respondent reflected on 

this intangible aspect of decision-making in a way that is very much shared with the 

researcher. He discusses the hidden moves and strategies during such a meeting:  
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This dissertation is about the intended emplotment through stories and not about the acts 

of telling those stories during meetings or documenting these stories in order to form 

research reports. The same reasoning that applies to participant observation can also be 

applied for the use of document analysis for constructing the case stories. The 

A1 Zone Development: overview of official meetings and events 

 

• 2 political-executive conferences in city regions 

• 5 participation meetings (including one political-executive participation meeting) 

• 1 celebratory manifestation 

• 6 public professional advisory group meetings 

• 1 political-executive steer group meeting 

Besides these official events, I was able to observe during the informal gatherings before and 
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negotiations hidden in official documents often only comes to the fore after the 

researcher has already made sense of the decision-making process based on analysis of 

stories told during interviews. The politics of culture are often hidden in official texts and 

the texts that would directly inform about this struggle - uncensored minutes or private 

emails - are not accessible to the researcher most of the time. Of course the researcher did 

read many texts such as official contracts or agreements, policy documents, research 

reports but also less official texts such as newspaper coverage or websites linked to the 

infrastructural development. Reading these texts can always help the researcher to 

understand the background of the decision-making process. However, those texts were 

not guiding or leading the interpretative analysis of the process. 

Moreover, close study of documents was only triggered when specific documents 

or passages were mentioned during interviews or during meetings. For example, some 

fragments of text in the A1 Zone development reconnaissance report were discussed in 

detail during the steer group meeting that was witnessed by the researcher. These 

fragments were deemed crucial for the meaning of future infrastructural development in 

the A1 Zone as a whole. Since these were text fragments that would potentially steer 

meaning making in a certain direction, they received the full attention of political-

executives. Because of this detailed discussion of these text fragments during the meeting, 

these fragments were also closely studied by the researcher. These instances of close 

studies of documents inspired the insight of the researcher that such documents like the 

reconnaissance report are textual embodiments of the emerging mutual story that is being 

negotiated. This is also exhibited by the clear parallel between the emerging mutual story 

that becomes clearer and the increasingly more definite versions of the reconnaissance 

report (the 85%, 90%, 99%, etc. version) that were presented. Moreover, it was also 

insightful to experience that political-executives very seldom discussed specific fragments 

of texts, either during interviews or during meetings. This experience was to be expected, 

considering the political reasoning of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers which draws 

their attention away from details and rational-instrumental aspects of the decision-making 

process. 

Analysis of contrasting stories and presentation of a research story 

The interpretative, narrative approach of this study influences the process of analysis. The 

interview transcripts – and to a far lesser degree the observational field notes and relevant 

documents – contain a multitude of stories that all frame the decision-making process in 

divergent ways. Moreover, these stories inform about the intentional framing practices of 

political-executives who act strategically. All these stories are the fuel for a sensemaking 

research story in the form of a thick narration which provides a convincing and 

trustworthy explanation of meaning making within the decision-making process. The 

analytical task for the researcher therefore is to compare these contrasting stories and to 

find key moments of negotiation of meaning. A close interpretative analysis of such 

instances of struggle is the way to gain insight into two questions: how do political-

executive influence meaning-making – which framing stories do they tell and which 

power sources do they use – and what motivates political-executives to engage in this 

negotiation of meaning within infrastructural decision-making practices? 

The different ways of framing the issues that are central during these instances of 

struggle can be presented. The different framing strategies of political-executives, as well 

as their use of power - can be analyzed by coding and interpretating specific fragments of 
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the framing stories they tell during moments of struggle. Their motivation for engaging in 

these strategic practices is more difficult to analyze by means of the process of coding. In 

a sense, the interpretation of the story as a whole which unfolds by relating the mutual 

stories –the resultants of moments of struggle – into an overarching mutual story that 

grounds decision-making. Moreover, the reflective reasoning of political-executives 

concerning the construction of this overarching story and the reflection of the attempts 

of themselves and others to influence this larger story are essential for the interpretation 

of the researcher of the decision-making process. 

In order to explain the analytical strategy of the researcher, it is important to 

explain that many smaller stories are to be found within an interview, which on itself can 

be regarded as an overarching story through which the respondent makes sense of 

decision-making. The sub-stories told in each interview give meaning to the story of the 

interview as a whole, while simultaneously this story as a whole gives meaning to the sub-

stories of which it consists. Again, it is this connection between the whole and the parts – 

the plot - that is important for the interpretation of the meaning of interview transcripts. 

In order to make sense of all these stories concerning different layers of decision-making 

and taking place in different localities involving different actors, the researcher has used 

Atlas Ti, a software tool for qualitative research which enables the researcher to 

categorize, encode, sort and synthesize the data in order to find a trustworthy storyline 

which is grounded in the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The written transcripts are 

simultaneously coded according to the issue they are about and according to the way in 

which respondents use different dimension of framing or different sources of power. By 

coding several texts based on different respondents who tell stories concerning the same 

issue, it becomes clear how these actors frame the issue in different ways.  

For instance, in the PMR case the researcher could focus on the content code 

‘autonomization Port Authority’ and the practice code scale framing in order to find 

quotations from respondents with a contrasting view on this matter. In the exemplary 

case, this would for instance render stories from Rotterdam Alderpersons who frame the 

Port Authority as a municipal organization, contrasting with stories from national 

political-executives who frame the Port Authority as an autonomous organization that is 

no longer supposed to be governed by the city of Rotterdam on its own. Furthermore, 

the dimensions of framing and the power sources that are used for gaining influence can 

be interpreted by closely studying the diverging stories and the fragments and quotations 

within these stories. The use of codes renders a nuanced understanding of the meaning of 

the concepts underlying these codes, such as the sources of power and the dimensions of 

framing found in the research. This way of coding led for instance to the 

acknowledgement of several types or dimensions of framing stories that are often used in 

infrastructural decision-making, as well as key sources of power. In other words, the 

conceptual lens which has been based on tentative concepts becomes sharper through 

this process of coding - which entails the continuous tacking back and forth between 

individual stories and fragments of data and an emerging conceptual scheme that is 

becoming sharper and more nuanced.  

Making sense of contrasting stories about key issues of negotiation  

The analysis of the rendered data with the help of Atlas Ti can strengthen the claim of the 

researcher that this issue is important for the case story that concerns the decision-making 

process as a whole. Moreover, the Atlas program enables the researcher to couple all kind 
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of memos to fragments or to the entire interview or to the entire case in order to make 

sense in an emerging and iterative fashion. However, it is crucial not to overestimate the 

interpretative qualities of the Atlas Ti program; as a matter of fact, Atlas Ti has no 

interpretative qualities at all. It should be regarded as a tool that assists the researcher with 

the interpretation of the data, just like the Word program assists authors in writing and 

ordering a text. The Atlas Ti program only orders the data: all the meanings of every 

quotation and all codes are developed and connected to fragments of text by the 

researcher himself. Atlas does not code any fragment of text and moreover, Atlas does 

not render or present the instances of meaning making: the researcher himself has to 

intuitively make sense of the data and then suggest some instance of struggle about 

specific topics. The program can then be used to investigate whether the intuitive 

interpretation of the researcher makes sense, for the quotations and text fragments that 

are rendered can exhibit whether there are really diverging framing stories told about a 

certain topic. Interpretative analysis is emergent, iterative and recurring and although 

computer programs can help to make this process of interpretation more structured and 

rigorous, these programs cannot truly determines the meaning that is given by the 

researcher. Interpretative research is an idiosyncratic practice: when multiple researchers 

analyze a story, they will select different fragments, develop different codes and will also 

couple these codes differently to the selected fragments of text. This will be the case even 

when a coding scheme is developed in advance. In a sense, the interpretative researcher is 

simultaneously abducted by all the stories he is analyzing as well as he is constructing or 

emplotting a case story that is supposed to abduct his audience. The interpretative story 

told by the researcher will feature quotations found in the analysed data that exhibit the 

way in which political-executives reflect, anticipate and attempt to manipulate the world 

which is being enacted through decision-making. 

Presentation of the case stories 

The resulting insights of the interpretative analysis are presented in the form of two case 

stories that are both complemented with a discussion of the framing dimension and the 

power sources that were recognized following the process of analysis. The PMR case is 

not as extensively presented as the real-time A1 Zone case, which is discussed in great 

detail in three interconnected chapters. In both case stories, the negotiation of a mutual 

story and the actual moment of choice to invest in a development (or not) are important 

key themes. Moreover, the notion that the legitimating mutual story is a prerequisite but 

not a guarantee for ultimate investment is important in order to understand the structure 

of presentation of the case stories.  

 The case story of PMR consists of a chapter that is divided into two main 

paragraphs. The first paragraph is focused on the negotiation of a mutual story which 

legitimates and gives meaning to the developments in the PMR program. The framework 

of this first paragraph is formed by the framing stories told by political-executives and the 

power sources they use to increase their influence on the mutual story. The second 

paragraph tells the story from a slightly different angle by focusing on the negotiation of 

meaning between political-executives which has all the features of a conflict or contest: 

reaching a compromise and creating mutual benefits for these opposing decision-makers 

seems impossible. The lockhold between these two political-executive groups - the 

Cabinet (and specifically the Finance Minister) and the Alderpersons from Rotterdam - 

has much influence on the decision about when or whether the Second Meuse Plain 
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should be realized. When regarding both these paragraphs that are part of the same story, 

the intertwinedness between the construction of a mutual story and the actual choice for 

investment in order to actualize the plans become very clear. 

The case story of the A1 Zone development program consists of two chapters. The first 

chapter exhibits all the different instances of meaning making in the decision-making 

process within different localities and between different layers in the decision-making 

arena. When all those tensions and struggles – for instance within City Regions, between 

different provinces and between the East of the Netherlands and the National 

Government – have become clear, the second chapter will focus on the steer group 

meeting during which the negotiated mutual story is finalized. Moreover, the MIRT 

meeting will be discussed during which the decision is made whether or not to invest in 

the infrastructural development that is legitimated by the mutual story. The disconnection 

between mutual story and actual moment of investment decision that was also present in 

the PMR case is important within the A1 Zone case. Between mutual story and actual 

investment decision, there is a gap in which political will decides whether the story will 

truly come to life. 

Are these case stories ‘true’? 

The case stories are the resultant of the sensemaking efforts of the researcher based on 

the sensemaking and framing stories of respondents: it is constructed by an abducting 

author who is constantly also being the victim of abduction. The question whether these 

case stories are ‘true’ is not appropriate within an interpretative social-constructionist 

context. The case story is based on interviews that have truly taken place and the 

quotations that are presented are truly uttered by respondents. Nothing is fictionalized or 

made up by the researcher. However, the case stories are a result of interpretation of the 

researcher and even though it is based on intensive interpretative analysis and a 

continuous tacking back and forth between emerging story and the polyphonic data set, 

one cannot say that it is ‘true’. As a researcher I can only defend that it is plausible and 

based on multivocal accounts about the process. Especially in the case of the A1 Zone 

Development program, a shorter version of the case story was presented as a form of 

member checking to several key respondents. The researcher’s story was deemed as 

acceptable by them, even though they might have a different story to tell for themselves.  

It is of crucial importance to stress that the aim of these case stories is not to 

portray a correct or accurate image of the course of decision-making in the tradition of 

for instance research journalists or inquiry committees who aim to render a ‘true’ account. 

The stories are only meant to gain insight in the research problem and to understand the 

meaning making process during decision-making. They cannot and should not be 

regarded as ‘objective’ accounts that are as true as possible and that for instance can be 

used to search for a scapegoat for perceived failures during the process. Quotations of 

respondents have not been put out of context in order to render sensational or 

spectacular statements that would make an impact on the reader without taking into 

account the context of such a statement. However, the quotations have been put in a new 

context - namely in the context of the story told by the researcher. This context is the sole 

creation of the researcher - after rigorous interpretative analysis - and the researcher has 

always strived to make sure that the meaning of the quotations as meant in the context of 

the interview is not violated. In this way, an overarching story is created while the stories 
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of all respondents and the meaning they attempt to convey are respected as much as 

possible.  

Providing as much anonymity as possible 

Even though these case stories are not ‘true’ in the usual sense of that word – and they 

are not meant to be true or judged to be true – the researcher still has gone to great 

lengths in order to keep the identity of the respondents as anonymous as possible. 

However, this can be quite difficult within a qualitative case study based on narrative 

accounts. Firstly, I do not use the names of any respondents. If there are any names in a 

quotation, I have replaced them with the functional description of the actor who is 

mentioned. During occasions in which a quote is a general statement about decision-

making, I might have found it unnecessary to give a detailed description of the source. 

Sometimes it was necessary to give some information about a source but not always all 

info available. For instance, if an Alderperson from Twente is complaining about the 

disregard of the Minister for the East of the Netherlands, it was not necessary to state 

exactly which Alderperson is, because according to my analysis this Alderperson voiced 

the meaning of many other political-executives in Twente. In such occasions, I would just 

state as a source ‘Alderperson from Twente’.  

However, sometimes it is important to clearly state the exact identity of the source 

of a quotation, for instance when discussing a detailed aspect of the negotiation of 

meaning between political-executives. For instance, when there is a struggle for meaning 

between for instance the Alderpersons of Deventer and Voorst about a specific bridge, it 

is important for the understanding of the struggle to mention ‘Alderperson of Deventer’ 

or ‘Alderperson of Voorst’ after a quotation. Moreover, sometimes there is just only one 

political-executive of a certain level present in a decision-making process. This is for 

instance the case with the Ministers in the PMR case and the Minister and Provincial 

Delegates in the A1 Zone Development case. For instance, there is just only one Minister 

of Finance during a certain episode of decision-making and everyone can easily find out 

who the person is. Therefore, most of the time quotations of these actors and especially 

quotations that are controversial in the eyes of the researcher, have been avoided and 

paraphrases have been used in those instances. Moreover, also the choice of quotations 

and the context in which they are placed are the result only of the sensemaking of the 

researcher. The purpose of these quotations is to render insight in the negotiation of 

meaning. It is definitely not the purpose to present controversial or spectacular quotations 

that stand on themselves for the purpose of attracting and entertaining the reading 

audience.   

Conclusion: Abducting the reading audience by telling interpretative case 

stories 

The interpretative case studies that form the empirical foundation of this dissertation are 

presented as a thick narration based on the analysis of contrasting stories within a specific 

decision-making process. The focus is put on key instances of negotiation of meaning and 

on the narrative framing practices and power play of political-executives during these 

instances. These actors strategize in order to influence the decision-making process and 

the stories they tell inform about their own perspective, strategic practice and power use 

and also about the perceived sensemaking and strategizing of others. The stories that are 
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told during in-depth interviews are leading the interpretative analysis based on contrasting 

stories about key topics which emerged during the decision-making process. Moreover, 

the researcher also analyzes the reflection of respondents on story-telling strategies and 

power play. It is not only the researcher but also the political-executives who themselves 

make sense of the negotiation of meaning during decision-making. Such reflections for 

instance indicate the importance of a holistic view for political-executives and the 

importance of both the symbolic and ‘world-making’ dimension of decision-making.  

 Based on rigorous interpretative analysis, the researcher makes sense of these 

contrasting stories and emplots a research narrative that is multi-vocal and inclusive. The 

emplotment of this story is driven by the attempt to gain insight into meaning making 

practices during decision-making processes. Ambiguities and conflicting versions of an 

event are key aspects to be highlighted instead of being compromised or hidden from 

view as often happens when the most accurate and factual account is meant to be 

constructed. 
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General prelude to the empirical case stories 

The meaning making lens is not an analytical lens in the sense that it will be used to 

analyze specific sections of the empirical stories presented in this dissertation. In a sense, 

it is an interpretative lens: the case stories that are presented are based on the researcher 

who used the lens to make sense of many contrasting stories. In fact, the stories in 

themselves exhibit or demonstrate the interpretative value of the lens. As a next step, the 

analytical chapter focuses on the sharpening of this lens based on power and framing. 

Moreover, the analytical chapter also highlights the insights offered within the case stories 

about how a view through the meaning making lens explains political-executive decision-

making practice. 

 The empirical part of this dissertation starts by telling the case story concerning 

Project Mainport Development Rotterdam (PMR), which is based on the researcher’s 

sensemaking after interpretative analysis. As was explained, this case story is retrospective 

in nature, based on the stories of respondents that have made sense of the process as a 

whole. This story is not as extensive as the case story about the A1 Zone Development 

and this chapter should be regarded as a first attempt to use the conceptual lens based on 

storytelling, power and framing in order to empirically analyze and make sense of a 

concrete decision-making process. The case story is build up of two parts. The first part 

will exhibit the ways in which political-executives within and between different 

governmental levels negotiate the meaning of the PMR development by constructing a 

mutual story that legitimates a potential investment decision. In short, this mutual story is 

about the realization of the Second Meuse Plain as a port extension into the sea. The new 

land that is being build is the most important part of a Double Objective which also 

entails the creation of green recreational areas and the revitalization of the existing port. 

The second part will focus upon a specific contest that took places during the decision-

making process. This specific struggle for meaning concerns the institutional status of the 

Port Authority that presides over the Port of Rotterdam. This struggle influences the 

formation of the mutual story and moreover, it is crucial for the actual realization of the 

plans in that story.  

The aim of the PMR case story is to sharpen the lens on meaning making between 

political-executives involved in infrastructural and spatial decision-making. This case story 

is therefore not focused on details of the plans about the Second Meuse Plain or on 

specific procedures, steps or phases that can be distinguished – these issues are only 

discussed when political-executives discuss them. The story forms the context that is used 

to give examples and demonstrations of the different types of framing stories and the 

different sources of power that emerge out of interpretative analysis. After a conceptual 

intermezzo that is inspired by the PMR case story, the more extensive A1 Zone 

Development case story will be presented. This story is based on stories that were told in 

the midst of the dynamic of decision-making. The story is divided in three chapters. The 

first chapter exhibits all the different mutual stories that emerge on different levels and in 

different places in the decision-making arena. The second chapter will demonstrate how 

the mutual story grounding decision-making about A1 Zone Development is negotiated 

among all the political-executives that are involved. The third chapter will show how such 

a mutual story may or may not result in an actual investment decision that secures funding 

in order to realize the development. After this case story, the conceptual lens based on 

story-telling, framing and power will be sharpened even further.  
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The ‘usual suspects’ of public decision-making: project team, guidance group and 

steer group 

In order to increase the understanding of the roles of the people that are presented in 

both stories, it is useful to give a brief and broad characterization of these actors and their 

roles. Roughly speaking, there are three kinds of actors involved in the formal decision-

making process: leading political executives, guiding public professionals and facilitating 

project members. Political-executives are the ones that make the formal and legitimate 

decision and each Alderperson, Delegate or Minister is aided by one or more public 

professionals that deal with technical, procedural and policy aspects of the process. The 

formal decision-making that takes place in the steer group – consisting of political-

executives - is prepared in the guidance group where all these public professionals 

negotiate with each other on the basis of the framing narratives of their political-executive 

leaders. The idea is that these public professionals make sure that many of the trivialities 

of decision-making are solved and that only the real choices that have to be made – the 

crucial points of struggle for meaning, are discussed during the steer group meeting. 

 The interesting position of these guiding actors, who of course are not only 

influenced by their political chiefs but who in turn might also influence the strategic 

visions of their political-executives, is acknowledged but is outside the scope of this study. 

The study of the steering potential of these guiding actors and their relationship with their 

political bosses could easily be the subject of one or even several fully-fledged 

dissertations. Especially the strategic public professionals like strategic directors of 

municipalities, provinces and ministries are powerful actors that are very much inclined 

towards the strategic political reasoning of political executives. However, the focus in this 

study is on the strategic agency of political-executives who might be influenced by their 

surrounding public professional apparatus but who are certainly not mere puppets of their 

organizational environment, as this dissertation will attempt to exhibit. For this study, 

especially the stories of public professionals concerning the negotiation of meaning and 

the narrative framing practices of political-executives are important. 

The program or project team with its director and its members has the task to 

facilitate the decision-making process and to produce the texts that embody the 

negotiated mutual story on which decision-making is based. These actors are mostly 

concerned with making sure that the decision-making process remains within its planned 

scope and trajectory and with making sure that the decision-making text are ready within 

their deadline. This is a crucial and very complex task which could easily be topic of a 

PhD dissertation on its own. Moreover, program or project directors are also not without 

any agency during the practice of meaning making and they surely influence the outcome 

of the mutual story. However, their influence should not be overestimated, for they are 

primarily concerned with making sure that the negotiation of meaning will result in a 

mutual story within time and scope; the contents of this mutual story is not their concern 

for this is regarded as the responsibility of the political-executives and their public 

professional guides. The program director and the project members do reflect on the 

practices of and struggles between political-executives and these reflections are also taken 

into account in the case stories.   
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Chapter 5: Project Mainport Development 

Rotterdam and the meaning of new land 
 

Project Mainport Development Rotterdam concerns a decision-making process that is mainly 

focused on the potential creation of the Second Meuse Plain, a port extension into the North Sea. 

Several Ministers representing departments with different objectives and also Alderpersons from 

the Rotterdam region tell their stories in order to influence the mutual story that inspires the plan 

that will ultimately be realized. This plan is in fact a narrative compromise that is acceptable to all 

political-executives involved, even though more powerful actors have had more influence on the 

contents of the plan. However, a strong mutual story is only a prerequisite and no guarantee for 

the actual decision to construct the Second Meuse Plain. One instance of struggle for meaning – 

concerning the status of the Rotterdam Port Authority –forms a blockade to make a final 

investment decision. The Finance Minister wants the Port Authority to become an autonomous 

organization while the Alderpersons of Rotterdam want the Port Authority to remain a department 

under municipal control. The Finance Minister proves to be the most powerful actor and when the 

Alderpersons of Rotterdam agree that the Port Authority is autonomized, the decision to build the 

Second Meuse Plain is finally made. This case story clearly exhibits how political-executives frame 

developments according to their own strategic agenda, thereby building a position of power in 

order to influence the future development of a crucial region. 
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The beginning of a decision-making trajectory is often vague and difficult to pinpoint 

because different actors have different interpretations about the start of the process. The 

moment most often mentioned as official start of decision-making on the Second Meuse 

Plain is the start of the Planological Act called 'Project Mainport development Rotterdam' 

(PMR) in 1997. However, in 1996 the possibility of harbor extension became topic of 

national deliberation under the guidance of the Ministry of Transport for almost a year. 

Respondents claim that during the presentation in 1993 of the Haven plan 2010 in the 

Rotterdam Council, the shortage of space and the idea of the Second Meuse Plain as a 

possible solution are explicitly mentioned for the first time. However, others claim that in 

the early 1990's, harbor extension was often discussed during deliberations of the City 

Region of Rotterdam and the networking platform ROM Rijnmond. Besides the 

opportunities for Port extension, the livability and nature of the Rotterdam Area were 

also a key topic of concern during these meetings. One respondent of the Port Authority 

even mentioned that port extension was already on their agenda since he started working 

there in the 1980’s. It is quite probable that talk about the Second Meuse Plain has started 

shortly after the construction of the (First) Meuse Plain in the seventies. Anyway, it is a 

fact that some respondents are already mentioning a Third Meuse Plain while the second 

one is not even finished. However, by no means did the Port Authority, the main pusher 

of the decision-making process, expect that decision-making concerning Port Extension 

was to be an easy process: 
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In 1996 the Rotterdam Region alerts The Hague that the Port needs more space and the 

decision-making process becomes an endeavor on national scale that is being 

institutionalized in the national framework under the guidance of the Ministry of 

Transport. At that time the political executives of the diverse ministries involved all hold a 

different view about the solution for spatial shortage in the Port and so do the 

Alderpersons of Rotterdam, the influential Port Authority Director, municipalities in the 

greater Rotterdam area and civil sector stakeholders - especially the environmental and 

nature preservation organizations. In those days, the use of comprehensive deliberations 

involving as many stakeholders as possible is a hype in decision-making practice - also 

instigated by reports of the WRR on the problematic decision-making process concerning 

the Betuweroute. The fact that the spatial shortage in Rotterdam is qualified as a national 

problem also entails that this participatory process of deliberation is open to consider 

national level solutions. The search for possible solutions leads to Venlo in the south, 

Arnhem in the east, Groningen in the north and even to the great rival - although not in 

Port matters - the capital city of Amsterdam. 

From a political-executive perspective, these extensive yearlong deliberations all 

around the country were very much a trivial concern. They were at most annoying for the 

eager proponents of the Second Meuse Plain - the city of Rotterdam and its Port 

Authority - or welcome for those actors who were not really in a rush to decide about 

harbor extension - such as the Ministers of Finance and Nature and Alderpersons of 

towns that would face the negative effects of Port construction. No political-executives 
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were really involved or concerned with this nation-wide interactive discussion and 

especially from the side of the national governments it was mostly in the hands of public 

professionals: 
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Moreover, following elections in 1998, a new Minister was appointed at the leading 

Ministry of Transport who did not really appreciate these participatory processes. This 

new Minister used a different style of governing than the former Minister did. According 

to some respondents, this new Minister was too autocratic and not focused on interaction 

and participation, while according to others the former Minister was not decisive enough. 

Anyway, the change in style was perceived as frustrating by those engaged in interactive 

deliberations – public professionals as well as societal actors:  
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The outcome of the deliberations is above all ambiguous, but there are some 'lines of 

thought' that have been developed as starting points for more serious rounds of decision-

making. The deliberations were useful to sound people out about the issue, especially in 

the Rotterdam Region and the environmental field. A concrete outcome based on the 

parliamentary debate concerning the results of national deliberation is the decision to 

legally solve the spatial shortage by designing a Planologische Kern Beslissing (PKB or 

Planological Core Act) called Project Mainport development Rotterdam (PMR). The 

decision-making process concerning the PKB is led by the interdepartmental PMR 

project organization. However, the Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water 

Management is regarded as the political executive who is primarily responsible on the 

national level. Out of the extensive participative process, some contours of the PKB are 

already emerging, such as the notion of dubbele doelstelling - double objective - entailing that 

potential port extension should be coupled with investments in nature reservation and 

urban renovation. Another key potential solution that is to be researched is the potential 

for ports in the provinces of Sealand and North-Brabant to take some of the load off the 

Rotterdam Port. Moreover, besides the idea of port extension there is the notion of 

‘intension’ into the existing Port, focusing on a more efficient use of the existing harbor 

area.  

However, the construction of the Second Meuse Plain dominates PMR in such a 

way that it is clear to everybody that Port extension is the real deal of the PKB act. This 

planological act is specifically designed to have a strong legal resonance to lower levels of 

government. This means that political executives in the Rotterdam Region – for instance 

of municipalities that expect to undergo negative effects due to port extension - or civic 

stakeholders such as environmental organizations will be limited in their potential to 

appeal to binding detailed spatial decisions in the act. The idea behind these binding 

decisions is to speed up decision-making by focusing all conflicts and negotiations in the 
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beginning of the decision-making trajectory. However, such a strategy also entails that 

there is much pressure and struggle concerning the mutual story - embodied in the PKB 

act – that will guide the subsequent decision-making process. 

Negotiating a legitimizing mutual story as a prerequisite for potential 

decision-making 

The design of the PKB requires much negotiation between political executives of 

ministries involved and between executives of civic organizations and lower levels of 

government participating in the deliberations. Different participants in different decision-

making arenas that are crisscrossing regions and governmental levels and departmental or 

sectoral interests are searching for a common story – acceptable to all – that is grounding 

the PKB. However, in the end of the formal trajectory, the Cabinet has to decide on the 

PKB and bring the act into Parliament for final acceptance. Each political executive has 

his own perspective and interest based on his or her Ministerial responsibility, but the 

ministerial positions are also influenced by political standpoints, regional interests or even 

personal connections or personal ideologies. Some ministerial views are more in line with 

each other than others. The Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Economic Affairs 

both focus on the infrastructural and economic challenges and opportunities in the 

coming years and the key importance of harbor extension. They stress that the Port of 

Rotterdam is key for the national GNP and for the creation of jobs countrywide. In order 

to keep that position while engaging in fierce competition with for instance the ports of 

Antwerp and Hamburg, it is necessary to solve the shortage of space in the port: 
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In contrast, the Ministers of both Spatial Planning and Nature Conservation focus on the 

other side of the double investment, such as the development of green recreational areas 

and possibilities to improve livability through the revitalization of the greater Rotterdam 

region: 
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In a sense the harbor extension opened up the possibility for urban revitalization, which is 

of course the core issue for the Minister of Spatial Planning. The Secretary of State of 

Nature Reservation focused on negotiating the compensation for infringements into 

natural reservations, as the Second Meuse Plain is constructed in a protected natural area 

under the so-called Natura 2000 act. However, the notion of double investment, which 

was backed by a motion of Parliament, entailed not only the focus on compensation but 
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also on development of new natural-recreational areas, a policy objective that receive 

much priority in the regeerakkoord – coalition agreement - of the then presiding Cabinet. So 

the double objective of PMR was of crucial importance for those Ministers who were not 

able to score by creating large public works or by creating a strong international economic 

position: 
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The two Ministerial coalitions could both live with the PMR process, because every 

Minister involved could use the development to score towards his own constituency. 

They could negotiate a mutual story that offered something for everyone: a large port 

extension project, promises of economic opportunity, potential for revitalization and the 

creation of hip urban areas and the creation of a livable city region surrounded by natural 

green areas. This is no coincidence of course: the PKB plan formed itself towards the 

resulting outcome of the negotiation for the meaning of PMR among the Ministries 

involved. Such a basic mutual story based on the agreement of those decision-makers on 

the highest level of government seems to be crucial for the success of the decision-

making process. However, the Minister of Finance, another key executive in the process 

and specifically important for the eventual funding of PMR, takes a very business-like 

stance towards the development. This stance is influenced by the neo-liberal notion of 

New Public Management of which the Finance Minister was a strong proponent. If PMR 

could prove to be based on a strong business case, then The Finance Minister was 

certainly willing to invest; however, it will become clear in the later discussions of process 

that he had certain preconditions on his mind that had important consequences for 

decision-making. 

Forging a mutual story on the regional level 

From 1997 to 2001 there is more and more consensus among the Ministers about the 

contours of PMR, although there are sometimes relapses in the negotiation with the 

environmental stakeholder organizations that are closely shadowing the decision-making 

process. Especially when the Minister of Transport decides to cancel the potential 

solution based on using the ports in Sealand and North-Brabant for solving the shortage 

of space in Rotterdam, they are very cautious and agitated. However, the Minister of 

Transport is very clear in the choice for Rotterdam: 
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One public professional who was involved in developing the Sealand ports option – 

focusing specifically on the port of Flushing – reflected that the plans concerning that 

option seemed quite promising. However, it is clear that the political-executive choice is 
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decisive and the Minister wanted to focus and not to disperse and moreover, she thought 

it was about time to just make choices and speed up the decision-making process.  The 

environmental movement feels neglected following the one-sided Ministerial decision that 

was not discussed with them and they threaten to leave the decision-making arena. 

However, attempts at mediation and promises of compensation and even extra 

environmental investments are successful for restoring the relation with these parties. 

This is important, for many respondents are convinced that there are strong opportunities 

for anyone involved in decision-making to stall or frustrate the process. Thus, the scope 

of decision-making was set to include the greater Rotterdam area. During the course of 

further decision-making, the primary notion of intension - making the existing port 

facilities more efficient - was incorporated or 'translated' into a sub-program called 

(Bestaand Rotterdams Gebied or BRG) - Existing Rotterdam Area. This program consists of a 

range of even smaller sub-projects focused on increasing the efficiency of the Port area 

but also the improvement of the quality of life in the wider agglomeration of Rotterdam. 

These smaller projects, such as noise screens around railroad tracks or small playgrounds 

within towns bordering Rotterdam are the results of the Rotterdam Alderpersons 

bargaining with Alderpersons of surrounding smaller towns for the blessing of PMR: 
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Besides the negotiation of meaning on a national level, there is also a struggle for meaning 

going on within the Rotterdam region; there are even negotiations within the municipality 

of Rotterdam, among different Rotterdam Alderpersons. Besides these political-executive 

actors, the powerful Port Authority – then a municipal organization – and its flamboyant 

and influential director are also key actors involved on the regional level. The issue under 

discussion was whether Rotterdam would remain basically a global transit hub – the view 

of the Port Authority – or whether the focus for economic growth should be more on 

added value industries instead of only transport – which would require another focus than 

just extending the Port of Rotterdam. One respondent posed the discussion in the 

following manner: are we only going to transport all those containers away from 

Rotterdam as fast as possible or are we going to open them and do something smart and 

profitable with the things that are inside? In the end, most respondents claim that the city 

should stick with the thing that it has proven to be good at, namely being a logistical hub. 

Moreover, the port and its esteemed position in this globalized economy have a strong 

sentimental value and fill many people from Rotterdam with a sense of pride. Extending 

the port therefore intuitively feels right to most people involved in Rotterdam politics – 

even though the port area is stretching further and further away – almost 40 kilometers – 

from the core urban area. 

 The Rotterdam Alderpersons and the Port Authority Director are clearly and 

continuously attempting to influence meaning making on a national level. They want to 

make sure that the strategic view of the Rotterdam Area is echoed within the mutual story 

that forms the basis for the PKB. The most important point of discussion between the 

Ministers in The Hague and the political-executives from the Rotterdam region focuses 

on the size of the port extension (this issue will be thoroughly elaborated during the rest 

of this case story). One example of the regional decision-makers attempting to influence 
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the overarching negotiation of meaning is formed by negotiations between environmental 

groups and the municipality – especially the port authority – sprouting from the 

environmentalists’ disappointments during national negotiations. These regional 

negotiations result in the report named 'Vision and Courage' which is meant to have 

influence on the decision-making on a national level: 
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A united Rotterdam region was an important asset for influencing the national decision-

makers in The Hague, for it limited the possible argumentations which the Ministers 

could make use of: 
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Hectare discussion: negotiations of meaning between Rotterdam and The Ministries  

The Vision and Courage initiative demonstrates that, even though the decision-making 

process was officially lifted up to the national level, the main executive actors in the 

Rotterdam area were very much involved in the process, as they were the instigators and 

the party who truly felt the need for space. There was much pressure from the City of 

Rotterdam and the Port Authority towards The Hague to recognize the key importance of 

Mainport Rotterdam and its urgent need for an impressive extension. This led to fierce 

negotiations, specifically between the Port Authority of Rotterdam and the Central 

Planning Agency - a liaison of the Ministry of Finance - about the numbers of hectares 

the Port Extension should be and within which timeframe the extensions should be 

accomplished. The Port Authority claimed that at least 2000 hectares were necessary to 

meet the demands of globalized transportation, while the collective Ministries agreed that 

the extension could not exceed 1000 hectares. 

 At a public professional level, the ‘hectare discussion’ seemed to be a technical 

planning contest fought on the basis of differing models and prognoses of future 

developments, calculated by the Port Authority on the one side and the Central Planning 

Agency on the other. However, for the Director of the ambitious Port Authority, 

extension was the best way to grow as a port by attracting customers through low harbor 

fares and docking prices, which would be possible to offer when there is enough space to 

give away. According to the Ministry, in that way the prices paid for space are actually 

artificially low, and there is no incentive for smart use of space. The Finance Minister 

criticized this one-sided focus of the Port Authority seems focused on increasing its 

empire. He explains how the Port Authority for instance sold land at the deep side of the 

port to a company that desired that location but that never received any deep sea cargo 
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ships. According to the Finance Minister, such policies will fill the port pretty quickly 

indeed, for it is almost like giving away land for free just to attract as much costumers as 

fast as possible. He desires a business approach aimed at making a profit. 

Just as the 2000 hectares estimation produced by the Port Authority models is said 

to be inspired by an agenda of impressive growth without concern for the most cost-

efficient use of space, there are also unspoken reasons behind the National Governments' 

limit of maximal 1000 hectares backed by CPB modeling. According to public 

professionals involved, the Minister of Spatial Planning supposedly reasoned 'the more 

hectares of extension, the more damage to the environment'. However, it is also clear that 

this Minister supports the port extension for several reasons but most of all for the 

prospects of urban revitalization in Rotterdam. Being both Minister of Environmental 

protection and Spatial Planning, he balances these two public values in such a way that 

1000 hectares seems to be an acceptable compromise for his specific audience. Moreover, 

the Minister of Transport mentions that the perceived impossibility of a future third 

Meuse Plain entails that the Second Meuse Plain should not be too large but not too small 

either: 
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The reasoning of these two political executives is not exactly based on calculated cost-

benefit analysis but more on rule-of-thumb, intuitive estimations based on the strategic 

visions they have in mind. A thousand hectares seems to be a plausible size that aligns 

with the strategic visions of these Ministers. 

On a deeper, more backstage level, the hectare discussion is mirroring another 

negotiation or contest concerning aspects of finance and competence concerning the 

proposed extension. The National Government, and especially the Ministry of Finance, 

has been wishing for a long time that the Port Authority of Rotterdam is to be 

autonomized. The national Government and Rotterdam could then both have a stake in 

and therefore a common control over this new autonomous agency. However, the 

Rotterdam Alderpersons and their City Council, primarily waving social-democrat (PvdA) 

colors, reject this idea of autonomization. The reason for this is partly to be found in 

regional pride, for this is a struggle between national and regional competence during 

which traditional local sentiments were involved. Another reason for rejecting 

autonomization was the loss of direct political control over an important part of the City 

of Rotterdam. The Rotterdam political and civil servant system has for decennia been 

dominated by social-democrat ideas of a socially engineered society. The Port Authority 

could be used to solve economic, social and political problems in the city as a whole. 

More concretely, the Rotterdam Alderpersons feared that the annual flow of several 

millions of Euros from the Port Authority to the Municipality – free to be spent as 

decided by the Alderpersons – would dry up. 

The Ministry of Finance, the key ministry for the funding of the development, 

agrees that the Port is important for the Dutch economy. However, there must be a 

positive and credible business case for the extension and there must be strict control on 

the implementation and use of the budget. For the Finance Ministry, it remains 

questionable in what timeframe this Second Meuse Plain should be built and how large it 

should be, and most of all whether the municipality of Rotterdam is the most competent 
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party for running such a Port of national importance. The institutional status of the Port 

Authority will prove to be the most contested issue during political-executive decision-

making. The second part of this chapter will zoom in on decision-making concerning the 

autonomization of the port of Rotterdam. 

From mutual story to investment decision: securing funds to bring a plan into being 

The contours of the PKB decision are steadily becoming clearer and more and more the 

issue of finance becomes salient: who is going to pay for the development? The Minister 

of Finance is the only political-executive actor able to provide the necessary funding, for 

Rotterdam or even the Ministry of Transport cannot afford to pay up roughly three 

billion Euros to do this on its own. The Finance Minister is willing to come up with the 

money under the condition that the Port Authority of Rotterdam becomes an 

autonomous organization in which both the national government and Rotterdam can 

participate. Rotterdam Alderpersons (many of them being social democrats) are furious as 

they regard the port as their territory and area of competence. Many of them believe that 

the port is an integral part of the political arena of Rotterdam and should not be put on a 

distance from the democratic decision-making process. However, the Alderpersons 

understand that there is no other way to pay for the Second Meuse Plain and slowly they 

are being 'massaged' into accepting autonomization. A report on the benefits of 

autonomization of the harbor is written and presented by a commission under the lead of 

a national PvdA figurehead and even the PvdA Alderperson concerned with Port Affairs 

mentions the benefits of autonomization in his New Year speech. Finally, at the moment 

when the PvdA takes a sensitive loss during the regional elections, an Alderperson of the 

Leefbaar Rotterdam party – Livable Rotterdam party - gives the last push in the direction of 

autonomization: 
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The doubts of the CPB about the necessary hectares and urgency of the Second Meuse 

Plain do not weigh heavily anymore when autonomization is secured and the Finance 

Minister gives the green light. The second part of this case story will zoom in on decision-

making concerning the autonomization of the port of Rotterdam. Some actors involved 

regard the solution as a simple bargain: swapping the Second Meuse Plain for 

autonomization of the Port Authority. On the other hand, other actors involved and 

especially The Finance Minister does not think that one could speak of a simple bargain. 

According to the minister, the Alderperson just understood him and spoke the same 

language. They both have a commercial background or a business view on matters. The 

Minister was convinced that the Alderman understood that the Ministry would just hand 

over an envelope with a couple of billion Euros and would just say ‘good luck with that’.  

Besides the autonomization of the Port Authority, the investments in the existing 

Rotterdam area that are negotiated with the local governments and actually the whole idea 

of 'double investment' can also be seen as a trade-off result, respectively with neighboring 

towns and with environmental and societal organizations. On the other hand, all these 
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deals do not come straight out of the blue; they have to be legitimated by telling a 

plausible mutual story: "So you can see it as some sort of bribe or simple trade-off, but 

you can also see it as recognition for the fact that those parties are experiencing the 

negative consequences. You can look at it in these two ways" (former Alderperson of 

Rotterdam).  

These negotiated bargains are not just plain deals, for there is always a legitimation, 

a plausible story necessary to account for the consensual agreement. The Finance Minister 

for instance does not speak of a plain ‘swap’ between autonomization and funding: he 

legitimates his choice by reverting to New Public Management reasoning focused on 

‘government as a business’. And for example, consider the municipality of Westvoorne, 

which is situated directly adjacent to the designated site of the Second Meuse Plain which 

will cause disturbance for its community. Moreover, the recreational purposes of the 

town's beach will diminish and the inhabitants fear for their overall quality of life. When 

the PKB was being constructed, it was the case that very close to the designated Port 

extension area there was an unsafe intersection on the A15 highway, which is the main 

cargo route out of the port of Rotterdam. Everybody going from Westvoorne to the port 

would have to cross this intersection and this caused many accidents. For years the 

municipality of Westvoorne had pleaded to improve the traffic situation, but it was no 

priority in the region and they could not pay for it themselves. The new story now was 

that the intersection could be changed into a viaduct in order to absorb the increasing 

transport flows expected to be created by the realization of the Second Meuse Plain. 

Trucks filled with goods would no longer have to stop at that intersection. Of course, this 

viaduct would also increase the safety for the drivers coming from Westvoorne. In this 

way, the interest of the Port Authority and Westvoorne became aligned in a mutual story 

with a basic plot saying that Port Extension would lead to more safety for Westvoorne. If 

this is a trade-off between political executives, it is indeed a trade-off that is backed by a 

mutual story. The remainder of this dissertation will demonstrate that such a common 

vision which actualizes the preferred realities of two or several actors and which lifts up a 

region as a whole is highly valued by political-executives.  

While the plan is rejected, the mutual story remains alive  

 In 2004, it is has become clear in great detail how the Second Meuse Plain will be 

designed and it is also clear who is going to pay and be responsible for which part of the 

project. However, the planological core act that is necessary to start building the Second 

Meuse Plain is unexpectedly destroyed by the Council of State, the highest court of appeal 

in the Netherlands. In spite of all the deliberations with relevant societal stakeholders, 

there are still stakeholders that feel that they have been forgotten or neglected. For 

instance the Foundation for Fishermen feels that the institution of a Sea Reservation - 

one of the compensation measures for natural damage to a Natura 2000 area- endangers 

their livelihood, for they are no longer allowed to catch fish in the rich waters of that 

reservation. They come up with several concerns about the PKB, for instance about a lack 

of research on the streams of fish-eggs floating towards the Wadden sea – far north and 

completely out of the Rotterdam region - that might be disturbed. These disturbances 

could in theory damage the eco-system in the Wadden Sea. Their appeals are recognized 

as legitimate by the Council of State and the PKB decision is being destroyed and has to 

be repaired in order to realize the Second Meuse Plain.  
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After much negotiation between all actors it was decided that the best way to do this was 

by changing the coercive status of the PKB towards lower level authorities, in that way 

diminishing the resonance of the act towards lower governmental levels. It will be no 

longer the case that regional governments or societal organizations can no longer appeal 

to the subsequent decisions that flow from the PKB as a whole. In a sense, the PKB is 

reduced to the contours of the decision-making process and all the details are to be 

decided upon and can be appealed to during a lengthy decision-making trajectory. Some 

actors involved fear that the consensus concerning the development would disintegrate 

following this back blow. Especially professionals within the Port Authority and the top 

of the Ministry of Transport - which was the leading ministry in the PKB decision-making 

process - are anxiously worried. They are the ones who have something to lose and they 

are perceived to be responsible for the set-back, they have to work hard to prevent loss of 

face for their political-executives: 
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Contrasting the top civil professionals, most political executives just regard the verdict of 

the Council of State as a usual hick-up and they are convinced that the commitment for 

the development is genuine and won't easily erode, which indeed seems to be the case in 

the end. None of the political executives seems really concerned about the Council of 

State troubles, which they see more as a bureaucratic fallacy for which civil servants are 

responsible: 
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Eventually, the PKB is repaired and is made ‘Council of State proof’ – a figure of speech 

used by many respondents - but it is no longer a very authorative act. Many decisions 

must now be legally anchored by regional political executives through zoning plan 

procedures. These politicians have mixed feelings about this, for they now feel the burden 

and responsibility of the decision-making process. On the other hand, now they also feel 

like ‘problem owners’ who are more ambitious than the national executives and capable 

to bring this process to a good end: 
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The regional political executives also do not expect too many problems because of the 

overall commitment for the project. Everything had already been discussed and 

negotiated in detail and the mutual story that was constructed was still plausible and 

supported, even though the official act had been destroyed. Indeed, in 2008 the Mayor of 
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Rotterdam made sure that the zoning plan was accepted by the City Council. Although 

there was a strong sense of urgency for the Second Meuse Plain, it was still necessary to 

prepare the Mayor for the final session of the Council of Rotterdam, as the following 

account of a public professional indicates: 
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Many different instances of meaning making within one PMR umbrella of decision-

making 

In 2013 the Second Meuse Plain has entered the final stages of construction, under the 

lead of the autonomized Port Authority. Regional Alderpersons and sometimes a Minister 

commit themselves to symbolical celebrations of important steps during the construction 

phase, but the political-executive decision-making process is finished. When looking back, 

one of the final hurdles had been the implementation of 750 hectare of nature, of which 

600 hectares were to be situated in the municipality of Albrandswaard. In this town, most 

politicians and executives did not want the natural recreational area to be developed 

within their borders: 
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The province of South-Holland has been assigned as the party responsible for the 

implementation of the natural-recreational part of the PKB act, but the Provincial 

Delegate finds this a difficult task and states to be prepared to overrule Albrandswaard 

and change their zoning plan by force: 
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No political executive, including the Provincial Delegate, believes that this issue 

concerning green area development really endangers the construction process of the 

Second Meuse Plain, but still they feel it is important to honor agreements made during 

the negotiations with stakeholders in order to prevent resistance and problematic 

relations. In the end, the Alderpersons and the Council of Albrandswaard comply with 

the PKB act and give up their resistance. Ironically, there are several other communities 

surrounding Rotterdam that would welcome this green area investment. However, the 

mutual story on which the PKB and all the subsequent decisions are based can no longer 

be changed in such a drastic manner. Once a mutual story has come into being and has 

been strengthened by several acts of decision-making, it is very difficult to change such a 
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mutual story: like an oil tanker, it just keeps on going without much possibility to stop or 

to change course.   

Implementing all decisions that were made under the PMR umbrella can be a 

tough job, for there are so many trade-offs agreed upon between so many actors on so 

many layers. In the Rotterdam Region, the municipality of Rotterdam and Port Authority 

have to find common ground with surrounding towns and environmentalists. On the 

national level, the diverse Ministries must find a common story and then bargain with the 

Rotterdam Region. In the end, when it comes to the cost distribution, Rotterdam has to 

negotiate with the National Government and specifically with the Ministry of Finance. All 

these negotiated agreements are interrelated with each other, although there seems to be 

some flexibility in their relations. When the PKB, embodying the mutual spatial story, gets 

rejected there is no immediate danger for the financial agreements already made. On the 

other hand, the spatial and financial elements of decision-making are strongly interrelated, 

as the hectare discussion demonstrates. Agreement upon the spatial and technical features 

of the Second Meuse Plain do not depend on some optimal outcome of planological 

reasoning but on the political-executive struggle about distributing financial liabilities and 

responsibilities for implementation.  

Political executives are walking a tight rope, with always in the back of their mind 

the knowledge that any misstep can have consequences for the decision-making process 

or even for their performance as decision-maker in other processes in the wider arena. In 

contrast with public professionals, political executives are not as much emerged into the 

contents of the development that is the object of decision-making. They look 'around' the 

potential project and focus on the context and consequences. They consider the relation 

of a development with other decision-making processes in their own territory or on the 

national level or even in the global context. What does this project mean for my 

organization and even for me as political executive, also compared to the other decision-

making processes I am involved in? Because all political executives interpret an 

infrastructural challenge from their own perspectives – inspired by divergent sectoral, 

regional or political backgrounds, - the same decision-making process has a diverging 

meaning for all decision-makers involved. The PMR decision-making process for example 

means something completely different for Alderpersons of small towns like Westvoorne 

or Albrandswaard than for the Minister of Finance or the Minister of Transport.  

Large infrastructural decision-making process is ambiguous when regarded from 

the diverging positions of different political executives, and this ambiguity cannot be 

solved by doing more research or by using more elaborate and smart process designs. 

Multiple views exist at the same time, and it is impossible to measure which view is most 

correct, for all these view are correct within their own framework of criteria, their own 

basic assumptions. All that political executives can do is negotiate a common framework, 

to search for common ground and for a mutual story. However, it has already been 

mentioned that such a mutual story is only a prerequisite and not a guarantee for 

successful decision-making. The following part of this case story ‘zooms in’ to the 

struggles between the National Government – specifically the Finance Minister – and the 

Rotterdam Alderpersons concerning the status of the Port Authority. It will be 

demonstrated that a reality depicted in a mutual story can only come into existence after a 

crucial moment of choice during which a concrete investment decision is made by those 

who have the financial means to make dreams come true. 
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From mutual story to enacted development: struggle, victory and defeat 

The Finance Minister and the Alderpersons of Rotterdam are truly engaged in a struggle 

for meaning which is based on opposing strategic visions that cannot be turned into a 

compromise that forms a mutual story. Moreover, the struggle concerning the status of 

the Port Authority is important enough for these key political-executives to stall and 

frustrate the PMR decision-making process. The Finance Minister demands a strong 

business case and a smarter use of space and he considers the municipality of Rotterdam 

as too small to govern a world-renowned port that is of national importance:  
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In turn, the Alderpersons of Rotterdam stress that it is their port that they have built up 

themselves and they also explain that they must have enough land to offer because they 

are in competition with other ports in Europe: “One thing is certain: if you don’t have 

space, the ships go to Antwerp or Hamburg or Le Havre, you can count on that” (Mayor 

of Rotterdam).  

During the discussion about the harbor extension, the political-executives often switch 

between national importance and regional/local importance of the development. The 

Rotterdam political-executives all frame the Second Meuse Plain as being of national 

importance as their Port is supposed to be crucial for the social-economic growth of the 

Netherlands. Many people in the Netherlands agree with this idea: “You should not 

forget that Rotterdam is the pride of Holland. Therefore everybody is inclined to commit 

to the port, because everybody wants to be part of the ‘Glory of Holland’ (Minister of 

Transport). The Finance Minister in turn seems to have stressed on several occasions that 

it was not a project of national importance: 
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There were crucial moments during which the Finance Minister made his point very clear 

to the Rotterdam Alderpersons. This happened for instance during a public speech in 

Rotterdam: 
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The Finance Minister reflects on this speech and his point of view concerning the Second 

Meuse plain by claiming that if the project is all so great and profitable, why would it need 

extra funding? He claims that the need for national money also requires the need for 

national influence, stating that he would not let a so-called National project be dealt with 

by the City Council of Rotterdam. 

There are two interrelated questions underlying the discussion about size, urgency 

and scale (national or regional) of the Second Meuse Plain. The first question is ‘who is 

the stronger party in the struggle for competence and influence between the Finance 

Minister and the Alderpersons of Rotterdam’? The second question is ‘what is the future 

of the Rotterdam Port Authority: a provider of funds for the social-democratic plans of 

Rotterdam Alderpersons or an autonomous commercial organization placed at a distance 

of regional politicians?’ The Ministry of Finance was the only executive actor able to 

provide the necessary funding, for Rotterdam or even the Ministry of Transport cannot 

finance this out of their own budgets. The Minister of Finance is willing to come up with 

the money on the condition that the Port Authority of Rotterdam becomes an 

autonomous organization in which both the national government and Rotterdam can 

participate:"I think it is irresponsible if I as Finance Minister would use public money 

without controlling its rightful spending. This means that an autonomous agency 

construction would be the way to go. And the National Government would have a stake 

in it”. He further more says that he would not have invested one dime in the development 

if he would not have gained control over the port.  

Moreover, the Minister of Transport shares the view of the Finance Minister about 

National oversight of the Port of Rotterdam. “Anyway, it is a bizarre arrangement that 

this World famous Port was governed by a Harbor Commission of the Rotterdam City 

Council”. Moreover, although the Transport Minister knew that she could score 

politically by constructing the Second Meuse Plain, she was still careful and sensitive 

concerning the effects of port extension for future decision-making concerning 

infrastructural investments: 
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Regional pride and resisting Alderpersons 

The suggestion of national oversight infuriates Rotterdam Alderpersons (most of them 

Social-Democrats), as they are proud of their port which is part of their city and which 

should not be placed at a distance. Moreover, in Rotterdam they felt that the decision-

making process on extension was used to accomplish another backstage agenda. To quote 

a sarcastic remark of a Rotterdam Councilor about the intentions of national Ministers: 

“While we are busy with these mega-projects, let’s use them to take the governance of 

that enormous Port away from the incompetent City Council of Rotterdam”. According 

to several respondents, The Hague was demanding that the Port Authority was to be 

autonomized and placed outside the influence of local politics and the Second Meuse 

Plain was used as a lever: 
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However, the Alderpersons understand that there is no other way to pay for the Second 

Meuse Plain and slowly they are preparing themselves and their Council to accept national 

government’s involvement in an autonomized Port Authority. Social-Democrats of 

national importance are summoned to convince their party members in Rotterdam to 

change the structure of governance of the port of Rotterdam. Moreover, the Social-

Democratic Alderperson concerned with Port Affairs himself mentions the benefits of 

autonomization in his New Year’s speech: 
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Still, other Social-Democratic political-executives in Rotterdam would not give in; also 

because they did not believe that their council would be in favor of autonomization. 

Ultimately, at the moment when the Social-Democrats suffered a serious loss during the 

local elections and were not part of the municipal government for the first time in 

decades, the new Alderperson of the local Liveable Rotterdam is the one to finally make 

the decision that seems to be too difficult for social-democrats.  

Political-executive reasoning during decision-making: creating concrete 

developments or pushing strategic agendas? 

One could reason that the autonomization of the Port Authority is an effect of the PMR 

decision-making process: when this crucial hurdle was overcome, the decision-making 

process concerning the Second Meuse Plain was no longer in danger of default. Even the 

rejection by the Council of State could no longer stop this plan from being realized. One 

could also reason that the PMR has been used by several political-executives to bring their 

own strategic vision into being. These strategic visions differ from each other: for 

instance the Spatial Planning Minister can revitalize Rotterdam and the Minister of Nature 

can build green areas. The Minister of Finance also has his own comprehensive strategic 

agenda based on the principles of New Public Management based on business cases. In 

practice, this means that the government should act more according to market principles 

and those public organizations such as the Port Authority should be autonomized or even 

privatized. One could state that for the Finance Ministry, autonomization is not a final 

hurdle to be overcome in order to realize the Second Meuse Plain. In a reversed manner, 

the PMR process may have been used to further the strategic agenda of the Ministry. 

 At first sight, the strategic vision – the mutual story - that is the resultant of the 

decision-making process has beneficial effects for all actors involved. Every political-

executive, even the Rotterdam Alderpersons, gets something he or she wants. However, 

the struggle for meaning concerning the status of the Port Authority frustrates and stalls 

decision-making and almost leads to abandonment of the Second Meuse Plain. Thus, 

even though a mutual story has been created, there is also a clash of strategic visions 

which causes a deadlock in the concrete actualization of that mutual story: the future 
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envisioned by the Finance Minister and the future envisioned by the Alderpersons of 

Rotterdam cannot be reconciled. As background knowledge it is important to mention 

that the quest for autonomization fits into a larger national pattern: 
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The quest for autonomization is part of a liberal ideological dream of New Public 

Management, and concrete decision-making processes can help to make this dream come 

true: 
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Furthermore, the key status of Rotterdam as largest port in Europe and the already well-

developed business-inspired ways of working of the Port Authority Rotterdam made the 

decision-making on the Second Meuse Plain a symbolic arena for ideological struggles: 
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The Finance Minister understood the ideological sensitivity of the demand for 

autonomization of the Port Authority but according to his NPM perspective, the Port 

Authority should never have been governed by local politics in the first place. He explains 

that the sensitivity should not distract us from the fact that the Port Authority is not a 

political entity because it is not about taking care of the well-being of citizens but just 

about business. He claims that it is bad for business if political-executives are allowed to 

meddle with details of the port. The new Alderperson of the Local Livable Rotterdam 

party shares this vision with the Finance Minister: 
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However, many Social-Democrat Alderpersons have a different view on the relation 

between City Council and Port Authority: 
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So these differences in perspective were the reason why decision-making was difficult, 

according to the Finance Minister. “The real problem was with Rotterdam and its 

willingness to give up some control over the Port and to accept some National 

interference in port matters”. In the end, the Port Authority of the proud Alderpersons of 

Rotterdam was autonomized and in the future the national Government will be able to 

influence the strategic course of development of the largest part of Europe in a better 

way. 

Struggling about the relative power position of agents: Rotterdam versus The 

Hague 

The symbolic dimension - the meaning-making aspect of decision-making - does not only 

concern the actualization of a NPM vision of reality. This dimension also concerns the 

relative power position of the political executives as meaning-makers involved in the 

decision-making process. Which of the decision-makers involved is most able to influence 

the process and its outcome? The Port is the pride of Rotterdam and the local 

Alderpersons are aware that National political-executives want to be committed to this 

political-executive jewel: 
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Another – former - Mayor of Rotterdam reflects on the prestige that is connected to the 

Alderpersons who govern the port: 
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The relation between Rotterdam and the National Government in The Hague concerning 

funds for infrastructural and spatial development was for a long time well-established and 

was working out fine. Priority for the Port of Rotterdam during the distribution of 

national funds was almost automatic: “I have always found it special that Rotterdam as a 

municipality still had the idea that whenever Rotterdam whistles, The Hague comes 

running. It had been like that ever since post-war reconstruction “(project member PMR). 

The idea of the port as national priority was just so self-evident for Rotterdam and for 

most other political-executives in the country. One experienced Rotterdam political-

executive reflects on the tension that was growing between a strong Rotterdam and a 

strong Finance Minister: 
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According to a top public professional involved, the Finance Minister was quite critical 

about the Rotterdam Port and thought by himself ‘those arrogant Rotterdam fellows 

finally need something from me now’. The result of the struggle for meaning about the 

Port Authority is displayed as the start of a new type of relationship between Rotterdam 

and The Hague: 
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The Finance Minister completely turns around the usual argumentation: national 

developments are not about national funding but about serving the national interests. 

Most political-executives involved in the decision-making process and other commenting 

actors say that the Finance Minister was the one pulling the longest straw in this struggle 

for meaning. Many of them recognized the struggle as a contest in which the Finance 

Minister finally came out on top: 
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Every actor involved acknowledged the strength of the Finance Minister, who himself 

was also confident about his own power position: “I had been a Minister for eight years 

and I was also vice-premier and leader of the Liberal party. So that is another position as a 

freshly new Minister of Finance and that gives you more confidence to stand your 

ground”. The Finance Minister had built up a strong reputation through his performances 

in decision-making processes over the years and the other political-executives were aware 

of this reputation and anticipated their actions upon it. He explains that the best way to 

approach him would not be to demand anything but would be to explain the issue and ask 

for aid. He regarded the decision-making process as a test of the power relation between 

Rotterdam and the National Government but he did never doubt he would win in the 

end. He considered the process somewhat like a ‘chicken game’ – like two cars staying on 

collision course as long as possible - and he is convinced that in the end he would keep 

on driving while the others would swerve out of the way. He was counting on the 

assumption that the Rotterdam Alderpersons had a stronger motivation and also more to 

lose than he himself did.  

Although the Second Meuse Plain is being constructed, the decision-making 

process left a bad taste in the mouths of the Rotterdam political elite. One experienced 

Rotterdam political-executive explains the ultimate effects for the position of Rotterdam 

in the arena of infrastructural development: 
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Conclusion: making and breaking political-executives and their strategic 

agendas 

The case story about PMR decision-making is based on the researcher making sense of 

many stories about this process through a meaning making lens. The story in itself 

exhibits how political-executives tell stories in order to frame future reality according to 

their own strategic plan. The power balance between these actors proves to influence 

what the Second Meuse Plain will actually be like if it is to be constructed at all. Although 

the port extension has been secured, it might be more difficult for Rotterdam to influence 

the development of ‘its own port’ in the future. The creation of an autonomous Port 

Authority as a prerequisite for port extension is a signal that a neo-liberal New Public 

Management view is gaining ground instead of a traditional social-democratic view on 

public management as a form of social engineering. Moreover, it is also a signal that the 

Finance Minister has a more powerful position than the Alderpersons of Rotterdam in 

the arena of infrastructural decision-making. Even though in the end their dearly whished 

harbor extension has been realized, it is no longer ‘their harbor’, their local competence as 

it used to be. The Finance minister proved to be the stronger player, adding to his already 

growing reputation of being a strong political-executive agent. Rotterdam lost the self-

evident stream of government funding and in the future it has to prove the national value 

of its plans just like other larger cities and regions in the country.  

Stepping out of the story based on the accounts or respondents, the researcher can 

give a tentative reflection concerning infrastructural decision-making processes and the 

struggle for meaning following the PMR process. The decision-making concerning the 

Second Meuse Plain invigorated the Finance Minister and broke the strong influence of 

Rotterdam Alderpersons. This symbolic outcome proved to be very important for the 

process of world making among political-executives who all strive to realize their own 

agendas; it was important not only for the Second Meuse Plain development but for the 

Netherlands as a whole. The Finance Minister increased his influence on the struggle for 

meaning by using his powerful reputation as a successful and strategic political-executive.  
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Film stills by Roland Pupupin: 'The emerging 'Maasvlakte 2' 
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Chapter 6: Sharpening the meaning 

making lens by elaborating the facets of 

framing and power 
 

The purpose of this chapter – an analytical and conceptual intermezzo reflecting on the first 

empirical part of this dissertation - is to discuss the insights which can be derived from the 

interpretative case study about the PMR decision-making process. The case story about PMR 

exhibits the narrative framing contest which results in a mutual story that grounds decision-

making. On the basis of this common ground, a decision is ultimately reached between the 

Rotterdam Alderpersons and the Finance Minister. This chapter reflects on the way in which the 

PMR case story expands the understanding of narrative framing practices and the potential power 

sources used by political-executives. This interpretative case story can help to sharpen the lens on 

meaning making within the arena of infrastructural decision-making by focusing on the framing 

stories that are told and the power sources which are build up and used to empower story-telling. 

Inspired by the case story, this chapter will also tentatively reflect on the kind of knowledge that 

can be developed about political-executive decision-making by learning from case stories based 

on the interpretative meaning making lens. This story – based on the sensemaking efforts of the 

researcher – exhibits that meaning making among Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons could be 

conceptualized as a struggle for meaning: political-executives wield power in order to increase the 

influence on the common meaning of an infrastructural development.  
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Dimensions of political-executive framing practices 

Interpretative data analysis of both case studies has resulted in the acknowledgement of 

five dimensions of narrative framing practices during strategic decision-making in the 

infrastructural and spatial domain. The case story on PMR exhibits these different 

dimensions of framing stories that will also be explained by giving examples based on the 

PMR study. The five dimensions that are recognized are scale framing, scope framing, 

urgency framing, discursive framing and comparison framing. These patterns of framing 

stories are based on interpretative analysis with the aid of Atlas Ti and they are 

interestingly well aligned with several intuitive questions that spring to mind when 

deliberating the meaning of infrastructural developments. Underneath, the framing 

dimensions will be discussed and examples within the PMR casus will be shortly 

presented.  

Scale framing 

The first narrative practice emerging from the interpretative case study corresponds with 

the notion of scale framing, which originates from the field of human geography and is 

elaborated further in the field of policy analysis by Van Lieshout et al. (2012). Van 

Lieshout et al. (2012) describe scale framing as a way to manage accountability in complex 

issues where authorities are divided among several actors. The studies on scale framing 

demonstrate that it is useful to elaborate and specify framing practices into distinctive 

dimensions in order to better understand how intentional agents use these practices to 

make meaning. Scale framing is an instrument for analysing the narrative framing contests 

concerning the mutual story that guides decision-making. The central question that 

basically conveys the essence of scale framing is 'who is accountable for what within this 

infrastructural undertaking?' Especially scale framing based on governmental level is a 

crucial feature of the negotiation of meaning during infrastructural decision-making, as it 

can be recognized within all the political-executive framing stories that have been 

analysed.  

 

Tabel 6 dimensions of framing stories 

Dimensions 

of framing 

Scale 

framing 

Scope 

framing 

Urgency 

framing  

Discursive 

framing 

comparison 

framing 

Object of 

framing 

contest 

Ownership / 

Accountability 

for mutual story 

Scope of 

mutual story 

Time frame of 

mutual story 

Contextual fit 

of mutual 

story 

‘Fairness’ of 

emerging 

mutual story 

Key 

question of 

framing 

contest 

'Who is 

accountable for 

this 

development?' 

‘Which sub-

developments 

are ‘in or out’, 

part of the 

development 

or part of its 

context? 

‘Now or later’ 

‘What is the 

necessity of this 

development 

compared to 

other 

developments? 

'How well 

does a 

development 

fit within the 

salient public 

discourses? 

‘Whose turn is 

it to score? Is 

everybody 

getting a fair 

piece of the 

pie? 
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During the struggle for meaning in the studied case, scale framing was frequently used as 

a narrative practice, leading to the conceptualization of scale stories. An example of a 

scale story in the PMR process is for instance the recurring question whether the Second 

Meuse Plain is a key development of national importance or just a local and 

overambitious project of the city of Rotterdam. This story is central in the negotiation of 

meaning concerning PMR, and especially the Minister of Finance and the Alderpersons of 

Rotterdam are engaged in a scale frame dispute. While Rotterdam Alderpersons 

continuously stress that obviously the Second Meuse Plain is of key importance for 

economic prosperity of the Netherlands as a whole, especially the Finance Minister claims 

that the port extension is of local concern. The Ministers of other departments follow the 

lead of the Finance Minister, who is the only one of them able to allocate the funds 

necessary for realizing the Second Meuse Plain. The reasoning behind these framing 

stories is the notion that a development of National concern should also receive National 

funding, whereas a local development should be funded through local means.  

Scope framing 

Besides the practice of scale framing, which was already conceptualized by several other 

scholars (Van Lieshout et al., 2012), the broad interpretative analysis of the narrative 

practices of political-executives also leads to the novel conceptualization of other 

dimensions of framing practices. One of these practices can be regarded as scope framing. 

This narrative framing practice focuses on the question whether an infrastructural 

undertaking is either an integral and undividable story or just a collection of loosely 

coupled sub-projects. This focus automatically leads to follow-up question which sub-

projects are part of the infrastructural venture and which are not: these sub-projects could 

be bordering the spatial boundaries of the undertaking or could even be located within 

the boundaries of a more comprehensive spatial plan. Every potential development is 

located in a spatial setting in the context of other developments, which makes it difficult 

to determine the boundaries of decision-making processes. In this view, a highway cannot 

be considered separate from its environment but should be regarded in cohesion with 

surrounding spatial developments and other roads or public transport possibilities in the 

area. However, this perspective creates a tension: which sub-developments are central to 

the larger integral plan and which are secondary or even not included? Scope stories are 

told to resolve this tension and to determine the scope of the decision-making process.  

The PMR decision-making process for instance consisted of three main sub-

projects: the Second Meuse Plain, the creation of a large natural-recreational area in the 

vicinity of Rotterdam and Existing Rotterdam Area (BRG), a collection of small projects 

to improve dilapidated areas of the cities larger agglomeration. This constellation was 

formed very early in the decision-making process, when the Double Objective of PMR 

was acknowledged. The boundaries of PMR were acceptable for most political-executives 

involved without much struggle, also because of the combination between infrastructural 

development and green area development. The potentially fierce struggle between asphalt 

and nature – prominent in several problematic decision-making processes in the 

Netherlands – was avoided. Furthermore, one Alderperson explained the BRG sub-

project as an instrument to deal with the surrounding municipalities by funding their 

smaller projects in order to decrease opposition towards the Second Meuse Plain. He 

described it as ‘small change’, making it possible to bargain with the surrounding 

municipalities. So these favourite projects of Alderpersons of towns surrounding 
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Rotterdam became part of the mutual story of PMR, in order to make the development as 

a whole acceptable for these political-executives.  

However, the boundaries of a decision-making process can also be stretched in 

order to create the sense of integrality with developments that have already been started 

or have been completed. For example, the Betuweroute, a dedicated transport railroad line 

from the Rotterdam Harbour to the German border, is often mentioned in connection to 

the Second Meuse Plain. The story told is that, because the Betuweroute has been 

constructed (being a very costly development) it would be very unwise not to extend the 

Rotterdam Harbour, for the railroad line would only become cost-efficient if the harbour 

grows and more goods can be transported by train. Two previously unconnected 

developments are fit into an integral story in order to influence decision-making on the 

harbour extension, even though in the formal PMR mutual story the connection with the 

Betuwe route is not of primary concern. Political-executives will often attempt to connect 

sub-developments in order to create the most beneficial scope in their view. 

Urgency framing 

Urgency framing focuses on the question concerning the necessity of the project relative 

to other projects: it answers the question: ‘now or later’? A great number of potential 

infrastructural projects are aspired by political-executives from every level anywhere in the 

Netherlands. These potential projects linger in the mind of national, regional and local 

actors, waiting on an opportunity to actually be realized through the process of decision-

making. According to some respondents for instance, ever since the First Meuse Plain 

was built in the 1970's, the ideas for a Second Meuse Plain were already in the minds of 

Rotterdam political- executives. All political-executives attempt to create a feeling of 

urgency concerning the infrastructural developments that they sponsor. However, there is 

just not enough budget to realize all these plans and visions and therefore the actors that 

distribute the financial means for development – mostly the Minister of Transport, Public 

Works and Water Management but sometimes also Provincial Delegates have to 

selectively prioritize between potential projects. This means that they often have to ‘slow 

down’ ambitions and delay projects regarded as having relative low priority, while all the 

political-executives that are pleading for funds are claiming that their plans are of the 

highest priority. 

In the PMR casus, urgency framing was mostly visible during the previously 

mentioned hectare discussion. The municipality of Rotterdam not only claimed that much 

more land was needed than the Finance Minister was proposing; the timeline of the 

potential construction of the Second Meuse Plain was also under negotiation. According 

to the Rotterdam Alderpersons, the harbour extension was crucial for the growth of the 

Port in the immediate future, due to the extreme increase of container freight shipping. 

The Finance Ministry - supported by research from the Central Planning Office - 

suggested that, due to changes in for instance container stacking techniques, the harbour 

would actually not have to be extended for the coming decades, if it was to be extended at 

all. This infuriated the Alderpersons from Rotterdam, claiming that this kind of thinking 

would make sure that the ships in the future would redirect towards the ports of Antwerp 

and Hamburg. Although the hectares discussion was a very visible and dominating 

urgency framing contest, it is actually the case that all political-executives always tell 

urgency stories that frame their plans as having the highest priority. They know that there 

are just too many potential plans competing with each other for scarce budgets. In most 
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of the stories told, economic profit and safety are two core themes that are often used in 

urgency stories. 

Discursive framing  

Decision-making processes concerning infrastructural developments do not take place in 

an isolated setting or in some kind of discursive vacuum. They are immersed in the 'here 

and now' of chaotic and complex streams of political and societal discourse. During the 

several years of the ongoing decision-making process, a multitude of new policy proposals 

and shifts in public discourses are transforming the background for the political-executive 

negotiation of meaning. Basic assumptions and premises that cement the framing stories 

of the decision-makers can suddenly lose force and have to be change in quite the 

opposite direction. The question that is central for discursive framing is 'how well does an 

infrastructural project connect with salient public policies or larger societal discourses?’ 

Political-executives tell discursive stories which they themselves often call ‘hooking’ 

stories, for these stories ‘hook into’ salient and influential discourses in their context. 

Political-executives attempt to influence the mutual story of a development by telling 

hooking stories that highlight the consistency of their plan with salient new policy 

directions or societal discourses. A good fit with a strong contextual ‘grand narrative’ can 

increase the impact of individual narratives upon the mutual story. 

In the case of PMR, the municipality of Rotterdam joined up with environmental 

interest groups in an effort to portray the Second Meuse Plain as sustainable 

development, making Rotterdam the first CO2 neutral port in the world. They also 

developed the idea of the Double Objective of PMR, also hooking into the strong 

discourse concerning nature preservation. The Secretary of State of Nature conservation 

also mentions the coalition agreement and stressed how the prominence of protection of 

green areas gave her a stronger voice in the negotiations concerning the compensation for 

the Second Meuse Plain. On the other hand, Rotterdam Alderpersons hooked into the 

discourse of globalization, telling the story that Rotterdam is competing with other ports 

in Northern Europe and especially with Hamburg and Antwerp. The Ministry of Finance 

hooked into the New Public Management discourse on privatization or autonomization 

of governmental organizations: PMR is only feasible if the Port Authority, until then a 

department of the Rotterdam Municipality, could be granted a semi-autonomous status. 

Political-executives use these contextual discourses to legitimize and strengthen their 

stories. The examples in the case story of political-executives hooking into discourses 

demonstrate that these discourses can be very concrete policy texts such as a coalition 

agreement or they can be very broad grand narratives concerning sustainability or 

globalization. 

 One particular kind of hooking story is specifically focused on the metaphorical 

use of other decision-making processes concerning infrastructural developments. In the 

case of PMR, the decision-making processes that are often used in a metaphorical manner 

are the processes concerning the First Meuse Plain, the Betuweroute and the High-speed 

line South. The First Meuse Plain is often used by both supporters and critics of the 

Second Meuse Plain. The opponents tell the story that the First Meuse Plain was not used 

for years after it had been realized, while proponents stress that the First Meuse Plain is 

now very successful, even though it was not used for the purposes it was actually planned 

for (namely the construction of a steel refinery). The proponents mean to say that it is 

always wise to create new land in such an economically important area as the Port of 
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Rotterdam. The High-speed line South decision-making project and the Betuweroute are 

both regarded as hesitant and long-winding decision-making processes and function as a 

warning for the Second Meuse Plain. “We do not want another decision-making debacle 

like the Betuweroute” is in essence what actors suggest when they mention these major 

developments, although there are also political-executives that claim that especially the 

Betuweroute will be a success in the nearby future.  

Comparison framing 

The comparison dimension of framing is based on the basic assumption of a fair and 

proportional - yet not equal - distribution of investments in infrastructural developments 

throughout the country. ‘Which actor gets to score this time?’ or ‘is everybody receiving 

his fair piece of the pie?’ are the key questions that correspond with this form of framing. 

Political-executives are continuously keeping track of the successes or failures of their 

competitors and are very much aware of the history of allocation and distribution of 

investments throughout the country. They are constantly looking for imbalances in the 

perceived fairness of distribution. They practically always frame the overall distribution as 

unfair, for they claim that other political-executives in other regions have received far 

more money or were granted funds much more frequently than themselves. Recurring 

patterns in these comparison stories are that the more peripherical regions complain that 

all the investments are made in the Randstad, while the different sections of the Randstad 

– such as the major cities or the North- and South wing of the Randstad – complain that 

the other Randstad regions received disproportional funds for investments.  

Comparison stories are not the framing stories that are most often told during 

PMR (although this category of framing stories is often practiced in the other decision-

making process on the A1 Zone development that will be discussed later in this 

dissertation. However, political-executives in the Rotterdam area often complain that the 

National Government is more focused on Amsterdam than on Rotterdam. Having said 

this, they often take pride in the fact that they still managed to build the Port of 

Rotterdam mostly through their own effort and they stress that the Rotterdam Port is 

their own success story. In turn, the view from the national political-executives on 

Rotterdam is exactly opposite, for they stress that Rotterdam has received endless funding 

during the rebuilding of the city after the destruction of the Second World War. For a 

long time, The Hague would almost automatically grant Rotterdam the funds for any 

development that was proposed. The National political-executives stress that they want to 

break with this tradition and suggest that PMR was the first development during which 

Rotterdam truly had to legitimize the funds that were being claimed. This framing contest 

based on comparison stories parallels the urgency stories and the scope stories that 

constitute the so-called hectare discussion between Rotterdam and The Hague and 

provides a historical dimension to this discussion. This struggle between the National 

Government and local governments can also be regarded as a recurring pattern: the 

National Government claims to strive for proportional funding and also develops norms 

and instruments to calculate and legitimize its choices, whereas the regional political-

executives claim that they are always underfunded compared to other regions.  
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Power sources increasing the impact of framing 

Even when there are no elections, the balance of power dispersion is not static, for all 

political-executives continuously assess their power position in the decision-making arena 

and strategize to increase their potential influence on the mutual story. According to 

Deleuzes' reading of Foucault, power is relational and situational, depending on the 

constellation of actors (2006). The decision-makers will differ in the way they build and 

use power, depending on their role in the decision-making arena. Following interpretative 

analysis of the narrative framing contests of both the PMR development and the A1 Zone 

development, there emerged five types of power sources used by political-executives 

immersed in strategic decision-making. These are the network source, the discursive 

source, the material source, the proportional source and the actor source of power. 

Political-executives strategize to gain these power sources in order to affect the balance of 

power dispersion to increase their influence on the negotiation of meaning. These power 

sources are implicitly visible in the two case stories that have been told. Underneath, the 

different aspects of these power sources are explained and demonstrated by giving 

examples based on the PMR casus.  

Network power: (formal) position, coalitions and informal personal connections 

The constellation of political-executives in any decision-making arena and the field of 

infrastructural development as a whole can be regarded as a cohesive network of 

relations. Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers occupy a formal hierarchical position in 

this large political-executive network, and this formal position is a source of power during 

the negotiation of meaning. It is quite obvious that the Minister of Infrastructure has 

more impact on the mutual story and the outcome of the decision-making process than 

instance an Alderperson of Westvoorne. The Minister has most formal authority, 

followed by the Delegates and subsequently the Alderpersons. Even though formal 

authority is not the same thing as power, still the hierarchical position of actors is a source 

of power during the decision-making process. Political-executives accentuate their 

authority during framing disputes. For instance, the Minister of Finance held the formal 

position as allocator of funds and he often stressed this fact, telling that there would be 

no funding for the Second Meuse Plain if the Port Authority would remain a municipal 

department.  

A related form of positional power depends on the more 'informal' position which 

is not explicitly visible in the formal hierarchy but which depends mostly on the size of 

the constituency of a political-executive or the size of the political-executives budget. The 

importance of the size of the constituency can clearly be recognized in the PMR decision-

making process, in which the large city of Rotterdam has much more power than the 

surrounding smaller towns, even though they formally function on the same 

governmental level. In some instances, the informal positional power proves to be more 

important than the formal hierarchical position according to governmental level. For 

instance in the PMR case, the Provincial Delegate of South Holland has a far less 

powerful position in the decision-making arena than the Alderpersons of Rotterdam who 

presides over a much larger budget than the province of South Holland. 
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Tabel 7 sources of power 

Network/ relational 

power 

Using surrounding network 

for formal authority, 

coalition building and 

connections 

Official authorative position 

in network is a power 

source in itself 

Formation of 

coalitions with 

peers can 

increase mutual 

power position 

Connections with 

key decision-

makers can bend 

meaning making  

in a certain 

direction 

Discursive power 

Using the surrounding 

discursive context as a 

power source 

Hooking into Grand 

Narratives as overarching 

contextual discourses 

(Globalization; 

Sustainability) 

Hooking into 

formal policy 

texts 

(Government 

Agreement; 

Note of 

Mobility) 

Hooking into 

overarching or 

parallel 

developments 

(Second Meuse 

Plain as part of 

Double objective 

PMR) 

Material power 

Insight in the unique 

features of location 

Unique geographical 

position  (location 

Rotterdam as deep-sea port 

in River delta) 

Context of surrounding infrastructure 

(Betuwe route ) 

Comparison power  

Insight in the fairness of 

distribution 

Proportional share of 

Netherlands Ltd. (Randstad 

more powerful than 

periphery)  

History of decision-making: ’it is our 

turn’ (Amsterdam was granted money 

while Rotterdam was neglected) 

Actor Power 

Experience with and 

insights into the negotiation 

of meaning 

Knowing the rules of the 

game through experience: 

Intentional construction of 

social network in order to 

forge coalitions or lobby 

with key actors 

 

Anticipating and influencing 

contextual discourses  

 

Timing of narrative framing 

practice and use of power 

sources  

Reputation created through  successes 

during previous decision-making 

processes: Others anticipate and adapt 

their framing narratives towards the 

story of a political-executive with a 

strong reputation 
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Finally, another important source of network power for political-executives is based on 

their personal connections, formal or often informal, with other powerful persons in the 

political-executive network. These connections come into being through various 

mechanisms: for instance, some political-executives live in the same neighbourhood, 

some of them met each other in university or some of them met each other on a foreign 

business trip. However, the most important basis for connections is the membership of 

the same political party and/or having the same regional background (for instance, both 

being a 'Limburger'). These personal connections with political-executives on every level 

but preferably at the highest levels - for instance the Minister of Transport - can be used 

to increase the influence of the individual narrative framing practices. For instance, the 

Minister of Transport can be inclined to favour these personal contacts, or the Minister 

might be more inclined to accept the framed version of reality of someone he or she 

knows and trusts. Even the most professional political-executives are also still people who 

connect and listen to people they know. High placed political-executives also need a basis 

of loyal colleagues that support them, and in turn they have to reward the loyalty and 

friendship of these actors in a reciprocal manner. Moreover, the focus of the Minister is 

spread among so many issues that a conversation with a personal contact can steer his or 

her attention towards one infrastructural development instead of another.  

Discursive power: recognizing and anticipating potential policies and societal 

discourse    

The discursive source of power corresponds with the notion of discursive framing and 

the practice of telling ‘hooking’ stories. Discursive power as a source of influence of 

political-executives is dependent on the fit of a framing story with one or more contextual 

discourses in society. All political-executives attempt to hook into policy documents or 

discourses on sustainability and other grand narratives. However, the discursive power of 

their story depends upon the relative importance and saliency of the discourses they 

connect with. This mechanism demonstrates again that the impact of a story is not an 

intrinsic aspect of a story. The discursive source of power is not only important for 

political-executives but also for stakeholders - such as environmental interest groups - 

which have no formal authority in the decision-making arena. Societal discourses are 

important for the sensemaking of the electorate, and therefore stories that echo these 

larger meta-narratives resonate strongly among the constituency of political-executives.  

In the PMR decision-making process, it is clear that both the economic discourse 

about global competition between ports and the discourses on nature preservation and 

sustainability are powerful in society. The notion of the Double Objective, emerging very 

early in the decision-making process, is the embodiment of the combination of these two 

mighty discourses. Other examples demonstrate the emergence of a discourse concerning 

the strictness of the Council of State, which evaluates decision-making processes and has 

the power to annul decisions. Especially after the rejection of the PKB decision – the 

textual embodiment of the mutual story of PMR – the notion of making the decision-

making process ‘Council of State proof’ is becoming very important. Furthermore, 

concrete policy proposals, such as the several coalition agreements during the long 

decision-making trajectory, have a strong influence on the mutual story because all 

decision-makers attempt to hook into some fragments of these often quite general texts. 

Another example of a policy text that was used by National actors to increase their 

influence on decision-making was the report of the committee which stressed the 
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usefulness of autonomization of the Port Authority. The chairman of the committee was 

a nationally prominent Social-democrat, which made it difficult for Social-Democrats in 

Rotterdam to bluntly dismiss the report.   

Political executives are constantly contemplating which contextual discourses can 

be hooked into in order to increase their influence. The discursive power source is 

therefore a dynamic source that can grow or diminish whenever contextual discourses are 

changing. National political-executives that create the policy frameworks for their regional 

and local colleagues are carefully and consciously framing new policy documents, for they 

anticipate that political-executives from all over the country will try to hook into these 

texts. However, there are limits for political-executives for hooking into just any discourse 

that becomes salient. For the Minister of Nature preservation for instance, it is difficult to 

hook into economic discourses concerning global competition between ports. Most of the 

time however, Alderpersons are able to find some way to hook into crucial discourses. 

The focus on contextual discourses explains the ‘outward’ look of political-executives 

who are judging the fit between their framing story and their context and who seem to be 

more willing than project professionals and planners to change their own story in order to 

create such a contextual fit. 

Material power: physical reality as an asset 

Infrastructural decision-making differs from other administrative decision-making fields, 

such as for instance Education or Social Security. The Ministry of Transport and 

Waterworks - now the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment - is the only 

department that actually constructs the physical environment through its decision-making 

practice and implementation of these decisions. This Ministry makes concrete decisions to 

invest in certain projects (thereby dismissing other projects). Even the former Ministry of 

Spatial Planning was not engaged with 'building roads' but was instead creating the 

frameworks and boundaries for specific developments. Decision-making processes in the 

infrastructural sector have to deal with the tangible physical world: where there is a river, 

there can be no road without a bridge and where there is a railroad line running through a 

city, there can be no extra trains without damaging the structural foundation of 

surrounding buildings. These material and technical aspects, focused on the spatial and 

technical characteristics of a development, can be used as a source of power by political-

executives. The physical location of the territory of a political-executive can increase the 

influence of the framing stories that are being told. Whether it is due to a unique natural 

geographical position or a key position within an infrastructural constellation of roads, 

railroad tracks and rivers: Physical and technical realities are a source of power. Often 

recurring examples of useful geographical locations are cities located alongside a river – 

strengthening the claim for a new bridge – or a town located as a crossroads of highways 

or canals – creating favorable opportunities for industrial and economic zones.  

In the case of the PMR decision-making process, one obvious geographical feature 

is the extraordinary depth of the harbour of Rotterdam, which makes it the perfect Port 

for the international cargo ships and oil tankers that become larger every year. The 

Second Meuse Plain is located at the deep end of the port, increasing the opportunity for 

ships that need a deep draft to enter the port, which is a competitive advantage compared 

with for instance Hamburg or Antwerp. The Alderpersons of Rotterdam continuously 

stress that this valuable advantage should not be wasted. The Minister of Finance replies 

to these stories that there are many shipping companies in the Port of Rotterdam that are 
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located on the deep end but never receive these large ships with a deep draft. These 

businesses could first be replaced to shallower wharfs, and thus making more efficient use 

of the unique selling point of the Rotterdam harbour. Also the technical characteristics of 

container stacking are used to increase the influence of framing stories within the so-

called hectare discussion: the political-executives in The Hague claim that changes in the 

techniques of stacking make it possible to stack containers higher in the future, which 

would mean that the creation of new land is not that urgent. 

Comparison power: ‘fairness’ of the history of investments as a source of influence 

The proportional source of power corresponds with the telling of comparison stories by 

regional decision-makers. Political-executives can become powerful if their comparison 

stories are actually perceived by a wider audience to be convincingly based on decision-

making history. In other words, while all actors tell comparison stories, they only gain 

influence on the negotiation of a mutual story if these stories are experienced as ‘true’ by 

their peer group. The comparison concerns the perceived track record based on both the 

quantity and the frequency of successful claims for national investments. The analysis of 

the framing narratives suggests that there seems to be some collective memory in the 

wider infrastructural arena concerning the distribution of investments: if one region has 

received a large investment twice in a row, there is an almost collective notion that this 

region will not be granted new investments for some time. The longer a region is 

perceived to be neglected compared to other regions, the more powerful the comparison 

stories of this region will become.  

All political-executives are constantly comparing their own potential and historical 

successes in decision-making with each other and they are very much aware how often 

and how much their competing colleagues have already scored.In the case of Rotterdam, 

there is no collective perception of neglect in the wider infrastructural field. Most 

political-executives from Rotterdam tell stories about how Rotterdam has built itself up 

from the ground after the Second World War without much help from the national 

government. That story however does not resonate in the wider field of decision-making 

and ministerial actors even tell a story that completely contrasts the perspective of 

Rotterdam Alderpersons. The comparison story told by Rotterdam Alderpersons does 

not seem to have much influence on the negotiation of a mutual story and the resulting 

autonomization of the Port Authority of Rotterdam proves that comparison did not work 

for them.  

Actor power: a socially constructed talisman 

This final and crucial source of power that emerged from the research stories is based 

upon experience and reputation of the political-executives with regard to the struggle for 

meaning or in other words the politics of culture (De Heer, 2009). Experienced decision-

makers have learnt the rules of the game and therefore their strategic narrative framing 

practice can be more influential than the framing practices of political-executives that are 

new in the field. Veteran political-executives seem to understand the practice of using 

stories to frame reality and they also know how to make their framing stories count, i.e. 

how to successfully influence the mutual story. In-depth interviews with experienced 

political-executives continuously showed their awareness of the importance of telling the 

right stories and of building and using power to let these stories resonate in the decision-
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making arena. The most obvious understanding of actor power is that it exists through 

the aggregation of the different power sources within one person: an aggregation that 

comes into being after years of experience. In other words, veteran political-executives are 

more likely to have a large network with influential connections; they know the ins and 

outs of the physical and technical features of their territory; they know the history of 

decision-making and can therefore better explain why their region has been treated 

unfairly and they are familiar with many of the potentially salient discourses in their 

context 

Knowing the rules of the game 

However, political-executives do not automatically have more actor power when they 

have a larger network, more knowledge of their (physical and discursive) context and the 

history of decision-making. If actors have participated in and have reflected upon many 

decision-making processes, they can acquire some sort of wisdom that enables them to 

turn the negotiation of meaning in their favor.In the case of PMR, there are several 

Political-executives from Rotterdam with a Social-Democrat background that claim to 

have triggered the installation of the Committee on Port Autonomization that was 

intentionally led by a Social-Democrat prominent figure. The Rotterdam decision-makers 

wanted to convince opposing Social-Democrat Council members in Rotterdam that 

autonomization of the Port was the right course of action. The advice of an objective 

committee led by a high-ranked fellow party member might legitimize autonomization. 

Knowing the rules of the game leads to a way of thinking that is specific for 

political-executives that have been experienced by many instances of struggle for 

meaning. It involves a continuous awareness of the context of decision-making processes 

and the potential to improve one’s position in the political arena. This political-executive 

sensitivity does not seem as something one can learn from textbooks, for it is really based 

on learning from experience. Veteran political-executives understand the rules of the 

game, which means that they strategize about which mix of narrative framing stories 

should be told at which moment in time – backed up by a relatively strong position in the 

political-executive balance of power – in order to influence decision-making. This form of 

actor power therefore increases the influence of these experienced decision-makers.If you 

do not know the rules of the game as a political-executive, then it is difficult to increase 

your influence and you might even make things difficult for yourself. 

The power of reputation and status 

Another aspect of actor power that parallels experience is the reputation and status of a 

political-executive with his peers and with the wider audience. Such a position of status 

can be regarded as a result of many consecutive instances of successfully influencing 

decision-making processes towards their own strategic agenda. Actors can acquire a 

strong reputation in their field if they have proven to be able to influence decision-making 

processes on previous occasions. Actors that have a reputation of being powerful are 

indeed better able to influence the mutual story and the outcome of decision-making 

through a dynamic that resembles the idea of a self-fulfilling prophecy. Other political-

executives will often anticipate the framing stories of these powerful actors and will adapt 

their own narrative practices towards the story of this decision-maker with a strong 

reputation. This behaviour in turn increases the influence of this powerful political-
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executive during decision-making and therefore, his or her reputation of power grows 

even stronger. These victories during the struggle for meaning can create an upward spiral 

of success, in the sense that actors in the field adapt their narrative framing practices in 

anticipation of the strategic view of successful political-executives. In other words, by 

being influential during decision-making processes, actors actualize a position of power 

for themselves in the wider decision-making arena. This reputational power of being a 

strong political-executive is self-sustaining and every decision-making process offers 

opportunities to further increase the source of actor power.  

In the case of PMR, the Finance Minister is clearly a political-executive with a 

strong reputation who is also aware of the usefulness of this reputation as a decision-

maker that ‘always gets his way’. He even claims that other Ministers receive instructions 

on how to approach the Finance Minister for a request for funding. In the case of PMR, 

all decision-makers agreed that The Finance Minister was the ‘winner’ of the struggle for 

meaning, which made his reputation even stronger. Reputational actor power can be very 

useful when other sources of power are not well-developed, as is demonstrated by the 

often mentioned example of the lobby of the Northern provincial Governors concerning 

the Zuiderzee line. The reputation of these Governors, who were all Ministers or other 

high-ranked figures in their former political life, helped to create priority for many 

developments in the North that would otherwise have been swiped off the MIRT table. 

The notion of actor power is embodied by such experienced political-executives as the 

Finance Minister and the Northern Governors - people who know the rules of the game 

and who have gained a reputation of power among their peers. 

Looking through the meaning making lens: seeing like an Alderperson 

Taking a tentative look through the sharpened meaning making lens is like looking at 

decision-making processes through the eyes of an Alderperson, Delegate or Minister. 

There are two key insights that are provided as new knowledge about the practice of 

political-executive decision-making when framing dimensions and power sources are 

taken into account. Firstly, it becomes clear that political-executives are actually struggling 

to give meaning to their world as a whole instead of only giving meaning to a concrete 

development: their own comprehensive strategic agenda is more important than any 

concrete topic of decision-making. Secondly, the struggle for world making during 

decision-making processes has important consequences for the reputation and status of 

political-executives who are involved: decision-making actualizes and brings into being 

the relative power position of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers. In other words, 

agents who prove successful in influencing the social construction of reality can become 

more powerful than those agents who fail to ‘put their stamp’ on the reality that is being 

actualized. Political-executives have much to gain or to lose when engaging in a struggle 

for world-making. According to March, “[decisions] allocate and define individual worth - 

who is powerful, who is smart, and who is virtuous. Thus, the process affects individual 

and organizational self-esteem and standing" (March, 1994:221). This idea also connects 

to the notion of actor power – partly based upon reputation - as a source of power 

increasing the influence of a political-executive on world-making.  

Winners of a struggle for meaning gain in power and prestige and so does the 

worldview of which they are the proponents. Consequently, decision-making is often not 

about the question ‘which plan should be developed?’ but rather about the question ‘who 

is powerful or whose view on reality becomes actualized?’ Their political reason is focused 
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on the present, for they continuously have to exhibit their potential towards their 

audience in order to remain in their elected position. Being victorious during a struggle 

for meaning can increase the security of such a position through the (re)enactment of a 

reputation of being a strong and able decision-maker. However, at the same time these 

decision-making processes have far-reaching long-term consequences for the future world 

in which those political-executives who build their reputation probably will not even be in 

office anymore. In case of the PMR case story, the struggle between Rotterdam and The 

Finance Minister stalled the decision-making process for a long time. It was indeed a 

‘chicken game’ and time was on the side of the Finance Minister, who correctly assumed 

that the Rotterdam Alderpersons would ultimately give in. Looking through the lens 

based on framing and power, it becomes clear that the decision-making process was not 

only about the construction of the Second Meuse Plain but also about the status of the 

Port Authority and about the clash between two conflicting ideologies about public 

management.  

Conclusion: Narrative framing contest as a struggle to make the world 

Due to the political reasoning of Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons, decision-making 

processes are to be conceptualized as means to strategic ends.  The narrative framing 

practices of power-wielding political-executives are truly a practice of world-making The 

strategic vision supported by each political-executive depends on his or her frame of 

reference and the framing stories told by them can be regarded as attempts to influence 

the mutual strategic vision that will be actualized through decision-making. The relative 

power differences within a constellation of political-executives determines which framing 

stories have more or less impact on that mutual story which is the ultimate resultant of 

struggle. Moreover, they all want to make sure that the collective decision concerning a 

concrete development simultaneously furthers the actualization of their own individual 

future visions of reality as well as their reputation as an able or even a powerful political-

executive. 

Together with the framing dimensions and power sources, the idea decision-

making processes as vehicles for bringing into being individual comprehensive strategic 

agendas and individual reputations has created a sharpened lens on the politics of culture. 

The following interpretative case study on the A1 Zone Development will consist of case 

stories based on the sensemaking of the researcher. Following these empirical chapters, 

the researcher will analyze and reflect upon those stories in order to find out whether the 

dimensions of framing and sources of power can indeed be recognized. The A1 Zone 

Development will also offer insights on the importance of ritualized moments of choice 

for meaning making. Due to the ever instable and shifting power balance, decision-

making processes could turn out to be like a wrestling match without the possibility of a 

lock-hold or like a judo match without the possibility of mate. To avoid such deadlocks, 

institutionalized instances of actually making a choice are established, such as steer group 

meetings (between all political-executives involved in one arena) or bi-annual budget 

meetings (between regional political-executives and the Ministry). These ritualized 

moments of enactment are the windows of opportunity for actualizing a negotiated 

mutual story into social reality. Moreover, the A1 Zone case story will demonstrate that 

when one regards decision-making through a lens based on storytelling, framing and 

power, the puzzling practices of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers might no longer 
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be as perplexing. Emerging new insights will make these enigmatic practices seem to be 

more commonsensical and that is exactly the purpose of this research project. 
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A1 Zone Development program: a 

short introduction 
 

This prelude on the interpretative case study introduces the A1 Zone Development program, 

explains essential features of the decision-making procedure and introduces the different kind of 

actors involved in such a decision-making process. Furthermore, the purpose of each of the three 

consecutive empirical chapters and their interrelation is explained. This reflective introduction 

allows just enough of a frame to let the case stories speak for themselves and to allow for a 

gradual emergence of insight concerning the struggle for meaning in the infrastructural decision-

making arena. The case stories are based on contrasting framing stories told by a diversity of 

political-executives. As was already explained in previous chapters, framing stories are not based 

on detail and accurate summary of facts but on a convincing plot that gives a specific meaning to 

an ambiguous phenomenon in reality. This introduction is based on insights derived from stories 

and through participant observation instead of formal and official texts and it helps the reader to 

better understand the intricacies of the decision-making process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figuur 1 Map A1 Zone (source website Provincie Gelderland) 
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Basic content description of the A1 Zone development program 

The story told in the following chapters concerns the decision-making process about the 

A1 zone Development program, an area development plan which is approaching the end 

of the reconnaissance phase of the MIRT meeting cycle. MIRT stands for Meerjarenagenda 

voor Infrastructuur, Ruimte and Transport (Long term agenda for infrastructure, Spatial 

Development and Transport). Developments that are discussed during the MIRT meeting 

will potentially be taken up in the MIRT project book, which would mean that they are 

recognized as being of national importance and worthy of national investments. Within 

this comprehensive spatial development venture, there are several major sub-

developments, such as the stadsassen in Stedendriehoek and the Innovation Triangle in 

Twente. However, the sub-development focusing on the broadening of A1 highway 

forms the backbone of the program. This highway runs from Amsterdam in the west 

towards the German border in the East of the Netherlands, but the project is focused on 

the eastern part, consisting of approximately 40 kilometers from the city of Apeldoorn to 

the highway juncture near Azelo. This part of the highway consists of two lanes in each 

direction and a significant feature of this part of the A1 is the large amount of freight 

trucks, coming mainly from the Port of Rotterdam and heading for Germany and Eastern 

Europe. The freight trucks often form colons of several hundred meters long, which in 

practice means that on these occasions of colon-forming only one lane remains for the 

faster passenger cars. One potential way to deal with this problem is the broadening of 

the highway. The national government – that is the Ministries of Transport, Public Works 

and Water Management and the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment 

– has agreed that the reconnaissance of this A1 Zone Development program could be 

part of the MIRT agenda.  

 Both city regions consist of three larger cities and several smaller towns, although 

the Twente region has considerably more inhabitants than Stedendriehoek. Moreover, the 

distinct municipalities that are part of these city regions all have their own agenda’s. 

Although they are officially represented by the city region representative and thus no 

official partners in the decision-making process, they all attempt to influence the decision-

making process. Thus, the decision-making arena consists of different local political-

executive clusters – such as Twente and Stedendriehoek or the provinces of Overijssel 

and Gelderland – and of different governmental scales, namely the national, Landsdeel, 

provincial, city regional and municipal level.  

Basic process description of the MIRT decision-making cycle 

In order to appreciate the importance of constructing a collective strategy text in this 

empirical case study, it is necessary to briefly explain the Dutch system of strategic 

infrastructural decision-making. The country is divided in several regions called Landsdelen, 

and each Landsdeel meets with the Minister of Transport and the Minister of Spatial 

Planning twice a year to discuss and make decisions about potential infrastructural 

projects. At the time, these so called MIRT meetings were held two times a year, normally 

during spring and autumn. It is important to realize that large infrastructural ventures are 

almost always instigated from out the regional of even local level in a 'bottom-up' 

direction. There is not enough budget to finance all the plans of all executives, so the 

ministry has to select projects, distribute funds and prioritize between all the plans within 

the various Landsdelen. The ministry has to select projects and distributes funds according 
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to perceived priority and urgency. The infrastructural budget is allocated across the 

various projects within the various Landsdelen in the country. This system of prioritization 

and central allocation of funding of infrastructural projects results in an implicit 

competitive atmosphere between all the strategy practitioners (in this case political 

executives) - between and within Landsdelen - trying to find funding for their favorite 

projects. For political-executives, it is important to make sure that the (potential) project 

is not rejected and remains 'on the table of the BO MIRT meeting' during the transition 

between different phases of decision-making. If funding is refused and the project is no 

longer on the agenda of the BO MIRT meeting, the decision-making process has to start 

all over again, which is perceived as a great loss of face for regional administrators 

involved. 

Paradoxically, it is important for the competing executives within one Landsdeel to 

stand united against the Minister. As one respondent explains, "the greatest gift for the 

Minister is a divided region, because he or she does not have to make a decision then but 

only has to tell the regional executives to first find a common ground". A collectively 

constructed story, which is supported by all regional strategy practitioners increases the 

chance that a potential project is rewarded funding by the Minister. This is exactly 

because of the fierce competition for priority. If executives in a certain Landsdeel 

construct a sound common story - in the form of a collective action frame and embodied 

in a mutual story - it is easier for the Minister to explain and defend the strategic decision 

to prioritize the funding of that certain project when facing the many projects that are 

presented before him or her. The rest of this case story will elaborately demonstrate that 

all political-executives involved - from the highest to the lowers layers and from all 

different kind of locations – need to tell a story that legitimates the ultimate decision 

towards their constituents and towards a more general audience in society. The Minster 

has to tell a story to fend off angry members of Parliament, while regional and local 

political-executive have to tell a story that is acceptable to their respective Councils. 

 In order to construct a mutual story, all the three usual suspects of decision-

making – political-executives, public professionals and project members – play their own 

specific part. In case of the A1 Zone, there is the A1 Zone Development program team 

under the guidance of a program director. This project team is focused on the 

reconnaissance report – based on the mutual story – as a deliverable that has to be 

realized both on time and in adequate fashion. The guidance group of the A1 Zone 

program consists of public professionals that are representatives of all the political-

executive actors that are involved. These public professionals – representing for instance 

large municipalities, city regions, provinces and even national ministries - negotiate with 

each other as they attempt to prepare political-executive decision-making as well as 

possible. Finally, the steer group consists of those political-executives that are directly 

involved in the decision-making process. These steer group members have the symbolic 

power to put their seal of approval on the mutual story, legitimating its use as a basic 

legitimation of a potential concrete investment decision.  

Two chapters: from forging a mutual story towards the moment of choice 

The first chapter of this case story tells about political-executives on different levels, their 

views on the A1 Zone Development and the gradual emergence of an overarching mutual 

story that is in turn based on several mutual stories in different localities and on different 

layers. The tension that is building up between the many story-tellers already highlights 
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the topics that will be crucial during the imminent negotiation of meaning that will form 

the ultimate grounding for decision-making. Starting from the bottom upwards, the 

internal struggle to negotiate a mutual story within the two city regions of Stedendriehoek 

and Twente will be discussed. On the basis of these stories, the Alderpersons of these city 

regions struggle for meaning with the Provincial Delegates of Overijssel and Gelderland, 

who in turn have to construct the A1 Zone story as part of the larger story of Landsdeel 

East. Out of these framing stories, a collective decision-making frame in the form of an 

overarching mutual story will be negotiated. In this chapter, the form of this emerging 

ultimate mutual story is still open, although the specific tension between the plans of the 

political-executives involved is already becoming clear.  In the end, the negotiations 

between Landsdeel East and the Ministries of Transport and of Spatial Planning will have 

to be forged in the mutual story that could potentially legitimize National investment in 

the A1 Zone Development program. 

The second chapter focuses on the important final steer group meeting which 

takes place a few weeks before the crucial MIRT meeting. All the tensions and topics of 

struggle that have been discussed in chapter one are clearly recognizable during the course 

of the meeting. For the sake of the story, it is important to know that a merger between 

the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management and the Ministry of 

Spatial Planning took place during the fieldwork phase of the second case study. The 

Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water management will thus be called the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment– its current name. Moreover, the meaning of 

the steer group meeting and the struggle that is taking place cannot be understood 

without the prior knowledge of the strategic agendas of the political-executives involved. 

When the mutual story is negotiated and agreed upon, the focus will shift from Steer 

Group meeting to the MIRT meeting as a highly ritualized and orchestrated moment of 

choice about potential investment of national funds into the A1 Zone Development 

program. The mutual story embodied in the reconnaissance report is a necessary 

prerequisite but certainly no guarantee for receiving funds. 

The MIRT meeting is about competition in the entire field of infrastructural 

development in the Netherlands and about bringing a specific world into being while 

disbanding other alternative futures. This last chapter focuses on political-executives in 

their roles as strategists of meaning-making, as conscious and intentional agents that strive 

to influence world-making by influencing decision-making processes. As a final remark, it 

is important to repeat that the meaning making lens is an interpretative lens instead of an 

analytical lens. This means that the case stories are not explicitly analyzed or formatted on 

the basis of the concepts of framing and power. Instead, the interpretative story implicitly 

exhibits how decision-making can be understood by looking through a meaning making 

lens. A more explicit analysis of framing dimensions and power sources will be presented 

in chapter nine. 
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Chapter 7: Negotiating the meaning of the 

A1 Zone Development: All for one and one 

for all? 
 

This chapter presents the struggle for meaning on different levels and within different territories 

within the A1 Zone decision-making arena. The province of Overijssel clearly is the leader and 

primary pusher of the decision-making process; however, the framing story told by the province is 

build up out of the negotiated mutual stories of the city regions Stedendriehoek and Twente. 

Within these two regions, there are clear issues that instigate struggle, causing tension and 

instable mutual stories. Moreover, the Minister only discusses potential infrastructural investments 

on a supra-provincial Landsdeel level. Therefore, the Province of Overijssel has to negotiate with 

the province of Gelderland in order to create one mutual story about the A1 Zone as part of the 

agenda for the entire Landsdeel East. Ultimately, the mutual story about the A1 Zone development 

is also influenced by the framing stories coming from the Ministries of Infrastructure and Spatial 

Planning. This final mutual story that grounds the decision-making process seems like a house of 

cards construct, depending on the negotiated interconnections among many different mutual 

stories from different levels and localities. A change in one of these constituting mutual stories 

causes changes in all other stories and in the overarching mutual story, and this notion of multi-

layeredness is important for the crafting of a useful meaning making lens. 
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Multi-layered negotiations resulting in an emerging mutual story 

This chapter roughly comprises the last half year of the MIRT reconnaissance phase of 

decision-making, which covers more or less the second half of 2010. This phase of 

decision-making has been underway for more than two years now, and during the MIRT 

meeting on November 8th, a decision whether or not to fund the A1 Zone Development 

program with national resources will have to be made. In order to make such a decision, it 

is crucial that all political-executives understand what the A1 Zone is all about, what the 

meaning of the program is and what they are actually deciding about. The mutual story 

that is slowly emerging out of the negotiations between many political-executives from 

different levels is meant as an answer to the question ‘what are we deciding about’ and 

forms the necessary legitimation of any choice that is to be made. This chapter will exhibit 

how the individual stories based on divergent and sometimes even conflicting ambitions 

of political-executives are being forged into an overarching mutual story. The basis 

positions of decision-makers and the tensions among them become clear and in this way, 

the scene is set for the steer group meeting in which the final editing of the mutual story 

takes place, to be discussed in the next chapter. 

The story in this chapter is built up in a sort of bottom-up manner, like a house of 

cards: firstly, the framing stories of individual Alderpersons and the struggle for meaning 

in two regional clusters – Stedendriehoek and Twente – are discussed. Secondly, the 

struggle for meaning between these two regional clusters and between the regional 

clusters and the provinces are exhibited. Thirdly, the negotiation of a mutual Landsdeel 

East story between the Delegates of the provinces of Overijssel and Gelderland is 

discussed. Finally, the emerging mutual story which is constructed by the East and the 

National Government – the resulting overarching mutual story – is exhibited as being a 

house of cards that is based upon all those other mutual stories. All this knowledge about 

struggles between layers and localities is necessary to understand the course of the 

decision-making process and the ultimate choice as outcome of two imminent political-

executive meetings: the Steer group meeting and the decisive MIRT meeting. However, 

before the bottom-up social-construction of meaning of the decision-making process will 

be exhibited, the case story will start with a short introduction of the ambitions of the 

political-executive who is leading the decision-making process as chairman of the A1 

Zone development program.   

Overijssel province takes the lead: framing the A1 Zone as social-economic 

hearth with a cluttered aorta 

The province of Overijssel is the leading partner of the A1 Zone Development Program, 

with the Delegate of Mobility as the chairman and political-executive leader of the 

decision-making process. The fact that the Delegate of Mobility is the lead actor of a 

program that can officially be described as a spatial planning venture needs some 

explanation. The Delegate of Spatial Planning is also involved in the decision-making 

process and would normally take the lead in spatial development matters. In order to 

understand the provincial view on A1 Zone decision-making, it is important to know that 

this program was formed after a merger of two previous independent MIRT decision-

making processes: the A1 highway capacity increasement program and the A1 Zone 

spatial development program.  
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The former A1 Zone program was led by the Delegate of Spatial Planning, who has been 

in that position for a long time and who is regarded as a powerful political-executive in 

the region who also has many connections with powerful actors in The Hague. This 

Delegate initiated an innovative view on spatial planning, which was embodied in the 

Surroundings Vision of Overijssel. The former A1 Zone program was actually meant to 

make a plan for this area based on the new vision; the potential commitment of the 

national government through the MIRT system would not only finance major 

developments in the zone but would also increase the legitimacy of the Surrounding 

Vision in the province and beyond: 
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However, there was no apparent urgency or an imminent threat to this idea of a strong 

A1 zone based on harnessing the social-economic, mobility and natural resources of the 

area. In the end, the A1 Zone is framed as a dream, as a strategic vision about the future 

spatial development of the 'business card of the Netherlands', as the area is framed. In 

contrast, the A1 Highway Capacity Increasement development is rather based on ‘asphalt’ 

logic, for it concerns the long-standing ambition to add another lane in each direction of 

the highway, creating a three-lane instead of a two-lane highway. The A1 highway is the 

main infrastructural corridor in the province and for years constituents have been 

complaining about traffic jams and colons of freight trucks which hamper the mobility of 

automobilists. During the eight years that the Delegate of Mobility has been in power, the 

broadening of the highway has been at the top of his agenda. The Delegate frames this 

infrastructure project as necessary condition for fostering regional mobility and economic 

growth and towards the national government, he stresses the national and even 

international importance of the highway as a logistical corridor. Time after time however, 

the national government in The Hague has refused to commit funds for the broadening 

of the highway, to the frustration of political-executives in Overijssel province and the 

Delegate of Mobility in particular.  

During one of the MIRT meetings, it was decided that the two distinct MIRT 

programs were to be merged into one program that was primarily about spatial planning. 

Thus for approximately two years now, the A1 highway capacity increasement project has 

been a sub-development within the more extensive A1 Zone Development program; 
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Officially, the merger was more like a take-over: the A1 Highway Capacity Increase 

project became a sub-development of the A1 Zone development program. However, 

during the remainder of the following decision-making process, it remained ambiguous 
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which of the former MIRT programs was really leading the decision-making process, as 

will be clearly demonstrated in the following story. 

The intertwinement of the two processes was explained in different ways by 

different decision-makers involved. The provincial Delegates claim that they themselves 

decided to merge the two decision-making processes, while decision-makers from the 

national government state that the merger was dictated by the Minister Some respondents 

claim it was because of efficiency and reduce of complex overlap, for it were almost the 

same political-executives who negotiated on different moments about issues that were 

located in the same area and which were interconnected to a large degree. Other actors 

indicate more strategic reasons for the merger: both MIRT programs were not strong 

enough on their own and about to fall off the MIRT agenda. Especially the highway 

broadening development was not yet regarded as a national priority. A new program that 

focused on integral area planning – at the time an upcoming form of planning – was a 

way to reframe both programs into one that was still of interest to the Minister. One of 

the top professionals of Overijssel province reflects on this matter:  
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There is even the reasoning that the national government pressed the Delegates to merge 

the programs, for the decision-makers in The Hague were already convinced at the start 

that such an integral spatial development program would in the end legitimate regional 

co-financing which was desirable to them. It is not the purpose of the case story to really 

test which of the reasons above is ‘true’, but based on contrasting stories of political-

executives involved, the reader will be able to make up his or her mind about this after 

reading the story. 

Struggle for competence within Overijssel 

The question remains why the Delegate of Mobility and not the Delegate of Spatial 

Planning has been assigned as a chairman of the A1 Zone Development project. Behind 

this question lies a sensitive struggle for competence between the two Delegates and the 

interests they represent. Project members of the A1 Zone and provincial top 

professionals stress that it was a lengthy and difficult process to find an answer to the 

question ‘who is in lead of the new A1 Zone Development program?’“Who is going to 

play which role? One can imagine that this question created a lot of tension. It took quite 

a while before this issue was resolved here in our organization” (top professional 

Overijssel). 

The Delegates are colleagues in the Executive board of Overijssel province, but 

simultaneously they are competitors within that political-executive body. They differ in 

political inclination and they have a different view on infrastructural development: 

whereas the Delegate of Mobility just want to put those lanes of asphalt out there, the 

Delegate of Spatial Planning holds a view based on the integration of infrastructure and 

spatial planning. Moreover, these political-executive use decision-making processes to 

establish their position and status in the political-executive realm. It is very important for 

symbolic reasons and for the establishment of power relations to decide which political-
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executive has the lead in the decision-making about the A1 Zone. Therefore there was 

much negotiation about this and no solution seemed to be in sight: only when the 

Delegate of Spatial Planning fell ill, a window of opportunity made it possible to break the 

deadlock and to appoint a chairman in order to go on with the decision-making process. 

From then on, the Delegate of Spatial Planning has been less committed to the program 

now that he is no longer the lead actor: 
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However, both Delegates can still use the A1 Zone decision-making process in order to 

actualize their own strategic agenda. The chairman can claim his victory when the process 

is successful and he comes one step closer to finally putting that third asphalt lane in 

place. The Delegate of Spatial planning can create national legitimation for a new way of 

spatial planning which is not yet mastered by the Ministry of Spatial Planning. The 

acknowledgement of the Surroundings Vision could settle the traditional struggle for 

competence between the Ministry of Spatial Planning and the province: 
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The A1 Zone can be used as a vehicle to strengthen the legitimacy of the Surroundings 

vision, also in the face of criticism from the Spatial Planning department - or the newly 

founded Infrastructure and Environment department which now also focuses on spatial 

planning. “So that is what we suggest to the Delegate of Spatial Planning, like ‘on the one 

hand, you had to let go of something, but on the other hand it remains an opportunity for 

binding the national government and city regions and municipalities to the Surroundings 

Vision’” (top professional Overijssel). With both Delegates committed to secure two 

different strategic visions, Overijssel province is the key proponent of the A1 Zone 

development program. However, the provincial political-executives first have to find 

commitment with the Alderpersons in their territory and with the Delegate from 

Gelderland, the other provincial partner within Landsdeel East. Moreover, the resulting 

plan must also be tuned to the visions of the National Ministers, which makes the struggle 

for meaning even more difficult: 
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The story that follows in this chapter will attempt to discuss both the framework of the 

Christmas tree as well as many of the balls hanging in it. This is done by exhibiting the 

negotiation of mutual stories on sub-layers and within different clusters of the A1 Zone. 

First of all and starting bottom-up on the municipal level, meaning making among 

Alderpersons in the city region of Stedendriehoek will be exhibited. The ultimate resultant 
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mutual story of this city region - and especially the spatial concept of urban clustering - 

forms an important cornerstone of the A1 Zone program.  

Mutual story of Stedendriehoek as cornerstone of the A1 Zone 

The Stedendriehoek – translated ‘triangle of cities’– is an organized collaborative institution 

including three middle-sized cities of Apeldoorn (150.000 inhabitants), Deventer (120.000 

inhabitants) and Zutphen (60.000 inhabitants). Besides these three cities, four smaller 

municipalities are part of the collective: Lochem, Voorst, Brummen and Epe. 

Interestingly, a provincial border cuts through the region: while the city of Deventer is 

part of Overijssel province, the other six cities and towns are part of Gelderland province. 

The provincial border parallels the Ijssel River running from North to South. This river 

forms one of the two major spatial and infrastructural challenges in the region. The other 

major infra-spatial feature is the A1 highway running from west to east and thus crossing 

the river IJssel.  

In the past, way back in the mediaeval times of the Hanze trading network, the 

IJssel was an important logistical corridor that fostered the growth of cities such as 

Zutphen, Deventer and Zwolle, the capital of Overijssel Province – which is not located 

in the A1 Zone. During the course of history, the shift in transportation from rivers to 

road has changed the meaning of the river IJssel: 
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Nowadays, the IJssel is regarded more often as a blockade, hampering mobility and urban 

development. The river is even regarded as not only a physical but also a mental barrier in 

the eyes of many political-executives, even on a national level. "The Ijssel River is kind of 

a boundary, and one can see that Zwolle and Deventer are barely succeeding in leaping 

over that boundary, but the hinterland behind them is left behind” (Alderperson of 

Apeldoorn). It will become clear that within the A1 Zone program, the river IJssel is 

constantly framed as a blockade – never as the important route for inland shipping which 

it still is – by political-executives. Especially the city of Deventer feels very vulnerable in 

the sense that its traffic system and its opportunities for development of housing and 

industrial zones are greatly hindered by their location next to the river. Therefore the 

discussions about potential new bridges always keep popping up in the political arenas in 

the cities and towns of Stedendriehoek. 

Structural Vision as temporary ‘freeze’ of negotiation of meaning 

The so-called Structural Vision of Stedendriehoek has been based on the 

conceptualization of the IJssel as blockade and the A1 highway as the only highway in the 

region crossing that blockade via the IJssel Bridge. This planning document has come into 

being after heavy political-executive negotiations that have cost much time and energy. 

Such a Structural Vision can be regarded as a general mutual story at the level of the 

region. The essence of this specific mutual story is firstly that large industrial and housing 

developments are planned within the urban areas and more precisely within the city limits 

and secondly that the bulk of all regional mobility movements are facilitated by the A1 
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highway rather than by the provincial or local roads. These two premises are acceptable to 

all political-executives in the region, which makes the Structural Vision a strong asset to 

fall back upon during the overall struggle for meaning in the A1 Zone. In many instances 

of building a collective story on a regional level, there is conflict exactly about the issues 

that are now settled by creating the Structural Vision. For the time being, none of the 

political-executives expects real internal conflicts about this mutual story, which could 

facilitate quick decision-making and a robust political-executive coalition towards outside 

actors: 
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In the Structural Vision, the A1 Highway is regarded as the key axis for mobility, which 

also entails that the IJssel Bridge on the A1 remains the key crossing-point of the IJssel 

River. The Mayor of Voorst explains why this decision has important consequences for 

the meaning of the A1 highway in his region: 
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For the political-executives in Stedendriehoek, it is obvious that the Structural Vision and 

the A1 Zone development are closely connected. "I believe that the A1 Zone fits very 

logically within the story of the regional Structural Vision and in a sense may be regarded 

as an elaboration of the agreements we made with each other in the Structural Vision” 

(Alderperson of Zutphen). In other words, the mutual story of the A1 Zone reflects the 

mutual story developed in Stedendriehoek. HoweverOverijssel, the A1 Zone mutual story 

is certainly not only based on the Structural Vision, for the influence of the other region 

Twente should not be underestimated. Political-executives from Stedendriehoek regard 

the A1 Zone program as a way to further solidify and propagate the enactment of their 

story: meaning making in“I think it is very important that in the A1 Zone our story can 

find its spotlight again, that our story can be told anew” (Alderperson of Zutphen). This 

is a classical strategy that is not exclusively used by the political-executives of this region. 

In addition to the A1 Highway and its Ijssel Bridge, the so-called Stadsassen (City 

Axis) of both Apeldoorn and Deventer are framed as major developments within the 

Structural Vision and also within the A1 Zone plan. This notion of Stadsas entails 

concentrating mobility on the axis between the railway stations in the center and the large 

industrial areas located on the outskirts of the southern parts of both cities, right next to 

the A1 highway. The consequence of a strong investment in both Stadsassen will be an 

increased regional use of the A1 National Highway instead of other local or provincial 

roads. This proves to be an important point of tension between the Central Government 

and the Eastern political-executives, as will be discussed later in this chapter. The Stadsas 

is a tangible project, a concrete elaboration of the abstract notion of dubbele bundeling 

(translated in English as Urban Clustering) which entails the location of new industrial 
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and residential developments within city limits in order to prevent fragmentation and 

urban sprawl. The term Stadsas is a label that can be part of a story told by political-

executives from Apeldoorn and Deventer. The other Alderpersons in Stedendriehoek also 

support the Stadsas concept, as long as they are allowed to develop their own share of 

houses in line with the agreements in the Structural Vision. The Alderpersons of these 

towns are convinced that not all people who work in Apeldoorn or Deventer will also 

choose to live in these cities as well and they expect beneficial spin-off from Stadsas 

developments for their towns. 

The creation of this robust Structural Vision is regarded by political-executives in 

and outside Stedendriehoek as a remarkable accomplishment. They claim that the easy ‘fit’ 

of notions such as the Stadsassen into the A1 Zone program is a resultant of the clear 

agreements and healthy relations between political-executives in their region. However, 

there is at least one sensitive issue that causes tension between the story-telling political-

executives of Stedendriehoek and this tension cannot be solved by means of the 

Structural Vision. The tense discussions concerning Deventer’s plans for a northern 

bridge have been lingering in the Stedendriehoek for years. The mutual A1 Zone story of 

Stedendriehoek does not mention this bridge, but it is still there under the surface and in 

the minds of key political-executives, forming a small and silent threat to the stability of 

their mutual story.     

Strategic ambition threatening the mutual story 

The political-executive struggles about the Northern Bridge are waged most fiercely 

between the city of Deventer, whose complete western city border is formed by the River 

IJssel, and Voorst, a rural town situated on the green banks on the opposite bank of the 

river. The tensions about the bridge have been there for decades and especially for the 

people of Voorst, talking about that bridge feels like touching an open nerve. This 

reaction is based upon historical plans which were developed by Deventer in the 1960’s, 

concerning a megalomaniac expansion of the city on the other side of the IJssel. The 

major of Deventer explains that the plan was to build a copy of the old city on the 

opposite bank on the green meadows of Voorst. “And a couple of neighboring towns still 

keeps that in mind when they say ‘I told you, they will try again”. The Alderperson of 

Deventer also stresses that, concerning the Northern Bridge, the relations with Voorst are 

very tense. “You really feel in the contacts with Voorst that they are still terrified and 

think ‘help, they are crossing the river’. And during every discussion, also about the 

Northern Bridge, that old fear has a strong influence.” 

The Major and the Alderperson of Deventer state that there are no concrete plans 

for developments on the opposite bank of the IJssel River: the bridge would purely be a 

way to solve the traffic congestion in the city. On the other hand it seems obvious that 

such a costly infrastructural development can only be financed through extensive urban 

expansion. The mayor of Deventer can imagine the reaction of his colleagues on the 

other bank. “Well, for Voorst there is not much to gain and a lot to lose when this plan 

goes through. Then again, if the traffic in Deventer completely becomes congested 

whenever the bridge over the IJssel is jammed, in time you start looking for a way out”. 

The planning history and the sensitive discussions between Deventer and Voorst form an 

important background for understanding the negotiations concerning the optimal 

solution to overcome the blockade formed by the IJssel River. The issue of the river 
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crossing is crucial within the Stedendriehoek and also of great significance for the A1 

Zone as a whole.  

Crossing the IJssel River: expanding the existing bridge or adding a new one 

For a long time it seemed a simple fact for most people living in the Stedendriehoek that 

there should be an extra bridge in order to improve regional mobility. Whether this would 

be the northern bridge of Deventer or any other variant was under discussion, but many 

political-executives, politicians and also lobby organizations were convinced that a new 

bridge was necessary. "In this story about crossing the IJssel, we were always of the 

opinion that an extra bridge was necessary between Apeldoorn and Deventer. Really just a 

bridge next to the existing one” (Spokesperson VNO-NCW). However, constructing such 

a new bridge is very expensive compared to another option: increasing the capacity of the 

already existing bridge. Since lowering the costs of the A1 Zone development is deemed 

important in order to increase the potential for funding by the National Government, the 

project team facilitating the A1 Zone decision-making process researched this option, 

which led to some interesting insights. "Financially it will be only half the costs and the 

effects on the environment are the same and with regard to traffic congestion, using the 

existing bridge is even more advantageous in some aspects” (Project member).  

Under the pressure to build an acceptable mutual story for the entire A1 Zone in 

order to advance decision-making, many decision-makers in the Stedendriehoek 

acknowledge that the scenario of expanding the existing bridge greatly increases the 

possibility of funding. However, there are still political-executives – especially those 

Deventer – that claim that the problems of mobility in Stedendriehoek can only be solved 

by constructing a new bridge. Their stories stress that adding another bridge could help 

the separation of regional and (inter)national traffic streams. Automobilists traveling from 

Apeldoorn to Deventer and vice versa would no longer mix with automobilists going for 

instance from Amsterdam to Enschede or Germany. The Alderperson of Deventer tells 

his story concerning the IJssel as obstacle: 
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Under the banner of robustness and separation of traffic streams, the Deventer 

Alderperson tells a story that frames the Northern Bridge of Deventer as the best solution 

for everyone in order to deal with the Ijssel River as natural barrier.   

Even though the Ijssel Bridge is situated in Stedendriehoek, it is also an important 

part of the overarching mutual story of the entire A1 Zone program. Political-executives 

from other regions such as Twente or decision-makers on the provincial level all attempt 

to create a mutual story that has the greatest chance of success. They are not primarily 

concerned with mobility problems in the city of Deventer, as is well exhibited through a 

statement of a top professional of Overijssel Province: 
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People in Deventer do recognize that it is difficult for them to seduce other political-

executive to support their northern bridge story. They understand that their story does 

not serve the interest of their colleagues, who will not be willing or able to help finance 

such an expensive project. Moreover, the A1 is a National highway which makes the 

capacity increasement of the Ijssel Bridge a nationally funded development. Also, for the 

province of Overijssel and many of its towns and cities this highway is the main mobility 

artery in their region. Having no substantial interest in a northern bridge in Deventer, the 

political-executives of these towns and cities opt for the cheapest solution of their 

common objective, which is improvement of A1 mobility. In a sense, the potential 

success of the A1 Zone development diminishes the potentiality that the northern bridge 

is being realized. The major of Voorst explains: “Well, now they say that the problem can 

be solved by increasing the capacity of the IJssel Bridge. This would then mean that the 

problem of Deventer is no longer discussed. No one is prepared anymore to contribute to 

the solution of their problem”. Meanwhile, by choosing for the cheaper expansion of the 

existing bridge, an enduring tension between the National Government and the region 

has ebbed away. The region always fiercely claimed a new bridge and the Ministry never 

wanted to pay for it.  

The question now becomes whether Deventer is willing to support the expansion 

of the existing IJssel Bridge, accepting that by doing so, the northern bridge will be off 

the table. “But whatever the story will be, Deventer will never really be happy with the 

fact that there will not be a Northern connection to their city. Indeed, it is even 

impossible for them to be happy with that fact” (Mayor of Voorst). Is Deventer willing to 

give up an unlikely but very popular dream in order to further a development that is less 

urgent to Deventer but which is shared by a larger community? This depends on the 

judgment of Deventer’s political-executives whether they can ‘score’ in the eyes of their 

constituency. 

 The program manager of the A1 Zone, who understands the need to find 

common ground among a large group of political-executives and their diverse stories, 

recognizes the tension in the Stedendriehoek. "We knew about that tension, which was 

also of a political-executive kind. Our approach demonstrates how it works in this arena. 

We told the Chairman of the A1 Zone Steer group – the Overijssel Delegate for Mobility 

– to discuss with the Chairman of Stedendriehoek – the Major of Deventer – to probe, to 

ponder, to strategize how to make sure that this region as a whole will tell one unified 

story”. The Mayor of Deventer, a well-respected political-executive in Stedendriehoek, 

understands that he stands at a junction, having to choose between A1 capacity 

increasement and the potential realization of the northern bridge:  
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It is a difficult dilemma, for Deventer could use its vulnerable and problematic 

geographical position to empower their attempts to frame the Northern Bridge as an 

urgent problem. “Some people say ‘the northern bridge is still an actual possibility 

because of that vulnerability’. Other people say ‘we should be tactical and strategical and 

keep that vulnerability on the agenda in order to really score something big’.” (top 

professional Deventer). In other words, for some people in Deventer even the northern 

bridge would not be enough to compensate for their vulnerable position. However, it 

seems unlikely that the National Government is going to pay for a new bridge in the near 

future and those chances disappear altogether if national funds are used to expand the 

existing IJssel Bridge. The Major of Deventer understands that this is not the time to 

place the narrow interest of Deventer above the interest of Stedendriehoek or even above 

the A1 Zone development as a whole. According to the A1 program manager, the Mayor 

promised to unify the political-executives of Stedendriehoek. The mayor of Deventer is a 

powerful and respectable figure in the region. His declared acceptance of the chosen 

solution helps to control the ambitions within his own municipality. 

The struggle for meaning concerning the Northern Bridge did not compromise the 

mutual story of Stedendriehoek. However, it is important to recognize that in the 

Structural Vision, which facilitated the mutual regional story concerning the A1 Zone 

development, the potential Northern Bridge is still depicted as a dotted line. This idea 

slumbers under the surface, waiting for future possibilities to bring it into existence. 

Indeed, the Alderperson of Deventer stresses that the abandonment of the Northern 

Bridge plans are only of a temporary nature. “I think that in our long-range plans for 

mobility the Northern Bridge will play a role and that we will frame our spatial 

development in such a manner that on the right moment in time, it can be done. But we 

cannot do more than that, because this bridge is really too expensive for the city”. The 

Alderperson of Deventer actually exhibits a world-making strategy when he explains that 

all other plans are framed in such a manner that increases the potential that the northern 

bridge eventually is to be actualized. The emerging outcome of the struggle for meaning 

in Stedendriehoek – more capacity on existing IJssel Bridge – will always be sub-optimal 

for Deventer. It is a step towards a reality which does not solve the traffic problems of 

their own community. And in the - for now - unlikely case that the story of the Northern 

Bridge becomes attractive to other local, regional or even national political executives, it 

would be doubtful whether Deventer would continue its support for the mutual story that 

for now grounds the A1 Zone decision-making process. 

Massaging the Structural Vision into the A1 Zone 

The mutual story of the Structural Vision with its focus on Urban Clustering and the A1 

highway as regional mobility axis is clearly an influential cornerstone for the larger A1 

Zone story. In many ways it is aligned with salient Government policies:  
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However, the Alderpersons from that region framed their mutual story in order to fit into 

the A1 Zone by accentuating some elements while silencing features of the common plan. 

The ‘dotted line’ signifying the potential development of a northern bridge is carefully 

kept out of Stedendriehoek’s contribution to the mutual A1 Zone story. One of the 

political-executives from Stedendriehoek gives another example about a provincial road 

from Apeldoorn straight to Zutphen which is strategically not mentioned in the A1 Zone 

story. This is done to suggest that all traffic from Zutphen first goes to the A1 highway 

and then to Apeldoorn, even though in reality the provincial road is more important for 

many people. A1 project team members explain that the region favors the broadening of 

the A1 highway –- which they will not have to finance – instead of the broadening of that 

provincial road – which they would have to finance. The highway is a National road that 

should receive national funding, and the regional political-executives attempt to free lift 

on Ministerial investments: “The region is very much dependent on that road so all input 

from the representative of the Stedendriehoek during such a decision-making process is 

as biased as it can be. He fights to make sure the regional interest is taken in account” 

(project member A1 Zone).  

As long as the agreements within the Structural Vision – based on fierce 

negotiation of meaning – are honored, the story of Stedendriehoek seems to be a stable 

pillar in the A1 Zone decision-making process. However, many of the political-executives 

in Stedendriehoek – and also in Twente - have mentioned that social-economic and also 

demographic trends of the coming years predict a period of krimp, which is translated as 

economic and demographic shrinkage. They expect that the contextual discourse 

concerning shrinkage will put the mutual story of Stedendriehoek under pressure: 
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The smaller towns fear that if they allow all public facilities, housing developments and 

employment to be situated in the cities, that they themselves would wither away. So the 

question becomes whether shrinkage will lead to equal distribution or concentration on a 

critical mass in the cities.  

The possibility exists that the issue of shrinkage will break up the mutual story that 

is embodied in the Structural Vision, thereby possibly also destabilizing the mutual story 

for A1 Zone development as a whole. According to the Mayor of Deventer, "It will be an 

interesting time, in which we will see whether we are able to keep on holding each other’s 

hands”. The Alderperson of Zutphen captures the whole issue in the following 

expression: "It is easier to divide the sweetness than to divide the bitterness”.  

Twente Region and the quest of forging a mutual story 

The Twente region is the other city region within the A1 Zone and it differs from the 

Stedendriehoek in several ways. Firstly, there is no formal structural vision containing 

agreements on the opportunities to develop infrastructure, residential areas and business 

parks. Secondly, Twente is much bigger – roughly twice as big – both in size, population 
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and number of municipalities involved. Thirdly, Twente is an official WGR+ region, 

which entails that concerning several policy fields, this city region is autonomous while 

other policy fields remain under the competence of Overijssel Province. For instance, 

infrastructural development is one of these autonomous policy fields, while spatial 

planning remains the competence of Overijssel. The province however has allowed 

Twente the opportunity to make agreements among each other about investments in 

housing and business parks. A final difference mentioned by multiple respondents is that 

in Twente, there is more of a clash between the urban and the rural, which do not seem 

to be as intertwined as in the Stedendriehoek.  

 Three large cities are located on close proximity of each other and form an urban 

cluster in the center of Twente region: Enschede (160.000 inhabitants), Hengelo (80.000 

inhabitants) and Almelo (60.000 inhabitants). Together with smaller cities in this close 

agglomeration - Borne and Oldenzaal - this cluster is known as Network City Twente, an 

organized forum for urban cooperation Within the Network City Twente, the so-called 

Innovation Triangle is located within the jurisdiction of Enschede and Hengelo. The 

remaining nine municipalities of Twente, located outside the Network City, are more rural 

in nature. Despite their non-urban character, most of these municipalities have aspirations 

for serious residential and industrial developments and one of the towns – Rijssen-Holten 

– can even be regarded as an industrial hotspot. Three layers can thus be discerned – 

Innovation Triangle, Network City and Twente Region – and the mutual stories of each 

of these clusters interact, depend and build upon each other, as they ultimately form a 

building block within the A1 Zone Development program. Especially the Innovation 

Triangle program can be considered as one of the main sub-projects within the A1 Zone.  

Within such an extensive city region containing an urban core and a surrounding 

rural periphery, the problematic aspect of not having a mutual story embodied in a 

Structural Vision is especially visible during the tense discussions on allocation of zones 

for housing and industrial development. However, the director of strategy of Enschede, 

the largest and most influential city in Twente, claims that there is a mutual story about 

the future development of Twente, although it is not formalized. The problem is that 

there remains a strong tendency with political-executives to ‘forget’ this mutual story 

whenever new opportunities for spatial-development arise.  

Every Alderperson attempts to secure or bring into being his or her strategic 

vision, which creates an enormous tension which has only increased due the menacing 

idea of demographical shrinkage. The A1 Zone decision-making process is putting even 

more strain on a region that already continuously has to negotiate the contours of its 

bigger picture. All political-executives in Twente want the region as a whole to become 

stronger, but not to their own expense."In that region it is still very much the case that 

political-executives say ‘well, of course we want the A1 to be widened, but we also want 

our new industrial zone” (top professional of Gelderland). All of the Alderpersons 

support the first of the two major sub-projects in the A1 Zone story located in their 

region: the capacity increase of the A1 highway. The second development, an integral 

urban development called Innovation Triangle, is not unanimously celebrated. This 

spatial-economic concept, which will be discussed later in full detail, fits into the larger 

concept of Bandstad, which can be regarded as the translation of Urban Clustering into the 

urban Twente area.  
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The negotiation of a mutual story or the struggle for meaning in Twente is waged at two 

levels: among Alderpersons of Network City and those from the surrounding rural towns 

and among political-executives within the urban core itself. The rural towns have serious 

doubts concerning the idea of Bandstad and Urban Clustering, which threatens their 

opportunities for development. Within the urban cluster, there is much tension 

concerning the emergence of the Innovation Triangle and especially about the potential 

development of an airport. However, both within the Network City and in the rural areas, 

all municipalities attempt to connect their own ambitions with the A1 Zone Development 

program. In Twente, every Alderperson regards this new decision-making process as an 

opportunity to create traction for his or her own strategic agenda. Investments in new 

train stations, in ring ways that open up new opportunities for housing development and 

in industrial parks that are connected to the A1 highway: these kinds of already existing 

plans are framed as being part of the A1 Zone Development program. However, all these 

programs and projects are dwarfed in scope and size by the Innovation Triangle, which is 

framed as a trigger for the emergence of an innovative business environment, a kind of 

‘Silicon Valley’ of Eastern Netherlands.  

Innovation Triangle: a Dutch version of Silicon Valley? 

The Innovation Triangle is the label that is invented to indicate a constellation of three 

spatial-economic projects which are already emerging. The Innovation Triangle is framed 

to the National Government as a trigger for the emergence of an innovative business 

environment, a kind of ‘Silicon Valley’ of Eastern Netherlands. Although it is difficult to 

speak of a ‘heart’ in case of a triangle, the Science Park – with strong links to the 

Technical University Twente - seems to be especially important. Twente University was 

known for a long time as the entrepreneurial university, aimed at creating knowledge-

intensive spin-offs. The Science Park has especially been designed to facilitate these 

innovative start-ups with international ambitions. Moreover, in order to create an 

environment in which these start-ups can scale up to their full potential, they need to be 

guided by financial and administrative professionals. The Heart of South business park in 

Hengelo – the second point of the triangle - is meant to attract institutions such as the 

World Trade Center that can accompany the starting entrepreneurs to further develop 

their business. Both these developments are already being realized and have the 

commitment of the Central Government. However, political-executives in Twente stress 

that further National investments are necessary in order to nurture the ‘Silicon Valley’ 

dynamics in their region.  

The third point of the Innovation Triangle consists of the project called Airport 

Development Twente. The presence of an airport is framed as a necessity for functioning 

in the international globalizing economy based on knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship. 

Furthermore, the presence of an airport could trigger investments in aviation-related 

industries and the already existing functional landing strip - once belonging to an 

abandoned military base– should not be wasted. Airport Development Twente is led by 

the Province of Overijssel in cooperation with the city of Enschede, with commitment of 

the Central Government. The ultimate goal of the Innovation Triangle is that the three 

points reinforce each other and sustain an integral economic system that becomes more 

than the sum of its parts and an engine for social-economic growth and innovation for 

Twente region as a whole. 
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There exists a tension concerning the emerging mutual story about the Innovation 

Triangle among the political-executives that represent the municipalities of Network City 

Twente. This tension mostly concerns the airport development project, the most 

controversial and least self-evident point of the triangle. In the political-executives as well 

as the public realm, the airport development is topic of fierce discussion. The political-

executives of Enschede, on whose territory the airport is located, support the 

development within their city limits under the lead of the Province Overijssel. The 

political-executives in Hengelo are far more ambiguous about airport development: they 

mirror their constituents and are especially cautious about planes flying over their city, 

which will not be the case for Enschede. However, as direct partners with Enschede in 

the Innovation Triangle, it is difficult for the Alderperson of Hengelo to dismiss one of 

the Triangle’s points, according to a Delegate of Overijssel: 
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A mutual story comprised of synergetic major projects could impress The Hague and the 

combination of A1 highway broadening and the Innovation Triangle gives mass to the A1 

Zone program. Solitary projects or solitary political-executives do not impress the 

Minister. This way of reasoning is strategic not only towards the Ministry but also towards 

political-executives on the regional or local level. A process of collective decision-making 

can be used to strengthen the projects of individual political-executives and diminish the 

plans of others. However, because of the resistance against airport development, the 

Alderperson of Hengelo needs to score in some way and needs to influence the mutual 

story in such a manner that it is acceptable for his constituency. Therefore, the 

Alderperson of Hengelo stresses the aspects of job creation in the aviation sector and the 

possibility that the airport will mainly be used by aviation companies for maintenance and 

repair:  
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This plan would mean that there are not that many flights, minimizing the disturbance for 

the citizens of his community, while at the same time attention is shifted towards 

potential economic gain. The provincial Delegate of Mobility, who is also chairperson of 

the A1 Zone project, explains that in the current plan on Airport Development, market 
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parties are needed to run the airport. However, even without initial interest from market 

parties, the Delegate of Overijssel would still continue with airport development:  
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Two other smaller cities that are part of the Network City Twente, Borne and Oldenzaal, 

are also close to the potential airport and its flight paths. The Alderperson of Borne states 

that he still has to make up his mind about the development; there are supporters and 

opponents among his constituents and new job possibilities have to be weighed against 

potential traffic jams in the area and potential noise disturbances. Oldenzaal is not 

enthusiastic about the development but remains in open negotiation with Enschede and is 

willing to accept the airport under certain conditions to be negotiated. An Alderperson 

from Oldenzaal explains that it is not wise to outrightly dismiss the development: 
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Strategic framing practices and regional tensions in Network City Twente 

Among all the political-executives of the Network City, the Alderperson of Almelo seems 

to be the one who is most displeased with the manner the Innovation Triangle is being 

presented as the key development in the urban core and even in larger Twente region. In 

his view, especially the ambitious and invasive Airport Development concerns the whole 

of Twente or at least the urban core. Enschede however, in cooperation with Overijssel 

Province, has tried to frame this development as their own agenda which should not be 

meddled with: 
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The Alderperson complains that by incorporating the Innovation Triangle in the mutual 

A1 Zone story which could potentially generate National investment, it becomes difficult 

to protest against the Airport Development as one of the points of the Triangle. He 

claims that Enschede and Hengelo are using the A1 Zone story in a strategic way to 

further their own plans. The Alderperson of Enschede tells a different story about the 

decision-making process in Network City Twente and stresses that the Innovation 
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Triangle proves that Alderpersons have learned more and more to see the bigger picture 

of their region:  
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A top public professional of Enschede stresses that collectively support for the 

Innovation Triangle is essential:  “Now the dice has been thrown and the decision has 

been made, I would say ‘ok, don’t be difficult. We in it together and you don’t have to tell 

an enthusiastic story, as long as you go with the flow and don’t resist”.The Alderperson of 

the smaller city of Oldenzaal recognizes the mechanism that political-executives try to 

‘hook’ their projects into the A1 Zone program in order to receive funds to actualize their 

projects:  
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The most powerful political-executives have the best opportunities to ‘insert their agenda’ 

by telling their framing stories, and for them the A1 Zone decision-making process is 

helps to realize their future vision if the Innovation Triangle is part of the A1 mutual 

story. The Provincial Delegate for Mobility attempts to seduce the National Government 

to help to keep the dream of the airport and therefore also the Innovation Triangle alive. 

This would help his colleague Delegate concerned with Spatial Development and the 

Alderperson of Enschede to legitimize Airport Development. Moreover, the Innovation 

Triangle would generate much traffic and could justify investment in A1 capacity 

increasement, which is the key objective of the Delegate of Mobility himself. The 

Alderperson of Enschede agrees that one has to sell the story to The Hague in a smart 

way: 
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The Alderperson of Almelo however warns that infrastructural investment is more urgent 

then the spatial developments of the Innovation Triangle, although he understands that 

the highway and the triangle can also enhance each other: 
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It is understandable that the story of Almelo is more focus on the A1 – which is of direct 

importance for the city – than on the Innovation Triangle which is not located on their 

territory. In conclusion, it is clear that a struggle for meaning is going on within the urban 

core of Twente concerning the A1 Zone plan for their region. All the Alderpersons of 

different cities and towns in Network City Twente and also the Delegates of Overijssel 

tell different framing stories to influence their mutual story. Some stories tell about a 

fully-fledged ‘Silicon Valley-like’ cluster in Twente, others focus more on attracting 

aviation industry for creating high-tech jobs and some stories stress that the Innovation 

Triangle is mostly a label that is meant to realize the Airport Development in Twente. 

Moreover, the Alderpersons of the municipalities that do not belong to this urban core 

feel as if the mutual story of Twente as a whole sounds too much as a story that only 

serves the interests of the cities. This feeling gives rise to a second ongoing struggle for 

meaning within the region of Twente. 

Struggle for meaning between rural towns and Network city 

In a city region that comprises 14 municipalities, some more urban and some more rural, 

it is quite predictable that a tension between cities and the countryside exists. This 

potential for tense relations between towns and cities was also present in Stedendriehoek. 

Historically, the three larger cities of Twente had more cooperative relations with the 

smaller towns surrounding them than with each other. For some years now, the 

relationship between towns and cities has been changing and the rural towns feel 

uncomfortable with this situation and with the agenda of the urban core: 
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 The clash between cities and towns echoes through in the story of region Twente. The 

urban core is the social-economic motor of the region as a whole, creating opportunities 

that rural towns could not bring into being on their own account. “Well, it’s true that 

those small towns have not much power, but of course they can cause impediments 

during decision-making. They can make your life quite difficult” (top professional 

Twente). The greatest fear and frustration of rural political-executives is the feeling that 

they are ‘locked up’, meaning that they are afraid that they are no longer allowed to grow 

by developing new residential and industrial projects. They are not willing to support 

developments in Network City Twente if this means that their own opportunities for 

development are restrained. Until now, the idea of Urban Clustering has not received 

much support from rural political-executives according to a top professional of Enschede:  
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The political-executives in rural towns are often of a Christian-Democratic background 

and this was also the case in Overijssel Province, where Christian-Democrats have 

dominated the Council and College of political-executives for a long time. In contrast, the 

cities traditionally have been dominated by Social Democrats, so this also creates a 

political-executive tension for collaboration. Although rural municipalities also see 

benefits of the A1 Zone development, they do not want to be portrayed as only being a 

green recreational place: 
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 The metaphor of the 'green clump of grass' clearly indicates that rural communities feel 

that their social-economic value is underestimated. One Network City Alderperson 

understands the stories told by rural political-executives, but believes that their way of 

thinking does not strengthen the region as a whole:  
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The stories of rural Alderpersons problematize the notion of Urban Clustering by 

focusing on the tension between planned and autonomous developments. According to 

them, people who start a business or want to buy a house should be able to make their 

own choice without being forced by governmental interference: 
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One rural Alderperson tells a story about the town of Rijssen, officially located in the 

middle of the green heart of the A1 Zone but endowed with disproportionally large 

industrial zones. “Those people have their roots in Rijssen and work in Rijssen, go to 

church there and just want to develop their business in Rijssen”. A top professional from 

Enschede understands that rural municipalities want to develop houses in order to 

facilitate autonomous growth but he claims that these towns often grow by attracting 

people from outside their city limits: 
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The Alderpersons of rural towns tell stories that question the clear-cut distinction 

between ‘productive’ cities for economic development and ‘green’ towns for natural 

recreation. They stress that it is not always clear whether a community can be regarded as 
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more urban or more rural. Take for instance the example of the Alderperson of 

Hellendoorn: 
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Tension between regional collaboration and local ambitions 

The tension between rural and urban Alderpersons becomes even clearer by looking at 

the XL business park in Almelo, a concrete elaboration of the abstract notion of Urban 

Clustering in Twente. The political-executives in Network City Twente have funded the 

business park and they have agreed that all logistical businesses – needing more than two 

hectares of space while employing only few employees – are located in the XL Park. The 

business park is not (yet) a success and one of the reasons for this is the lack of 

cooperation of the rural communities who are not convinced that spatial policy should 

decide choice of location of entrepreneurs: 
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However, the Alderperson of Almelo is convinced that the lack of cooperation is a result 

of the unwillingness of political-executives to give up individual potential for 

development in return for a healthier economy on a regional level: 
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The Alderperson of Hengelo believes that the process of dispersion and fragmentation of 

developments is detrimental for harnessing the social-economic power of Twente as a 

whole. He claims that if this trend continues, there will be more businesses in the rural 

area than in the cities. He finds this problematic, for cities are the motor of the economy 

that can really become centers of knowledge and culture and cities also have much more 

social responsibilities that are not really picked up by smaller towns. The political-

executives in the Steer Group listen to all the stories told by rural Alderpersons, but they 

know that these stories cannot significantly alter the mutual story of the A1 Zone. The 

chairman of the Steer Group explains that some developments are just not interesting 

enough for a mutual story that is supposed to attract National investments: 
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In the story of the A1 Zone, the area between Deventer and Network City Twente is 

described as a green recreational area with restricted opportunities for new spatial 

developments. However, the A1 highway still runs through this green area and the rural 

Alderpersons hope that businesses want to locate within their territory close to the A1 

highway: “And they think well, those nice green sceneries described in the A1 Zone story; 

let’s just place those green zones a little further along the road, past our own 

municipality”. 

It might be self-evident by now that the rural political-executives are very cautious 

concerning the A1 Zone story and they are continuously guarding their opportunities for 

development. Both major tensions in Twente - within Network City and between rural 

and urban political-executives - and also the slumbering tension within Stedendriehoek 

are essentially caused by the following dilemma: should every municipality strive to 

accomplish its own plans for development or should the collective of municipalities be 

mobilized and harnessed in a way that is most beneficial for all of them together? Many 

dreams and strategic visions of political-executives are dependent on the collaboration of 

other political-executives. For instance, Deventer can forget its northern bridge when 

there is no support for it among their colleagues.  

This ultimate dependence corresponds with the Dutch expression of ‘elkaar iets 

gunnen’, which is not easily translatable in English. Words that come close to the meaning 

to the verb ‘gunnen’ are for instance ‘to concede’, ‘to allow’, ‘to tolerate’, ‘to allot’ or ‘to 

grant’. Even in Dutch, it is difficult to explicate the meaning of the word in the way it is 

used by political-executives. It does not entail the direct reciprocity of a bargain, a ‘tit for 

tat’. ‘Gunnen’ comes closer to a more indirect reciprocity: This time I grant you the 

opportunity to ‘score’, but remember…next time it is my turn to ‘score’. ‘Gunnen’, as it is 

used by most political-executives within this research, entails the ‘surrendering’, the 

‘letting go’ of something you aspire, granting it to someone else in the light of furthering 

the greater good or improving the bigger picture. The idea is that if different political-

executives of a certain region would be able to grant each other those developments that 

fit best with a certain place, they will reach a harmonization of investments in their region. 

They would harness or mobilize their collective strengths in an optimal manner.  

Stedendriehoek and Twente in search for a mutual story 

Since the A1 Zone as a whole covers both Stedendriehoek and Twente, it is interesting to 

focus on the relation between these regions and their willingness to let go of their own 

plans in order to strengthen the mutual story of the A1 Zone development. According to 

the respondents of both city regions, there are barely any structural relations at all on the 

political-executive level. Alderpersons of Stedendriehoek do not really know their 

colleagues in Twente and vice versa – except from incidental meetings in the provincial 

council or during National political party conferences. Concerning social and economic 

relations and mobility movements, connections between Stedendriehoek and Twente are 

sparse. 

Generally speaking, Stedendriehoek is focused on the Randstad and the region 

Arnhem-Nijmegen while Twente seems mostly focused both on itself and international 

relations with bordering German regions but also with many places across the globe. The 

different focus of the city regions is recognized as a source of potential tension between 

these partners in the A1 Zone program. “Apeldoorn and the Stedendriehoek are located 

somewhat closer to the West. Twente often feels a bit like Calimero, positioned 
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somewhat fare away” (project member A1 Zone). The chairperson of the Twente Region 

indicates that Twente is often regarded as the ‘end of the road’ and not the beginning. 

"The annoying thing is that in the beginning of decision-making an agenda was suggested. 

We always started at Apeldoorn, and at the end of the agenda Twente was discussed. So 

there was always such a geographical line [from west to east]”. Several political-executives 

from Twente bring up this ‘focus on the west’, which according to them is an arbitrary 

mental frame in the minds of many Dutch politicians.  

 Furthermore, there are many respondents who stress that that Twente region has 

an own regional culture and identity, which seems much less the case for Stedendriehoek. 

As an Alderperson from Twente indicates: “Someone from Twente feels like a Twentener 

and not like an Overijsseler”. In some towns near the border, the connection with 

‘Holland’ is not that strong. "The culture and mentality over here, the identity, is more 

connected with the areas over the theoretical border with Germany than with the west of 

the country, in my opinion” (Alderperson of Oldenzaal). The feeling in Twente is often 

that they are neglected by the Randstad and that they are regarded as being ‘too far away’ 

from the social-economic core of the Netherlands. “It is just like that sign that the 

supporters from Feijenoord [football club] made, you know it? They had drawn the map 

of the Netherlands with Enschede outside of the map (Alderperson of Hengelo). 

Political-executives outside Twente often bring up the image of ‘Calimero’ to depict the 

region:  
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Symbolic struggle between the city regions 

There seems to be a symbolic struggle between the Alderpersons of the two city regions 

who constantly frame themselves as ‘winners’ and the others as ‘losers’. Political-

executives from Stedendriehoek for instance often mention the unwillingness of 

Alderpersons in Twente to grant each other some possibilities to score: 
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Also the lack of a Structural Vision in Twente - regarded as one of the key 

accomplishments of Stedendriehoek – is often framed by Stedendriehoek Alderpersons as 

a weakness that hampers decision-making. “If I were them, I would work like crazy to 

create a structural vision. It does not matter what kind of vision, as long as you have one. 

Now there is no agreement and every issue that arises is causing struggle, while everyone 

fights for his own future vision” (Alderperson of Apeldoorn). Officials from the National 

Government agree with this view from Stedendriehoek and find it problematic for the 

decision-making process. “It is difficult that the rest of the participant of the meeting 

cannot follow the pace of decision-making, while Deventer and Apeldoorn are really 

laughing at Twente like….we are ready, what is keeping you?” (National top professional). 
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A representative of the Ministry of Spatial Planning gives another example of the 

apparent difference in political-executive harmony between Stedendriehoek and Twente:  
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The political-executives of Stedendriehoek measure their symbolic success as decision-

makers partly through comparison with Twente: “We have always been a region that was 

used to fend for ourselves, so we will not keep on whining for something. If we have a 

problem, we fix it ourselves. We have built a theater here for 70 million Euros without 

any subsidies, on our own. In Twente, the culture is different” (Alderperson of 

Stedendriehoek). The same Stedendriehoek Alderperson also comments on the improving 

reputation in general of Twente, that has been working for years to shed off the 

‘Calimero’ stigmata and is now eager to demonstrate that they are becoming an innovative 

business cluster and a strong competitor: “I am glad that they still fight with each other 

from time to time. For Twente is potentially a much stronger region than 

Stedendriehoek”. Even when giving a complement, this Alderperson frames the 

Stedendriehoek as a more successful political-executive region. 

 Switching toward the perspective of Twente’s political-executives, it is immediately 

clear that they have a whole different view on things. To begin with, they claim that the 

fact that they do not have an official Structural Vision does not mean that they have no 

collective strategic view at all: “I find that they yell to easily ‘make a choice’ without 

understanding that we actually have chosen a long time ago and that we consequently 

stick to our policies. Let them try to indicate where we deviate from our existing plan” 

(top professional Twente). Moreover, several decision-makers in Twente doubt very 

much the spatial quality of the Stedendriehoek Structural Vision and the extent in which 

Stedendriehoek Alderpersons are willing to forsake their own developments in the name 

of the greater good. An example often mentioned in this regard is the potential High 

Speed train starting from Amsterdam and paralleling the A1 highway on its way to Berlin. 

Obviously, if this train stops at too many stations, it will not be high-speed anymore. The 

Alderperson of Enschede agrees that the train should stop in Stedendriehoek, but not in 

all of the cities in that region: 
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The political executives from Stedendriehoek do admit that choosing one main High 

Speed station – either in Apeldoorn or in Deventer - is difficult for them, but they are not 

convinced that the political-executives in Twente will be able to focus on just one station 

development project: 
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Technical University Twente as a powerful label 

One important strategic difference between the two city regions, mentioned by 

Alderpersons from both sides, is the presence of a technical university in Twente which 

can be important for the strategic visions of political-executives concerning their region. 

The presence of such an institution creates the opportunity for Twente to frame the 

Innovation Triangle as a ‘sexy’ Silicon Valley-like strategic label for their region: 
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For Stedendriehoek Alderpersons, it remains difficult to create a label of equal magnitude 

as the Innovation Triangle and they are aware of this lack of a leading metaphor. A 

strategy professional from Deventer reflects on the ‘label potential’ of Stadsas Deventer 

combined with a renovated High Speed train station. He stresses that the National 

Government finds this development slightly too small for the National agenda. Moreover, 

he admits that it would be almost politically impossible that Deventer would be granted 

this large development by other Alderpersons in Stedendriehoek. Finally, this strategy 

professional admits that even when Stadsas Deventer would be a key label for 

Stedendriehoek, this would not match the Innovation Triangle in both magnitude and 

attractiveness. The Alderperson of Deventer does not believe that this lack of a grand 

idée for Stedendriehoek is problematic:  
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The symbolic rivalry between the political-executives of the two city regions resembles 

the struggle and rivalry that takes place within both these city regions. Although the city 

regions are both supporting the broadening of the A1 highway, they compete with each 

other for the scarce resources to actualize their strategic visions. They also compare 

themselves favorably with the other region in order to increase their status by framing 

themselves as competent and successful political-executives. Decision-making processes 

such as the A1 Zone development process are the actual platform or stage for world-

making and the outcome of such a struggle for meaning will influence the relative power 

position of the political-executives within each region.  
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City regions and their connection with the Provinces 

In order to build a mutual story for Landsdeel East concerning the A1 Zone development, 

it is essential to look at the relations between the city regions with the overarching 

provinces of Gelderland and especially Overijssel, which is regarded as the leading partner 

in the A1 Zone Development program. Both city regions also have a different relation 

with Overijssel Province for different reasons. Twente is the most important region in the 

province in a social-economic sense and their WGR+ status grants them autonomy 

concerning some issues, such as for instance mobility. Stedendriehoek does not have a 

‘plus’ status and moreover, the river that runs through their city region also functions as a 

provincial border. Only the city of Deventer is part of Overijssel Province, while the rest 

of the municipalities in the city region belong to Gelderland Province. The relation 

between Overijssel and Gelderland, the two provinces that form Landsdeel East, is also 

of great importance for the negotiation of the A1 Zone mutual story, which will also be 

explained in this paragraph 

Overijssel and Twente: a struggle for competence 

Political-executives in Twente often mention a failed attempt to give Twente the status of 

a fully-fledged province in the recent past. Twente is actually the center of political-

executive power in the area comprising Overijssel Province, while the political institutions 

of this province are located in the city of Zwolle – outside the Twente region. Moreover, 

the semi-autonomous status leads to the negotiation of competence between city region 

and province, which increases the tension in their relation. "There is no direct clash, but 

there is a tension concerning the question who’s in power” (Alderperson of Twente). The 

symbolic aspect of decision-making is clearly visible, for the decision-making process is 

not only about getting the A1 Zone funded, but also a demonstration of the power 

relations between the actors involved. The chairman of the A1 Zone also stresses that 

Twente and Overijssel often struggle while they aim to accomplish the exact same thing, 

and these struggles are about one key issue: who is leading in the decision-making 

process? 

It is no secret that the Province is discontent with the semi-autonomous status of 

Twente. “Well, the province would of course rather take the competence to decide about 

mobility over from the city region. But we know that of each other” (top professional 

Twente). Especially the urban core of Twente is convinced that the Twente as 

autonomous region should make its own plans without interference of Overijssel. The 

rural communities are more inclined to acknowledge Overijssel as an overarching regional 

authority. The political colors of the political-executives of these towns coincide very 

much with the Christian-Democratic dominance on the Provincial Executive Board. 

Moreover, the Alderpersons of rural towns need the Province as an ally against potential 

Network City domination in Twente. In the recent past, Overijssel Province has also 

profited from and fired up the tension between the urban core and rural towns in Twente 

in order to improve the position of the Province in the struggle for competence: 
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Political-executive struggles within the Twente region legitimated Overijssel Province to 

step in and force a decision, for instance on the issue of residential area development. 

“Twente did not succeed to find agreement in that matter, simply because of the conflict 

between urban and rural communities. Subsequently, the Province took over the decision-

making process. Well, that does still hurt” (Project member A1 Zone). A Top Official 

from the Ministry of Transport recognizes this tension which did not originate in the A1 

Zone but which does influence the decision-making process:  
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According to most respondents, the relation between Twente Region and Overijssel 

Province has improved lately. However, old grievances do not wash away easily and even 

if the both of them virtually want the same thing, they still strive to take credit as the 

leading party in the decision-making arena.  

Stedendriehoek: two provinces, two routes towards influence 

Stedendriehoek does not have the same struggle for competence with an overarching 

Provincial authority, also because they do not have an official semi-autonomous position 

like Twente. “The relations with Overijssel Province are very good. I have also been 

Alderperson in Twente in one of the bigger cities there. The relation there was much 

worse than here in Stedendriehoek” (Alderperson from Stedendriehoek). In fact, 

Stedendriehoek is part of two provinces and in both these provinces, it is not the center 

of social-economic or political gravity. In Overijssel, Twente is the key region and in 

Gelderland, the social-economic center is located to the south of Stedendriehoek in the 

Arnhem-Nijmegen region. The fact that the provincial border runs through 

Stedendriehoek means for instance the Alderpersons from Stedendriehoek constantly 

have to negotiate between the diverging policy frameworks of Overijssel and Gelderland. 

Furthermore, Stedendriehoek Alderpersons are also dependent on the kind of relation 

between Delegates from both provinces: “It also just depends on the personal or political 

connection that does or does not exist between Delegates. Do they respect each other 

and are they friendly with each other or not? Such things can work for you or against 

you” (Alderperson from Stedendriehoek).  

 Despite the potential difficulties, most political-executives from Stedendriehoek 

stress the advantages of being a city region belonging to two provinces. "We can use the 

knowledge of two provinces and use the connections with other governmental 

organizations – for instance with Rijkswaterstaat or the Ministries - of both provinces. We 

always have double avenues for lobbying” (Alderperson from Stedendriehoek). Moreover, 

the Stedendriehoek can also claim subsidies and financial investments from not one but 

two different provinces. In both Overijssel and Gelderland they may not be the core 

locations for investment, but both provinces feel obliged to invest some proportional part 
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of their funds in Stedendriehoek. “It is difficult for the Delegates to explain themselves 

towards Apeldoorn for instance, if all the money only goes towards the Southern Parts of 

Gelderland”. The Alderperson of Deventer implies that Apeldoorn can urge the Delegate 

of Gelderland to not only invest in the Arnhem-Nijmegen area and the same goes for the 

Alderperson of Deventer who can stress that Twente is not the only location for 

investments. The Stedendriehoek is regarded as a useful coalition that makes each of the 

separate towns and cities stronger in their competition with the potentially more attractive 

regions of Twente and Arnhem-Nijmegen. The story of for instance the town of Lochem 

would not impress the Delegate of Gelderland but the mutual story of Stedendriehoek - 

potentially voicing the interests of Lochem - cannot be ignored so easily. 

Overijssel and Gelderland: together apart in Landsdeel East 

The Provinces Overijssel and Gelderland – and consequently the city regions Twente and 

Stedendriehoek - together form Landsdeel East, which is the relevant unit during the MIRT 

decision-making process concerning National investment priorities. The Ministers of 

Mobility and Spatial Planning have bi-annual meetings with political-executives that are 

united under the banner of Landsdeel East and during such a MIRT meeting, the 

representative political-executives must present and discuss a collective strategic view for 

the Landsdeel East. On the Landsdeel level, it is therefore not only necessary to negotiate 

a mutual story about for instance the A1 Zone:  a strategic agenda for the Landsdeel as a 

whole must be negotiated by appointing key developments and deciding about the 

priority of these developments. The A1 Zone development program is a special case, 

because both Overijssel and Gelderland are partners in that program, which is not 

automatically the case in decision-making processes in Landsdeel East. Still, the A1 Zone 

program has to compete with for priority with other large programs in the Landsdeel 

which are in need of National funds. 

Diverging priorities and competition 

Gelderland Province, the southern neighbor of Overijssel Province, is large according to 

Dutch standards, containing one core social-economic region: Arnhem-Nijmegen Region, 

located in the middle-south of the Province. Besides the A1 highway, there are two other 

highways that run through Gelderland from the Randstad to the East and beyond: the 

A12 – running along the northern edge of Arnhem-Nijmegen Region – and the A15 – 

running straight through the heart of that city region. Especially the A15 is acknowledged 

to be a highway which experiences many problems concerning traffic congestion. The 

MIRT reconnaissance program concerning the A15 highway extension – a top priority for 

Gelderland - is competes with the A1 Zone program but is also regarded as more 

complex and more expensive: 
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These two highway programs are both regarded as international corridors running from 

the Randstad to the German heartland and therefore the successful actualization of one 

of them might diminish the urgency for the ‘coming into being’ of the other. Especially 

since the new Cabinet has announced to strengthen the Mainport model – focused on the 

Rotterdam Port and Schiphol Airport - it is important to frame highways as connections 

between those Mainports and the heartland of Europe. There are several highways or 

highway combinations mentioned by respondents that could claim to be the main 

corridor for eastward transportation: The A50, the A1, the A15 and even the A18 are 

mentioned as potential alternatives. 

Most Alderpersons see the competition between A15 and A1 as the reason for the 

hesitant and ambiguous support of Gelderland for the A1 Zone program. The Delegate 

of Gelderland would rather focus all means on the A15, but government funding for that 

program is not expected in the near future. Moreover, Stedendriehoek as whole and 

individual cities like Apeldoorn and Zutphen claim investments from the Delegate and 

they will not accept that the Delegate only invests in Arnhem-Nijmegen region. The 

Alderperson of Deventer explains this tension: In Gelderland, the mass of the province is 

located much more to the south, along the A12 and Arnhem-Nijmegen. This is the 

difficulty for Gelderland: it is a large province coping with the tension between 

Apeldoorn, which is a big city, and Arnhem”. For now, the Delegate of Gelderland stands 

behind the A1 Zone Development, although it should be clear that this support is instable 

and not self-evident. 

Cutting up the A1 Zone: a tempting solution? 

The river IJssel is a key physical feature of the A1 Zone forming a difficult blockade, 

splitting the A1 Zone in two parts. Planners and political-executives in the A1 Zone 

frequently speak about two sections of the sub-project of highway broadening project: the 

section from Apeldoorn to Deventer-East - including the IJssel Bridge - in 

Stedendriehoek and the section from Deventer-East to Azelo in Twente. The notion 

about two different sections automatically triggers the idea of ‘cutting-up’ the A1 Zone 

Development in two smaller parts, especially since the relation between Stedendriehoek 

and Twente is not very interdependent. However, the political-executives in the Zone 

stress that the A1 Zone should be treated as one unified area for several reasons. For 

instance, they stress that the most serious bottle-neck for mobility on the A1 highway is 

formed by the IJssel Bridge which is located exactly on the border of the two sections: 
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The plot of the Eastern mutual story is that increasing the capacity on only one of the 

sections - even the most congested one - would only lead to more congestion within the 

other section. Besides this somewhat technical story, Delegates and Alderpersons and 

especially the presiding chairman of the A1 Zone have other reasons to frame ‘cutting-up’ 

the A1 Zone as an unwise decision: 
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On an interprovincial level, it is also important to focus on the entire A1 Zone in order to 

secure the commitment from Gelderland, which would not support an A1 Zone which 

consists only of the eastern section. Vice versa, Overijssel would not support an A1 Zone 

that is only situated in the Stedendriehoek, which is mostly located on Gelderland 

territory. This way of reasoning creates a new perspective on political-executive meaning 

making in Stedendriehoek concerning the crossing of the IJssel River. The decision to 

widen the existing bridge is favorable for the commitment of Gelderland and can be 

regarded as an attempt to ‘seduce’ Gelderland to invest in the A1 Zone and to not walk 

away. "The fact that we are now choosing for the broadening of the existing Ijssel Bridge 

also means that there will not be so many consequences for Gelderland. If another option 

was chosen, the consequences [and costs] would have been more severe” (strategic 

professional Gelderland). Constructing a costly second bridge over the Ijssel River would 

decrease the willingness of Gelderland to support the broadening of the A1 highway. 

Moreover, support for a new bridge which is especially beneficial for Deventer would be 

counter-intuitive, for Deventer is not even situated on the territory of Gelderland.  

Common Area Agenda Landsdeel East: an overly ambitious mutual story 

The A1 Zone program is one of the few developments in Landsdeel East that is situated 

in both Gelderland and Overijssel. However, Gelderland and Overijssel do not only 

negotiate the mutual story of such a common development but also the mutual story 

concerning the entire agenda for development in Landsdeel East. A mutual strategic view 

is a token of strength towards the National Government, and Delegates are aware of that: 

“In the spring meeting, the Delegate from Overijssel told the story of Gelderland and vice 

versa. Well, that means something indeed” (project member A1 Zone). The creation of a 

mutual strategic view is not an easy task, because many of the developments in the East 

compete with each other for a place on the national investment agenda for there is just 

not enough budget to fund all these developments at the same time. The Chairman of the 

A1 Zone reflects on tensions caused by the need to prioritize: 
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The Chairman explains that this deal can be difficult for him: it might for instance be 

necessary for him to plead for the A15 highway while his constituency is not served by 

this plea. However, he claims that this is the price for collaboration and political 

commitment. He and his colleague from Gelderland base their choices simultaneously on 

a balanced distribution between the provinces and on selecting the most promising 

opportunities for investment in potential developments when the moment of choice, the 

meeting with the Minister, draws near. It remains difficult for the two Delegates to reach 

a higher level of creating the optimal mix for investment through a genuine focus on the 

area as a whole: 
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The same dynamic of ‘granting’ each other success which was described in the internal 

context of the two city regions are also in play between the two provinces in the context 

of Landsdeel East. A top professional from Twente reflects on the practice of finding 

common ground between the provinces:  
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Joined decision-making seems easier when a development is beneficial for both Provincial 

Delegates, but it is harder to abandon potential desired developments in order to create a 

focus that is necessary to harness the Landsdeel under one common strategic agenda. The 

result is a Spatial Agenda that contains too many projects because it is difficult to 

prioritize:  
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The East versus the The Hague: the mutual story on a national level 

On a Landsdeel East level, the collective strategic view on A1 Zone development is a 

negotiated mutual story built up out of the – also negotiated - stories of Twente, 

Stedendriehoek, Overijssel and Gelderland. It is a broad and comprehensive mutual story 

in which many political-executives can recognize their plans and dreams and which does 

not threaten their vested strategic agenda. The subtle tension surrounding the Ijssel 

Bridge and the more open struggles concerning airport Twente and developmental 

opportunities for rural towns and urban core are temporarily pushed to the background in 

order to form a united front towards the National Government. However, the ultimate 

mutual story that will in the end legitimate the decision-making process about A1 Zone 

Development remains dependent on the Governments’ view on the A1 Zone and in 
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particular the A1 highway. The mutual story that will ground decision-making is based on 

a negotiation of meaning between The Hague and The East. Representing the Minister, 

there are National top professionals involved in the negotiation of meaning in order to 

create an all-encompassing story that is also acceptable for the Ministers of both Mobility 

and Spatial Planning.  

In order to ‘sell’ the strategic opportunities of the East more proficiently, 

Alderpersons and Delegates are constantly concerned with improving their narrative 

framing of the Eastern infrastructural-spatial developments. They are constructing a story 

that it is recognized in The Hague as interesting and worthy of financial support. Many 

political-executives explained that finding the rights story in order to ‘score’ in The Hague 

is of central concern for them. The shape-shifting character of the A1 Zone Development 

program is caused by the continuous need frame the program favorably towards the 

Ministries: 
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According to an Overijssel public professional, Landsdeel East is framing the A1 Zone in 

a particular way towards the National Government in order to gain investments, but this 

doesn't mean that there is no intrinsic value of the plan. The way the story is told just 

depends on the audience and actors involved. "Well, we are now dealing on National 

Governmental level, but we are also dealing on a regional level. We call that for instance 

‘realization project A1-Zone’ or ‘exemplary project A1-Zone’, but what’s in a name? In 

those projects, I personally see much virtue. When this circus is winding down a bit, we 

will really make an effort of these regional projects”. 

NOMO norms 

The regional political-executives who attempt to ‘lift up’ their potential plans onto the 

National agenda are trying to ‘seduce’ the Ministers by ‘hooking’ into the salient frame of 

reference of the Ministry which is strongly based on the so-called Note on Mobility 

(NOMO). The NOMO-norms, focused on measuring traffic congestion, are crucial for 

decision-making about investments. When a potential development is expected to change 

mobility measurements on a certain road from ‘red’- meaning congested – to ‘green’ 

according to the NOMO-norms, chances on funding increase significantly. The A1 

highway between Apeldoorn and Azelo is not (yet) in the ‘red’ and therefore the Minister 

of Transport is not automatically inclined to invest in the A1 highway broadening - the 

backbone of the A1 Zone program. This has also been the reason that the A1 highway 

has been previously framed for instance as ‘business card of The Netherlands’ or as 

facilitator of regional social-economic developments in the case of the A1 Zone program. 

The Eastern political-executives have to draw the Ministerial attention away from the 

NOMO-norms. 
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First of all, the political-executives from Landsdeel East tell several stories that put the 

Note of Mobility and its norms and methodologies into perspective, since these norms 

fail to appreciate the uniqueness of the problems on the A1 highway caused by 

disproportionate freight traffic:  
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Other statements in the Note on Mobility are also not favorable for A1 Zone decision-

making, such as the notion that National infrastructure should not be used to channel 

regional traffic movements. Unfortunately, the idea of using the national A1 highway in 

order to facilitate the spatial design of regional Urban Clustering is exactly the main theme 

of the A1 Zone: 
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However, even if the logic behind the NOMO-norms would change, it still focuses only 

on congestion as ‘threat to mobility’. In contrast, the A1 Zone development focuses on 

the potential of infrastructural investments to stimulate the integral social-economic 

development of an area or a region – in other words, the focus is on ‘opportunities 

through mobility’:  
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The National neglect of peripheral areas 

A basic, lingering idea that grounds the struggle for meaning concerning A1 Zone 

Development between the National Ministries and Landsdeel East is the perceived 

neglect of peripheral areas because of an intense focus on the Randstad. It was already 

discussed that political-executives from Twente feel that the National Government 

regards them region as an ‘outsider’. This is actually a common feeling that exists in the 

minds of many political-executives in Landsdeel East. Alderpersons and Delegates 

continuously tell stories about the strong relations between The Hague and the Randstad, 

at the expense of other regions which are regarded as peripheral and second-class. 

Regional political-executives claim that the Ministries believe that all other regions are 

dependent on the success of the Randstad: “And some investments must take place 

outside of the Randstad. That is the way it works, it’s like justified distribution: ‘most 

things happen within the Randstad. Oh well, there also exists something outside of the 

Randstad. Then they have to search for arguments [in order to legitimate investments 

outside the Randstad]” (Alderperson East).    
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Moreover, Eastern political-executives often stress that The Hague invests heavily in 

megaprojects in the West such as the Second Meuse Plain without reflecting on the 

effects for the rest of the country. According to an Alderperson from Twente, this also 

explains the disproportionate growth of freight traffic on the A1 highway, which was not 

anticipated by The Hague:  
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 The political-executives of Landsdeel East are always nuanced about the relation between 

the Randstad and their region. Regional political-executives repetitively speak about the 

‘Netherlands Ltd.’, the holistic idea of the whole country as one united social-economic 

unit. They stress that indeed, the core economic clusters are located in the Randstad and 

they acknowledge that a great part of their economic livelihood depends on the success of 

mainports in the West. At the same time, the Eastern political-executives stress that the 

infrastructure in their region is a necessary element facilitating the Netherlands Ltd. 

Moreover, the Eastern Provinces are also convinced of their own social-economic 

potentiality that needs to be developed and nurtured: “There are no miracles happening 

here. It’s not so magnetic here as in the Randstad, that draws people from everywhere in 

the world. But it is also a little silly to let us wither away, to think ‘when it rains in the 

Randstad, it will automatically start trickling here’. That is not true, for both regions have 

their own dynamics” (Alderperson of Deventer).  

Besides these attempts to frame the Randstad and the peripheries as mutually 

reinforcing units, the Eastern political-executives also hint at the – according to their view 

- disproportionate distribution of social-economic progress. They repetitively claim that 

the Randstad gets all the benefits while the East gets only the burdens in the emerging 

Ministerial Vision of the future. The chairman of the A1 Zone Development shifts 

between all three of these stories: the East and the Randstad are one, the East and the 

Randstad are incomparable and the Randstad is favored at the expense of the East. His 

following remark seems to capture all three of these stories more or less:  
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Financial constructions as bait for the Government 

In the background of the struggle for meaning concerning the A1 Zone between 

Landsdeel East and The Hague, there is a discussion based on the extraordinary financial 

situation both in the MIRT agenda and in Landsdeel East. On the one hand, the Ministers 

has been signaling that the MIRT book is actually ‘full’ until the year 2020 - in other 

words, the MIRT budget is already complete allocated to developments throughout the 

country. On the other hand, both Overijssel and Gelderland hold large financial reserves 
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of near and about a billion Euros due to the privatization of NUON, a large energy 

provider of which they were stockholder. Part of the NUON reserves could be used to 

seduce the Minister to invest in the A1 Zone development even though she actually has 

no budget to spend: 
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The Ministry of Transport might be willing to already consider potential investments for 

the years 2020-2028. This seems very far in the future for a decision-making process that 

is taking place in the year 2010. However, the chairman states that, if the Minister is 

prepared to fund the A1 broadening in 2021, funds can be used to pull the development 

from the future to the present: “I do not tell the Minister this yet, for then I will already 

have lost all the money before the negotiations, but I mean… this is the idea of my 

approach”. He hopes the Minister is willing to promise investments after 2020 and that 

she agrees with the plans to already start before 2020 if the East is able and willing to pre-

finance the development. The Alderperson from Stedendriehoek agrees with the 

chairman’s approach and summarizes it in two steps: “In fact there are two steps: you 

have to get into that MIRT investment agenda and after that you have to make sure that it 

will take place earlier than it is planned in that schedule”.  

Besides the notion of pre-finance, another financial issue concerning the A1 Zone 

decision-making process is the possibility of co-finance. This would entail that the 

Eastern Provinces would not only finance the costs of the investment in advance, for the 

East would also have to finance a certain percentage of the investment costs without 

being reimbursed. Co-finance would not be a strange solution, considering the notion of 

Urban Clustering which leads to concentration of regional traffic upon a national 

highway. The chairman of the A1 Zone understands that co-finance might be the most 

promising strategic course “The question remains: who is going to pay for it. We assume 

that it will be done fifty-fifty. Well, that might become another ratio that can become a 

challenge. Although for the time being, I do not expect it to be challenging”. These 

seemingly rational financial negotiations concerning the distribution of costs cannot take 

place without a legitimating mutual story. In the case of the A1 Zone, it is difficult that 

the A1 highway is a national liability that officially should be funded through Ministerial 

means. Deviation from this accepted practice must always be legitimated by a story, such 

as this story told by a Top professional of Gelderland Province:  
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The need for a collective mutual story explains the counterintuitive idea that national 

government officials simultaneously play the role of funding agency and the role of 

partners in the A1 Zone Development program. The narrative input from the Ministries 
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is necessary to negotiate a mutual story that is acceptable to both the national and regional 

partners. Without such a story, pleading for investments would be quite futile. As partners 

sponsoring the A1 Zone development, the national representatives can attempt to either 

boost or stall decision-making and they can hint which mutual framing story could 

increase the chance of national commitment. An Alderperson from Stedendriehoek 

regards the presence of National Representatives as a necessary evil: “Whether or not they 

might slow down the process? Well, if they are not involved, the process will fail anyway, 

for then it will be ‘not invented here’ to them”.  
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Conclusion: Diverging stories and the need for common ground 

The purpose of this chapter is to exhibit the diverging agendas and contrasting stories of 

all political-executives involved on different layers of the A1 Zone Development 

decision-making process. Together these story-telling strategists must construct a mutual 

story if decision-making is to be successful: “They told us ‘if you want something, there 

must be one story told by the province and urban and rural municipalities, they must 

make one story. That was a though challenge for us” (Project member A1 Zone). Multiple 

smaller groups have to negotiate their own mutual story that is in turn a building block 

for the overarching story, which can thus be regarded as a puzzle existing of many pieces 

or a mosaic consisting of many tiles. Such a multi-layered story can become powerful and 

can draw the attention of the Minister because of the many political-executives that 

support such a story. 

It took almost two years to negotiate the mutual story of the A1 Zone 

Development and because of the imminent Steer Group meeting and the decisive MIRT 

meeting thereafter, this story must find closure .In the face of these key political-executive 

meetings, the chairman of the A1 Zone development stresses the importance of making 

sure that the emerging mutual story remains intact:  
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Even though a mutual story acceptable to all who are involved seems to emerge, it is 

important to realize that every one of these decision-makers is still focused on his or her 

own strategic agenda. The A1 Zone decision-making process is regarded by them as a 

stage on which they can tell their own story: "One could say the A1-Zone is a very nice 

vehicle to further elaborate our story and to be able to tell our story and get it upon all 

kinds of agendas” (Alderperson from Stedendriehoek).Even the Alderpersons of the 

smallest towns are trying to make sure that the A1 Zone decision-making process 

increases the likelihood of their plans coming true. The chairman uses the metaphor of all 

the political-executives who are planting their strategic visions as seeds in the ground and 

this chapter exhibits that the A1 Zone decision-making process is like the water that 

might make these seeds grow into plants. One of the representatives of the Ministry of 

Spatial Planning stresses that it is not easy to tell the right mutual story that covers all the 

interests of such a large group of political-executives: 
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Chapter 8: Steer group meeting and MIRT 

meeting as instances of world-making 

 

The steer group meeting opens with attempts to align the emerging mutual story to the coalition 

agreement which has just been drafted by a new Cabinet. During this meeting, each political-

executive must give his blessing to the negotiated mutual story. This happens if the most 

influential decision-makers involved recognize enough of their own plans in the mutual story and 

those Alderpersons with less influence are convinced that the plan is at least not damaging their 

own strategic development agenda. During the course of the meeting, the issue that is truly 

interesting for the political-executives is discussed, namely the potential funding of the broadening 

of the A1 highway. All the rest of the A1 Zone plan seems to be a vehicle for putting this 

potential development on the National development agenda. In sum, this meeting grants its 

blessing to a mutual story which could be regarded as a basket full of sub-projects without real 

choices and with much remaining tension between actors involved, providing an instable ground 

for a potential investment decision. The MIRT meeting itself is a ritualized and orchestrated event 

during which concrete investment decisions can potentially enact the mutual story of regional 

political-executives into being. However, since many regional Alderpersons and Delegates from 

plea for National investments, the Minister is not very eager to grant everyone’s wish. The result is 

a ritual dance during which everybody is allowed to tell their mutual story, even though there is 

only budget enough to fund a fraction of all the plans presented. 
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The case story in this chapter will exhibit how the emerging mutual story with all its 

inherent tensions is ultimately sealed off and enacted through the ritual of political-

executive decision-making through approvement of the reconnaissance report. This 

report embodies the story which forms the basis for a potential investment decision. In 

order to better understand the construction of a mutual story it is interesting to explain 

the historical context of the A1 Zone development. It then becomes clear that the very 

existence of the A1 Zone development can be explained by regarding the previous 

narrative framing practices of political-executives.  From the beginning of the 1990, the 

Eastern regional political executives had been framing the A1 highway as crucial transport 

corridor for the main ports of Amsterdam and Rotterdam towards the east of Europe.  

 Time after time, the Ministry of Transport has not been convinced of the urgency 

of broadening the A1, because there are not (yet) significant urgent traffic congestion 

problems according to the official national norms. Therefore, in order to keep the 

capacity project on the agenda for potential funding, the regional political-executives tried 

to frame their problem in many different ways in order to receive national commitment 

and subsequent funding. They framed the A1 as the most beautiful designed highway 

running through the most natural area of the country, therefore calling it the  'business 

card of the Netherlands'. When this triggered no enthusiastic response, they decide to 

frame the A1 as a regional backbone for integral spatial development instead of an 

international axis. Hence came into existence the A1 Zone development program, which 

might be an intrinsically valuable development in itself but which could also be regarded 

as a next attempt to frame the A1 highway broadening. The broadening of the A1 has 

become the backbone within the spatial plan stimulating economic growth in the zone 

surrounding the highway. This way, the broadening of the A1 was still 'on the table' as a 

sub-element of this encompassing spatial venture.  

The following case study will focus on the final Steer Group meeting in which the 

mutual story is negotiated which is needed to legitimate the granting of national funds to 

the development. This mutual story is a prerequisite for potential success during the 

MIRT meeting (although it is no guarantee for success). The Steer Group meeting actually 

proves to be a ritualized orchestrated meeting during which meaning is enacted that has 

been negotiated following more informal, backstage interactions. One specific road map 

for decision-making is enacted while other potential versions of the future are left behind. 

The specific moments of struggle cannot be understood by the reader without any prior 

knowledge about the tensions between strategic agendas and the different mutual stories 

on different levels and clusters within the A1 Zone that were discussed in the previous 

chapter. These thick narrations on these instances of meaning making provide the 

empirical material to sharpen the conceptual lens of this dissertation. 

Final Steer group Meeting: opening and agenda 

The presence of political-executives and the role they are taking sends a symbolic and 

important message during such ritualized meetings as the Steer group meeting. The 

constellation of such a group and the roles people are expected to play have nothing to do 

with coincidence. For instance, since the Overijssel Delegate of Mobility has become 

chairman of the decision-making process, it could be claimed that he would take a neutral 

and overarching position. As the decision-maker that will be regarded as most responsible 

for the outcome of decision-making, the chairman officially has to ‘take off’ his provincial 
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glasses. The Delegate as Spatial will in turn represent the views of Overijssel Province. By 

following this logic, both of the Overijssel Delegate can take place at the table during the 

meeting. 

Another interesting point regarding presence of political-executives is that there 

are three Alderpersons from Twente present during the meeting – the three Alderpersons 

of Mobility from the three major cities - while there is only one Alderperson from 

Stedendriehoek present, namely the Mayor of Voorst, who represents all the other 

Alderpersons in his city region. The people involved give different reasons for the 

presence of two extra political-executives from the Twente region, in addition to the 

Alderperson of Almelo who is the official representative of the city region as a whole. In 

Twente, they give a rational explanation, connected to the content of the decision-making 

process: 
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However, there are also other stories explaining why one representative from Twente was 

not enough. At an early stage, every partner in decision-making only had one 

representative and at a later stage, the Alderpersons of Hengelo and Enschede were added 

to the group, in order to make sure that all three of the large cities are represented. 

Twente is an important region and there is no guarantee that the most influential 

alderpersons will stand behind the A1 Zone process if they are not directly involved.  

However, it might be even more interesting to consider which political-executives 

are not here, even though they are official partners of the A1 Zone Development. 

Absence can be a symbolic message that is tacitly understood by all decision-makers 

involved. The absence of the Delegate from Gelderland Province – who is represented by 

one of her top professionals - for instance suggests that the A1 Zone is just not as 

important for Gelderland as it is for Overijssel. Moreover, since the Delegate of 

Gelderland is not the chairman of this process, she is just not that interested for there are 

few opportunities to score for her.  

Both the Minister of Spatial Planning and the Minister of Transport are not 

present during the Steer group meeting. This is not uncommon for Ministers, for they just 

have a multitude of challenges throughout the whole country and have to be very 

selective in choosing where to be present. Most of the times, the Ministers are 

represented by top public professionals from their organizations. In the case of the A1 

Zone, several Alderpersons and also the Delegates complain that it is problematic that 

their national political-executive colleagues are not present in person. Moreover, their 

replacements are not even political-executives and therefore take an entirely different 

position in the negotiation of meaning: 
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Although it is quite normal for the Minister to be represented by a top professional, the 

replacements participating in the A1 Zone process are not regarded as very prominent in 

the Ministerial hierarchy:  
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The ideal situation for regional political-executives would be that every actor present was 

a political-executive, so they could already try to bargain and negotiate, not only 

concerning the mutual story but also concerning the opportunities to ultimately receive 

concrete investments legitimated by that story. 

Hooking into the emerging coalition agreement 

The opening of the meeting is performed by the Chairman of the A1 Zone program, who 

uses this opportunity to frame the A1 Zone development favorably in the light of the 

recently presented coalition agreement of the newly elected Government. During 

previous conversations, the chairman explained that the content of the coalition 

agreement – in itself an outcome of struggle for meaning on the highest political-

executive level – is important for the negotiation of meaning between The Hague and 

The East concerning A1 Zone development:  
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Even though the coalition agreement is still vague and open for multiple interpretations, 

the chairman is optimistic about the fit between A1 Zone development and the new 

overarching plans of the Government. He stresses that the budget for infrastructural 

investment is actually has been increased with 500 million Euros while there are fierce 

budget cuts within other departments. Many other regional political-executives also regard 

the budget increase as a favorable sign. Moreover, this policy text explicitly mentions the 

importance of nano-technology development which happens to be one of the key 

developments within the Innovation Triangle: 
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He stresses that there exists favorable window of opportunity for decision-making 

concerning the A1 Zone while the Government Agreement is still ambiguous and open. 

The representative from the Spatial Planning Ministry also mentions the ‘openness for 

interpretation’ of the Government Agreement: “So it is very special now, that a new 

Minister has just been appointed and that the Government Agreement is not yet 
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crystallized. About every page, we still have hundred questions”. The chairman explains 

that it is his objective to emplot the Government Agreement by telling the A1 Zone story: 
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There are also regional political-executives who are less optimistic about the parallels 

between the Government Agreement and the A1 Zone story. They think that the 

coalition agreement can also be read as a document that sketches a widening schism 

between the Randstad and the peripheral areas. An Alderperson from Stedendriehoek 

states that he regards the words about nano-technology as mere window-dressing in order 

to keep the East satisfied and in order to hide the overwhelming focus on the Randstad. 

An Alderperson form Twente also has Randstad dominance in the back of his mind when 

he interpretates the Government Agreement:  
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The Alderperson from Twente hints at the importance of the regional affection of the 

Minister as a person, while the chairman focuses on the political background of the 

Minister, who is member of his own political party. “This Minister is a liberal politician 

and we tend to favor the construction of roads when they are needed”. Their common 

political background could create opportunities for the chairman to seduce the Minister to 

invest in the A1 Zone:“Previously, we could use the CDA connections, via the Minister 

of Transport. We could score quite a lot then. Now it’s going to be a Liberal politician, so 

now [the Chairman] can get busy” (top professional Overijssel). However, there are 

several regional Alderpersons that regard the Chairman as a political-executive whose 

connections are strong in the region but weaker in The Hague. They question whether the 

relation between the chairman and the Minister is strong enough to trigger investments in 

the A1 Zone. Anyway, the fierce attempt to frame the A1 Zone in terms of the new 

coalition agreement sets the tone for the remainder of the meeting.  

The new coalition agreement can also have consequences for the roles and 

competences of political-executive involved in the A1 Zone process. For instance, the 

coalition agreement entails changes in the positions of actors on the level of the City 

Regions. The abandonment of the WGR plus status of city regions such as Twente is 

suggested in the new plans. This would mean that the autonomy of that region on the 

topic of mobility and infrastructure development would disappear. Overijssel Province 

will again become the sole regionally overarching authority in Twente and the question 

will be what this would mean for the struggle for competence between Twente and 

Overijssel. Even on Ministerial level, spectacular changes are taking place. The merger 

announced in the coalition agreement between the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry 
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of Spatial Planning will have groundbreaking consequences that will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

Blessing the A1 Zone 

The meeting progresses and all political-executives present are allowed to react on the 

mutual story which has emerged following their negotiation of meaning during the last 

two years. This mutual story has been translated into the almost finished reconnaissance 

report drafted by the program team A1 Zone. The key purpose of this Steer Group 

meeting is to make sure that all political-executives give their blessing to this mutual story 

that will be grounding the negotiations between Landsdeel East and the Minister during 

the imminent MIRT meeting. It is interesting to see that all political-executives discuss the 

A1 Zone development as separate from the A1 Highway Broadening which is not 

discussed during this phase.  

The representative from Stedendriehoek recognizes their story of the Structural 

Vision in the mutual story. However, he has one remark about the interpretation of policy 

statements in the reconnaissance report which indicate that new developments will be 

situated within the urban cores of the city regions and even within city limits: “It should 

be clearly stated that ‘the existing frameworks are leading’, otherwise these rural 

communities while never agree with the A1 Zone plans”. The Alderperson of Almelo, in 

his role of the spokesperson for the Twente region as a whole, also states that the 

countryside has great difficulties with the statements about residential developments. He 

actually indicates specific lines of text in the report that should be removed in order to 

ensure commitment of the rural political-executives in Twente.  

Moreover, the powerful Provincial Delegate of Spatial Planning also voices his 

concerns about the rural communities and the importance of stressing that existing 

frameworks are leading in order to take away their concerns. “I think that it is important 

to bring along the political-executive partners that are not here at this table and that is 

possible by taking account of the frameworks established via the democratic process on a 

local or regional level”. The most crucial point of the spokesperson of Stedendriehoek is 

that it should be clear that whenever existing frameworks are to be amended, the urban 

clustering principle will not automatically lead to a ban on developments for the 

countryside in favor of the cities. In case of major changes - for instance due to 

demographic shrinkage - new negotiations of meaning should follow. 

These statements make clear that the tension between the urban and rural political-

executives about urban clustering is still lingering and that the regional political-executives 

use every opportunity to stress that the existing spatial plans and frameworks should not 

be scrutinized. The representatives from the Ministry of Spatial Development reacts on 

these demands, stating that if the whole A1 Zone strategic vision is based on plans and 

frameworks that are already in place, the question arises whether this decision-making 

process has any added value.  What choices are really being made? The representative of 

the Ministry of Transport adds that it is perfectly fine that existing frameworks are 

leading, and he reminds the regional political-executives that the Note of Mobility is also 

an existing framework. For the Minister, the NOMO-norms are not open for discussion. 

In a sense, the Ministerial representative uses the strategy of the regional political-

executives against themselves.  
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The Alderperson of Enschede reacts in turn that existing frameworks can always change 

and she mentions one new framework that is also mentioned in the coalition agreement, 

namely the Top Region policy. “At the moment, assessing the consequences of this new 

policy is still like ‘looking into a wizard’s glass’, but it is clear that it can have significant 

consequences for the spatial connections in the A1 Zone”. This statement is based on the 

hope that the Innovation Triangle will be designated as Top Region and the idea that such 

a region would need excellent mobility connections with the Randstad area. “[Broadening 

the A1 highway] will be an investment that is not based on congestion norms but on 

opportunity for economic development, not only for Twente but for the BV Netherlands 

as a whole”. The Overijssel Delegate of Spatial Planning adds that such spatial 

developments have a long time span and that the A1 Zone decision-making process can 

be one step in the realization of the Innovation Triangle from vision to reality. The 

chairman agrees with this and he stresses that even though many of the A1 Zone plans 

are already being developed, most of these developments still need to be nurtured, like 

plants that need water: “You have to be positive about it, so there are many opportunities 

and nice things, a university, innovation and many good companies. Then again, you 

invest in the place; you create it because you want it to improve even further, to make it 

function even better, to make the development even more resilient”. 

All in all, the A1 Zone reconnaissance report is acceptable for the national 

political-executives, which does not necessarily guarantee for national funding. Moreover, 

the Ministry of Transport wants a more explicit text explaining the choice for clustering 

regional traffic streams on a National highway. “If you want to share the capacity on the 

national network, you also have to share the financial burden”. Political-executives can 

base a possible split-cost solution on a plot which clearly demonstrates that urban 

clustering leads to extra regional traffic streams on the national highway.  

Mutual story as a sum of many political-executive visions  

It is clear that the regional political-executives on every level either try to push their own 

visions and plans into the mutual story of the A1 Zone or at least try to make sure that 

the mutual story does not conflict with their own strategic vision. The smaller towns have 

asked their representatives to make sure that they can go their own way and develop their 

residential areas.“It makes the national representatives think ‘what is this all about, you 

guys, figure these things out for yourself’, or that is what I would think as a national 

representative” (Alderperson from Almelo). The Chairman reflects on the constant 

pressure from the National Government during the last couple of years to make sure that 

they wouldn’t present a long wish lists of developments and to make sure that some 

painful decisions are being made. However, he states that “it is not that easy to keep 

friendly relations with everybody in the area and to create a sharp vision at the same 

time”.  

The urban cores of both Stedendriehoek and Twente can use the notion of urban 

clustering in order to put forward their already existing strategic plans, while the dreams 

of the rural towns are threatened by this key concept of the A1 Zone. Under the pressure 

of the urban focus of the A1 Zone story, the political-executives of rural towns find each 

other automatically in a coalition. The rural political-executives really want to recognize 

fragments of text which protect their strategic agenda and their degree of freedom to 

build their own future."If you are not mentioned anywhere, you can cry all you want and 

you could be lucky that some Provincial political-executives agrees with you, but 
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otherwise it is just finite” (Alderperson from Wierden). Everyone involved want to make 

sure that in one way or another, they are part of the story and part of the reality that is 

being constructed: all their plans must remain on the agenda.  

In contrast, the representative of the Ministry of Spatial Planning explains that the 

whole point of the A1 Zone was the idea of integral regional improvement through 

investments in the cities and not in the rural communities:  
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Moreover, the rural Alderpersons are almost always Christian-Democrats and the 

Provincial Delegate of Spatial Planning – being their party member - is said to be inclined 

to take their complaints seriously and to keep granting them their developments. “Some 

housing developments here, some commercial zones there, leading to a fragmented image 

which makes me think ‘now you have a lot of nothing much and that is not going to help 

to create what you actually want in the end” (representative of Spatial Planning Ministry). 

One respondent recognizes the practices of mitigating the negative consequences of a 

decision-making process: 
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Especially in Twente, the struggle between urban and rural Alderpersons was fierce in the 

weeks preceding the final Steer Group meeting. “Everybody fights for himself. That’s the 

way it always is. And at the same time we have to create some image on ‘what should 

happen for Twente as a whole” (Alderperson of Wierden).The vision for Twente ‘as a 

whole’ seems to be re-negotiated time and again during consecutive strategic decision-

making processes such as the A1 Zone Development. The tense conflicts were mediated 

through framing attempts of the project manager A1 Zone and the chairman during a 

political-executive meeting in Twente, planned just before the impending MIRT meeting. 

Their stories stressed the need for a sharp mutual story to tell to The Hague concerning a 

coherent strategic vision shared by Alderpersons in Twente:  
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In the end, most political-executives in Twente commit themselves to the A1 Zone, 

although not all of them are very enthusiastic. Besides the apparent lack of real clear-cut 

choices in the A1 Zone development program, there is a common feeling that the 

importance of Twente and its Innovation Triangle is overwhelming the spatial visions of 

the Stedendriehoek and their notion of Stadsassen. This is peculiar because of the fact that 
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in the months before this meeting, several decision-makers involved voiced their concern 

about the commitment of Twente. One Alderperson of Stedendriehoek is convinced that 

his region has not been paying close attention to the decision-making process and the 

balance between the stories of both city regions. He stresses that strategic actions are now 

necessary to ensure a stronger impact of the story of Stedendriehoek. However, other 

political-executives are convinced that the common A1 Zone story would always tilt 

towards Twente’s aspirations: 
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Even though they are not particularly impressed with the conceptual idea of an 

Innovation Triangle, political-executives from Stedendriehoek do envy the narrative 

framing strategy of their larger and more powerful partner in the A1 Zone. The 

Alderperson of Zutphen thinks that they use many nice words and carefully construct a 

coherent story, whereas Twente is good in pumping up their ideas in order to score with 

them, turning themselves into an influential partner in the decision-making process.  

The story about the blessing of the A1 Zone spatial vision demonstrates that the 

mutual story of the A1 Zone is not a result of prioritizing and choosing between sub-

projects. The mutual story can better be regarded as a container for the visions and 

dreams of all the political-executives involved. Some of those actors have more influence 

and recognize more of their own vision in the mutual story than others. However, this is 

not due to the fact that their strategic vision is ‘better’ or more accurate than the plans of 

others, but due to the fact that these actors are more powerful. Such a mutual story does 

not automatically lead to an overarching strategic vision that is most beneficial for the 

group of actors ‘as a whole’:  
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According to a top professional from the Ministry of Transport, sticking to the existing 

frameworks will never render a convincing mutual story. There are already Structural 

Visions from Overijssel and Stedendriehoek and there is a Development Agenda East, 

which already pins many developments down.“Well, then you’re are just searching like, 

what else can we do or do differently or what can we add to what has been said before on 

different occasions?”It was already clear before the Steer group meeting started what his 

main message would be: “Let me tell you how I prepared for this meeting, for it was with 

the idea like ‘people, how am I going to push the brake on this process, on all those 

ambitions that are part of it? And I wanted to do this in a way that resembles 

collaboration instead of obstruction”. This is exactly the point of the representatives of 

the Ministry of Spatial Planning who state that the A1 Zone plan is only a label that is put 
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over many individual developments that are happening anyway; a plan without any added 

value, which is not based on serious choices: 
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She explains that members of the A1 Zone program team already doubted whether the 

Overijssel Delegate of spatial planning would strongly oppose plans which do not fit into 

the A1 Zone:  
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Surroundings quality and the Ministry of Spatial Planning 

The next topic on the agenda of the meeting is the discussion of the Surroundings Quality 

Guidelines, written down in small advisory booklets for handing planners and policy-

makers who are dealing with spatial quality. In order to understand the deeper meaning of 

this agenda topic, which is deemed as very important by the Spatial Planning 

representatives, it is important to revert once more to the new coalition agreement. This 

agreement states that the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water management 

and the Ministry of Spatial Planning will be merged into a new, overarching Ministry. This 

merger can certainly have consequences for decision-making concerning the A1 Zone and 

for the overall decision-making practices concerning infrastructural and spatial 

investments in the Netherlands. Many respondents mention the traditional struggles 

between representatives of both Ministries. “The National Government in itself is no 

unity but is very much fragmented and divided. This creates strange situations and such a 

project is almost used by them to determine who is in charge [on a National Government 

level]” (project member A1 Zone).  

The Ministry of Spatial Planning has been envisioning a new Ministry of Space, 

which would have an integral view on spatial development in which sectoral 

infrastructural projects would be part of a larger vision. However, the coalition agreement 

mentions the creation of a new Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment instead, in 

which spatial planning will not be the leading directorate. The previous Ministry of 

Transport will in practice ‘take over’ or incorporate spatial planning from the dissolving 

Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment. This is an unexpected and 

undesired turn in the eyes of the Spatial Planning representatives, who usually have a 

different if not conflicting strategic view on reality compared to representatives of the 

Ministry of Transport: “The approach of the Ministry of Transport is aimed at solving 

bottle-necks or threats for mobility, while the approach of spatial planning, of integral 

development, is focused on opportunities” (representative of Spatial Planning). Many 

respondents claim that spatial planning people search for integrality while mobility people 

mainly try to solve problems through sectoral, clearly demarcated infrastructural projects. 

Spatial Planning is about creating frames, whereas Infrastructure is about developing 

concrete and specific projects. Spatial Planning is about regulation and Infrastructure is 

about investment: 
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The lack of budget compared to the Ministry of Transport has always led to a lower status 

for the Ministry of Spatial Planning and after the ‘merger’, this might even become worse. 

"If one looks at the coalition agreement, how I read it, they are totally stripped of 

everything. There is no more money, and no money also means no power” (project 

member A1 Zone). The Ministry of Transport is powerful, for they have many funds that 

they can distribute throughout the country.  

Merger or acquisition? 

The discussion of the Surroundings Quality Guide which was sponsored by the Spatial 

Planning Ministry makes their imminent loss of influence clearly visible. During the 

presentation of the plan, the attention of many of the political-executives clearly wanes 

away despite the repetitive and exaggerated way of presenting by the responsible project 

member. This presenter is abundantly framing the guide as ‘only a tool’ and not as 

authorative policy document in order to avoid political-executive friction. Specifically the 

Overijssel Delegate of Spatial Planning is quite sensitive about any potential infringements 

upon his own Surroundings Vision, so the presenter wants to make sure that the guide 

does not represent a competing spatial policy document. The Delegate remarks that the 

terminology in the guide could be have been better chosen to match the concepts of the 

Provincial Surroundings Vision that is ultimately the leading framework. “The 

Surroundings Vision is their showpiece. It is the ultimate instrument and nothing else 

matters” (representative of Spatial Planning Ministry).   

After the presentation, the chairman explicitly frames the guide as an unimportant 

document by making a remark about the text being a nice read on a rainy Sunday 

afternoon. However, the representatives of the Ministry of Spatial Planning react in a very 

sensitive way to this attempt to make a laughing stock of the document in which they 

invested much time and effort: This episode of disinterest and lack of enthusiasm 

foreshadows the declining influence of the representatives from a Ministry that soon will 

be non-existent. Especially the Provincial political-executives, who will take over many of 

the responsibilities and competences of the Ministry of Spatial Planning, are hinting at the 

irrelevance of the input of the representatives that are present. A representative of the 

Ministry of Spatial Planning is really shocked by the demeaning remark of the chairman: 
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A public professional from Overijssel Province also reflects on this episode: "It was a real 

clash. Really on a political-executive level, like ‘you have to tone down a bit’. Really like ‘at 

the moment, you are playing the lead role but within a year, you will be gone anyway”. 

Historically, provinces and the Ministry of Spatial Planning have always been involved in 
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a struggle for competence about spatial planning and the ‘merger' of the Ministries is 

regarded as a victory by the provincial actors.  

Reflecting on the potential consequences of the merger between both ministries, 

political-executives and professionals in the A1 Zone see both opportunities and threats. 

Some of them are hopeful that the incorporation of Spatial Planning within the Ministry 

of Infrastructure and Environment will eventually lead to a change in the predominant 

bottle-neck, narrowly-defined way of thinking of the latter Ministry. Such a change in 

perspective could be useful for the A1 Zone political-executives that have no clear 

problems of congestion but that claim funds for investments to improve the social-

economic position of their area. "Precisely because we often do not score according to 

the models of the Ministry, for the Randstad always scores higher to say it bluntly. So for 

us [in the East] it could be beneficial if these models change a bit” (Alderperson of 

Zutphen). However, most political-executives expect that the more powerful 

Infrastructural department will overwhelm the department of Spatial Planning in the new 

Ministry, thereby diminishing the integral view on infrastructural developments. The 

Chairman of the A1 Zone project, whose primary objective has always remained to 

broaden the highway, actually hopes that the infrastructural section of the new Ministry 

will remain in charge:  
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A1 Highway broadening: crucial sub-development or ultimate objective? 

The meeting progresses and the attention of the political-executives increases again when 

the next topic on the agenda is announced: the broadening of the A1 highway. This seems 

to be the most crucial topic for those who attend the meeting. Indeed, it is interesting that 

the A1 capacity discussion is separated from the discussion concerning the A1 Zone. Is 

highway broadening the backbone project of the A1 Zone, or do many political-

executives still regard the Zone and the highway as two interrelated but distinct 

programs? Many political-executive respondents consider the A1 Zone to be a ‘vehicle’ 

with the specific purpose of improving the funding opportunities for the highway 

broadening. Consider this quote from a spokesperson of VNO-NCW, a lobby 

organization which has frequent contacts with political-executives in the East: 
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The prominence of the A1 highway broadening project compared to the other spatial or 

infrastructural project in the A1 Zone might be the most important reason for the rather 

comprehensive scope of the A1 Zone. During the entire program the idea of ‘cutting’ the 

A1 Zone in half - creating on part on the East-side and one on the West-side of the river 
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IJssel - was often discussed as a possible course of action. National representatives mainly 

used this prospect in order to speed up the process. However, most political-executives 

are convinced that it is not smart to ‘cut’ the highway broadening project in half. 

Although the spatial plans of the A1 Zone seem to consist of a rather arbitrary 

accumulation of the relatively separate and unconnected developments in Stedendriehoek 

and Twente, the highway broadening project is regarded as one undividable unit. “[cutting 

the project up] is just a bad idea for the East of the Netherlands as a whole, for the 

broadening is ultimately meant to create an acceptable flow of traffic. There will still be 

congestions when the project is cut in half and if traffic is congested close to Deventer, 

the mobility on the Twente part of the highway will also be impaired (Swart). Moreover, 

the chairman as leader of the A1 Zone Development and also the other Eastern political-

executives want to score in the eyes of their own audience, and they attempt to reel in as 

much national funds as possible. 

The program manager starts the concrete discussion by explicitly mentioning the 

plans to increase the capacity of the existing highway, meaning that the existing bridge is 

broadened and no new bridge will be constructed. He states that all regional political-

executives favor this plan, also because the costs of any alternative options are three or 

four times higher. Moreover, if there would still be any tension concerning the IJssel 

crossing issue, the political-executive know that it is unwise to bring it up during this 

meeting in the presence of national representatives, for it is important to appear united as 

a region. Besides the alternatives concerning the crossing of the River IJssel, the capacity 

increasement seems to be a rather straightforward plan without much complexity. The A1 

highway that was constructed in the 1970’s was designed with a central reservation that 

offers enough space for an additional lane in both directions. Complex technological 

challenges or problematic environmental stake-holder discussions are not expected. This 

part of the meeting therefore is less about content or form and much more about the 

priority or potential for funding of the project.    

A1 Zone Development as vehicle for A1 highway broadening 

If the A1 Zone development is a vehicle to increase the priority of A1 highway 

broadening, then the core principle of Urban Clustering specifically legitimizes capacity 

increasement of the A1highway. The local and regional traffic streams will all merge 

together with the national traffic stream, thereby increasing the pressure on the A1 

highway and causing more frequent and longer traffic jams. Following this reasoning, the 

A1 should be broadened because, even though the congestion situation does not seem 

that problematic yet, the highway will eventually fill up when the spatial plans of the A1 

Zone are being developed. However, the National representative of the Ministry of 

Transport already stressed that the traffic congestion norms in the Note of Mobility are 

used to prioritize between sections of highways which are claimed to be in need of 

investment. In other words: no transgression of the NOMO norms means no 

investments. The regional partners are quite frustrated about the stance of their national 

partner: 
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Since it has become clear that the Ministry of Transport is disengaging from an integral 

approach by shifting back to the NOMO-norm framework, the regional political-

executive attempt to undermine the applicability of these norms in the A1 Zone situation. 

The representative of Gelderland Province does not hide his frustration when he argues 

that the NOMO-norms do not account for the disproportionally large number of freight 

trucks using the highway. The Ministerial Representative reacts in a manner that typifies 

the national scope of his perspective. He explains that the NOMO norms are useful for 

investigation of prioritization on a national level, even though these norms do not 

accurately reflect the specifics of any local situation: 
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Every region has a unique situation that is not entirely grasped by the NOMO instrument. 

In other words, the NOMO-norms are just as flawed for Landsdeel East as they are for 

other regions and therefore they can still be used as comparison between regions. So 

regarding the excessive amount of trucks on the A1, the representative states that “we 

keep it in mind, but it is not decisive for the national priority”. A reflection on the issue of 

the NOMO norms makes clear that these can be spinned in various directions and 

framed through various stories told by political-executives. For instance, an Alderperson 

from Twente tries to frame the Second Meuse Plain and the A1 highway as part of one 

large National Project: 
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Another example told by an Alderperson from Stedendriehoek is the story that specific 

manufacturers in Apeldoorn rely on predictable mobility for their survival. Even the fall 

of the Berlin Wall is framed as an unanticipated decision in Moscow that heavily 

influenced the traffic streams on the A1 highway towards the East of Europe. The 

NOMO-norms do not speak for themselves, for they can be framed in diverging ways 

that strengthen the different stories of multiple political-executive decision-makers:“It is 

not useless that those NOMO norms exist, but to think that they can replace decision-

making is naïve” (Alderperson from Stedendriehoek). During decision-making processes, 

these norms themselves are twisted, stretched and framed.  

Uncoupling between the mutual story and ultimate investment decision 

The regional political-executives sense that their attempts to discredit the NOMO-norms 

are not convincing the national representatives. As a result, the discussion shifts towards 

aspects of costs and finance and the possibilities to seduce the Minister to invest in the 

A1 highway. However, the program manager of the A1 Zone program stresses that this 

meeting is only meant to agree upon the reconnaissance report and the MIRT meeting is 

the actual place for negotiations. In other words, he claims that the meeting is intended to 

agree upon a mutual story instead of actually making an investment decision. The 
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Overijssel Delegate of Spatial Planning answers that it is good to discuss the ingredients 

off the MIRT meeting. “Otherwise the Minister will wipe the plans of the table and I can 

go back to my Board with the message that we discussed many things but not very 

thoroughly”. He continues that the coalition agreement states that, even though the 

MIRT funds are already assigned until 2020, it is possible to discuss developments that 

are planned in the period 2020-2028. Therefore it is wise to gauge the Ministerial attitude 

towards the idea of reserving funds for the A1 Zone from 2020 onwards.  

The Ministerial representative answers that decision-making concerning the 2020-

2028 tranche of the MIRT fund will probably take place next spring and not during the 

imminent meeting in November. This remark indicates the status of the coming meeting 

as a symbolic moment during which regional political-executives can make acquaintance 

with the new Minister. Even though regional political-executives have been put under 

pressure – especially in Twente - to overcome their grievances and stand behind one 

mutual story, they are pleased with this preliminary status of the MIRT meeting because 

their plans will remain on the agenda for a while longer: 
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Furthermore, the representative of the Transport Ministry states that it would make more 

sense to monitor the mobility on the A1 highway and then, when 2020 approaches, 

decide whether investments are necessary. The Overijssel Delegate stresses that an 

extensive political process of negotiation is about to commence during which other 

scenarios – such as offering pre-finance - might convince the Minister to invest in the A1 

highway much earlier. The finance discussion ends with the consensus that the plans for 

broadening the A1 highway are acceptable for everyone involved and that the discussion 

about the national priority of the project and the distribution of costs will take place 

during the MIRT meeting, albeit probably not during the coming one. Once more, the A1 

Zone program manager explicitly tries to decouple the mutual story embodied in the 

reconnaissance report and the investment decision, urged by the national A1 Zone 

partners:  
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However, the decoupling of the report with the actual decision also opens up 

opportunities for the regional partners to score with their own audiences by presenting 

the report to the public as the strategic vision that is the end result of decision-making. A 

grandiose manifestation event is organized during which the political-executives in the 

region - and specifically the chairman - will celebrate the successful creation of a mutual 

vision concerning the A1 Zone. This manifestation - planned just a few days before the 

BO MIRT meeting - is actually an attempt to frame the decision-making process as a 

success:  
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The representative from the Spatial Planning Ministry stresses that it was very important 

for them to separate this manifestation from the official decision-making process, 

“making sure that the chairman only says: ‘these are the little booklets which are being 

passed around now, but they will still be topic for negotiation during the ninth of 

November”.  

The chairman explains that since the decision-making process might become a 

success, political-executives from everywhere in the A1 Zone are flocking to the 

manifestation in order to hold a speech and to impress the audience. Moreover, there will 

be extensive press coverage of the event, and all political-executives can use this media 

attention to score with their respective constituencies. The chairman’s only concern lies in 

his expectation that his regional colleagues will use the event as a podium for their own 

agenda and not for the A1 Zone as a whole. They might even voice some critique on 

parts of the outcome of decision-making which are not beneficial to them:  
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The representative for the Spatial Planning Ministry comments on the planned event and 

finds its organization too bold: “It is too expensive, too big for the result that has been 

accomplished. The result are these reports, but not [the funding of] a concrete spatial 

development. Because that has not been decided upon by the political-executives”. 

It has become clear that although negotiations about the contents and material 

conditions of a project are not the same as negotiations about concrete investments, these 

two aspects are very much intertwined. A strong mutual story might not be a guaranty but 

is indeed a prerequisite for funding. The resulting mutual story must facilitate more 

concrete financial negotiations between the political-executives. Even if the national 

government is considering to invest earlier than 2020 in the project, they will ask the East: 

‘what are you willing to pay for that capacity increase, for it will not be financed solely 

with national funds?’ The chairman of the A1 Zone is already contemplating on the 

process of ‘finding the money’ in his own provincial organization in order to speed up the 

broadening of the highway: 
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The chairman will not be inclined to be the only regional partner financing the road. He is 

convinced that the Province of Gelderland will also contribute to the funding of the A1 

broadening “They feel responsible to contribute, if the national government will ask us to 

co-finance the A1. And I am not talking about small change; I am talking about a large 

sum of money. That is the loyalty we have proclaimed to each other and that is what we 

stand for”. Also the smaller regional partners, such as City Region Twente, are willing to 

spend money in order to ‘lure’ additional National investments towards the East. The 

chairman is optimistic about opportunities for securing investments during the imminent 

MIRT meeting and he believes that the new Minister is willing to commit to the plans of 

the East: “The money is arranged, the ambition has been voiced and the Government 

Agreement will speak about it. So I am curious if we can successfully move into the next 

phase of the decision-making process.” 

Reflections on the meeting as a whole 

Reflecting on the meeting as a whole, the political-executives who were present regard 

some issues as prominent. First of all, the influence of the new coalition agreement 

cannot be underestimated. Some decision-makers, as for instance the representative of the 

Ministry of Spatial Planning, are convinced that both the Provincial Delegates involved 

have had influence during the negotiation of the coalition agreement: “I was thinking by 

then ‘why are we even here at this meeting? For he already concludes from the new text 

[that spatial planning will be a regional matter]. I think he has also co-authored the 

Government Agreement, so he knew this very well indeed”. The representative 

understands that the chairman – a party member of the Minister - is attempting to 

influence the interpretation of the coalition agreement:  
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The Chairman hints at this fact when he points out the– in his eyes – favorable text:  
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Another issue is the apparent fragility of the decision-making process. The chairman 

indicates he is dependent on many other uncontrollable dynamics:  
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 A top public professional from Overijssel Province explains very well the fragility and 

sensitivity of the negotiation of meaning as the struggle to construct a mutual story out of 

divergent strategic agenda’s. Even when two political-executives want to accomplish 

almost the same development, it remains difficult to find common ground:  
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The expectation of successful decision-making can help to generate a stable mutual story, 

although the representative from the Ministry of Transport is not willing to be the person 

that creates false hope about the positive outcome of decision-making. He indicates that 

during the meeting, he is strategically trying to indicate that he is not very optimistic about 

the outcome of decision-making. “In a sense, I just told them that their problem is not 

big enough”. The remarks about the many trucks that are using the A1 highway will not 

help to increase the urgency of capacity increasement. “There is still no difference with 

the Ruit Rotterdam development, the program where the billion-euro projects will be and 

where most money will be spent in the coming years”.  

Another issue that is especially prominent for the national partners in the project is 

the idea that nothing is really new in the Zone. The added value on top of existing plans is 

difficult to pinpoint, and the whole A1 Zone story seems just a vehicle for increasing A1 

highway capacity. The representative of the Spatial Planning Ministry explains that she 

understands why regional political-executives and especially the Provincial Delegates can 

live with an – in her eyes – shallow common denominator as A1 Zone mutual story:  
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All in all, political-executives regard the Steer Group meeting a symbolic and ritualized 

phenomenon, enacting a story that has been negotiated before the meeting even started: 
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Another Alderperson of Twente also regards the meeting almost as a theatrical setting: 

“People do not show their real intentions. No, really, it is just role play. Yes, just like the 

MIRT meeting, which is even more staged than this one. Yes, truly a ritual dance”. 

However, the ‘ritual dance’ of enactment is needed to actualize the decisions that are 

made, to bring them into being. The ritual binds all political-executives that are present to 

the outcome of the process. Therefore, there is often a dignified and cautious 

atmosphere, while behind the scenes the more tense negotiations are being dealt with. 

Symbolic and ritualized moments – such as the Steer group or MIRT meetings – are 

necessary for the enactment of future reality. 

Not all political-executives are convinced that the new Government will be eager 

to invest in the A1 Zone: “So we are busy with our upbeat view on the MIRT meeting, 

together with these national representatives, while I believe that behind the scenes with 

the new Cabinet they try to cut away all the developments that can be cut away” 
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(Alderperson from Twente). The plans for the A1 Zone should have been gradually 

adapted to new contextual circumstances, according to an Alderperson from Twente:  
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The same Alderperson from Twente explains that this dynamic is inherent to instable and 

lengthy decision-making processes, during which the power balance between actors is 

continuously shifting: 
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The chairman stresses that a favorable decision will need a lot of effort and ‘massaging’ in 

order to make sure that the Minister commits to the plans of the East:  
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During the imminent MIRT meeting, it will become clear whether the A1 Zone program 

will truly be granted national funds or not, and the representative of Spatial Planning 

Ministry want to make this absolutely clear: 
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Prelude of MIRT Meeting:  will the mutual story be rewarded? 

The MIRT meeting is regarded as crucial steps on a longer journey of world-making and 

the grounds for the further social construction of reality. As the moment of choice draws 

near, an hectic and turbulent atmosphere clouds the collective decision-making process, 

because all the political-executives want to be sure about two things: they want to 

influence the mutual, legitimating story that forms a prerequisite for making any choice in 

the first place and they strive to make sure that the actual resulting choice is in line with 

their agenda: 
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During this MIRT meeting, one direction on the intersection will be chosen and such a 

choice can be regarded as a glimmer of the future reality that will be actualized. Political-

executives recognize these potential ‘crossroads’ moments and they understand that these 

moments are not just about talk but also about consequences. The Minister just doesn’t 

have many funds, so regional political-executives have to compete to get attention and to 

receive investments.  

Choices have to be made, which means that sensitive issues - which were kept 

ambiguous in order to avoid conflict – have to be discussed. The pressure felt before such 

symbolic decisive meeting is closely connected with the political-executive sensitivity for 

the consequences of their choices. To the decision-makers, it feels like the process is 

entering some kind of funnel and this feeling intensifies when the MIRT meeting draws 

near. A Top Official from Overijssel Province recognizes this turbulence of the ‘endgame 

‘and remains ambiguous about this phenomenon:  
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Political-executives seem to understand the fragility and instability of the mutual 

negotiated story which is like a house of cards that can fall apart if the symbolic act of 

choice does not take place and the momentum is gone: 
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A strong story allows for successful decision-making, and successful decision-making can 

fortify that the mutual story in turn: decision-making and storytelling are intertwined: 

“Even if my Minister says yes, she will still need a plausible story to be able to do it” 

(representative of Spatial Planning). 

The backstage, informal orchestration of a ritual and symbolic front-stage meeting 

The MIRT meeting is an event that is highly symbolic and ritualistic:  it is not the place 

for fierce debates, creative production or impulsive actions: 
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The meeting is like a seal of approval unveiling and making public something that has 

been negotiated with great scrutiny behind a veil. Not only the political-executives but 
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especially their public professional advisors enter a phase of frantic interaction. The 

moment of decision-making is orchestrated in detail through informal, backstage 

interactions: “We were clearly told not to ask questions which would be too specific, for 

the Minister is not that familiar yet with all the dossiers. So she should not be 

embarrassed”. The political-executives who play the lead roles during the performance, in 

this case the chairman of the A1 Zone and the Minister of Infrastructure, might already 

speak with each other: “After that manifestation I went to Lunteren where she also was 

present. I gave her the book [reconnaissance report] and discussed it a bit”. It is essential 

for a political-executive to use his or her personal connections to make sure that the 

meeting runs smoothly:  
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These preparations concern not only the mutual story that will be told but also the overall 

script of the MIRT meeting: which political-executive is going to play which role? A top 

professional of Twente explains for instance how they discuss who is going to say what at 

which moment: 
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The representative of Spatial Planning agrees that orchestration is necessary to have any 

chance of success during the MIRT meeting: “That is an entire dance that you perform 

with each other to create such a dossier. Such a dance would never exist if you would not 

have such a symbolic benchmark moment: ‘ok, November 9, then everything must be 

clear’. It makes everything sharper”. Alderpersons of smaller towns - who are not present 

at the MIRT meeting - regard it as a somewhat in-transparent and intangible but also 

decisive event: “And then it goes to something magical, called MIRT meeting…” 

(Alderperson from Stedendriehoek).The climax of the struggle for meaning during 

decision-making is the actual moment of choice is highly ritualized and orchestrated or 

rather directed like a play. From a rational, logico-scientific perspective one could reason 

whether such a symbolic moment of choice is really meaningful when this whole event is 

scripted and staged in advance. The chairman of the A1 Zone is very much convinced of 

the need for such a symbolic, ritualized moment: 
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‘Now or never ‘or just one step in the process 

There are clear indications that this MIRT meeting will just be about making acquaintance 

with the new Minister. The real moment of choice will not be coming November but 

during spring the year after, following the Provincial elections. “Will they be able to 

prioritize when elections will just have taken place? Maybe they do not want to make 
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crucial decision just before they are possibly replaced, so they might wait until provincial 

elections have taken place” (top professional Twente). A project member of the A1 Zone 

states that it is always possible to make a choice, but it will only happen when political-

executives have the courage to really go for it. “It also depends on the extent in which 

regional political-executives have the nerve to stick their necks out. If only we would have 

a duo from Overijssel and Gelderland who would really fight for it all the way”.  

The chairman of the A1 Zone program still thinks it is possible to bring the program 

further, but he also anticipates that the subsequent MIRT meeting during springtime will 

be crucial. “We hope it will work out, and if that is not the case it is not like ‘ok, 

opportunities are waste, let’s focus on something else next year’ No, we will continue until 

May, for there are different circumstances now, since there is no government”. However, 

he also regrets the attitude of indecisiveness that often accompanies regime change: 
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Individual political-executives want to leave a legacy and want to score by bringing 

something into being during the limited time that they are in power. On the other hand, 

political-executives are often glad that the moment of crucial choice is postponed. Stalled 

decision-making releases the pressure on the decision-making process, leaving them with 

some degrees of freedom to promote their own agenda instead of supporting a mutual 

vision: 
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The representative of the Spatial Planning Ministry recognizes this lower sense of urgency 

to make clear-cut decisions: “I think that in the end nobody’s interests were actually 

served by making a real decision, perhaps we only wanted to make a decision out of some 

kind of idealism. None of the political-executive was keen to burn his or her fingers on 

this process, I guess”. The chairman is mostly just hoping that the new Minister will speak 

in a positive tone about the plan for the A1 Zone. “If that is the case, I will happily fly the 

flag for it will mean that there is commitment for the plan that is constructed. Then we 

have to work like lightning to make sure that a positive decision can be made in the 

following phase in May.” However, the Top Official who acted as spokesperson for the 

Minister of Infrastructure during the Steer Group meeting is already warning that the 

plans of the A1 Zone might be too ambitious from a National point of view:  
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However, this top official also indicates that even though there is so much interaction and 

orchestration before a MIRT meeting, the actual outcome in all its nuances remains 

hidden until it actually takes place.  

The MIRT meeting: symbolic moment of choice and enactment 

The orchestrated MIRT meeting still offers space for spontaneity, surprise and emotions 

when this play is enacted in reality. The regional decision-makers - warned in advance- 

were still quite shocked by the response of the Minister concerning their plans: 
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The chairman hints at the Randstad-oriented agenda of the new Minister, which makes it 

difficult for peripheral regions such as the East to attract investments, especially in a time 

of crisis and budget cuts. He states that outside the Randstad, nothing seems to count for 

this Cabinet, which felt as a blow to the Eastern political-executives after all the work they 

had done: 
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The Eastern political-executives naturally disagree with a - in their view - reductionist, 

Randstad-focused approach of the Minister. One of them thinks that it is not wise of the 

Minister to explicitly declare the Randstad as key area, for it diminishes the possibility of 

sharp negotiations with political-executives in that region:  
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The chairman claims to understand the new Minister and he recognizes several reasons 

for coming on so strong:  
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However, he also explains that the gap between the Randstad and the East is now 

exaggerated. “I understand that most of the money has to go to the West, I am convinced 

of that. Most problems are also there, I understand that. But that is something different 

than saying: ‘everything goes there and nothing goes here”. The representative of the 

Infrastructure Minister does not claim that there are no problems in the East: 
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This top official also understands why political-executives could not easily accept that 

their plan is not regarded as a priority, for he knows that these Alderpersons and 

Delegates have to score despite the fact that their problems are not considered national 

priority: “You can notice very clearly that those political executives have to make sure that 

they can put something on the agenda. For they will return to their Councils that have 

their own priorities. And the A1 is very important for that whole area. The traffic jams 

there might not be problematic to us, but to them they certainly are.” 

Negotiation the cost distribution: who is going to pay? 

The message of the Minister is clear enough for the Eastern political-executives to realize 

that integral, ambitious and costly area-development programs like the A1 Zone – 

encompassing large sub-projects such as the Innovation Triangle - are no longer 

stimulated by the new Cabinet in times of crisis. Almost instantly, the integrality of the 

Zone is forgotten and all attention is focused on the key sub-projects:  
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The Eastern political-executives try to come up with all kind of issue that can break 

through this very stringent NOMO-norm argument, but they now know that framing the 

A1 as backbone of an entire zone is not going to help. “And we shouldn’t keep the 

illusion alive that for all those other projects, meant to make the A1 broadening necessary, 

money will be granted by the government. I do not believe that is going to happen” 

(Alderperson from Twente). However, the Minister does acknowledge the regional 

importance of the A1 highway. She hints at the possibility for the regional political-

executives to finance the broadening of the A1 with their own budgets.  

Although the message from the Minister was anticipated to some extent, the 

perceived rigorous tone in which the A1 Zone plans are dismissed are also shocking to 

the regional political-executives: co-finance might be possible, but a very substantial 
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contribution from the side of the regional partners is to be expected. Moreover, the 

coalition agreement might indicate a more important role for regional partners during 

spatial-infrastructural developments, but this does not mean that these regional partners 

will be granted more funds to take up their new responsibilities: 
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Even if the region is able to put a sum on the table, the Ministry is not automatically 

inclined to enter a co-finance construction at these times in which political-executives 

throughout the country are competing for scarce funds. More than ever, investment 

decisions must be legitimized through a mutual story that is strongly legitimating the 

priority for investment. The representative of the Ministry of Transport explains that it 

would be best if the region would finance the broadening all by itself:  
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The chairman of the A1 Zone is no longer very optimistic about the successful outcome 

of the A1 Zone program. Even if Overijssel province as leading and most wealthy 

regional partner has enough funds to co-finance the project, this money will not be 

automatically reserved for infrastructural development. As he already indicated, the 

chairman anticipates a massive political-executive struggle between the different political-

executives within the Province about the allocation of their ever-shrinking budget. 

Political executives estimate the space for negotiation in the final symbolic moment and 

they try to sense how much money they can bring and how much money they will need. 

Something that makes the negotiations even more complex is the peculiar financial 

situation of the Province of Overijssel – and for that matter also about the province of 

Gelderland. These two provinces have suddenly gained large financial reserves after the 

recent privatization of the NUON energy provider, of which they were major 

stockholders. Overijssel Province has made approximately 1, 5 billion Euros through the 

selling of NUON stock. So there is extra money available that could be used to finance 

the broadening of the A1. However, the Central Government is aware of this special 

financial situation of Overijssel and this knowledge plays an important role in the 

negotiation about the distribution of costs: 
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Especially the idea of using the NUON money for investment on a road which is actually 

a national responsibility might be hard to sell to the other Provincial delegates who also 

want to use the NUON funds in order to realize their own agendas. “But then you will 

see later that the Council of Ministers will say ‘well, we offered the region the possibility 

of co-finance, but they did not jump at that opportunity for they did not bring their own 

money with them’. Well, end of story! So things are not looking brighter yet” (chairman).  

Enacting a mutual story: the crucial importance of creating political will 

Even though policy frameworks – such as the NOMO norms - and financial means are 

important elements that influence the course and outcome of strategic decision-making 

processes, most political-executives mention the more intangible element of political will 

as crucial decisive factor: Those shifting panels that we call frameworks are determined by 

the money you bring, how nice you can act or how you can seduce them and many more 

things you can do. That is a way of negotiating that is used by anyone who wants to 

accomplish something”. A strong mutual story that is well aligned with salient policies 

and a cost distribution that is acceptable to all partners can facilitate political will, but 

there are no guarantees: 
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The Minister has to be seduced to invest and in the A1 Zone program for instance, there 

is one technical aspect of the highway that might make the project more attractive 

compared with comparable and competing projects. The reservation of a small stroke of 

land in the middle of the highway makes it easier to add new lanes, making it possible to 

frame the A1 capacity project as an ‘easy way to score’ for the Minister. Mentioning this 

opportunity to ‘reap this low hanging fruit’ could be used to create political will. An 

Alderperson from Twente argues that the A1 Zone decision-making process could have 

been more focused on the creation of political will: “There was not enough focus on a 

political analyses of the power balance, so the reports were not enough focused [on the 

political game]”. The Alderperson believes that the mutual story that was mutually 

negotiated was not the most effective base for ‘scoring’ during the MIRT meeting, 

because the shifting political winds were not taken into account in the reconnaissance 

report.  

Political will also depends on political connections, although in a national arena of 

political-executives from all regions competing for funding, the importance of party 

connections is somewhat diminished again. The Alderperson of Deventer reflects on this 

issue:  
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Creating political will or momentum is a continuous struggle and it might be the most 

important ability in the political-executive realm. “You have to make yourself [interesting 

or promising]; it is not just a matter of ‘they like me, so they give me money’. You must 

find the right arguments: those arguments that are interesting for the political-executives 

on the other side. And those arguments are not per definition based on the NOMO 

norms” (Alderperson of Stedendriehoek). 

The changing tides of political will 

Even though political will remains crucial, the chairman senses that policy frames and 

strategic visions developed in the Ministerial bureaucracy are beginning to become less 

flexible, bending not so easily for political will as they did before: 
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The Ministry of Infrastructure does experience much pressure and claims from regions all 

over the country that all have their own plans. Therefore, it is always the question 

whether the MIRT book is based on a centralist agenda established in the Ministry or 

whether it is the resultant of a struggle for meaning among all these regions. In the latter 

case, policy frameworks leave much room for political maneuvers and the negotiation of a 

resulting overall vision. The representative of the Ministry of Infrastructure understands 

that regional political-executives put so much pressure on the Ministry to invest in their 

plans. They are struggling to bring into being a world that is desired by their citizens: 
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The spokesperson also thinks that the regional political-executives also keep on 

negotiating while hoping that, even they while not receive full investments, they might still 

receive part of the money. This has been the way in which meaning making took place in 

the past: “For you have a history with this project of course, and you used to keep the ball 

in the air, so it is difficult to just pull out the plug, which would in a sense be the most 

honest thing to do”. Indeed, there always used to be money at the department, which 

meant that the regional political-executive were always able to get something done. “The 

Delegate is still using the old style of keeping on friendly terms and keeping the agenda 

alive. On the other hand, we have nothing to give away for we have already divided 

everything we have. For the first time in years, this department is exhausted”.  

The representative of the Infrastructure Ministry admits that they can also blame 

themselves for this situation of lack of budget because they played along with the regional 

political-executives in ‘keeping all balls in the air’:  “We have also have some 70 projects 
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in our MIRT book, while there is only money for four or five larger projects, so there are 

far too many projects being proposed. So in that respect we as national government 

should point the finger at ourselves”. However, this spokesperson is convinced that from 

now on, it is essential for the Minister to have her own strong view on future 

developments, independent of all the political pressure:  
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Keeping projects ‘in the air’ or ‘on the table’ was easier before the crisis and there was a 

clear rationale for this dynamic: when as many political-executives as possible can tell 

their constituents that they are negotiating with The Hague in order to solve regional 

problems, the political positions of both those regional political executives and of the 

Minister are being protected. The representative of the Ministry does not think that this 

dynamic is appropriate in a time of budget cuts, during which it might be better to 

honestly explain to regional partners that times are changing: 
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The communication of such a strong central image means a shift in the practice of 

political-executive decision-making, which will not be welcomed by all regional political-

executives, who favor the old way of decision-making as the ‘blossoming of a thousand 

flowers’. According to the representative of the Infrastructure Ministry, this dynamic has 

to change, even though it will cause massive discontent with many regional political-

executives. “But this is an effect of a transition; if you have not told them for years [that 

their plans stand no chance to receive national funds], the shock will always be big”.  

The Ministerial representative from Spatial Planning recognizes the changing 

decision-making practice of the Ministry of Infrastructure, in which political will is tamed 

by Ministerial policies: “They really try to create some instrument to make sure that the 

money is allocated to the places where it is needed, despite the fact that there are political 

friends here or there.”The representative explains that it is also not respectful anymore to 

give the regions an assignment to which yourself are not committed and make up 

something else again when they finish that assignment. This dynamic has to change, but it 

will cause massive discontent with many regional political-executives. “But this is an effect 

of a transition; if you have not told them for years [that their plans stand no chance to 

receive national funds], the shock will always be big”.  

The chairman of the A1 Zone explicitly states that public decision-making is a 

political and not a rational process that can be managed by policy makers with their 

instruments and frameworks:  
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He understands that the politics of decision-making only makes the process more 

complex and unmanageable in the eyes of these professionals. “But we from the East and 

North and South of the country, we do not stand a chance if everything is done according 

to the laws or policies of the Parliament. Then you can forget about this region, for there 

will be no more investments over here and nothing will happen anymore”. Moreover, the 

new Minister is also a political-executive that needs to score, also in order to build a 

strong position in the Cabinet as a whole:  “This new Minister also wants to become 

immortal by creating a few great projects. So one way or the other, she has to make 

something happen”. One Alderperson from Stedendriehoek is convinced that political 

will is always crucial for decision-making, no matter how hard public professionals try to 

create ‘rational’ policy frameworks forejudging the priority of proposed investments:“If 

decision-making was rational, it would be very doubtful whether the North-South Metro 

line [in Amsterdam] would ever have made it. But it is being built right now. Such 

decisions just happen” (Alderperson of Stedendriehoek). 

Aftermath of the MIRT meeting 

The outcome of the MIRT Meeting is deliberated during a Parliamentary debate 

scheduled approximately two weeks following the meeting – after the minutes and the 

official report of the MIRT Meeting are scrutinized, nuanced and approved by all 

decision-makers involved. This democratic moment, during which the Minister has to 

legitimize and defend the choices that were made, is crucial for political-executives. This 

ritual of legitimation is the main reason why representatives of the Ministry are also 

involved in the creation of a mutual story, for they must make sure that such a story will 

legitimize the choice of the Minister.  

Lobby and (e)motions in the Parliament 

Regional political-executives are very much focused on the Parliamentary reactions on the 

Ministerial investment agenda. It is crucial to understand that the Parliament is full of 

politicians who are loyal to political-executives from the region they originate from. 

Therefore, when regional political-executives are not satisfied with the outcome of the 

MIRT meeting, they urge ‘their’ members of Parliament to ask critical questions during 

the debate: 
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The chairman of the A1 Zone reflects on the Parliamentary lobbying power of Overijssel 

Province and he is convinced – together with many other respondents – that the Province 

uses its political lobby quite effectively. He states that on the subject of Traffic and 

Transport, there are several Members of Parliament from Overijssel who act also 

spokesperson for their respective political parties. All large political parties are covered. 

Not only the Provincial Delegates but also all the Alderpersons from large or small towns 

have their connections with Parliament and they actively attempt to win them for their 

own cause. An Alderperson from one of the larger cities in Twente also explains that it is 
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important to organize the lobbying power of the region as a whole, instead of every 

political-executive lobbying for his or her own sake:  
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The regional connection between Members of Parliament and political-executives might 

be strong, but these members also belong to National political parties in which the same 

struggle for meaning between Randstad and periphery also takes place. “So the same 

tension, which we are talking about between national Government and regional 

Governments, can also be found inside political parties” (chairman A1 Zone). Moreover, 

the tension between Randstad core and the surrounding regions is visible in many 

decision-making processes concerning spatial-infrastructural developments. Interestingly 

enough, one of such co-occurring processes, the PHS project, has much effect for the 

communities in the A1 Zone. When the PHS project is implemented, it will improve the 

mobility of train passengers in the Randstad at the cost of massively increased freight 

train transport in the East. A few weeks before the MIRT meeting, there were heavy 

popular protests against PHS from citizens from the East in Parliament, alongside the 

official protest of political-executives: “The public can then be useful to give your own 

arguments more strength, because they share those arguments. This results in strong 

signals, which we political executives could not possibly have given to the political arena 

ourselves”. The question now becomes whether this PHS project, which is regarded as a 

burden for the East, could be used as some sort of leverage in the decision-making 

process on the A1 Zone. The chairman beliefs that this is not the case, although he 

acknowledges that both the A1 Zone and PHS are decision-making processes that are 

part of a larger struggle for meaning between the East and The Hague: 
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The legitimation of the decisions of the Minister in Parliament is a symbolic opportunity 

for sending a message or signal for regional political-executives. However, just like the 

MIRT meeting, this moment of world-making has been thoroughly orchestrated through 

backstage interactions and negotiations. Regard for instance this account of a respondent: 
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This account does not mean to demonstrate that the democratic debate is a ‘sham’ or a 

performance without effects. On the contrary, these Parliamentary sessions are essential 

for meaning making, for they urge the Minister to really be concerned with the story that 

legitimizes his or her decision in Parliament. The spokesperson of the Ministry of 

Transport indeed explains that the Minister always needs a story to defend her choice: ‘So 

even if my Minister says ‘yes’, she will have to tell a plausible story why she wants to do it. 

That is always possible. I just told you the story that I think she is going to say ‘no’, but it 

can very well be that later in the Parliament will say ‘yes’, for that is the rightful way in 

democracy and in a political-executive perspective”. Even the Minister needs the 

negotiated mutual story to legitimate her choice: if she decides not to fund a plan she has 

to fend off those who put it forward and if she decides to reserve funds, she needs to 

explain this to the competing political-executives in the country.  

In the A1 Zone case, the Parliamentary questions are important as a signal in the 

process of world-making in the Netherlands as a whole: there is more to the ‘Netherlands 

Ltd.’ than only the Randstad core. “And the Minister can resist this one time or a couple 

of times. But at some point in time, there will be a moment that she is fed up with it or so 

very angry or that the Parliament is angry…”.However, the immediate effect on decision-

making of these Parliamentary debates is expected to be limited, especially in a time of 

scarcity and budget cuts: 
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Netherlands Ltd.: Background tensions between Randstad Core and Eastern 

Periphery  

The Ministerial representative in the A1 Zone program is also not impressed by the direct 

results of the Parliamentary lobby: “Well, what we often see is that there are many 

requests from the regions to put projects higher on the priority list, by means of motions 

or debates. But if you regard the net result of those actions, not very much is happening”. 

However, political-executives will have to use every signal or tool available to them in 

order to influence the struggle for meaning in favor of their own agenda. In that 

perspective, even the entire A1 Zone decision-making process could be regarded as one 

instance in the ongoing larger struggle for meaning between the Randstad and the 

peripheral provinces. This concrete decision-making process might have important and 

tangible consequences for developments in the A1 Zone, but at the same time it is only 

one step on a longer journey or one battle in a larger conflict. This overarching struggle 

concerns the ideas about the future of spatial-infrastructural development in the 

Netherlands: will the decision-makers opt for centralization at the core or for 

glocalization in clusters throughout the country? Political-executives are very much aware 

of this emerging bigger picture that is being actualized and the resulting – growing or 

diminishing - capabilities to ‘create the world in their image’.  
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The decision-making process on the A1 Zone program and the actual choice of the 

Minster during the symbolic moment of ‘world-making’ during the MIRT meeting does 

not only concern the question: ‘what to do with the area surrounding the A1 highway?’ 

Within a more comprehensive perspective, it is about the struggle between the Randstad 

and the East, or even between the Randstad and the ‘periphery’ or the ‘provinces’ which 

has been going on for some time. Every decision-making process and every moment of 

choice furthers the actualization of one out of two potential realities: either a country with 

a strong Randstad on which other regions can ‘lift along’, or a country with several 

dispersed social-economic clusters – as for instance Twente - that complement or even 

compete with the largest cluster in the Randstad.  

The new Minister of Infrastructure and Environment is very clear about her 

position in the negotiation of meaning concerning the future of Dutch Spatial-

Infrastructural planning. The Randstad plus a specific technological hub surrounding 

Eindhoven are the heart of Netherlands Ltd. “And if you cannot prove that you are 

contributing to the Netherlands Ltd., you will not receive any investments” (chairman A1 

Zone). The chairman of the A1 Zone is very much aware of the more business-like 

approach of Netherlands Ltd., so he knows it does not help anymore to complain about 

regional problems and to just hold out your hand: each region has to demonstrate its 

value for the ‘Netherlands Ltd.’ “However, he feels that proving the contribution of the 

outer regions has become more difficult: 
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The chairman tries to frame the East as a region that understand that national 

investments should be beneficial for the Netherlands as a whole, but he also states that 

‘building the Netherlands Ltd.’ does not necessarily mean ‘invest everything in the West’. 

In his view, investments in the East can very well serve to improve the Dutch social-

economic position as a whole. Moreover, the Randstad should not abuse the eagerness of 

the East to serve the common purpose: 
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Many Alderpersons of the larger cities in the East – and especially those of the Liberal 

party – respond to the business-like Ministerial view with a corresponding business-like 

story.  For instance, the Stedendriehoek is repetitively framed as a successful and self-

sufficient region but also on a completely different scale than the Randstad: 
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Several other respondents from the Stedendriehoek claim that one gets ‘more money for 

one Euro’ in the East than in The West. Key examples are expensive and often 

problematic projects such as the North-South Metro line in Amsterdam and especially the 

A4 Midden-Delftland near Rotterdam. Moreover, Eastern Alderpersons claim that the 

relative good mobility situation in the East is essential for the regions social-economic 

position: the regions prosperity is in a large part dependent on the avoidance of further 

traffic congestion. An Alderperson from a rural town in Twente doubts whether this 

business-like ‘Netherlands Ltd.’ reasoning will truly influence the interests and the frame 

of reference of other political-executives: 
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The chairman of the A1 Zone frames the program as an integral part of the Randstad 

core: he stretches the boundary of the Randstad and its mainports all the way to the East 

of the Netherlands. It might be true that the Randstad is the core of Netherlands Ltd., but 

that same Randstad only functions as an engine because of its connections - such as the 

A1 highway - with other key clusters in Europe and beyond. According to him, most 

traffic that causes congestions does not even stop in the East but goes straight on towards 

Berlin or Moscow. Alderpersons from the A1 Zone regard the centralizing tendency as a 

problem for all peripheral political-executives: 
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The chairman claims that the peripheral areas were played out against each other and they 

are now striving to stand stronger together against the Randstad: “We thought like, if we 

just struggle and fight between the North and the East and the East wins, than we at least 

have our gain. But we did not realize that our success was made at the expense of the 

North. And it also went the other way around”. This kind of fighting for the crumbs also 

deteriorated relations between regional political-executives: 
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The chairman speaks in terms of ‘making a peace treaty’ with peers in the periphery with 

the purpose of gaining funds at the expense of each other. Such an approach can avoid 

conflicts and the coming into being of old grievances that can hinder collaboration 

between regions for many years to come, even if these regions need each other to get 

anything done. When trust is betrayed, it takes a long time to restore this trust. However, 

the coalitions formed among regions are often instable and ambiguous; whenever a 

political-executive can score for himself, he or she might always be tempted to abandon a 

collective purpose. Regard for instance the reasoning of the chairman: 
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The tension between individual urge to score and the focus on the common good is 

constantly present at many political-executive levels: between Alderpersons of small 

towns working together, between Delegates of collaborating Provinces and also between 

Ministers of different Ministries. If the common good is then narrowly defined as the 

growth of the Randstad, it is understandable that regional political-executives are not very 

eager to sacrifice their own plans: “We will not be cannibalizing ourselves because we 

have to contribute to the prosperity of Amsterdam. You can clearly see this whole 

process of negotiation coming to the surface during the A1 decision-making process”. 

Onward towards the next MIRT meeting 

In the months after the MIRT meeting, not much happens; the momentum for decision-

making about the A1 highway is not gone yet, but the dynamic surge that surrounds the 

MIRT meeting – from final Steer Group meeting until Parliamentary debates – has ebbed 

away. The Parliament did accept a motion that extra funds – some 1,5 billion Euros – are 

necessary in order to invest in a large list of peripheral project such as the A1 Zone. 

However, due to lack of budget this motion is regarded as a symbolic signal that cannot 

be acted upon by the Ministry.  
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The actual situation in the A1 Zone decision-making program remains the same: none of 

its sub-projects are regarded as National priority so no national funds are reserved for the 

A1 Zone. The regional importance of the A1 highway is acknowledged, and the Eastern 

region should feel free to use its own funds in order to increase the capacity of that road. 

This means that a substantial amount of money must first be raised and then be reserved 

for highway broadening instead of the many other potential allocations. “For a hundred 

million Euros, one can do a lot of nice things. One must realize that if you want to do 

this, other things that might be important to the Province will not be done” (chairman). 

In the meantime, elections are taking place on a Provincial level, so the political-

executives that are ending their term are not willing to make such a radical investment 
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decision; they leave that to the new Provincial Government. The chairman has to make 

sure that the program in which he invested so much time and energy will also be valued 

by the next regime, which is not self-evident. 

According to the Chairman, there are three views on this matter among Provincial 

politicians. One view simply states that investments are unnecessary. Another view states 

that there is a problem, but that the National Government should pay for it, for it actually 

concerns a National highway. “And there is one group that says ‘well, it also a regional 

interest, and if the national government does not give it the highest priority, which we can 

understand, then apparently we will have to finance this national interest out of our own 

pocket”. The chairman stresses that the internal Provincial struggle about the allocation of 

funds is an essential step in the collective decision-making process. If that struggle has no 

favorable outcome, the broadening of the A1 will not be accomplished.  

The Provincial elections result in a landslide victory for the Liberal party, of which 

the chairman is a member. Consequently, he is about to be reinstalled as Provincial 

Delegate for Mobility Affairs. The following political-executive negotiations, necessary to 

form a coalition for the new Provincial Cabinet, prove to be an excellent platform for the 

chairman to secure the necessary funds for the A1 project: “Now it was an easy fix during 

the closed coalition negotiation with my provincial colleagues, and it took no longer than 

one hour”.  

Looking around: struggle between competing mutual stories 

In the East of the Netherlands, everything is arranged in order to use the momentum of 

decision-making in order to negotiate an acceptable cost distribution and to lure the 

Minister into funding the A1 highway broadening during the upcoming Springtime MIRT 

meeting. However, the chairman indicates that he is focused in the first place on his 

comprehensive strategic agenda as a whole and not only on one single program. As much 

as the chairman wishes to broaden the A1 highway: if he senses that the chance on 

successful decision-making might be slim, he is certainly able to shift his focus to any of 

his other programs which might be more successful:  
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 Political-executives always regard the context and their chances on scoring and are less 

concerned with the intrinsic value of any of their sponsored projects. “It is also a lot 

about ‘who are you going to stay friends with in this region’ and ‘ what is the political 

game with the imminent provincial elections in mind?’ and ‘how important is the A1 

compared to so many other developments which are happening in Overijssel?’” (project 

member A1 Zone). The Alderpersons in the East are aware of the more comprehensive 

agenda of the Provincial Delegate, for they themselves also have an agenda with several 

irons in the fire.  
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The mutual story that is acceptable to all actors is quite instable for it is built on many 

different individual strategic visions. And if the main sponsor, the chairman of the 

decision-making process considers shifting his focus to another story whenever he thinks 

it is necessary, than such a shift in focus is of course also possible for other political-

executives:  
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The fragile mosaic constructed out of strategic interest and diverging worldviews - the 

mutual story legitimating a decision -can always fall apart and disintegrate if it is not 

actualized into reality during a symbolic moment of choice. With this in mind, the 

political-executives of the East prepare for the next MIRT meeting, also knowing that 

when the Minister indeed chooses to fund the A1 broadening, this could in turn also 

influence other decision-making processes in the region. There are some indications that 

other large programs in the East seem to become more uncertain now that the A1 

broadening will potentially be actualized. “Maybe the Minister put all projects in a big bin, 

just pulled one out and put the rest of them with the garbage. I asked her this but she did 

not reply; however, it would not surprise me”. 

Metaphorical intermezzo: The ritual dance of political-executive decision-

making practice in the infrastructural field 

The metaphor of a ritual dance has been mentioned by several respondents when they 

reflected on the dynamics of negotiations between regional political-executives and the 

Minister. A ritual dance adheres to a strict choreography and it is not danced for the sake 

of dancing: there is always a symbolic objective that is valued by all dancers involved. In 

the case of infrastructural decision-making, the objective is to keep exactly as many balls 

in the air as necessary to keep all political-executives involved relatively satisfied, enabling 

them to score with their respective constituencies. This negotiated outcome accepted by 

all is the resultant of a process of pushing and fending off potential developments on the 

MIRT meeting table. As the chairman of the A1 explains, it all starts with the notion that 

there will never be a time that there is enough budget to fund all plans that are proposed 

to the Minister:“There is more ambition than money, so it is always about the process of 

dividing and I said to you before: they want to make sure that as many projects as 

possible fall of the table, for then they do not have to say ‘yes’ and they are then able to 

follow their own agenda”. 

The standard first Ministerial dancing move is to evade all the regional moves that 

are being made. Officially, the Minister is the dancer who takes the lead, but the other 

following dancers are the ones who try to take the initiative to dance with the dancing 

queen:  
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Regional political-executives will always approach the Minister with their proposals, even 

if they are themselves convinced that they do not stand a chance. They have to legitimize 

themselves to their council and their constituents who they represent:  the audience that is 

watching the dancers trying to seduce the dancing queen and as long as they remain in the 

ballroom, the audience might remain satisfied. Most dancers are evaded by the queen 

because they do not comply with rational norms of salient policies: 
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The regional political-executives try anything in their power to use alternative moves to 

make sure the Minister will accept their request to dance. And if they are completely 

disregarded by the dancing queen, their reaction can be vengeful and they will not make it 

easy for her. The Minister of course does not want any grieved dancers in the ballroom 

that can turn a disgruntled Parliamentary audience against her. Therefore it has always 

been difficult for the Minister to decide her own pace of dancing, for she is caught in the 

rhythm of decision-making that has been enacted through past events: 
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In the end, there are many political-executives sponsoring potential developments that are 

‘floating around’ on the dance floor, waiting to be enacted through the act of decision-

making -in other words, to be asked for a dance. None of them is sent away and very few 

of them are really new in town: 
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The resulting ritual dance helps the Minister to keep the regional political-executives and 

the members of Parliament satisfied and it helps those regional actors to satisfy their own 

constituents. Regional political-executives keep pushing the same plans framed in 

different disguises in the hope that they can finally be brought into reality while the 

Minister keeps blocking most plans while allowing only few of them to be actualized. This 

ritual dance takes place in a very crowded atmosphere, because many dancers are just not 

allowed to dance with the queen even though they are not dismissed from the dance 

floor. In other words, decision-making seems slow because every conceivable potential 

development is automatically turned by political-executives into a decision-making 

process. Many developments are already being discussed for decades, waiting on their 

turn because there is just not enough money to realize them all at the same time. 

  The representative of the Ministry of Transport understands the behavior of the 

Alderpersons and their reasons for keeping on lingering on the dance floor, so to speak: 
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“So these guys are already pleased if they are allowed to show up in Parliament from time 

to time, hearing the Minister say that he is studying this or that. So they keep pushing 

these issues on the agenda, for they have to explain themselves to their inhabitants: that is 

the mechanism behind this”. Anyway, it is exactly the core purpose and the ‘reason for 

being’ of the political-executive to try to make sure that his or her plan is allowed to be 

brought into reality:  
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To simply regard the ritual dance of decision-making as a dysfunctional phenomenon 

during which precious time and money are wasted would be missing the point. The 

political reason of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers is not a faulty way of coping 

with decision-making processes. On the contrary, these actors are doing exactly what they 

are chosen to do through a democratic process: they represent their constituents in an 

attempt to further the strategic interests of their locality. Political reason is about the 

struggle between diverging values in an ambiguous world and not about rational and 

instrumental analysis which calculates the best or most effective project and the most 

efficient process. Political-executives are not concerned with enacting the best project in 

any technical or instrumental sense. Instead, they are concerned with enacting the right 

project for their community. From this perspective, the ritual dance of decision-making is 

a legitimate struggle between visions of the future and an essential mechanism in a 

democratic society. This insight is also voiced by an Alderperson from Twente:“In some 

way I do realize that these kinds of processes are just needed to ultimately connect with 

the struggles of interests and the larger issues that we have to tackle together in the 

interest of this country as a whole”. 

The Alderperson from Twente understands that the negotiation of meaning, 

although it is a frustrating struggle with sometimes ritualistic characteristics, certainly has 

its merits. The world of the future or meaning in society is not something that can be 

established through rational calculation, even if problems of complexity and uncertainty 

could potentially be evaded. In this ambiguous world, the future world is a resultant of 

the struggle between diverging ideas that are all legitimate and plausible in their own right. 

Decision-making processes set the stage for these struggles for meaning. Political-

executives are the makers of the world of the future and keeping the struggle for meaning 

going is their reason for being. 
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Conclusion: Political-executives as manipulators of symbolic consequences 

of decision-making 
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This quote almost perfectly describes the idea of constructing the world through story-

telling. Political-executives are masters of world-making, safeguarding their dreams and 

taking little steps, being aware of the consequences of decision-making. They are 

constantly scouting around, trying to make sure that the course of history - the world that 

is slowly but steadily being actualized through decision-making processes – is not too 

much different than the world they envision in their strategic dreams. They therefore have 

another purpose as public professionals such as planners or program managers: 
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Because of the intrusive and almost irreversible nature of infrastructural decision-making 

processes, political-executive take their time to ponder about the consequences of 

decision-making, for they know that the choice that will be made will bring into being one 

reality at the expense of potential other realities. Moreover, the long duration of decision-

making processes itself increases the instability of a mutual story because decision-makers 

remain able to constantly reconsider which framing story serves them best. In other 

words, long duration causes instability and instability creates long duration: 
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Infrastructural developments demarcate the future world that is being actualized, and not 

only in terms of mobility or spatial planning. Broadening a highway can mean that certain 

economic developments and housing projects have an increasing chance of being realized 
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in the surroundings of that highway – and at the same time these people and businesses 

are not settling near another highway somewhere else which remains congested. By 

attracting more people and business opportunities, the economic prospects of a region 

become better; employment and entrepreneurial opportunities are created, the costs of 

social benefits decrease and more budget is left for realizing interesting educational, social 

and cultural developments in the region. Meanwhile, other regions which did not receive 

investments might be facing the departure of businesses and creative entrepreneurs, 

experience rising unemployment and rising costs of social benefits and shrinking 

opportunities to realize landmark projects on the strategic agenda of that region. The 

reasoning above is quite ‘all or nothing’ and the relations between infrastructural 

investments and all these other phenomena are not that clear cut at all. However, many 

political-executives in my research follow this kind of reasoning, also because the citizens 

which they represent inspire them to do so.  

Moreover, because of the physical aspect of infrastructure and spatial 

developments, they seem more tangible than policy objectives such as ‘decreasing 

unemployment’ or ‘fostering entrepreneurial opportunities’, which can be quite intangible. 

Despite the difficulty of infrastructural decision-making processes, the result in the end is 

clearly visible and forms an excellent opportunity to symbolically ‘score’ as a political-

executive. While the actual benefits and successes of many public decisions are often 

vague and ambiguous, the creation of new infrastructure could be regarded as a straight-

forward solution to a clear problem and thus as a success. And as long as the creation of 

infrastructure is continuously and automatically linked with economic and socio-cultural 

opportunities for development, political-executives can claim the broadening of a highway 

to be a decisive measure that lifts the whole region up into prosperity. 
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Chapter 9: A new understanding of 

political-executive decision-making as a 

struggle for meaning 

 

This analytical chapter both acknowledges and elaborates the dimensions of framing and the 

sources of power and demonstrates how a lens based on these concepts is useful for an 

interpretative understanding of the A1Zone decision-making process. The five dimensions that are 

recognized are scale framing, scope framing, urgency framing, discursive framing and comparison 

framing. The interpretative analysis of the power sources that determine the impact of individual 

framing stories leads to the recognition of five types of power sources: network power, discursive 

power, spatial/technical power, comparison power and actor power. The reasons for engaging in 

this struggle for meaning can be explained by considering the symbolic aspects of strategic 

decision-making that are exhibited in the case stories. Funds for development are not spread 

proportionally throughout the country, and therefore political-executives act as world-making 

strategists that want to make sure that the world of the future resembles their own plans. All 

these strategic political-executive try to actualize their own agenda, thereby engaging in a 

competitive struggle in order to influence the future development of the Dutch infrastructural 

system.  
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Framing the A1 Zone Development: five dimensions of framing stories 

The five dimensions of narrative framing within the context of infrastructural decision-

making discussed in chapter 6 are clearly recognized in the case story about the A1 Zone 

Development. The scale, scope and urgency of the A1 Zone and its sub-developments are 

constantly being negotiated. The stories of regional Alderpersons are aimed to reflect 

salient discourses in the larger context and the newly emerging coalition agreement in 

specific. Moreover, since there are so many political-executives involved, it becomes even 

more clear than in the PMR casus how all these Alderpersons and Delegates are stressing 

the fairness or unfairness of the emerging mutual story. The dimensions of framing are 

thus recognized and further elaborated on the basis of the A1 case story constructed by 

the researcher. Furthermore, general patterns which can be discerned during a framing 

contest are discussed. 

Scale framing 

The question ‘who is accountable for – and should therefore finance – this development 

is one of the key questions in the negotiation of meaning during the A1 Zone decision-

making process. Especially between the Eastern political-executives and the Ministries at 

the national level, there is a vehement debate about the scale of the development. The 

discussion about the NOMO norms as the key national policy framework is all about 

trying to manipulate the scale of the development. These norms are used by the 

government to stall the decision-making process in the same way as the discussion about 

expected numbers of containers and therefore the estimated size and the necessity of the 

Second Meuse Plain were used to stall decision-making. By framing the A1 Zone 

development as both a national and a regional endeavor, the possibility of co-finance is 

created which might be the only way to keep the decision-making process in the MIRT 

book of developments. 

Besides the scale framing contest between the national Ministries and the East, it is 

also very striking how Alderpersons, even those from the smallest municipalities, attempt 

to frame the plans that form their own strategic agenda as being important for national 

development. In some occasions, this attempt is just not credible enough and the 

Alderpersons sponsoring these developments stop pushing and switch towards protecting 

their agenda: if their own potential developments are not important for Netherlands Ltd., 

then at least the A1 Zone Development should not interfere with their own strategic 

plans. In some occasions, framing a desired ambition on a national scale conflicts with an 

emerging and overarching mutual story. The discussion about the northern bridge of 

Deventer is a clear example of this: because of the fact that the broadening of the existing 

IJssel Bridge is the red line of the emerging story, it is not plausible anymore to also 

legitimate the building of the northern bridge in the name of National interest.  

A tentative recurring pattern is that regional political-executives attempt to frame 

undertakings as a national or even international priority, while at the National level, the 

Ministry of Transport (or whatever other Ministry that is asked for financial help tries to 

push back the development onto a regional scale. A contest of scale can make it very 

difficult to negotiate a common narrative and can therefore hamper the process of 

decision-making for a considerable time.  
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Scope framing 

The questions concerning the scope of the A1 Zone are also key in the struggle for 

meaning of the emerging mutual story in this decision-making process. The geographical 

scope of the program already gives away the crucial importance of the A1 highway as a 

backbone of the spatial development, for the scope is decided by establishing a 

surrounding area of approximately eight kilometers running along the highway on both 

sides. This seems like a somewhat arbitrary delineation of an area development, although 

the Alderperson of Zutphen, which lies outside the A1 Zone, indicates that there are also 

strategic reasons to stay near the highway: If one stretches the boundary in order to 

involve a specific development, then everywhere around the A1 Zone there will be 

political-executives trying to increase the scope of the A1 Zone in order to also make 

their own plans part of the program.   

Moreover, the scope of the A1 Zone is already very much contested from ‘within’: 

which sub-projects are ‘in or out’ within the chosen boundaries of the Zone? This story 

connects to the tendency of Alderpersons to frame all their ambitions as national 

endeavors, which would mean that all of these developments would fall within the scope 

of the A1 Zone development. At some moment during the process, there were more than 

a hundredth different sub-developments acknowledged in the A1 Zone. When the 

national government clearly indicated that this was not the way to go in order to receive 

funding, it was decided after much hassle that only major developments where to be part 

of the A1 Zone development. There are two other things that can be said concerning 

these dozens of sub-projects that reside within the set boundaries of the A1 Zone. Firstly, 

all of these plans were already existing or even already being developed. Secondly, the 

plans that will not be part of the A1 Zone mutual story are not cancelled as ambitions at 

the municipal level and the Alderpersons even want to be assured that they were allowed 

to continue their own strategic agendas. 

The examples above – which are illustrations of the many instances of scope 

framing that emerged during interpretative analysis - demonstrate that political-executives 

use scope stories to negotiate the contours and content of the infrastructural 

undertakings. A recurring pattern is that all Ministers and Alderpersons involved attempt 

to push their own strategic plans into a specific decision-making process. Furthermore, 

local and regional political-executives try to integrate their desired potential developments 

into the larger infrastructural program and the key political-executives except this 

expansion of the object of decision-making if this increases the potential success of the 

decision-making process. Negotiating the scope and the boundaries of developments is an 

often recurring practice during meaning making among political-executives 

Urgency framing 

The question whether or not a decision about the A1 Zone and especially the sub-

development of highway broadening should urgently be made is especially pressing in the 

struggle for meaning between the Eastern political-executives and the national 

government. The Alderpersons and Delegates claim that there are many traffic jams that 

can be avoided when the highway is broadened. The Minister of Infrastructure replies by 

indicating that the NOMO norms do not indicate a problem on the A1 highway. There 

are several responses to this national statement, for instance the fact that the NOMO 

norms do not account for the disproportionate number of trucks on that highway. 
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Moreover, many political-executives complain about the lack of safety while hinting at the 

many accidents on the highway, which in their view are created by having too many cars 

on a two-lane highway. There are also urgency stories that focus on the robustness of the 

infrastructural grid in the A1 Zone: in other words, if an accident were to happen on or 

near the crowded IJssel Bridge, it would be almost impossible for automobilist to cross 

the IJssel River. The Alderpersons of course claim that these different issues should be 

solved as fast as possible, while the national government sticks to the NOMO norm 

argument. 

The examples above demonstrate the use of urgency stories by political-executives 

negotiating the meaning of an infrastructural development. An already indicated recurring 

pattern demonstrates that local and regional political-executives frame their plans as 

highly urgent and the allocators of funds – mostly the Ministry of Transport - play down 

the urgency of these plans knowing that there are many urgent plans and not enough 

money to finance them all. 

 

Tabel 8 dimensions of framing 

 

 

Type of 

framing 

Scale 

framing 

Scope 

framing 

Urgency 

framing  

Discursive 

framing 

Comparison 

framing 

Object of 

framing 

contest 

Ownership / 

Accountability 

for mutual 

story 

Scope of 

mutual story 

Time frame of 

mutual story 

Contextual fit 

of mutual 

story 

‘Fairness’ of 

emerging 

mutual story 

Key 

question of 

framing 

contest 

'Who is 

accountable 

for this 

development?' 

‘Which sub-

developments 

are ‘in or 

out’, part of 

the 

development 

or part of its 

context? 

‘Now or later’ 

‘What is the 

necessity of 

this 

development 

compared to 

other 

developments? 

'How well 

does a 

development 

fit within the 

salient public 

discourses? 

‘Whose turn 

is it to score? 

Is everybody 

getting a fair 

piece of the 

pie? 

Requesting 

party 

National scale 

development 

Scope as 

integral and 

extensive as 

possible 

Top priority, 

development 

has been 

neglected for 

years 

Frame hooked 

into 

discourses 

demonstrating 

uniqueness 

‘We have 

been 

neglected for 

years and 

‘they’ 

received all 

the funds 

Allocator of 

funds  

Regional scale 

development 

Scope as 

limited as 

possible 

No direct 

priority 

Frame hooked 

into formal 

policies  

Every actor 

receives his 

proportional 

share  
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Discursive framing 

All political-executives in the A1 Zone constantly tell hooking stories through which they 

attempt to ‘hook into’ salient discourses in the surrounding context. These discourses can 

for instance be the result of new policies developed by the national government. A special 

example of such a policy text is the coalition agreement which is drafted when a new 

Cabinet is elected. This is exactly what has happened in the prelude of the MIRT meeting, 

and it was demonstrated that there were many instances of political-executives trying to 

hook into this coalition agreement after a serious exegesis of that text: they bracket those 

elements that support their plans and the rest is left out of their stories. Another policy 

discourse that is started by the national government stresses the importance of an integral 

view on infrastructural investment and spatial planning. Many regional decision-makers 

react on this policy by framing their strategic agenda in such a manner that they can 

propose an integral area development program to the Minister, of which for instance the 

A1 Zone and Rotterdam Vooruit are examples. 

Discursive framing stories do not only hook into policy texts issued by the national 

government. Every political-executive searches for a salient discourse in the wider 

context. The Innovation Triangle is for instance framed as a ‘Silicon Valley’ kind of 

technology cluster connected to a globalized world. The idea of the Stadsas connects with 

the idea of the compact city situated in green surroundings that increase livability. Every 

municipality has a strategic agenda that connects to larger discourses such as spatial 

quality, sustainability, globalization and the like. However, it is important to understand 

that even the meaning of contextual discourses itself is being negotiated during the 

negotiation of meaning. One Alderperson in Twente for instance framed a plan 

concerning the construction of sixty feet high buildings right along the A1 highway as an 

investment in spatial quality. If enough other political-executives agree with defining 

spatial quality as constructing high rise buildings, it might become the way spatial quality 

is realized in the A1 Zone. 

There is a specific form of discursive framing stories that depends on framing a 

development as some kind of label, by using appropriate catch words and by mentioning 

the label as often as possible on as many occasions as possible. The label of the 

Innovation Triangle is a clear example; even Alderpersons from Stedendriehoek who 

complain that this development is not really worked out in detail, mention that the 

Innovation Triangle has been framed as a strong label. The notion of Stadsas is also meant 

as a label, but it does not stick around quite like that Silicon Valley lookalike in Twente. 

Another label that is used by a rural Alderperson in Twente is the word ‘grass poll’, when 

she stresses that her municipality is not just a grass poll along the A1 highway, she wants 

to criticize the idea that the communities between the two urban regions in the Zone are 

only green natural areas without any economic facilities. 

Comparison  framing 

On all levels of the A1 Zone, comparison stories, which are about the fairness of 

decisions, have a profound impact on the negotiation of a mutual story. As is to be 

expected, many political-executive stress that it is their time to score and that their 

colleagues have a disproportionate influence on the emerging story. On the municipal 

level, especially the Alderpersons of Twente are very aware of the history of decision-

making and the rate of successful funding and realization of ambitions. In that city region, 
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there is no Structural Vision, so with every decision-making opportunity the ‘balance of 

fairness’ has to be negotiated again. Especially between the cities and the towns, the 

framing of fairness – or unfairness – can often be recognized. 

Also on the regional level, between the two city regions, there is a framing contest 

based on the telling of comparison stories. Alderpersons from Twente complain that 

during all kinds of meetings and events, the discussion of the A1 Zone starts in the West 

– in the Stedendriehoek – and then moves towards Twente at the end of the gathering. 

This prominence of the Western part of the Zone is regarded as unfair in the view of 

Twente. Stedendriehoek’s Alderpersons however complains that, even though they have 

their story straight and Twente does not, in the end the major investments will go to 

Twente anyway. The presence of a technical university enables Twente to propose 

developments based on those knowledge clusters which are not possible in 

Stedendriehoek. This is regarded as unfair, for some political-executives of 

Stedendriehoek regard the proposed developments located in Twente seem to be merely 

vague labels that still need much elaboration. 

The most comprehensive framing contest based on comparison stories concerns 

the balance between investments in the Randstad and investments in more peripheral 

regions of the country, such as the East. Political-executives from the East understand 

that most people live in the Randstad and most investments should be located there. They 

understand that investments do not have to be equal and that they will not receive the 

same sums of money, but still they deserve to get a reasonable piece of the pie. They 

claim that there is no fair balance between the Randstad and the rest. It is clear that 

political-executives keep close track of who has ‘scored’ when and how much funding was 

gathered as the spoils of the struggle for meaning. 

General patterns of political-executive framing contests 

The following questions are always at the heart of strategic negotiations about the 

allocation and distribution of concrete investments: who's accountable, which plans are in 

or out, is it really necessary, does it fit in with the public trends and hypes and is this 

investment fair according to some principle of proportional spread of investments 

throughout the country? The resulting struggle for meaning is always about the 

distribution of funds but all financial intricacies and negotiations are dependent on the 

mutual story which frames the decision-making process.  

Regarding the dimension of framing practices exhibited above, it is difficult to 

discern underlying patterns that result in general rules about the story-telling behavior of 

political-executives. In other words, their framing stories are idiosyncratic and depend in 

unique ways on all kind of features of the territory, the personality, history and network of 

political-executives, the history of decision-making and a dynamic discursive context. 

They use all types of framing stories empowered by different kinds of power sources in a 

combination that is most fit to make their strategic agenda count in the decision-making 

process. However, there is one key pattern in the struggle for meaning that is recurring 

very often in these processes in which one (or few) actor(s) function as allocators of funds 

while several (or even many) actors function are the potential recipients. Generally 

speaking, the allocating party – often from the National Government, but this can for 

instance also be a provincial Delegate – is telling a framing story that is exactly the 

opposite of the mutual story of the regional and local political-executives who are trying 

to receive funding, and vice versa. 
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The Minister - or any other allocator - always expects regional political-executives to 

exaggerate their stories in order to get the most out of the decision-making process: all 

their proposed developments are an urgent national priority, consisting of many 

essentially interconnected sub-developments. Their plans are always very much in line 

with salient policies and the latest global trends and it should be about time that these 

developments are taken seriously since the region was neglected for such a long time. In 

order to fend off the manifold of regional claims, these are almost automatically framed 

by the Ministry as a hotchpotch of untimely proposed local problems that have been put 

together and merged for no legitimate reason. These developments are artificially framed 

towards salient policies and since there are more urgent issues to be dealt with, these 

developments are not granted any priority. Between these two extremes, the subtle and 

lengthy negotiation of meaning will lead to some form of common ground. Engaging in 

meaning making is the core business of political-executives and this struggling experience 

makes up an extensive part of their daily practices. 

Empowering A1 Zone decision-making: five types of power sources 

The types of power sources which are recognized within the PMR case story are also 

acknowledged and further elaborated with the help of the interpretative case story about 

the A1 Zone Development. Having a large network and good connections, understanding 

one’s strengths and weaknesses in material reality and knowing to hook into the right 

discourses can greatly increase the influence of a framing story. If a political-executive can 

convince his peers that his interests are neglected, this will make his story count. And last 

but not least, the power of the actor, his or her understanding of the games being played 

and his or her reputation: these are essential ingredients necessary to understand the 

emerging negotiation of a mutual story. 

Network power: (formal) position, coalitions and informal personal connections 

Struggles over the official competence over certain aspects of decision-making can also 

ensue when the formal power relations are not that clear and the struggles between 

Twente and Overijssel province are a good example. Such struggles for competence can 

have much influence on the decision-making process, which is regarded by both parties as 

a platform or vehicle through which they can fight their contest over formal authorities in 

the region. Formal power positions are very important but also very fixed and static 

aspects during meaning making compared to the dynamic formation of coalitions or 

connections with key decision-makers which can be created by strategic behavior of 

political-executives that try to increase their influence.  

And although officially all Alderpersons in the A1 Zone are all on the same level, it 

is clear that large municipalities have more influence than small ones and also Twente 

Region seems to have more influence than Stedendriehoek, which has much less 

inhabitants.  Narrative framing practices performed by political-executives with relative 

high formal and/or informal positional power, such as the Minister of Infrastructure or 

the Minister of Finance, have more influence on the emerging mutual story and the final 

outcome of decision-making. This is a finding emerging from interpretative analysis 

which intuitively seems to make much (common) sense. 
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Any cluster of political-executives that create their own mutual story can be regarded as a 

coalition in the struggle for meaning during decision-making processes. Stedendriehoek 

and Twente form coalitions among themselves and also among each other, just like the 

provinces of Overijssel and Gelderland. Even the East and the national government form 

a coalition that stands behind a certain mutual story, but this is a special kind of coalition 

that is only based on a mutual story and not on a mutual strategic interests: during the 

negotiations concerning concrete funding possibilities at the MIRT meeting, this coalition 

could easily fall apart. There can even be informal coalitions within more formal 

coalitions: in Twente for instance, the mutual story is a combination of the story of 

Network City Twente and the coalition of the more rural towns. Moreover, even within 

Network City, there is a coalition between Hengelo and Enschede that increases the 

importance of the Innovation Triangle on different levels: in the sub-story of Network 

City Twente, the Twente mutual story, the story of the East and even in the overarching 

story concerning the A1 Zone development as presented during the MIRT meeting. 

It should be clear that the formation of a coalition is also a result of an (often 

difficult) process of meaning negotiation within that coalition. It presupposes a narrative 

framing contest or the creation of a collective action frame or mutual story on a lower 

level. Just like the negotiations of a mutual story for the decision-making arena as a whole, 

it takes much effort to create a fragile balanced frame that is acceptable to all coalition 

members. This insight of the existence of multiple mutual stories on different levels that 

together form the mutual story in the decision-making arena as a whole is an important 

contribution of this dissertation. 

Personal connections 

Virtually all respondents of this study stress the essential importance of personal 

connections for the negotiation of meaning in decision-making processes. First of all, 

these connections are useful for understanding and gaining knowledge about all kinds of 

other developments that concern decision-making and that could be useful to increase the 

chance on success. Political executives recognize the effects of strategic practices and 

attempt to intervene by using their connections when they do not agree with the course 

of reality construction. They have the most success when they have connections with 

political-executives in high places. If they do not have such connections, they can form 

alliances with colleagues that do know the right persons. Political-executives strategize to 

choose the right ally with good connections, or they strategize to intentionally create such 

connections themselves.  

Connections based on party membership are not that important for political-

executive decision-making, unless they are also overlapped by more personal and intimate 

relations. This is because of the fact that within large political parties, there are many 

political-executives that will all compete with each other for the attention of the Minister. 

So even though the chairman and the new Minister are from the Liberal party, there are 

also many competing political-executives in the Randstad that are Liberals. In contrast, 

within the provinces or within municipalities, Delegates and Alderpersons of different 

political parties get along quite well: especially when they negotiate with political-

executives from other regions or from the National Government, they tend to find 

agreement about the interests of their own region.  
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Personal connections are an essential source of power for increasing the influence of the 

framing stories of political-executives. If one is not aware of these connections, you are 

often not able to explain sudden moves and changes within the decision-making process 

which can only be explained by regarding the network of connections of political-

executives. Moreover it is not only important to know people and to be known: the 

quality of the relation is also crucial for the outcome of decision-making. Good relations 

can truly speed up the decision-making process, while the lack of connection or even an 

adversity between people can have detrimental effects for the ultimate outcome of the 

process: emotions and sentiments in the relation between political-executives are crucial 

during decision-making. In the end, many things that seem trivial - compared to precisely 

calculated plans that are created by a dozen specialists – can have a decisive effect for the 

outcome of decision-making processes.  

Discursive power: creating favorable discourses to ‘hook into’ 

The fact for instance that the Liberals are part of that coalition increases the chances for 

investments in asphalt, so to speak, albeit unclear at which locations those investments 

will actually take place. In these times of an emerging new Cabinet, the strategic act of 

hooking ones story into the discursive becomes simple: the smartest way for political-

executives that want to gain discursive power is to hook into the coalition agreement, 

which can in itself be regarded as a mutual story that has been negotiated between the 

coalition-partners. The new coalition agreement and the new context of crisis and budget 

cuts replaces many of the previously salient discourses that were the basis for the mutual 

story and the reconnaissance report that embodies it. It is also clear that much of the 

relevant contextual discourses are instigated by the national government as some kind of 

policy directive, which would mean that Ministers are very powerful for they can create 

the discourses to which other political-executives try to connect.   

Moreover, the A1 Zone case story demonstrates that regional political-executives - 

especially the Delegates of Overijssel - are able to influence the contents of the coalition 

agreement to some extent. These actors use their personal connections - mostly along 

their political party memberships – in order to push their own plans into the coalition 

agreement. In a sense, they create the discursive text that they are going to ‘hook into’ and 

thus they intentionally create their own discursive power base. Although the coalition 

agreement is multi-interpretable and still very general – no direct mention is made about 

the A1 or Innovation Triangle – it is still visible that some discursive hooks in that crucial 

text are based upon the suggestions of both regional political-executives. Even more so, 

the Delegates realize that they are in a special position for they are both members of the 

political parties that will be part of the Cabinet. Therefore, they can make the negotiations 

between the Liberals and Christian-Democrats easier by offering those parties two almost 

identical texts about for instance investments in the A1 Zone. Political-executives are not 

only trying to hook into salient discourses: they are also trying to make sure that the 

discourses that become salient are aligned with their own plans. 
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Tabel 9 sources of power 

 

Network/ relational 

power 

Using surrounding network 

for formal authority, 

coalition building and 

connections 

Official authorative position 

in network is a power 

source in itself 

Formation of 

coalitions with 

peers can 

increase mutual 

power position 

Connections with 

key decision-

makers can bend 

meaning making  

in a certain 

direction 

Discursive power 

Using the surrounding 

discursive context as a 

power source 

Hooking into Grand 

Narratives as overarching 

contextual discourses 

(Globalization; 

Sustainability) 

Hooking into 

formal policy 

texts 

(Government 

Agreement; 

Note of 

Mobility) 

Hooking into 

overarching or 

parallel 

developments 

(Second Meuse 

Plain as part of 

Double objective 

PMR) 

Material power 

Insight in the unique 

features of location 

Unique geographical 

position  (location 

Rotterdam as deep-sea port 

in River delta) 

Context of surrounding infrastructure 

(Betuwe route ) 

Comparison power  

Insight in the fairness of 

distribution 

Proportional share of 

Netherlands Ltd. (Randstad 

more powerful than 

periphery)  

History of decision-making: ’it is our 

turn’ (Amsterdam was granted money 

while Rotterdam was neglected) 

Actor Power 

Experience with and 

insights into the negotiation 

of meaning 

Knowing the rules of the 

game through experience: 

Intentional construction of 

social network in order to 

forge coalitions or lobby 

with key actors 

 

Anticipating and influencing 

contextual discourses  

 

Timing of narrative framing 

practice and use of power 

sources  

Reputation created through  successes 

during previous decision-making 

processes: Others anticipate and adapt 

their framing narratives towards the 

story of a political-executive with a 

strong reputation 
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Material power  

It is striking how often political-executives in the A1 Zone claim that their municipality is 

located on a crossroad or intersection or modal node or that they function as a gateway or 

they have an above-regional function for a larger community. Their towns and cities were 

founded on these crossroads and gateway places and therefore they are all engines for 

commercial or logistical developments. This is the way that all Alderpersons frame their 

town, and of course they can always find some spatial or infrastructural features in their 

territory that make their framing stories plausible. If your municipality is a gateway for 

many people, than your call for urgent investments can gain in influence. However, when 

every town in the Zone is somehow uniquely positioned to realize a large business park, 

this form of ‘crossroad’ framing will cancel itself out. It all depends on how many people 

really agree with the framing story. It makes a difference whether Rotterdam frames its 

port as international logistical axis or whether Oldenzaal frames itself as strategic core of 

Northern Twente. Moreover, even though the physical and technical features of reality 

are not as dynamic as social networks or discursive contexts, political executives are still 

keen to recognize new spatial or infrastructural constellations that come into being.  

Besides physical features of an area, also the presence of unique or well-known 

businesses is very useful for developing spatial power sources. For instance, the presence 

of Ten Cate, a world-renowned textile producer, is very beneficial for the town of 

Nijverdal and even for Twente as a whole. It was already explained that the presence on a 

well-known technical university is an important enhancer of framing stories for Twente. 

However, the chairman compares Twente with the Eindhoven region in order to show 

that some places have even more powerful features. Physical assets such as Philips in 

Eindhoven and Gasunie in Groningen are an important source of power and also steer 

world-making in a certain direction. The chairman states that you do not want to compete 

with them on their area of expertise. Every region must find its own spatial asset, even if 

these are not very visible. Several Alderpersons of Stedendriehoek claim that – besides the 

good quality of living – the asset of Stedendriehoek is its diversity. There is not one 

dominating industry or company situated in Stedendriehoek, so the business in the area is 

very diverse and this diversity is actually framed as an asset. In other words, the absence 

of one specific dominant spatial asset can also be an asset.  

 The material source of power can be a strong source of influence, but at the same 

time it is a source of power that is quite static. Physical assets of a region are relatively 

fixed compared with dynamic changes the constellation of actors in the decision-making 

arena or the surrounding salient contextual discourses. An Alderperson can use these 

specific spatial characteristics, but one cannot easily change the course of a river or the 

location of a fragile natural reservation area. The spatial source of power is therefore less 

dynamic and more predictable than for instance the discursive or network-based power 

sources of political-executives. However, decision-makers keep on telling these framing 

stories that are based on physical features, for all their competitors in other regions also 

attempt to frame their area geographically unique. Moreover, over time the framing of 

spatial assets in a region can change; consider for instance the perceptions of the Ijssel 

River which has transformed from important shipping route into an obstacle for mobility 

in the Eastern region. 
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Comparison power 

Many decision-makers suggest that the distribution of funds throughout the country is 

very much out of balance and that their region is neglected. Eastern political-executives 

complain that too much funds go automatically to the Randstad area; however, in the 

Randstad, people from Rotterdam for instance complain that the Southern Wing of the 

Randstad is neglected since there is a bias to fund developments in the Northern Wing. 

Very often, these decision-makers portray themselves as victims of a biased system in the 

hope to gain symbolic power: if the idea of neglect of a certain region is truly gaining 

ground, it becomes difficult to neglect the claims coming from this region. 

However, it is not always necessary to act like a victim in order to gain comparison 

power as a political-executive, as is demonstrated by an Alderperson from Twente who 

claims that they are no longer telling the ‘Calimero’ story. This Alderperson acknowledges 

that Twente is not yet as successful as Eindhoven but suggests that over time, Twente 

could build a technology cluster that approaches the success of Eindhoven. Political 

executives are counting the scores all the time, comparing their successes with their peers 

and keeping the balance in the overall struggle between competing regions in the country. 

For instance, the chairman mentions that Utrecht, one of his competitors for 

investments, recently received funds to construct a large ring way around Utrecht city. He 

claims that it is now unthinkable that they will receive any money in the near future, for 

they already received their share and now it is time for Overijssel to demand funding.  

The comparison source of power is especially salient in the interpretative case 

story on the A1 Zone development, where there are many political-executives involved 

with more or less equal power positions that all claim to be neglected by the National 

Ministries. The source of comparison power is a clear example of the inferiority of 

rational reasoning and the primacy of political reasoning of political-executives. It does 

not matter whether some development actually deserves priority according to policy 

norms or traffic stream calculations: when a political-executive has had his or her turn, 

the opportunities to score will wane away for a while, even if there are legitimate and 

pressing problems in his or her area that would legitimize urgent investments. 

Actor power: knowing the rules of the game and building a reputation 

Experience and connections and especially knowing the rules of the gameempower 

experienced political-executives to build a stronger power base to back their framing 

stories compared to novice peers.` In the A1 Zone Development program, there are 

several examples that demonstrate how knowing the rules of the game can increase one’s 

influence. For instance, political-executives that understand the way in which national 

decision-making processes can influence the course of regional or local decision-making 

can use this knowledge to their advantage. Airport Development Twente is a good 

example of this: because that development in part of the Innovation Triangle which in 

turn is part of the A1 Zone Development, it has become difficult for regional 

Alderpersons to contest the plans for realizing an airport. Another example is that 

knowing the rules of the game makes it also possible to influence the negotiation of 

meaning on higher levels in order to improve one’s position. For instance, the coalition 

agreement is just another mutual story, negotiated between the ruling political parties. The 

politicians that construct such a text do this on the basis of all kinds of plans and policy 

proposals that are hurled at them from all regions of the country and from all the 
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Ministries in The Hague. The Overijssel Delegates have also been pushing policy text 

towards The Hague; in a sense, they are two of the many co-authors of the coalition 

agreement and the texts from their hands are of course favorable towards the A1 Zone 

decision-making process.  

Political-executives that are new in the game can sometimes feel lost if they are 

suddenly experiencing the struggle for meaning. One Alderperson from Twente, who was 

only in office for 5 months at the time, indicates that participating in a large decision-

making process is like a journey of discovery for novice political-executives. The 

Alderperson feels like stepping on a riding train or like stepping into a game which is 

being played that does not yet makes any sense. If political-executives are not aware of the 

rules of the game, of the process of meaning making that is going on, they will miss 

certain opportunities to bring their own strategic agenda into being. A top professional 

from Overijssel Province compares it with a saying of Dutch soccer legend and sage 

Johan Cruyff: you only understand what’s happening after you learn what is going on. If 

you have no knowledge about the game being played, or no insights into the struggle for 

meaning in this case, you can only understand what is going on to a certain degree. 

Reputation 

Strategic decision-making processes are platforms for building and strengthening one’s 

reputation as a successful or able political-executive. In the A1 Zone development 

decision-making process, it is especially the Delegate of Spatial Planning that is regarded 

as a strong political-executive by most of his peers, both in his region and in his national 

political party. He is also called the uncrowned King of Overijssel by some and even on 

the National level of the Christian-Democratic party, he has a strong position. Several 

respondents mention his decisive and fierce performance, claiming that he is sharp as a 

razor.  Negotiations that take place during decision-making are perfectly fit to enact such 

a reputation and one Alderperson of Enschede indicates that she uses these processes in 

order to build a reputation: in this case, it concerns a reputation of trustworthiness among 

her peer Alderpersons in the Twente region. In turn, the chairman and Delegate of 

Mobility has a different kind of reputation: he is not known as somebody who acts 

dominantly and immediately take charge of matters but more as someone with patience, a 

strong sense for timing and a good feeling when a mutual story is ready to create the 

opportunity to really make a choice. In the end, all political-executives are aware that - 

whether one is considered wise or strong or trustworthy - it is the reputation that counts.  

General patterns concerning the balance of power among political-executives 

In a world of plausibility and emplotment, very well-formed stories can have only a 

marginal impact and stories with dubious narrative credibility can still have powerful 

resonance. The impact of a story on the negotiation of meaning depends on the relative 

power position of the story-teller. For example, during the negotiation of meaning of the 

A1 Zone development, the Alderperson of the small town of Wierden is not expected by 

fellow decision-makers or by his constituents to have as much influence on the meaning 

of the overall development as the Minister of Transport or the Provincial Delegate. 

However, there is a tacit understanding that this Alderperson is allowed to have some 

influence on the fine-grained negotiated mutual story as he or she tries to safeguard the 

interest of his or her own municipality. If this balance of dispersed power is not taken in 
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account or respected by other political-executives, this can result in fierce opposition or 

even sabotage of the decision-making process. 

Meaning making by political-executives in the field of infrastructure can be 

regarded as a struggle for meaning according to this interpretive study, although the use 

of power sources is subtle and very implicit. For instance, the representatives from the 

national government would never say ‘you can make plans whatever you like, but the 

Minister just has other priorities so you shouldn’t count on any funding’. The power 

sources used during such struggle remain tacit and are not spoken aloud, although the 

experienced political-executives involved understand which struggle is going on and who 

is winning it. However, most actors involved will have to deal with each other during 

other occasions on other issues and making each other lose face during a struggle for 

meaning in a too obvious manner will not be beneficial on the long run. Creating 

commitment and carefully avoiding open conflict until it cannot be avoided anymore 

seems to be part and parcel of political-executive decision-making).  

Besides the subtleness of the struggle for meaning, another more direct and 

immediate aspect concerning the balance of power among political-executives concerns 

the effect of elections. New political-executives are chosen on each level every four years, 

which is normally not enough time to make a decision concerning large infrastructure 

developments. A new political-executive can hold totally different thoughts about a 

program that was enthusiastically sponsored by his or her predecessor. Elections can 

completely shake up the fragile balance of power, which could mean that political-

executives gain or lose influence on the emerging mutual story. Every new political-

executive will have to be convinced of the virtue and the fairness of a negotiated common 

strategic vision that emerged through the struggles of his or her predecessor. The new 

Alderpersons will try to renegotiate the common plan if they feel that it does not help 

them to bring into being their own agenda. However, there are also political-executive 

that stress that decision-making process and the mutual stories that emerge can also be 

resilient to electoral changes: they claim that it is like jumping on a riding train with no 

opportunity to pull the emergency brake.  

Moreover, political-executives that are already in power can also anticipate the 

elections: they can speed up decision-making in order to create a strong commitment and 

get the development into the MIRT planning phase, where it would be reasonably save 

for unwilling successors. They can also slow decision-making processes down when they 

estimate that they will be far more powerful and thus more influential after the elections 

or if they assume that adverse Alderpersons are swept out of the decision-making arena. 

Also the Minister might consider a different course of action during the struggle for re-

election than that she would in the first year of his or her term. It is clear that changes in 

the constitution of the decision-making arena are a potential cause for changes in a 

mutual story that has been negotiated so precariously.  
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Making sense through the meaning making lens: witnessing a struggle for 

meaning 

 

The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. The section above concerns the 

elaboration of a meaning making lens based on framing and power. One aspect of the 

added value of this dissertation is that is does not just adopt a meaning making lens for 

studying political-executive decision-making practices: this study also elaborates the facets 

of this lens by distinguishing framing dimensions and power sources. The second 

contribution concerns not the development of the lens but the image of political-

executive decision-making practices which is seen by looking through this interpretative 

lens. This image - exhibited in the case stories constructed by the researcher – strengthens 

the idea that political-executive decision-making is to be regarded as a struggle for 

meaning. Political-executives act purposeful and strategically in their use of narrative 

framing practices and in developing power sources that can increase the impact of the 

stories they tell. Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons will try to bring into being their 

strategic plans by telling different stories in a multitude of decision-making process, which 

they regard as the vehicles for the actualization of their agenda.  

Specific decisions may change the strategic development of the infrastructural 

realm in the long run, legitimizing certain future visions and delegitimizing other views on 

the future. When the almost irreversible moment of choice about concrete investments 

approaches during decision-making process, political-executives become very cautious 

and focus all the more on the consequences for the wider realm and future potential 

developments. They then tend to back away from making a decision, unless they are 

entirely convinced of its consequences for reality. Political-executives often fear that they 

might decide something which they will regret later. Therefore, you often see that 

political-executives are hedging their bets by making statements and including texts that 

still gives them the potential to opt out of the decision-making process. It might even be 

true that they are not really focused on the realization of a specific development but only 

on the world-making effects of the decision-making process. This is for instance 

suggested with regard to a large development claimed by the Northern provinces, the 
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Zuiderzee line. This development was not realized, but the Northern provinces received 

funds in order to strengthen their infrastructural networks instead. 

Decision-making processes thus have a symbolic dimension, for they create 

meaning in reality that supersedes their direct or concrete substance. They can be used to 

foster or frustrate other developments that at first sight have nothing to do with the 

object of decision-making. They are used as vehicles for creating a reputation of being 

strong or trustworthy. The symbolic consequences of decision-making processes concern 

not only the slow but steady strategic contours of infrastructural reality in the 

Netherlands. Political-executives are also weary for the consequences of decision-making 

for their own potential as decision-makers. They want to be perceived as decisive and 

successful decision-makers and therefore they are constantly trying to increase their status 

and reputation. If one is not perceived as being powerful, one can lose one’s influence to 

other actors that are aiming to create a position of power for themselves.  

In the end there is only one reality that is genuinely being enacted through 

decision-making and this reality never exactly mirrors the ambition of a sole decision-

maker, although some political-executives will be more successful than others in creating 

a reality that resembles their plans. Sometimes the struggle for meaning only concerns 

which development will get priority: in those cases, even plans which are not regarded as 

urgent might still be realized in the future. These attempts to avoid an ‘all or nothing’ 

struggle are favored among competing political-executives, even though there always 

remains a friction between aspired ambitions. On many occasions however, it can also be 

the case that competing political-executives sense that successful decision-making on one 

development will diminish or obliterate the opportunities for another development to 

come into being. Even if one is victorious during such a struggle, there is a price to pay: 

one can outfox someone at one time, but you will need him or her again later. Moreover, 

stepping out of the struggle for meaning is not an option, for you lose the little influence 

you have on the creation of a mutual future agenda. Disgruntled political-executives can 

only try to build and use power in order to gain influence. Open and direct confrontations 

are mostly avoided and the best way to score is to be just a little smarter than your peers, 

for instance by profiting from the lack of a strong and united mutual story among 

decision-makers from competing regions. 

In order to be a subject instead of an object - a player instead of a pawn - one has 

to engage into the struggle for meaning and make sure not to be too late to influence the 

contours of both future reality and one’s own future position. Struggling for meaning is a 

fragile process because the emerging puzzle can easily fall apart: emerging expectations of 

success function as a catalyst for the decision-making process, just as emerging 

expectation of failure frustrate the decision-making process. Political-executives know 

that winning one battle does not mean that they have won the war. The seeds of a 

strategic plan must be sown everywhere at all times and must echo throughout the 

political-executive realm until that dream is finally brought into reality. The more often a 

comprehensive strategic agenda inspires some decision-making process, the more likely is 

the coming into being of that agenda. For instance, if most investments are indeed 

allocated to developments in the Randstad, the strategic agenda of the Randstad as 

centralized social-economic core of the Netherlands will indeed become a reality. New 

decision-making processes are regarded as a new podium or platform on which political-

executives can repeat their framing story. Their reason for being is to keep telling their 
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framing stories at every possible decision-making table in order to bring into being the 

future that they have promised to their constituents.   

Plausibility has a boundary: not everything goes 

Political-executives are aware that plausibility is more important that accuracy- a crucial 

premise of this dissertation - although this is only true within certain boundaries of 

material reality. If those boundaries are crossed and the plans and stories really do not 

make any sense, there will always be a moment in which a Minister or Alderperson or 

Delegate is no longer able to explain the value of the development. One public 

professional mentioned for instance the possibility that some interest group will see 

through a plan, or it is reconsidered for budgetary reasons or there might be some 

external planning agency sifting through things and judging its potential. If the 

foundations are truly invalid, there will be a problem in the end. Building castles in the sky 

without any connection to material and physical reality is something that political-

executives will not get away with, even if they are masters in the telling of framing stories.  

However, between an impossible or nonsensical plan and a perfectly rational and accurate 

plan, there is a grey area full of plausible plans that might or might not be the ‘best’ 

solution for some kind of problem. Whether some development is basically flawed or 

whether some development is the best and most efficient way to solve a specific problem: 

these are completely different questions.   

In the case of large infrastructural plans which are very complex while their 

outcome remains uncertain for long periods of time, many framing stories can be 

regarded as being plausible. Indeed, in such ambiguous cases, it is very hard to even think 

of any logico-scientific way to find out which plan is the most effective and efficient. The 

act of meaning-making through story-telling thus becomes increasingly important. Reality 

is open for interpretation and within the bounds of material and technical possibilities, 

meaning has to be created as a resultant of struggling among decision-makers. The 

professional representative of the Minister of Infrastructure acknowledges the grey areas 

of decision-making and tells that during negotiations, he can tell the Minister that he is 

convinced that the facts of a story are incorrect; however, the Minister can still decide to 

accept the story as plausible for the sake of the negotiations. 

If the Minister wants to say ‘yes’ to something, there must be a plausible story to 

legitimate that decision. A successful decision-making process depends on a strong 

combination between hard, scientific facts and a plausible story backed by political will. If 

those two things complement each other, then you can get things done as decision-maker. 

During some phases of the decision-making process, one of the two aspects of decision-

making can get the upper hand. At certain key moments of decision-making, all the 

specialist knowledge of people that really know how things work does no longer has any 

effect on the course of decision-making. The field of forces takes over and one’s position 

and purpose in such a field decide what kind of plan is presented at which moment in 

time. Political-executives – and often also their top advisors – are consciously engaging in 

the struggle for meaning during decision-making processes and they all strategize to come 

up with the perfect framing story at exactly the right time to score.  
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Chapter 10: Conclusion and 

discussion 
The conclusion of this dissertation repeats the research question concerning the puzzling 

phenomenon of political-executive decision-making. This puzzle is made less perplexing by 

reversing the perceived relation between political-executives and processes of decision-making 

they participate in: Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers use decision-making processes for their 

own purposes and those purposes do not necessarily entail a swift and successful completion of 

such a process. This reversal can best be understood by regarding decision-making through a 

meaning making lens while asking the question: why do political-executives tell power-infused 

framing stories during infrastructural decision-making processes? In order to answer this question, 

the mindset of political-executives as meaning makers is first quickly addressed. When it becomes 

clear that these actors are focused on world-making, it is possible to envision the first order of 

struggle concerning the mutual story about a potential development. Following on this 

negotiation of a common ground, the second order of struggle for meaning can be 

conceptualized: the negotiated mutual story in itself is only a piece of the larger emerging 

country-wide development agenda. The idea as political-executive decision-making as a struggle 

for meaning is in itself a critical reflection on the pre-assumption that the practices of 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers are frustrating the decision-making process. This is only the 

case according to rational-instrumental perspective focused on efficiency and effectiveness and 

not in the perspective of political-executives that are focused on meaning-making. Ultimately, the 

theoretical relevance for several academic debates is discussed and tentative suggestions are 

presented towards those actors that engage in the struggle for meaning on a daily basis. 
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The conclusion of this dissertation is presented in the form of insights that were 

developed by looking at the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive decision-making 

from a different perspective and by asking the following main research question: 

 

How do political-executives with diverging strategic agendas negotiate and enact a common 

ground that enables them to make legitimate decisions about potential infrastructural 

developments? 

 

The following sub questions – of a theoretical, empirical and analytical kind – are derived 

from the main question and help to make the comprehensive main question more 

tangible and sharp: 

 

• What kind of academic sources provide the elements to design a research lens that 

analyzes political-executive decision-making practices as meaning making practices? 

 

• How can a meaning making lens based on story-telling, framing and power be 

sharpened with the purpose to analyze the empirical case stories? 

 

• How do the case stories about the decision-making practices concerning Project 

Mainport Development Rotterdam and A1 Zone Development exhibit the negotiation 

of meaning between political-executives? 

 

• How does the research lens explain in which ways and for which reasons 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers use the symbolic consequences of decision-

making processes in order to enact their own strategic agenda? 

A story of reversed logic: ‘do not ask what you can do for decision-making; ask 

what decision-making can do for you’ 

These questions guide the sensemaking of the researcher and also inspired the stories that 

are meant to abduct the reader and persuade the reader to accept the insights suggested in 

this dissertation. First the answers on the sub questions will be presented before the 

essence of the struggle for meaning will provide an answer to the main question. The first 

theoretical sub-question is answered in chapters two and three through the exhibition of 

the inspiring academic debates and the basic conceptual framework based on story-telling, 

framing and power. The second question is answered in chapters six and in chapter nine 

through the analysis of the case stories about PMR and A1 Zone decision-making. These 

chapters explain the five dimensions of framing and five sources of power used by story-

telling political-executives. As such, the sharpened meaning making lens – which could 

also be called ‘struggle for meaning’ lens - can be regarded as one of the contributions of 

this dissertation. The third empirical question is answered through the case studies 

presented in chapters five, seven and eight.  

The answer of the last sub-question is presented in the second part of chapter nine 

and this last sub-question forms the stepping stone towards answering the main question 

in this final chapter. When the meaning making lens is used, a struggle of meaning can be 

seen which is based on a very profound reversal in reasoning which forms the core 

contribution to knowledge development of this dissertation. The usual assumption 

concerning political-executives in infrastructural decision-making processes is that they 

are somehow making decision-making a difficult process: they do not go with the flow of 
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decision-making, they can form some kind of blockade for decision-making and they 

constantly change the scale, scope and planned physical features of future developments. 

However, this way of thinking does not take into consideration the essence and 

the ‘reason for being’ of political-executives. These people have a clear strategic vision 

concerning their territory and the position of that territory in the world at large. They use 

decision-making processes in order to manipulate the emerging future reality in order to 

make it resemble their own visions as much as possible. They search and scout for useful 

decision-making processes and they regard every decision-making process in which they 

are involved as a lever through which they can manipulate the world that is gradually 

being actualized. To consider them as a nuisance or hindrance or blockade is missing the 

point, since these actors are just not necessarily focused on the timely and most cost-

efficient solution of a specific problem. They have a different role in society as compared 

to planners or project managers: they are leaders – not managers of processes – that have 

to set the direction of society towards a desired future reality by using decision-making 

processes as vehicles and stepping stones. Three consecutive steps are necessary to 

answer the main question by presenting the main argument behind the reversed logic of 

political-executives, their political reasoning and their focus on the ongoing struggle for 

meaning. When these steps are taken, the essence of political-executive decision-making 

practices will be the contribution rendered by asking the main question. 

Step one: reasoning and sensemaking of political-executives 

The driving force behind the struggle for meaning during infrastructural decision-making 

are both the political reasoning of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers and the role 

they have to play as makers of the world of tomorrow. These actors are strategists of 

meaning or ‘world-makers’ that want to actualize their own comprehensive strategic 

agenda for development and thereby want to safeguard their status and reputation as 

political-executives. So instead of thinking ‘what can I as Alderperson do for this 

decision-making process?’ they rather think ‘what can this decision-making process do for 

me, my strategic vision and my reputation?’ Political-executives reflect and anticipate on 

the struggle for meaning and attempt to influence the reality that is gradually coming into 

being. In the eyes of political-executives, decision-making processes concerning strategic 

infrastructural investments are vehicles that can be used to bring their more 

comprehensive, broader agenda into being. These actors look ‘around’ the object of 

decision-making: they look at the surrounding context as a whole and the way in which a 

particular decision about a specific infrastructural development may further their own 

purposes. Moreover, they regard decision-making processes as symbolic stages on which 

status and reputation among peers and in society at large can be established: who is 

winning and who is losing? Who has got the strongest reputation, who feels ‘in the zone’ 

so to speak – able to create the momentum to make the world in his or her own image? 

The awareness of the struggle for meaning during infrastructural decision-making 

processes is clearly exhibited by the many quotes and anecdotes told during the research 

process. For instance, there are many quotes that exhibit the fear of political-executives of 

‘missing the boat’, or the fear of lagging behind in development and becoming ghost 

towns or insignificant regions that are unable to fulfill one’s own respectable destiny 

among larger and more powerful peers. They keep stressing that their town is not just a 

‘green poll of grass’ in-between more industrial areas of growth, or that the people in the 

East of the country are hard workers that can build a strong economy that is not solely 
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dependent on the Randstad as economic motor. Whether these actors are Alderpersons 

of small or large municipalities or even provincial Delegates: they are very eager to protect 

their potential to bring into being their own dreams and to keep enough degrees of 

freedom while being surrounded by large and powerful forces that steer the course of 

history. They all want to remain players instead of pieces on the board to be played with. 

Step two: first order struggle for meaning as collective negotiation of a mutual 

story  

Based on the essential role and reasoning of political-executives, two interrelated layers 

within the struggle for meaning can be conceptualized. The first layer of the struggle for 

meaning concerns the attempts to influence the mutual story that gives meaning to a 

concrete but yet unrealized infrastructural development. All relevant actors in the 

decision-making arena tell stories that frame the development in a way that correspond 

with their strategic vision. All these actors want to ‘put their stamp’ on the social 

construction of reality. Ultimately, the relative power balance between political-executives 

guides the process of negotiating a mutual story that is acceptable to all involved. This 

mutual story must also legitimate the ultimate collective decision towards their own 

constituents, towards their peers throughout the country and towards society at large.  

Such a struggle for a mutual story is a unique and idiosyncratic phenomenon, but 

some general patterns can be recognized, as for instance the types of framing practices 

used by the actors and the sources of power that increase the influence of framing stories. 

Moreover, there is often struggle between those who are distributing money and those 

who claim money for their plans. Since there are so many plans and only limited funds, 

the pattern that evolves is that those who are pushing the plan always frame it as crucial 

while those that distribute the funds are much less enthusiastic about the plan. This kind 

of oppositional framing creates a tense situation during which the success of decision-

making remains questionable until the moment of choice, when the concrete investment 

decision is truly made. During the long period of uncertainty surrounding the outcome of 

the process, political-executives keep looking around in their context: they can still break 

away from one process and use other decision-making concerning other developments in 

order to further their own agenda. Therefore, the mutual story is very fragile, depending 

on the ultimate moment of choice during which a concrete investment decision might be 

made that can stabilize the mutual story.    

Step three: second order struggle for meaning as creating the world of tomorrow 

A mutual story is also fragile because of the fact that political-executives are not trying to 

influence a potential development for the sake of that development. They are using 

decision-making about concrete developments to bring into being their own much 

broader strategic agenda and simultaneously, to increase their reputation and status in 

society. The second layer of struggle for meaning does not concern the meaning of a 

single infrastructural development but the meaning of a future reality that emerges when– 

out of several competing plans – some plans are brought into being while other plans 

only remain lingering potentialities in the minds of actors. Political-executives are always 

cautious of those competing decision-making processes that are going on: they 

simultaneously focus on a concrete development and the whole field of potential 
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developments. They are well aware of the interaction between parts and whole, between 

individual development and the overall infrastructural reality of the future.  

Therefore the second layer of the overall struggle for meaning greatly influences 

the first layer of giving meaning to a concrete development: concrete decisions about 

developments are not intrinsic but extrinsic, for these decisions depend to a great extent 

on the surrounding struggle for meaning. The mutual story that is negotiated to legitimate 

a specific development in turn forms the framing story told by a region during the 

negotiation of meaning concerning the national agenda of investment. On this second 

layer of struggle, the Minister has to decide which of the abundant plans will be funded 

and all groups of political-executives throughout the country try to frame their 

development in the most favorable manner. Regional political-executives give concrete 

developments a certain meaning because this meaning increases the chance of receiving 

national funds. Political-executives are also aware that successes during the struggle for 

meaning not only bring into being a favorable reality but also enact a reputation as a 

strong decision-maker among peers and public. Such a status can in turn increase the 

influence of successful decision-makers on the long run. 

Often, the developments that were not granted any funding remain lingering 

potentialities that could be actualized during a next round of infrastructural decision-

making. In other words, sometimes political-executives just have to wait on their turn. 

However, it is also true that the actualization of a certain development might increase or 

decrease the potential for other developments to come into being. A simple example: if 

there are two potential highways that both connect the social-economic core of the 

Randstad with the German heartland, the actualization of one of these highways 

decreases the chance that the other highway will come into being because it might not 

have any added value in the bigger picture anymore. These instances create moments of 

fierce competition, of all or nothing, that can put a lot of pressure on decision-making 

processes.  

This practice of collaborative-competitive decision-making about the future 

infrastructural development is the country as a whole can be described as a specific ritual 

dance during which political-executives from all parts of the country attempt to keep their 

plans on the MIRT agenda even though the Minister is unable to fund the majority of 

these plans. Even if their plans do not stand a change, regional political-executives must 

show their constituents that they are still negotiating with the Minister and that they are 

doing everything to create a better future for their community. And even though they are 

well aware that sometimes it is better to let go and sacrifice some their desired 

development for the greater good that serves many people, it is just very difficult to 

legitimate such a choice towards their constituents, their electorate. This ritual dance 

continues, even if there is no money or budget, even if the actors themselves would not 

even be interested in the project itself. Political-executives have to tell their stories – they 

have to plant these seeds of the infrastructural future and water them with decision-

making processes. They strategize in order to let their strategic vision echo throughout as 

many decision-making processes as possible, bending the consequences of decision-

making in their favor and making sure that the emerging future world is a world in which 

their role and their plans are strongly represented. 
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The essence of political-executive decision-making practices 

Political-executives tell a story that frames the features that are essential for the meaning 

of infrastructural developments. These questions parallel the different dimensions in 

which infrastructural developments can be framed. Who is responsible for the 

development (scale framing) and what will be the scope of it anyway (scope framing)? Is it 

really necessary (urgency framing) and does it fit into the grand stories that are salient in 

society (discursive framing)? Is it considered to be fair to invest in this development when 

the history of investment decisions in the country is considered (comparison framing)? 

Their stories give diverging answers to those questions that fit diverging framing and the 

impact of each story depends on several factors: the people surrounding the story-tellers 

(network power), the history of earlier investment decisions (comparison power), the fit 

with the stories that surrounds them (discursive power), the perception of physical and 

technical features (material power) and their experience, status and reputation (actor 

power). Political-executives search for those decision-making processes in which their 

framing stories can have the most powerful resonance in order to optimize their impact 

on the larger negotiation of meaning. As strategic world-makers, they seek out the most 

promising stepping stones that help to make their dreams come true.  

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers carry the burden of being aware that there 

are many potential alternative versions of reality that might be actualized as a resultant of 

the struggle for meaning in which they are continuously engaged. It is sometimes difficult 

to imagine that the reality that has come into being and that has come to be regarded as a 

‘given fact of life’ could also have been very different: the struggle for meaning behind a 

status quo is easily forgotten. However, looking back in history such struggles for 

meaning can be recognized and reflected upon. Consider for instance the development of 

Amsterdam and the Dutch Golden Age that was made possible – among other reasons - 

because the long-lasting blockade of the port of Antwerp caused the decline of that city, 

which was very powerful in medieval times. Would the Randstad be the economic motor 

it now is if Antwerp would have remained as powerful and would have grown into a city 

comparable to London or Paris? There has even been a time during the late middle ages 

in which the Hanze trading cities in the East of the Netherlands – Deventer, Zutphen and 

Zwolle – were almost as powerful and prosperous as the cities in Holland. For multiple 

reasons - for instance the growing importance of transatlantic shipping- the struggle for 

meaning has been decided in favor of the West, which became the economic and political 

core of the Netherlands. Political-executives realize that the world that is ultimately 

actualized is a resultant of struggle and that all they can do is to use their power and 

insights and tell their stories to make sure that the world that emerges is acceptable for 

the community they represent.  

Metaphors and visualizations of the struggle for meaning 

Several metaphors could potentially help to illustrate or visualize the struggle for meaning 

in order to make it more tangible. First of all, according to the Oxford Dictionary, the 

verb ‘to struggle’ has - amongst other meanings - two different but related meanings: ‘to 

make great effort and to slowly progress in spite of difficulties’ and ‘to contend or 

compete resolutely with adversaries’. Both meanings are relevant for political-executive 

decision-making in the infrastructural field: moreover, one could argue that progress is 

slow through the constant adversity while simultaneously the long duration offers plenty 
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of instances to engage in aversive struggle. Several respondents described the struggle for 

meaning as a ritual dance and this seems a fitting image. Ritual dances are not performed 

for joy or for the sake of dancing but for the purpose to enact a certain meaning to 

(future) reality. By engaging into this ritual dance, political-executives convince their 

audience and themselves that through the decision-making process, they have the 

potential to influence the actualization of the world of tomorrow.  

Another metaphor which comes to mind is the image of political-executives who 

are collectively puzzling to reach a decision. However, they are not trying to solve any 

pre-defined existing puzzle with existing pieces. They are collectively creating an emergent 

puzzle while each of them tries to make sure that his or her emerging piece of the puzzle 

is as large as possible. The ultimate puzzle depends on the pieces that are created, while 

simultaneously the emergence of the pieces depends on this gradually emerging ultimate 

puzzle. This mutually sustaining dialectic corresponds with the previously explained idea 

of plot as the relation between parts and whole of a story: the whole is meaningful 

because of the connected parts while these parts become meaningful because they belong 

to a whole. If the emerging puzzle forms a plausible picture of reality and most decision-

makers involved are convinced that their piece mirrors an acceptable power balance in the 

arena, a decision can be made. In this metaphor, the puzzle represents the mutual story 

and the pieces represent the individual framing stories and ‘puzzling’ represents the 

negotiation of meaning based on framing and power. 

Perhaps the ‘puzzling’ metaphor remains difficult to grasp because the notion of a 

puzzle is associated strongly with the idea of ‘solving something’, which is not what 

political-executives are striving for: they are not solving but creating a puzzle. Another 

metaphor visualizes a negotiated mutual story as a mosaic in which each decision-maker 

places more or less tiles, thereby collectively creating an image that is admired by all of 

them. When all decision-makers are content with their own input into the mosaic and if 

the mosaic is also admired by an outside audience, the potential for decision-making is 

created. If one wants to stress the dynamic and turbulent nature of decision-making, one 

can imagine – instead of a mosaic - a kaleidoscope that shifts in shape every time it is 

turned upside down. Creative framing practices and shifting power balances continuously 

create new kaleidoscopic images that legitimate different potential outcomes of the 

decision-making process. Moreover, it is important to note that no puzzle or mosaic 

exists out of only one piece; there is always a multitude of pieces or tiles, even if some are 

considerably larger than others. This explains why the notion of ‘negotiation’ corresponds 

better than the notion of ‘domination’ when considering the struggle for meaning.  

A very important insight, corresponding with the primacy of plausibility in the 

narrative mode of knowing, is that there are many if not infinite potential emerging 

puzzles, mosaics or kaleidoscopic images that might be accepted by the collective of 

political-executives. The ultimate choice for any specific puzzle, mosaic or kaleidoscope is 

made by considering an image that matches with the context surrounding the decision-

making process. In other words, every mosaic is a tile within a larger overarching mosaic. 

Political-executives are very much aware of the struggle for meaning on different levels 

and in different arenas that all correspond with each other. Any mutual story for a group 

of political-executives involved in one specific decision-making process can be regarded 

as a framing story that is attempting to influence the overarching mutual story concerning 

infrastructural development in the Netherlands. In a sense, political-executives are always 
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focused on the relation between smaller mosaics and the larger, comprehensive mosaic: 

They see every mosaic always as a piece or tile within an emerging larger whole. 

This metaphor explains the dialectic between bottom-up and top-down dynamics 

during large decision-making processes. In a bottom-up kind of way, every political-

executive involved wants to make his or her plan influential. Simultaneously, all these 

actors are aware that there is also a top-down pressure that shapes the contours of an 

ultimate mutual story that is needed for a successful investment decision. The agenda of 

the Minister or the emerging mutual stories of competing potential developments 

influence the internal negotiations within a decision-making arena. Political-executives 

constantly have to think simultaneously about ‘tiles’ and ‘mosaic’. For example, the PMR 

decision-making process is a piece in the larger puzzle of infrastructural decision-making 

in the Netherlands. The Minister of Infrastructure and Environment is responsible for the 

overarching emerging puzzle which represents the infrastructural development agenda of 

the Netherlands. However, groups of regional political-executives try to make sure that 

their mutual ‘mosaic’ becomes a ‘tile’ of this larger overarching mosaic. This focus on 

different levels and competing groups of meaning makers explains the feelings of those 

actors - planners or project managers - that are very much engaged with the content and 

process concerning a single development: they find it difficult to understand the story 

about the potential development – on which their calculations and plans are based – 

keeps on changing all the time. 

A critical reflection on the research puzzle 

How do the political-executive practices of decision-making connect to the perception 

that decision-making processes are generally too slow and of low quality? When reflecting 

on the puzzle underlying this research, the thoroughly explained tension between 

rationality and power is immediately apparent. The inability to grasp the problematic 

aspects of political-executive decision-making is interrelated with the dominant logico-

scientific and instrumental reasoning of those that are regarding these decision-making 

processes as problematic. Within a rational, instrumental and calculative mode of 

reasoning, it is indeed sensible to consider infrastructural decision-making processes to be 

slow and of low quality according to some pre-defined standard. Within such a 

perspective, it is both reasonable and valuable to study decision-making processes in 

order to improve the management of these processes. However, an uneasy paradox arises 

when the problems to be solved are coupled to the practices of political-executives. These 

actors follow a political reasoning which is not primarily focused on transforming 

decision-making practice from ‘slow’ on ‘low quality ‘into efficient and effective. Their 

reasoning concerns meaning-making and is about being strong or weak; about winning or 

losing or at least having some influence; about enacting that one desired reality instead of 

all those other alternatives; about being a player or being a piece on the board.  

The formulation of the research puzzle thus simultaneously holds the key for its 

own solution: the two different modes of thinking about the world are not taken into 

account with equal regard by those who present the problem. The idea still remains that 

decision-making is like solving a complex puzzle: it is difficult, but if we learn to manage 

the complexities of the process better and better, we will be able to make better decisions 

at a faster pace. Knowledge about the political-executive practice of decision-making 

processes was expected to offer insights which could improve the management of these 

processes. Ironically, this dissertation exhibits that exactly the insight into the political 
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reasoning of these strategic actors makes the idea of rational-instrumental management of 

decision-making processes in itself problematic. In a world that is regarded as ambiguous, 

it is important that meaning is established through decision-making. Therefore, exploring 

the problem of slow and ineffective decision-making by focusing on political-executives 

leads to the insight that this ‘problem’ only exists when one is looking from one specific 

perspective. One could argue that the puzzling phenomenon of political-executive 

decision-making becomes more ‘commonsensical’ (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012) when 

the entirely different mode of reasoning of political-executives and their engagement in a 

struggle for meaning is taken into account.   

The logico-scientific bias of the research problem can be explained more 

thoroughly when some presumptions are presented that seem to underlie the common 

understanding of infrastructural decision-making processes. These are also presumptions 

that I as a researcher unconsciously shared when I started my research: 

 

• Any decision-making process has a clear starting point and has a clear 

deadline for realization. 

However, many official decision-making processes are part of a consecutive 

stream of processes that have been going on for years if not decades and that have 

been re-instigated over and over again in slightly different form with the aim to 

bring a desired infrastructural development into reality. Potential developments are 

continuously reframed or incorporated into new decision-making processes, but 

the political-executives involved are aware of the long history of struggle for 

meaning. In other words, the creation of political will for investment determines 

whether a potential infrastructural development is eventually brought into being 

• Every decision-making process that is taking place will eventually result in the 

realized infrastructural development that is officially the object of the process. 

However, many decision-making processes do not result in the realization of any 

development, let alone the development(s) that are mentioned in official texts 

during the decision-making process. There are just not enough budgets for 

infrastructural investment in order to actualize all desired plans. In fact, there is 

only enough funding to realize a small fraction of all potential plans. 

• All actors involved define the object of decision-making in the same way.  

In other words, everybody wants the same development to be realized into reality 

and everybody understands what developments are of strategic importance for 

Netherlands ltd. However, every political-executive involved in the process has a 

different conceptualization of the desired end result of the decision-making 

process. Therefore, these actors engage in a struggle for meaning to make sure 

that the plan that is enacted in the end will help to optimize the realization of 

their own strategic plans. 
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• All actors want decision-making processes to be swift, efficient and successful.  

However, the efficiency and effectiveness of the decision-making process are not 

necessarily the most important aspects for political-executives. For instance, if a 

swift and successful course of decision-making does not lead to a development 

that is regarded as beneficial by key political-executive decision-makers, these 

actors will make sure that the decision-making process is stalled or even put on 

hold. All actors want to recognize as much as possible of their own plans in the 

mutual plan that is eventually brought into being. 

 

In other words, all those rational and measurable qualifications, such as slow and fast, 

high- or low quality, within budget or over budget, are part of a logico-scientific mode of 

thinking that clashes with the reasoning of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers who are 

chosen to enter the negotiations about which developments will be part of the world of 

tomorrow. Political reasoning and struggle about the desired future reality is a process 

that cannot and should not be neglected. Moreover, this struggle is deeply intertwined 

with the rational and instrumental aspects of decision-making that are already very 

difficult to cope with in a world that is as complex and uncertain as it is ambiguous. 

Rational management of a development depends on the meaning that is given to such a 

development after fierce negotiation. Complexity and uncertainty feed the potential for 

telling different plausible stories about reality. In turn, the struggle between these stories 

makes sure that the complexities and the uncertainties to be coped with will constantly 

change throughout the decision-making process. 

This study has demonstrated that research on the role of political-executives 

during decision-making processes should be based on basic assumptions that are 

grounded in political reasoning: 

 

• Political-executives are especially concerned with ambiguity instead of complexity 

and uncertainty. 

• Political-executives tell stories that are plausible instead of rational arguments that 

are accurate. 

• Political-executives frame potential developments in such a manner that the 

meaning of these developments mirrors their own, more comprehensive strategic 

visions for development. 

• Political-executives are focused on potentia instead of potestas: they want to 

influence constructs in reality and they are not focused on domination of other 

actors 

• Political-executives are aware of their role as meaning makers that try to 

manipulate the enacted consequences of decision-making in order to actualize 

their preferred future world. 

• Political-executives know that their peers are also strategic world-makers and they 

understand that although they might sometimes compete and sometimes 

collaborate with their peers, they are always and continuously engaged in a struggle 

for meaning. 
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This dissertation thus provides the insight that the problematic aspects of decision-

making are not as problematic in the eyes of Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers as 

one would expect. However, it remains perfectly sensible to reason that long-winding 

processes that exceed their budget and time estimate are indeed problematic. Indeed, the 

struggle for meaning between political-executives might be an important explanation why 

infrastructural decision-making takes so much time while the ultimate quality of 

developments is not guaranteed. Even if political-executives legitimately use their political 

reasoning during decision-making, one can still demand that they engage in the resulting 

struggle for meaning in a more constructive manner than they usually do. A change in the 

practice of political-executive decision-making can still be called for, as long as this 

desired change is based on a thorough understanding of the politics of culture. This 

dissertation has not researched such as change in political-executive practices of decision-

making but based on the insights of this study, some tentative suggestions will be 

presented in the final paragraph that addresses decision-makers in the field. 

Contribution to academic debates and possibilities for further research 

There are several specific academic debates to which this study can provide a 

contribution. For instance, the interconnection between the key interpretative concept of 

framing and the related concepts of sensemaking and sensegiving remains confusing and 

unclear. This study demonstrates that the cognitive frame of actors is crucial in different 

ways for these three practices of meaning-making. The conceptualization of different 

types of framing – creating a spectrum of framing practices that are used in a certain field 

– is innovative and could be an inspiration for researchers focused on other empirical 

fields. Furthermore, this dissertation calls for a more prominent place for the concept of 

power in the fields of planning, policy analysis and organization studies, suggesting the 

shift from a Habermasian to a Foucauldian perspective. However, the study does not 

indicate that powerful actors are just free to dominate meaning-making and to create any 

reality they aspire. A more nuanced view on the reality of power and knowledge is 

introduced, based on the relative power position of decision-makers. Moreover, both the 

debates on the phenomenon of performativity and strategy as practice in the field of 

organization studies should be based on this idea of struggle for meaning following a 

balance of power. The notions of agency, power and framing are underdeveloped in these 

debates. 

Sensemaking, sensegiving and framing 

There is a close connection between but also much confusion concerning the concepts of 

sensemaking, sensegiving and framing. The interrelation between these concepts might be 

better understood if these three practices are understood as different instances of the 

same meaning-making process based on a dialectic circle of interaction and 

internalization. This study exhibits how the cognitive frame steers the sense making 

process of actors and simultaneously forms the foundation of their framing effort. The 

combined framing efforts of numerous actors lead to a collective interactive framing 

contest, resulting into a meaningful co-construct, a negotiated synthesis of strategically 

projected cognitive frames. The outcome of this interactive contest – the mutual story - 

can in time alter the cognitive frames of the actors involved. This is especially the case 
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when the performative act of decision-making transforms such a collective frame into 

socially constructed reality and ultimately into material reality.  

The concept of the cognitive frame is a crucial connector between these practices 

that are different from each other in subtle ways. Sensemaking concerns the - not 

necessarily conscious -practice of enacting meaning in reality by bracketing elements that 

are filtered through this cognitive frame. Sensegiving concerns the intentional interactive 

attempt to influence the cognitive frame of others while framing entails the interactive 

projection of one’s cognitive frame in order to enact a certain meaning on reality that 

might correspond or conflict with the meaning given by others. The cognitive frame, 

which should be regarded as a kaleidoscope - dynamic, fragmented and idiosyncratic - is 

the binding factor between these three practices. 

Within this study, the practice of framing is most prominently discussed because it 

is the most intentional, strategic and political of the three practices. The typology of 

different dimensions of framing rendered by this study - inspired by the example of scale 

framing (van Lieshout et al., 2011, 2012)- is innovative and might provide a useful angle 

to analyze the framing practices of actors in all kinds of settings. However, it should be 

clear that the spectrum of dimensions that are recognized - scale framing, scope framing, 

urgency framing, discursive framing and comparison framing - is specifically connected to 

a spatial-infrastructural development context. This spectrum only represent the questions 

about reality in that specific field, such as ‘when is this development really necessary?’ or 

‘whose responsible for this development anyway?’ In different contexts and different 

empirical fields, there may well be a different spectrum of framing dimensions connected 

to different questions that are prominent in such settings. In other words, the spectrum of 

framing dimensions is a form of local, situated knowledge (Yanow, 2006) and it might be 

a relevant research endeavor in other fields and settings to make their own spectrum of 

framing dimensions more specific. 

Power and decision-making concerning large projects 

Within the academic fields such as planning studies, policy analysis and project 

management, there was already a call for the inclusion of Foucauldian, power-oriented 

perspective in order to balance the dominant Habermasian perspective in this field (Clegg 

& Kreiner, 2013; Flyvbjerg, 1998; Huxley & Yiftachel, 2000). In essence, this dissertation 

agrees with the idea that the notion of power should be taken into serious consideration 

by planning scholars and policy analyzers. However, the debate between Foucauldian and 

Habermasian perspectives has been too much of a black or white discussion, leaving to 

little space for potential grey areas. For instance, Flyvbjerg (1998) claims that actors that 

have power in the decision-making arena can dominate meaning making and his case 

story demonstrates that power shifts from time to time, creating in the end an incoherent 

plan and a dysfunctional reality. This dissertation however claims that this is too much of 

a Machiavellian view on planning and that the conceptualization of a continuous struggle 

for meaning is more useful for understanding the outcome of decision-making. The 

dynamic balance of power in that arena – depending on the power sources and power 

play of the actors involved – is crucial for explaining the resultant of the struggle for 

meaning. Power is dispersed and none of the decision-makers is truly hegemonic in the 

sense that his or her strategic vision is completely mirrored by the mutual story. In other 

words, power as potentia – influence on reality - is conceptually more useful than power as 

potestas – power over people. It seems more reasonable to consider the notion of 
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compromise instead of the notions of hegemony or domination - albeit that such a 

compromise is still not based on rational argumentation and deliberation but on a balance 

of power.  

 The notion of granting is mentioned frequently by political-executive respondents, 

can be explained by focusing on the debate between Habermas and Foucault and the grey 

area between these two perspectives. Granting is regarded by most political-executives as 

the sacrifice of some plan that would be beneficial for his or her community in order to 

bring into being a more beneficial future for the larger whole in which this political-

executive is functioning. The fact that this notion is often mentioned by decision-makers 

entails that they are also deliberate and argumentative agents that are able to reason 

according to a Habermasian communicative principles. However, the fact that it is so 

difficult for political-executives to put the ideal of granting something to their peers into 

practice also demonstrates the Foucauldian perspective on decision-making: every actor 

takes his own agenda as a compass and enacted reality is a resultant of struggle instead of 

a resultant of deliberation. So even if political-executives would idealistically make 

sacrifices in name of the greater good, they are still aware that they are positioned in an 

continuous framing contest and that there is no guarantee that they will be rewarded by 

their constituents for such a sacrifice.  

Political-executive decision-making as a symbolic and performative practice 

In order to discuss the nature of political-executive strategic practice, it is important to 

discuss the conceptual relation between the process of decision-making and the notion of 

meaning. Conventional scholars on decision-making theory often reason that meaning is 

established - by rational means - in order to make decisions. Within the interpretative 

perspective of decision-making, the outcome of any decision and the actual moment of 

choice embodied in a symbolic act, are also influencing the wider negotiation of meaning 

(Brown, 1994; Laroche, 1995; March, 1994). The symbolic act of choice signals which 

world images are leading in society. Interpretative researchers have inverted the relation 

between meaning and decision-making: 

The political reasoning of political-executives during strategic decision-making has a 

symbolic dimension because these actors are not primarily focused on the meaning of a 

specific project or development but on the meaning of the decision-making process for 

their world at large and for their own place in that world. According to March and 

Olsen(1984), political behaviour is symbolic as it is often not intended to reach a concrete 

goal but to influence the interpretative order of the world.In the eyes of political-

executives, decision-making processes are opportunities or platforms for symbolic actions 

and the processes function as vehicles for the enactment of meaning in society (Brown, 

1994; Laroche, 1995; Maclean, Harvey, & Chia, 2012; March, 1994). Quite often, the 

concrete, material effect of decision making is not even the most important aspect of the 

process; in these cases, decision-making functions more as a generator of reassurance 

than a generator of a substantive action (March, 1994:217). 

 "Interpretation is treated as central; sense making is a basic need. Humans spend much of 
their time gathering information, spinning explanations and gossiping about the motives and 

the behavior of others. In this view, meaning is not established to make decisions; decisions 
are made to establish meaning" (March, 1994:208). 
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In contemporary society, the primacy of the notion of 'choice' and the idea that people 

can truly influence and steer their destiny by making the right choice following a thorough 

process of deliberation has granted enormous symbolic power to the process of decision-

making and everything that surrounds it. According to March, "the process of decision-

making is surrounded with as much symbolic and ritual paraphernalia as the divining of 

God's will in the Middle Ages. The rituals of choice tie routine events to beliefs about the 

nature of things. They give meaning" (March, 1994:216).The symbolic dimension of 

decision-making presents a promising direction for research on decision-making, 

especially in combination with the acknowledgement of the performative dimension of 

decision-making: decision-making is meaning making and when socially constructed 

meanings are actualized into reality, decision-making becomes world-making.   

The performative dimension of decision-making 

Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons are not only using decision-making processes to 

communicate their strategic view about future reality. They use decision-making processes 

to actually bring into being this future reality – in other words, to socially construct 

emerging reality according to their own view.The notion of performativity focuses on the 

relation between mental representations of reality – such as a strategic vision – and reality 

itself. This concept is useful for conceptualizing the dynamics of meaning making or even 

‘world-making’ within strategic decision-making processes. The crux of performativity is 

that a theory, a strategy or ideology - any abstract idea as a matter of fact - is not only a 

description of how the world is, could be or should be. Instead, the activities and 

practices that are informed by such an abstract idea bring into being a reality that mirrors 

this idea. On a philosophical level, the idea of performativity is based on speech-act 

theory (Austin, 1962), which entails the idea that words not only describe but also 'do' 

something in reality. For instance, the statement “I declare you man and wife” -uttered by 

the appropriate civil servant - is not just a statement that describes reality. In a sense, the 

utterance of this statement creates a new reality.  

According to Callon (2006), statements about the world – theories, ideas or 

strategic visions - and the world itself are in continuous co-evolution. In other words, 

when an idea becomes actualized through performative practices, one could state that the 

abstract idea can be 'validated' through empirical research but one could also state that 

reality has been transformed in order to 'fit' that abstract idea. In the words of Mackenzie 

(2006), a theory is not a camera – only capturing reality – but also an engine that actively 

changes and creates reality. For instance, consider a strategic decision to allocate major 

funds for infrastructure investment in a certain region, based on the common narrative 

that this region is the social-economic engine of a country. Exactly these proposed 

investments and all the planning practices spinning from this decision will have the 

performative effect of indeed turning that region into that economic engine, as was 

preconceived by the legitimating story in the first place. 

Most studies on the phenomenon of performativity originally focused on academic 

theories as conceptual schemes that hold performative potential. For instance, several 

scholars have argued that management theories that are based mostly on rational actor 

theory have spurred managerial practices that have had a profound performative effect on 

the managerial reality in organizations (Cabantous & Gond, 2011; Ferraro, Pfeffer, & 

Sutton, 2005; Ghoshal, 2005). However, in organization and management studies, 

scholars focus not only on the performative effects of academic theory, for they recognize 
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different types of conceptual or ideational schemes - strategies, professional standards or 

theories - that can have performative effects in reality. For this dissertation, it is 

interesting that also a strategy can be regarded as a “performative device that creates what 

it pretends to describe” (Kornberger & Carter, 2010:335). Kornberger and Clegg (2011) 

discuss the notion of performativity in their study on the development of a strategic 

future vision for the city of Sydney in 2030.  

Strategic decision-making processes, for instance in the field of infrastructure, can 

be conceptualized as ‘world-making’, for they bring into being a certain strategic vision 

through the performative effects of decision-making practice: 

A basic assumption in the debate on performativity used to be that an actor is only a 

medium between the world of ideas and the reality that is being molded into resembling 

those ideas. However, more and more scholars stress the idea of performative agency, 

which entails that actors are aware of the phenomenon of performativity and attempt to 

influence the performative process to their own advantage(Butler, 2010; Hodgson, 2005; 

Kornberger & Clegg, 2011; Law & Mol, 2008; Law & Urry, 2004). The Study of 

Kornberger and Clegg (2011) clearly exhibited how urban planners, concerned with 

implementing the Sydney 2030 strategic vision, consciously aimed to manipulate relevant 

actors to perform practices that would actualize the strategic plan into reality. The authors 

demonstrate how the strategists actually marshal civil actors into a specifically assembled 

order deemed necessary for the strategy to be actualized. Clearly, this dissertation exhibits 

that political-executives would be very pleased if they could marshal others to engage in 

practices that actualize their agenda. However, this is not easily accomplished because 

there are many political-executives who want to actualize diverging agenda’s. The 

question then becomes ‘who will bring into being his or her agenda at the expense of 

other agenda’s? 

 In the literature on performativity, this question can lead to cutting-edge research. 

Most authors who do consider diverging models or visions that are simultaneously 

enacted, conceptualize multiple parallel visions being performed (Kjellberg & Helgesson, 

2006) or consider a co-performation which is a mix of elements of different models or 

visions (Callon, 2007). This dissertation presents the notion of performative struggle: the 

struggle for meaning can thus be regarded as performative in nature(Merkus, De Heer, & 

Veenswijk, 2014). The lens of performative struggle focuses on the contest between 

several agents that all attempt to actualize their diverging conceptual schemes into reality. 

Political-executives consciously use strategic practices to increase the performative effects 

of their ideas on reality.  

 Abstract ideas such as theories, plans or strategies are not capable of actualizing 

themselves; they are actualized by purposeful strategic agents that intent to actualize the 

plans and strategies that are beneficial to them. Moreover, since there are multiple 

performative strategists but only one reality to be actualized, a struggle between these 

agents is the inevitable resultant. It remains important to stress that the struggle for 

meaning is not about hegemony or dominance but about relative influence on a common 

story. If such a mutual legitimating story is not negotiated, the performative practices in 

society will not be harnesses and mobilized in order to create a future world according to 

“If the realities that it [strategy] envisions and builds missions around cannot be realized, the 
strategy has failed. In our view,this is how strategy works.It not only represents and organizes 
elite views of the world but it also shapes the world –it has world-making powers”(Carter et al., 

2010:586). 
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a strategic design. However, a mutual strategic vision that will not be granted investments 

will also not be actualized. Without an investment decision, the gap between an abstract 

vision and enacted reality will not be bridged, leaving the mutual story lingering like a 

dream in the minds of those who created it.  

 The strategy as practice community is actually closely connected with the 

phenomenon of performativity, albeit in a very implicit manner. However, the strategy as 

practice scholars also have the same view on strategy practitioners as the performativity 

scholars have on those engaging in performative practice: they see them as mediator 

instead as intentional agents. Ironically, the strategy practitioners described in SaP studies 

do not act in a purposeful and intentional manner – they do not strategize in the political 

sense of the struggle for meaning. They just perform their strategy practices based on 

rational calculation in order to actualize their strategy into reality. The notions of framing, 

power and struggle for meaning are not well developed in the SaP debate, although some 

authors are starting to move in that direction (De Heer et al., 2010; Kornberger & Clegg, 

2011). This dissertation is not primarily focused on the practice of strategy making and 

moreover, it is not focused on an organizational and managerial context, which is the case 

for many SaP studies. However, organizations are fragmented in many separate 

departments that all give meaning to reality in a different manner (Martin, 1995). 

Therefore, the struggle for meaning between public organizations that can be witnessed 

during infrastructural decision-making processes could easily also take place within a 

specific organizational setting. Thus, the notion of a struggle for meaning is innovative 

and interesting for the field of organization studies and in particular for the strategy as 

practice community. 

Tentative words of advice for those in the decision-making arena 

The key insight underlying any advice addressed to practitioners in the field such as 

project members, planners and policy advisors is the difference between logico-scientific 

knowing or ‘the rationality project’ and the political reasoning based on the narrative 

mode of knowing. Nowadays, rational and instrumental models often form the basis for 

the design and management of decision-making processes as well as for the analysis and 

potential interventions into decision-making processes that are deemed inefficient and 

unsuccessful. This rational perspective can be complemented by a mode of design, 

analysis and intervention which is based on the notion of struggle for meaning. Many 

events and phenomena that are difficult to grasp and ‘puzzling’ when regarded through a 

logico-scientific lens are regarded as ‘commonsensical’ when regarded through a more 

interpretative lens; such events can even be anticipated and manipulated by public 

professionals if they learn to view the world through political-executive eyes. A quote 

from the chairman of the A1 Zone development program illustrates the idea that rational 

models are not sufficient to fully grasp the dynamics of decision-making: 
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Analysis based on the struggle for meaning  

One of the political-executive respondents jokingly said that this study could be 

dangerous for their profession: as everybody would know the trick, there would be no 

place for them anymore. I do not believe that to be the case but I do think that it could be 

very helpful for public professionals to learn to view decision-making processes and 

potential developments through the ‘struggle for meaning’ lens. The idea of a project - 

sharply demarcated in time and space and separated from a turbulent environment as 

much as possible - is very much based on the logic of the rationality project. There are of 

course sensible reasons why professionals cope with reality in this manner: they want to 

implement a plan and they need have control over their environment in order to do 

succeed. However, political-executives are focused on the chaos, dynamics and 

ambiguities in society as a whole, as they are looking for potential instances of meaning 

making. Sudden changes in discourses or policies or personal changes in decision-making 

arena are regarded as opportunities by them and not as nuisances that disturb the process 

of decision-making or project management. Since the whims and tactics of political-

executives do have crucial effects for planners and project managers, it would help them 

if they could understand and even anticipate on the sudden moves of meaning created by 

the struggle for meaning.  

Public professionals could for instance use the politics of culture lens in order to 

make an interpretative kind of SWOT analysis focus on the framing practices of the 

political-executives in the decision-making arena. What are the strengths and weaknesses 

of the emerging mutual narrative and what are the opportunities and threats for decision-

making within the field of infrastructural decision-making as a whole? Analytical questions 

could be based on the insight into framing dimensions or the building and using of power 

sources by political-executives. Which discourses in society are emerging and growing in 

importance and what do they mean for the mutual narrative? Which kind of personal 

changes – due to elections - are to be expected in the decision-making arena and how can 

the mutual story survive these changes? Which kind of technical innovations or 

geographical changes are happening that could strengthen or threaten the mutual story? 

What is the status of potentially competing decision-making processes in other areas? 

These are the kind of questions that public professionals could ask themselves and the 

answers to these questions could help them to continuously adapt the design and 

management of their project organization. This kind of continuous adaptation would 

render products that reflect the political-executive reality in which developments have to 

be actualized.  

Intervention based on insights in the struggle for meaning 

Insight in the struggle for meaning could be especially useful when decision-making 

processes are starting to become deadlocked because certain patterns of struggle become 

repetitive and the relations between decision-makers in the arena almost becomes hostile 

and counterproductive. In such situations, project professionals can make the tension, the 

struggle for meaning more explicit and they could attempt to offer solutions in the form 

of a different mutual story that is acceptable for the key actors involved. Moreover, public 

professionals could choose to build in moments of ‘time out’ in the decision-making 

process. During these moments, all actors involved can gather while public professionals 

reflect on the mutual story that has been emerging and the struggle for meaning that has 
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been going on. The current course of decision-making can be discussed and potential 

alternative directions can be suggested. In some occasions, it might be the case that public 

professionals are so immersed in the decision-making process that they can no longer take 

a step back. In such instances, action research performed by external actors who 

understand the struggle for meaning can help to develop interventions that can get the 

decision-making process back on track. Action research entails the idea that the 

researcher indeed intervenes on the basis of his or her analysis and from that point, the 

ongoing process of analysis will show the potential effects of the proposed intervention 

on the struggle for meaning.  

Design and management based on the struggle for meaning 

While analysis and potential interventions based on the struggle for meaning lens can be 

very useful for project directors and policy advisors, the most thorough use of this lens 

would entail both the design and management of decision-making processes from the 

beginning to the end. These processes are now based on logico-scientific and rational 

principles while decision-making in reality is based on political reason, on ambiguous 

nature of the world and the need to make meaning. If it would be possible to design and 

manage decision-making processes while keeping in mind the struggle for meaning, this 

might lead to a more successful and less frustrating experience of these processes. This 

research was not focused on the development of innovative design and management of 

processes, but tentative approaches can be suggested. For instance, the design and 

management should be based on the optimal facilitation of a mutual story. Based on the 

dimensions of framing, for instance scope and scale could be chosen in such a manner 

that a specific scenario of struggle for meaning would be very likely. If the combination of 

actors present in the decision-making arena can be influenced, the struggle for meaning 

between these actors could be anticipated based on an assessment their strategic visions 

and sources of power. In a sense, the dimensions of framing and the sources of power are 

then used to determine the parameters of a decision-making process.  

The design and management of decision-making in the infrastructural field as a 

whole could also take into account the struggle for meaning. This would for instance 

mean that the MIRT system would be innovated in such a manner that struggle between 

political-executives who all want funding for their projects would be more prominently 

acknowledged. For instance, in the contemporary system, concrete financial reservation of 

National funds is only taking place when a potential development is allowed to enter the 

planning phase. Therefore, the step from reconnaissance to planning phase is crucial for 

political-executives and the struggle for meaning on the national level is very much 

focused on developments that attempt to make this step. However, what would happen if 

different phases would be introduced or if financial reservation would take place earlier or 

later in the process of infrastructural development? 

Another opportunity for design and management is linked to the importance of 

performative and symbolic moments – such as the MIRT meeting – during which the 

struggle for meaning is temporarily freezed into a mutual story that is legitimating the 

actual choice that is being made. This study has demonstrated that decision-making 

becomes more hectic and the struggle for meaning becomes fiercer when such moments 

are approaching. Such ritualized moments could be crucial for the design and 

management of decision-making in the field at large. What would be the effect of creating 

more (or less) of such moments during decision-making processes. Should there be one 
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decisive moment of choice or should there be a long incremental range of moments of 

genuine investment decision? Should all these decision-making instances take place 

approximately at the same moment in all Landsdelen or not? Who decides when these 

moments take place and how is the Parliament involved following these moments of 

choice? These kinds of questions are important when the system of decision-making in 

the Netherlands is to be designed to facilitate the struggle for meaning between all 

political-executives in the country.  

 In the tradition of infrastructural development, regional political-executives as well 

as the Minister were able to ‘score’ by creating as much asphalt as possible and thereby 

solving points of congestion. Infrastructural investments however can also be used to 

steer and direct spatial-economic developments throughout the country as a whole. One 

respondent explained me that political-executives that allocate funds for infrastructural 

investments – such as the Minister – always ask themselves the question: ‘how much 

asphalt can be created for every euro I invest’, for they want as to spend every euro as 

smart as possible. However, since the investments in infrastructure are regarded as so 

influential for the development of regions, the Minister could also ask the question: ‘how 

many jobs, housing projects, recreational areas and of course how many Euros can be 

created for every euro I invest?’The Minister can use the politics of culture lens in order 

to act as a performative strategist who attempts to bring into being his or her strategic 

vision as much as possible. In a sense, some kind of map can be developed that 

represents all the issues of struggle between political-executives as well as all the issues 

which are very much acceptable to all political-executives involved. Based on such a map 

and on the strategic vision of the Minister, certain developments can be stimulated and 

others can be stalled.  

Eventually, a strong mutual story comes into being that is about the development 

of the country as a whole. Such a mutual story is actually the result of negotiation between 

the framing story of the Minister and all the framing stories told by groups of regional 

political-executives. Such a story can only come into existence if the Minister truly has a 

clear strategic vision instead of a vision that is a resultant of the pushing and hauling 

between regional political-executives. Furthermore, all the political-executive tensions 

within regions should be understood by the Minister who will have to act as the decisive 

actor that has to break a deadlock that regional political-executives amongst each other 

cannot break. Such a strong National strategic vision in the form of a story can help to 

harness and mobilize the strength of the Netherlands in an optimal way, while sub-

optimal, counterproductive and fragmented developments can be prevented. Although 

the creation of such a national story will need political-executive courage from the side of 

the Minister, it is one of the most important tasks for the Minister when his or her role is 

regarded through the politics of culture lens.  
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A word to the Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers 

It is more difficult to give tentative advice to Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers then 

to public professional because the insights of this study are based on the stories about 

framing and power that have been told by these political-executives themselves. Even 

though they would not use specific notions like struggle for meaning for instance, I still 

hope that the case stories and the descriptions of the reasoning of political-executives are 

recognizable as reflections on their own practices. This study might give political-

executives some handholds for a reflection on their own practices in a more explicit 

manner. They might find that some dimensions of framing and some sources of power 

are far more prominent for them than others. They might also use the model and 

terminology presented in this study to make certain tensions and practices explicit that are 

difficult to put in words without knowledge of the lens based on framing, power and 

performativity. I am convinced that political-executives are strategic actors that anticipate 

and try to manipulate the world that gradually emerges through the various processes of 

decision-making. They are world-makers that are appointed by their community to do 

everything in their power to create a reality that is as beneficial as possible for that 

community. The performative practices of these story-tellers make the difference between 

a conceptual plan about a new bridge and a real bridge that is used by real people. They 

have been granted the power to make stories come true.  

‘Which story will become reality’ is of course the main question and the drive 

behind the struggle for meaning. The idea of struggle might create the image of political-

executives being narrow-minded, only caring for the perceived needs of their own 

community. However, the frequent mentioning of the notion of granting (gunnen) does 

not fit in this narrow-minded portrayal of these actors. Granting each other developments 

is regarded by many respondents to be crucial for successful decision-making, although 

political-executives also admit that it is not easy to grant something to one of their peers. 

It takes courage to sacrifice one’s own aspired development in order to create a better 

future for a larger group: even if that future is also better for one’s own community, one 

never knows whether this is understood and rewarded by the electorate. It is less risky for 

political-executives to keep pushing their own developments and to keep telling framing 

stories that their own audience wants to hear. However, granting each other something 

seems to be the way to break deadlocks that are detrimental to the greater community.  

Moreover, granting can lead to strong and crystallized mutual stories instead to a 

compromise that is watering down the strengths of a region or a country. If political-

executives do not dare to make such sacrifices, the energy and momentum for decision-

making will weaken and the power of the land will not be harnessed and mobilized in 

optimal fashion. Investments will be fragmented and spread instead of being concentrated 

and focused. For example, two new train stations might be built where one would suffice 

or no train station will be built at all because none of the competing Alderpersons dares 

to give in to each other. For the courage of granting to be recognized and rewarded by a 

wider audience, it is necessary that political-executives change their framing stories in 

order to convince their constituents and to win their trust. Although this is very difficult 

to accomplish, this dissertation has demonstrated that political-executives are meaning 

makers by nature: if they do not make efforts to change the dynamics of decision-making, 

who else will? 
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Summary 

 

Struggling for meaning within the Dutch infrastructure sector 

An interpretative analysis of political-executive practice of decision-making  

 

Introduction 

Both practitioners and politicians claim that decision-making processes concerning 

complex infrastructure development in the Netherlands cost too much time and do often 

result in suboptimal results. Besides the costs of delayed realization, there are also serious 

costs of the decision-making process itself in which many researchers, consultants and 

public professionals are involved. Several research reports into the Dutch situation 

(Elverding et al., 2008; KST81440, 2004) indicate that the episodes of infrastructural 

development during which the Ministers, Delegates and Alderpersons play the lead role is 

the period during which the costs of infrastructural developments really increase in a 

skyrocket fashion. This has created the idea that the common practice of decision-making 

of these political-executives is inadequate and sometimes counterproductive, hindering 

and frustrating the decision-making process (Bordewijk & De Vries, 2009; Hendriks & 

Toonen, 1998). The practices of these actors are regarded as indecisive, inconsistent and 

too much focused on finding consensus among political-executives of which there are 

always many involved in these large decision-making practices.  

 Among practitioners, there is a call for change of the decision-making practice 

among political-executives. However, this practice of decision-making is not well 

understood in practice and remains under-researched in academia: why do these 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers practice decision-making the way they do? The 

indecisiveness and the lack of persistence to stick with decisions are only aspects of a 

much more intricate decision-making practice of political-executives. Since this 

dissertation is problem-driven, the objective is to gain a thorough understanding of this 

practice in order to make the ‘puzzling phenomenon’ of political-executive decision-

making less perplexing. In order to engage in such a so-called abductive mode of 

researching, it is important to become more detached from strong basic assumptions 

through which the practice of decision-making is most often made sense of. According to 

influential scholars such as March (1994), Allison & Zelicow (1997) and Stone (1997) 

these assumptions often claim that decision-makers are rational actors striving for 

efficient and effective decision-making processes. This dissertation will demonstrate that 

this basic assumption is not necessarily shared by all people in the decision-making arena. 

In a sense, one could reason that the purpose of this dissertation is to craft an alternative 

perspective or lens and by looking through this lens, to better understand political-

executive decision-making.  
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Theoretical foundations 

Theoretically, the alternative view of this research is inspired by studies from the fields of 

public administration, policy analysis, planning studies and organization sciences. 

Especially literature which focuses on the complexity of public decision-making has 

inspired this research. However, even though the complex nature of decision-making is 

not denied, the ambiguous nature of public decision-making is put at center stage in this 

research. March explains the difference between complexity and ambiguity very clearly: 

while scholars of complexity attempt to approach a fundamental reality hiding behind 

complicating structures and processes, scholars of ambiguity assume that reality is not 

discovered but is invented through social construction instead. Even if there is a 

fundamental reality, different people give different meaning to this reality in their own 

unique and diverging if not contesting way. In essence, when focusing on ambiguity 

during decision-making, one focuses on the meaning of the object of decision-making is 

negotiated among actors who all understand such a phenomenon in their own way. 

 As such, political-executive decision-making can be regarded as a form of meaning 

making: decision-making is about creating the window or frame through which is 

determined how events and phenomena in reality are understood. Immediately the 

question arises: if decision-makers all have a different experience of a phenomenon, how 

then is it possible to create a common understanding in order to make a legitimate 

decision? There are two main traditions regarding the dynamics of meaning making, 

offering different views on the way people socially construct reality. In the Habermasian 

tradition, people engage in argumentative deliberations during which the content and 

quality of their arguments determine the impact of their view on the mutual meaning that 

is negotiated. In the Foucauldian tradition, the impact of someone’s view on reality is not 

determined by the intrinsic value or inherent quality of that view but by the power 

position of the actor holding that view. The traditions differ in the way they view the 

notion of power: Habermasians consider power as something erratic, disturbing the 

negotiation of common meaning based on reasoned deliberation. Foucauldians would 

consider power as the constitutive force creating reality and would claim that ‘power is 

knowledge’ instead of ‘knowledge is power’. In their view, power would be crucial during 

the negotiation of meaning among political-executives who experience and understand 

the object of decision in different ways. 

This dissertation is inspired by the Foucauldian tradition, regarding Alderpersons, 

Delegates and Ministers as actors who base their practice on political reason instead of 

being part of the ‘rationality project’ (Stone, 1997). This means that political-executives 

are focused on framing the meaning of events in reality instead of trying to find the most 

efficient or effective solution for dealing with these events. In a sense, political reason 

precedes rational problem-solving because the way the meaning of an issue is framed 

decides which kind of calculative, rational means could be used to increase efficiency or 

effectiveness. Meaning itself cannot be measured or calculated by rational scientific 

means. As Stone (1997) states, political reasoning always concerns a negotiation among 

political-executives in order to influence the meaning of what is decided about: 

influencing this meaning means influencing the course of decision-making and these 

strategic meaning makers are well aware of their influence. 
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In sum, this dissertation is built on the idea that the world is ambiguous, meaning that 

decision-makers give meaning to potential infrastructural developments in different ways. 

Since there are multiple political-executives involved during decision-making processes 

who all give a different meaning to a potential development, a negotiation of meaning will 

take place among them. This theoretical foundation leads to the following research 

question: 

  

How do political-executives with diverging strategic agendas negotiate and enact a common 

ground that enables them to make legitimate decisions about potential infrastructural 

developments? 

 

The ultimate contribution of this dissertation is thus twofold: knowledge development 

concerning political-executive decision-making practice and conceptual development by 

means of the construction of a fully-fledged lens through which the meaning making 

practice of political-executives can be studied. 

Tentative conceptual lens focused on the struggle for meaning 

This dissertation is inspired by the so-called narrative turn in the social sciences, since 

stories are essential for making meaning in an ambiguous world ruled by political reason. 

Political-executives are engaged in a narrative mode of knowing instead of a logico-

scientific or rational mode of knowing. The latter mode is about using universal truth 

claims in order to prove some argument through rational calculation by forming logically 

necessary ‘if x, then y’ relations. Instead, the narrative mode of knowing is about finding 

meaning by connecting events and about understanding ambiguous reality by taking into 

account human intent and action (Bruner, 1990). These ways of knowing parallel each 

other, having their own criteria for verification: a strong rational argument should be 

tested and proven to be ‘true’ while stories should be credible: they are not tested but 

judged on behalf of their credibility and lifelikeness. When some event does not make 

sense in real life, it is usually not because we are not able to place an event in the proper 

category or to appropriate the relevant universal law. More likely, we are not able to make 

up the story that makes the event understandable within a specific context. 

Stories are perfect tools during the negotiation of meaning of infrastructural 

developments. In a way, the political reason discussed above is closely connected to such 

a narrative mode of knowing: every actor has his or her own experience of reality and tells 

his or her own story, trying to impact the common meaning given to a phenomenon in 

reality. There are two reasons for stories to be crucial for meaning making. Firstly, there is 

the primacy of plausibility over accuracy: stories are not judged for being accurate or 

correct but for being plausible and convincing. Secondly, it is possible to tell multiple 

diverging stories about the same phenomenon in reality that can all be regarded as 

plausible. These aspects of stories open up the possibility of emplotment, thus creating a 

meaningful relation between the separate events of a story. Most scholars on story-telling 

would consider emplotment as finding the best fitting story in order to explain something 

happening in reality. However, in a Foucauldian perspective the act of emplotment can 

also be regarded as a strategic act of meaning making: instead of finding a ‘best fitting’ 

plot which would make events in reality understandable, one could also say that the 

meaning of these events depends on the plot that becomes dominant during meaning 

making. Instead of searching for the ‘best fitting’ story in order to explain an occurrence, 
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political-executives try to tell stories in order to give this occurrence a meaning that serves 

their interests. 

Telling powerful framing stories  

Stories are powerful framing devices, used by political-executives to intentionally and 

strategically attempt to portray reality in a way which is beneficial for their own agenda. 

Framing stories are not aimed at convincing other decision-makers but at influencing the 

meaning of potential infrastructural developments. Some aspects of a situation are 

intentionally made salient and some aspects are silenced in order to present a plausible 

image of the object of decision-making. Since all Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers 

involved have their own framing story to tell, they engage into a framing contest (Kaplan, 

2008) in order to negotiate the relative impact of all those contrasting and conflicting 

stories. In order to legitimate their ultimate decision, it is necessary to construct a so-

called collective action frame (Benford & Snow, 2000), a common ground which could be 

considered as a mutual story that is acceptable to all decision-makers involved. Although 

the mutual story is a compromise, it is important to stress that not every story-teller has 

an equal influence on the mutual story.   

When the framing contest is regarded as meaning making through the negotiation 

of a mutual story, the question rises which actors have more and which actors have less 

influence on this mutual story. Again, the primacy of plausibility over accuracy in 

narrative knowing is crucial for understanding the dynamics of this negotiation of 

meaning. Notions like narrative credibility (Fisher, 1989), which could be used to judge 

the ‘truthfulness’ of a story, are not useful in the political-executive realm. In the context 

of political reason, dubious stories can have great impact as long as they are deemed 

plausible. The impact of a story depends much more on the power of the storyteller than 

on the intrinsic power or credibility of that story. During infrastructural decision-making 

processes, the actor who can put most power behind his or her interpretation – his or her 

story – has most impact on the meaning of planned developments. 

In the context of meaning making, power is understood as potentia – the potential 

to influence socially-constructed reality – instead of potestas – the potential to dominate 

other actors. Political-executives do not aim to exert power over their peers but they try 

to continually increase their influence on the mutual story. The balance of power based 

on the relative power positions of decision-makers determines their ability to make their 

framing story count. The relative power of a decision-maker depends on the sources of 

power developed by this decision-maker in comparison with other decision-makers 

involved. However, it is difficult to measure or even categorize or conceptualize what 

these power sources actually are: in diverging contexts, these sources of power take 

different forms (Hardy & Clegg, 1996; Pettigrew & McNulty, 1998). Moreover, the 

balance of power should be regarded as instable and dynamic, for the relative power of 

actors can change during the long duration of infrastructural decision-making processes. 

Negotiating a mutual story is about establishing a fragile and shifting equilibrium between 

meaning makers. The tentative conceptual lens is based on the idea that political-

executives build and use power to increase the influence of their framing stories on the 

common understanding of a potential infrastructural development. The aim of this 

research is to look through this lens to make sense of the decision-making practices of 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers. Moreover, the conceptual lens will be further 
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developed by searching for relevant sources of power and by finding different dimensions 

of framing stories.  

Methodological approach 

This interpretative study follows an abductive research logic: instead of deductive or 

inductive reasoning which is about finding general laws, abductive reasoning is focused 

on finding a puzzling phenomenon and then finding a perspective through which this 

‘puzzle’ seems less perplexing and more comprehensible (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2009; 

Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). Abductive research is about creating local knowledge 

that offers insights that can inspire people to look at infrastructural decision-making 

practice in a different way. The researcher is in a sense abducted by this new way of 

looking. This kind of research connects well to the notion of ambiguity and the narrative 

mode of knowing, since stories can emplot a phenomenon in a certain way, thereby 

abducting the audience to give a specific meaning to that phenomenon.  

The insights of this study are based primarily on the many stories told by 

respondents about concrete decision-making processes. All of these stories are different 

from each other and most of the time they are contrasting and conflicting. The researcher 

has to interpret and make sense of these stories through a rigorous analysis of narratives, 

resulting in a sensemaking story constructed by the researcher. The researcher is actually 

also a story-teller, abducting the reader in order to offer a different perspective which 

makes political-executive decision-making practices more commonsensical. 

 Two case stories have been constructed by the researcher based on two decision-

making processes: Project Mainport development Rotterdam (PMR) which is mainly 

about the extension of the Rotterdam harbor into the North Sea and the A1 Zone 

Development program in the East of the Netherlands which is about highway broadening 

coupled with spatial development. Both of these cases involve a multitude of political-

executives from different regions and governance levels who all have to negotiate a 

mutual story. The PMR case is retrospective, which means that the story-telling decision-

makers can reflect on a process that has already been finished. The A1 Zone case is real-

time, meaning that is was fully underway during the time of taking interviews. These two 

approaches complement each other, for the retrospective case really demonstrates key 

moments of struggle while the real-time case demonstrates the chaos, ambiguity and 

attempts of framing without the benefit of hindsight.  

 The method of in-depth and open interviewing has formed the main basis for 

gathering the stories of political-executives. Participant observation and document 

analysis have also been performed, but these methods were always secondary to the 

narrative accounts that were produced during interviews. In both cases, the researcher 

held 45 in-depth interviews which lasted from thirty minutes to sometimes around three 

hours, the average being one-and-a-half hours. The aim of these in-depth interviews was 

specifically to make sure that the respondents would tell stories and engage in a narrative 

mode of knowing instead of a scientific mode. In other words, what is the real story 

behind the decision-making process and not the formal, procedural and nuanced version? 

Especially political-executives were easily lured into a story-telling mode, which 

corresponds with the political reasoning expected of them. All the interviews have been 

transcribed and, also with the aid of computer-aided analysis, an interpretative analysis of 

all the stories based on the tentative meaning making lens inspired the researcher’s 

sensemaking story about the way in which political-executives engage in the negotiation 
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of meaning. The case stories constructed by the researcher are based on the moments of 

framing contest which are recognized by contrasting diverging and conflicting stories 

about the same event or episode of decision-making.  

Two interpretative case stories 

The decision-making process concerning Project Mainport development Rotterdam 

(PMR) is the topic of the first case story which is retrospective in nature, because it took 

place during some 12 years approximately from the middle of the 1990’s until 

approximately 2008. PMR is mainly focused on the potential creation of the Second 

Meuse Plain, an extension of the Port of Rotterdam into the North Sea. The process 

involves many political-executives from different layers: Ministers and Secretaries of State 

from different departments, a Delegate of the province of South-Holland and many 

Alderpersons of which those of the City of Rotterdam are the most prominent ones. 

Indeed, all these political-executives have their own strategic agenda which they want to 

enact into reality and therefore they all tell different stories that frame the PMR 

development in different ways. For instance, the City of Rotterdam and especially the 

Directorate of the Port Authority which is part of the municipal government wants the 

port extension to be as large as possible – at least 2000 hectares – in order to make sure 

that the Port can handle the growing stream of container freight shipping. 

 In contrast, the Ministry of Spatial Planning and Environment and also the 

Ministry of Nature Reservation want the Second Meuse Plain to be much smaller – for 

instance not larger than 1000 hectares. However, they are not against the port extension 

development because it also offers opportunities to further their own strategic agenda. 

The Ministry of Spatial Planning wants to revitalize the older parts of the Port which are 

located near the city by transporting facilities towards the Second Meuse Plain, thereby 

creating space for innovative inner-city project development.  

The Ministry of Nature Reservation is convinced that the construction of the 

Second Meuse Plain will lead to compensation investment in order to create green 

recreational areas which the Ministry would otherwise not have been able to invest in. 

The Ministry of Transport is taking the lead and regards the Second Meuse Plain as a 

showcase project but they do not have the budget for such an investment. Therefore, an 

important role is played by the Ministry of Finance which has the funds to invest in the 

port extension but which is demanding a solid business case to legitimate such 

investment. On another political-executive layer, Alderpersons of municipalities 

surrounding Rotterdam attempt to couple their own plans and visions to the PMR plan in 

order to receive funds that they themselves are lacking.  

 All these political-executives strategize in order to make their framing story 

influence the collective action frame which legitimizes decision-making. Such a mutual 

story is indeed negotiated among the decision-makers, although the question now remains 

whether this plan will also receive the necessary investment from the Ministry of Finance. 

The choice whether to invest or not does not depend on the intrinsic quality of the 

negotiated plan but seems to depend on another aspect of meaning making: the struggle 

about the institutional status of the Port Authority. The Finance Minister wants the Port 

Authority to become an autonomous organization partly controlled by National 

Government while the Alderpersons of Rotterdam want the Port Authority to remain a 

department under municipal control. The Finance Minister proves to be the most 

powerful actor and when the Alderpersons of Rotterdam agree that the Port Authority is 
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autonomized, the decision to build the Second Meuse Plain is finally made. The case story 

about PMR decision-making demonstrates how political-executives try to increase their 

impact on the mutual story which gives meaning to a potential development. Moreover, 

the case story demonstrates how strategic agendas which are not explicitly part of a plan – 

in this case the institutional status of the Port Authority – can trigger a struggle for 

meaning which is of crucial importance for the potential enactment of a mutual story. 

A1 Zone Development 

The A1 Zone Development program is focused on creating an integral spatial 

development plan concerning the areas surrounding the eastern part of the A1 highway, 

consisting of approximately 40 kilometers from the city of Apeldoorn to the highway 

juncture near Azelo. A crucial part of this plan concerns the broadening of this part of the 

A1 highway by adding a third lane: in the East of the country, political-executives have 

been convinced for years that mobility is hampered and will be even more hampered if 

the highway is not broadened. Decision-making concerning the A1 Zone Development is 

taking place in the MIRT decision-making framework, which basically means that the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment has an Infrastructure fund which is 

distributed among potential investments throughout the country. Twice a year so called 

MIRT meetings take place during which political-executives representing so-called 

regional Landsdelen present their plans and argue for funding. There are too many plans 

compared to the funds that are available, so the Minister must be selective. Investments 

decisions of the Minister thus must be based on a strong mutual story legitimizing such 

investments; otherwise both the Parliament and other competing regional political-

executives will criticize and attack the plans. Everywhere in the country, regional political-

executives attempt to negotiate a mutual story which will enable them to secure National 

investments.  

 The story about the A1 Zone Development decision-making process concerns the 

episodes in the run up to the MIRT meeting, during the MIRT meeting and the aftermath 

of that meeting. It becomes clear that there are multiple layers and locations on which 

struggles for meaning take place: the ultimate mutual story legitimating the A1 Zone story 

is built up out of a manifold of underlying mutual stories. For instance, within the A1 

Zone area there are two city regions – Stedendriehoek and Twente - consisting of 

multiple collaborating municipalities of which some are rural towns and others are 

middle-sized to large cities. Each of the city regions is negotiating its own mutual story 

which proves to be a struggle for meaning: all Alderpersons are framing the A1 Zone plan 

by telling their own framing stories which often contrast and conflict with each other. 

Urban Alderpersons often have different interests than rural Alderpersons and also cities 

compete with each other in order to make sure that their own strategic agenda is part of 

the A1 Zone mutual story. 

 Moreover, the mutual stories of the two city regions must be aligned with each 

other and also with the framing story told by the Delegates of the provinces of Overijssel 

and Gelderland in which these regions are located. In turn, these two Delegates also have 

to negotiate a mutual story about the A1 Zone Development and the position of this plan 

within the overall agenda of Landsdeel East. Both Delegates have their own strategic 

agenda: while the Delegate of Overijssel focuses on the A1 Zone plan, the Delegate of 

Gelderland is more focused on another highway development program which is 

competing with the A1 Zone Development for scarce National funds. Meanwhile, all 
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regional political-executives involved understand that they have to tell a coherent mutual 

story to the Minister which they all support - at least in a formal way. If the region is 

divided and has no mutually negotiated vision, it is easy for the Minister to discard the 

claims for funding and to invest in plans of other regions which can indeed legitimize 

their claims upon a mutual story. In order to increase the potential success of the 

decision-making process, there are also officials from the Ministry of Infrastructure and 

the Ministry of Spatial Planning present during the decision-making process. In a way, 

these actors help the regional actors to frame the mutual story in such a way that their 

plan fits into the emerging investment agenda of the Ministry of Infrastructure. In a top-

down manner, they try to influence and guide the bottom-up meaning making going on in 

the regions.  

 Most decision-makers involved claim that the A1 Zone Development program is 

less about the Zone and mainly about the broadening of the A1 highway. Framing the 

highway as a backbone for regional spatial-economic development is a way to create 

urgency for broadening the highway. Indeed, when the decision-making process began 

about two years prior, integral planning of spatial and infrastructure developments was 

valued by the Ministry. However, times have changed and due to the financial crisis the 

focus on expensive integral developments has waned. During the MIRT meeting, the 

Minister explains that the A1 highway broadening is not a National priority. However, 

when the region political-executives are willing to co-invest into highway broadening with 

the use of their own funds, their plan might be prioritized on the National agenda. The 

regional political-executives are disappointed but on the other hand, they did expect to 

hear this story from the Minister. Now they will have to engage into further negotiations 

among each other about the possibility of co-investment and of course, they will have to 

negotiate again a mutual story in order to legitimize the use of regional funds in order to 

develop National infrastructure. Every political-executive will continue to take part in 

decision-making processes such as the MIRT process in order to increase the chance that 

his or her own strategic agenda and strategic plans will ultimately become realized. 

Strategic visions of Alderpersons and Delegates often remains stable but the framing 

stories they tell in order to have impact on decision-making in order to bring these visions 

into reality are changing all the time.   

Conceptual contribution: elaboration of the meaning making lens 

The case stories constructed by the researcher are based on interpretative analysis 

implicitly using the tentative lens consisting of the connected concepts of story-telling, 

framing and power. The resulting sensemaking story can in turn be analyzed more 

specifically, based on recurring patterns recognized in the story-telling practice of 

political-executives. This analysis results in further specification of five dimensions of 

framing and five sources of power which were recognized in both case stories. The 

elaboration of the concepts of framing and power can help to create a lens which in turn 

can be used to investigate the struggle for meaning during other decision-making 

processes. In this way, the research question guiding this dissertation is addressed which is 

focused on the ways in which political-executives negotiate common ground out of a 

diversity of stories: they do this by engaging into a struggle for meaning during 

infrastructural decision-making. 
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First of all, the five dimensions of framing will be shortly discussed. Each dimension thus 

is about another aspect and another question which is being answered during the framing 

contest. The first dimension is scale framing, during which the ownership or 

accountability for the potential development is negotiated: which actor is committed to 

what extend to this development? The second dimension is scope framing, during which 

the scope of the mutual story is negotiated: which plans or strategic visions proposed by 

decision-makers are allowed to be part of the mutual story? The third dimension is 

urgency framing, which concerns the time-frame of the potential development: what is 

the necessity of this development compared to other developments? The fourth 

dimension is discursive framing, which entails the attempts of political-executive to 

‘hook into’ contextual larger stories in society: how well does a development fit within the 

salient public discourses? The fifth dimension is comparison framing, which concerns 

stories about the experienced ‘fairness’ of the mutual story which is starting to emerge: 

Whose turn is it this time to score some development and is everybody getting a fair piece 

of the pie?  

 The answers to the different questions belonging to the different dimensions help 

to see how the meaning of a development depends on different kind of stories framing 

different aspects of reality. However, to understand in which ways these framing stories 

have impact on the emerging mutual story, it is crucial to gain more insight into the power 

sources that are built up and used by the makers of meaning. There are five sources of 

power which were recognized after a more explicit analysis of the case stories. 

 Firstly, there is network power which entails the use of the network of relations in 

which a storyteller is involved. The (formal) position of an actor in the network is 

important but also the opportunities to form coalitions or the contacts with other (more 

powerful) actors can increase the impact of storytelling. Secondly, the discursive source 

of power – closely connected to discursive framing – depends on the ‘fit’ of the framing 

story with either the contextual larger stories in society or with crucial policy stories in 

specific fields. For instance, during periods when complaints about traffic jams are 

echoing throughout society more and more, different story-tellers have discursive power 

then during periods when there are strong sentiments to protect the environment. The 

material power of a story-teller depends on either the unique features of the physical 

location under discussion or on the position of a potential development with regard to 

surrounding (planned) developments. For instance, when the expansion of a city is 

hampered because it is located alongside a river, stories about new bridges to be built can 

become powerful. Moreover, when a dedicated freight railroad has been constructed – 

connecting the Port of Rotterdam with the German border – stories about the need to 

expand the port in order to make that infrastructure investment profitable can have 

strong impact.  

 A fourth power source is comparison power, based on the principles of a fair – 

although not equal – distribution of investments throughout the country. Stories are less 

likely to be discarded when most decision-makers involved can be convinced that the 

political-executive telling the story has indeed been neglected. When peers and general 

public are convinced that some political-executive deserves ‘his or her turn’ to receive 

investments, the stories of Alderpersons or Delegates have more impact. The fifth and 

maybe most important source of power has been termed actor power, for this power 

depends on personal aspects of the story-tellers. Political-executives can have more or less 

experience with and insights into the meaning making process in which they are engaged. 
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Some decision-makers are more aware of the rules of the game and therefore, they know 

how to optimally use the other power sources at their disposal. They know when to forge 

coalitions or to use their contacts and they anticipate which public debates become more 

salient then others. On the other hand, actor power is also based upon the reputation and 

status of a political-executive as a successful decision-maker. This reputation of course 

depends in turn on his or her ability to be influential during previous struggles for 

meaning. In a self-amplifying feedback loop, success increases status and status increases 

success.   

Making the research puzzle less perplexing by looking through the research lens 

The elaboration and sharpening of the meaning making lens forms the conceptual 

contribution of this dissertation. However, looking through a lens based on the powerful 

telling of framing stories enabled the researcher to make the puzzling political-executive 

decision-making practices more commonsensical. The first insight granted by looking 

through the lens concerns the role of political-executives during decision-making, which 

is different or even reversed compared with other actors involved such as project 

managers or planners. These actors are strategists of meaning or ‘world-makers’ who want 

to actualize their own comprehensive strategic agendas for development and thereby want 

to safeguard their status and reputation as political-executives. They do not necessarily 

focus on efficient or effective decision-making: it is more sensible to perceive specific 

decision-making processes as mere stepping stones or vehicles for bringing into being 

their strategic dreams. They are world-makers who make sense ‘beyond’ or ‘around’ 

concrete and single decision-making processes in a holistic manner.  

 Each Alderperson or Delegate has his or her own comprehensive strategic agenda 

about the future development of his or her own territory and the position of that territory 

in the world of tomorrow. They use decision-making processes in order to manipulate the 

emerging future reality in order to make it resemble their own visions as much as possible. 

They search and scout for useful decision-making processes and they regard every 

decision-making process in which they are involved as a lever through which they can 

manipulate the world that is gradually being actualized. However, they know that all of 

their political-executive peers also have their own strategic agendas and also use decision-

making for their own benefit. An overall struggle for meaning becomes understandable 

when one considers that there is just not enough money to build everything and 

moreover, there is just not enough space in the country for all those plans. Political-

executives – like good story-tellers - are focused on the emerging dialectic between parts 

and whole: they both try to align stories about their concrete developments with the 

emerging larger national agenda while they simultaneously try to influence that larger 

agenda by telling powerful stories about their own concrete planned developments.  

 The awareness of the struggle for meaning during infrastructural decision-making 

processes is clearly exhibited by the many quotes and anecdotes told during the research 

process. For instance, there are many quotes that exhibit the fear of political-executives of 

‘missing the boat’, or the fear of lagging behind in development and becoming ghost 

towns or insignificant regions that are unable to fulfill one’s own respectable destiny 

among larger and more powerful peers. Whether these actors are Alderpersons of small 

or large municipalities or even provincial Delegates: they are very eager to protect their 

potential to bring into being their own dreams and to keep sufficient degrees of freedom 

while being surrounded by large and powerful forces that steer the course of history. They 
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all want to remain players instead of pieces on the board to be played with. Provincial 

Residences or City Halls and Town Halls often exhibit the greatness of their community 

at times that they were almost as powerful and thriving as today’s economic power houses 

of the Netherlands. These public residences seem to exhibit that there have been 

moments in history that the struggle for meaning and the balance of power was weighing 

in their favor before tipping over and thereby creating the reality that is experienced 

today. Political-executives are the ones who have to engage in this all-encompassing 

struggle for meaning in order to make sure that the dreams and visions of their 

communities do not become false hopes. The lens on meaning making based on 

storytelling, power and framing could be regarded as a ‘struggle for meaning’ lens if one 

considers the dynamics of meaning making which are recognized while looking through 

this lens. 

 The view of political-executives as meaning makers or even world makers engaged 

in a continuous struggle for meaning does indeed make the decision-making practices of 

Alderpersons, Delegates and Ministers less puzzling. The image of political-executives as 

actors who hamper and frustrate infrastructural decision-making processes is based on a 

rational and almost scientific view on decision-making processes. These actors are 

focused on giving meaning to the emerging infrastructural contours of society instead of 

automatically striving for the most efficient and effective decision-making processes. 

While their practices seem dysfunctional with regard to the usual criteria of successful 

decision-making, when viewing through a ‘struggle for meaning’ lens they seem to be 

doing exactly what they should be doing in order to serve the community they are chosen 

to represent. 
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Nederlandse samenvatting 

 

Strijden om betekenis in de Nederlandse infrastructurele sector  

Een interpretatieve analyse van bestuurlijke praktijken van besluitvorming over 

infrastructurele ontwikkelingen in Nederland 

 

Introductie 

Zowel professionals als politici beweren regelmatig dat besluitvormingsprocessen over 

complexe en grote infrastructurele ontwikkelingen in Nederland te veel tijd kosten en 

vaak resulteren in suboptimale resultaten. Dit leidt tot maatschappelijke kosten die 

verband houden met vertraagde realisatie van projecten. Daarnaast kosten 

besluitvormingsprocessen zelf ook veel geld gezien het grote aantal onderzoekers, 

consultants, beleidsmakers en bestuurders die betrokken zijn bij deze processen. Meerdere 

onderzoeksrapporten over deze situatie (Elverding et al., 2008; KST81440, 2004) geven 

het beeld dat vooral tijdens fases waarin bestuurders zoals ministers, provinciale 

gedeputeerden en wethouders de hoofdrol spelen ook de fases zijn waarin de geplande 

kosten van infrastructurele ontwikkeling het hevigst stijgen. Hierdoor leeft er binnen de 

infrastructurele wereld het idee dat de gebruikelijke praktijken van besluitvorming van 

deze bestuurders als inadequaat en soms als hinderlijk en frustrerend voor het proces van 

besluitvorming worden beschouwd (Bordewijk & De Vries, 2009; Hendriks & Toonen, 

1998). De wijze van besluitvorming van deze actoren wordt gezien als wispelturig, 

inconsistent en te veel gefocust op het zoeken naar consensus tussen alle bestuurders die 

bij deze omvangrijke besluitvormingsprocessen betrokken zijn. 

 Binnen de wereld van infrastructurele ontwikkeling klinkt een roep om 

verandering van de praktijk van besluitvorming van bestuurders, al wordt aan de andere 

kant ook tegelijkertijd gesteld dat deze bestuurlijke praktijken niet goed begrepen worden 

door professionals en ook nog niet voldoende academische aandacht hebben gekregen. 

Waarom gedragen deze wethouders, gedeputeerden en ministers zich eigenlijk zoals ze 

zich gedragen tijdens besluitvormingsprocessen? De ervaring van besluiteloosheid en de 

onwil om ‘de rug recht te houden’ als een besluit eenmaal genomen is, zijn slechts 

aspecten van een diep gewortelde en verfijnde besluitvormingspraktijk van bestuurders. 

Het is de bedoeling van deze dissertatie om een grondig begrip van deze bestuurlijke 

praktijken te verwerven om op deze wijze dit onbegrepen en verwonderende fenomeen 

binnen besluitvorming begrijpelijker te maken. Het minder perplex maken van 

ogenschijnlijk verwonderende praktijken vraagt om de toepassing van een zogenaamde 

abductieve onderzoeksstrategie – in tegenstelling tot een deductieve of inductieve 

strategie. Abductief onderzoek kan alleen plaatsvinden als de onderzoeker zich probeert 

te distantiëren van de basisassumpties die sturend zijn binnen de meer gebruikelijke 

onderzoeksperspectieven op besluitvorming. Volgens gedistingeerde onderzoekers zoals 

March (1994), Allison & Zelicow (1997) en Stone (1997) gaan zowel professionals als 

wetenschappers er normaal gesproken vanuit dat besluiten worden genomen door 

rationale actoren die streven naar een zo efficiënt en effectief mogelijk 

besluitvormingsproces. Dit proefschrift toont aan dat deze basisassumptie niet zonder 
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meer van toepassing is voor alle betrokkenen bij een besluitvormingsproces. Het doel van 

dit abductieve onderzoek (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012) is de ontwikkeling van een 

alternatief perspectief of een alternatieve lens waarmee bestuurlijke 

besluitvormingspraktijken beter kunnen worden begrepen. 

Theoretische onderbouwing 

Het theoretische fundament voor deze alternatieve blik op besluitvorming is gebaseerd op 

onderzoek binnen de disciplines van bestuurskunde, interpretatieve beleidsstudies en 

planologie en organisatiewetenschappen. Vooral literatuur die zich richt op de 

complexiteit van publieke besluitvorming en planning vormt een inspiratie voor dit 

proefschrift. Toch is het zo dat, hoewel de complexe aard van besluitvorming niet wordt 

ontkend, de nadruk vooral ligt op de ambiguïteit van publieke besluitvorming. March 

(1994) legt het verschil tussen complexiteit en ambiguïteit op een heel duidelijke manier 

uit: terwijl onderzoek naar complexiteit ervan uitgaat dat er een kenbare, puur 

fundamentele realiteit verborgen ligt achter complicerende structuren en processen, gaat 

onderzoek naar ambiguïteit ervan uit dat de werkelijkheid niet wordt ‘ontdekt’ maar wordt 

gecreëerd door sociale constructie. Dit houdt in dat – zelfs als er een fundamentele 

werkelijkheid zou zijn – verschillende mensen altijd op verschillende manieren betekenis 

zullen geven aan deze werkelijkheid, vanuit hun eigen unieke interpretatiekader. In 

essentie betekent de focus op ambiguïteit tijdens besluitvorming dus een focus op de 

betekenis van het onderwerp van besluitvorming. Over die betekenis wordt onderhandeld 

door actoren die dit onderwerp op verschillende manier begrijpen.  

 In zekere zin kan bestuurlijke besluitvorming dus worden beschouwd als een vorm 

van betekenisgeving: besluitvorming gaat over het creëren van een raamwerk of kader dat 

bepaalt hoe gebeurtenissen en fenomenen in de werkelijkheid worden begrepen. Hierdoor 

komt er automatisch een nieuwe vraag naar voren: als besluitvormers allemaal een 

onderwerp op een andere manier begrijpen en ervaren, hoe is het dan mogelijk dat ze een 

gezamenlijk begrip ontwikkelen dat nodig is om een legitieme beslissing te kunnen 

nemen? Er worden twee tradities onderkend die verschillen in hun perspectief op de 

manier waarop mensen hun realiteit construeren door sociale interactie. Volgens 

onderzoekers die het gedachtegoed van Habermas volgen is het zo dat mensen vrijelijk 

met elkaar overleggen en op basis van argumenten elkaar proberen te overtuigen: de 

kracht van hun argument bepaalt dan de invloed op de gezamenlijke betekenis die wordt 

geconstrueerd. Onderzoekers die de Foucauldiaanse traditie aanhangen gaan ervan uit dat 

de impact van iemands visie op de onderhandelde gedeelde betekenis niet wordt bepaald 

door de kracht van die visie maar door de macht van degene die die visie uitspreekt. De 

twee tradities hebben dus een verschillend idee over macht in relatie tot besluitvorming. 

In de traditie van Habermas wordt macht beschouwd als negatief en verstorend tijdens de 

onderhandeling over gedeelde betekenis op basis van redelijk overleg. Binnen de 

Foucauldiaanse traditie wordt macht juist gezien als scheppende kracht die een 

gezamenlijke werkelijkheid creëert: in plaats van het adagium ‘kennis is macht’ geldt het 

adagium ‘macht maakt kennis’ (Flyvbjerg, 1998). Voor deze onderzoekers is macht 

cruciaal tijdens de onderhandeling van betekenis door bestuurders die het onderwerp van 

besluitvorming allemaal anders begrijpen en ervaren.  

Dit proefschrift is geïnspireerd door de Foucauldiaanse traditie wat inhoudt dat 

wethouders, gedeputeerden en ministers worden gezien als actoren die hun praktijken 

baseren op politieke redenatie. Zij maken geen deel uit van het zogenaamde ‘project van 
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de rationaliteit’, wat inhoudt dat ze niet per se streven naar de meest efficiënte of 

effectieve oplossingen – volgens rationalistische, calculerende maatstaven - tijdens 

besluitvormingsprocessen (Stone, 1997). Ze gebruiken besluitvormingsprocessen om 

betekenis te geven aan gebeurtenissen in de werkelijkheid. Hun politieke redenatie gaat in 

feite vooraf aan de rationele, berekenende praktijk van besluitvorming omdat de manier 

waarop een issue geframed wordt bepalend is voor de manier waarop er op rationele en 

calculerende wijze over een issue zal worden nagedacht. Betekenis zelf kan niet worden 

gemeten of berekend op basis van een rationele wetenschappelijke manier. Stone (1997) 

stelt dat politieke redenatie altijd gaat om een onderhandeling tussen bestuurders om 

betekenis te geven aan het onderwerp waar de besluitvorming over gaat: als een 

bestuurder die betekenis kan beïnvloeden, dan beïnvloedt hij of zij ook de loop en 

uitkomst van besluitvorming en hier zijn de bestuurders zich goed van bewust. 

In essentie is deze dissertatie gebaseerd op het idee dat de werkelijkheid ambigue 

is, wat betekent dat besluitvormers allemaal op verschillende manier betekenis geven aan 

de werkelijkheid en dat het niet mogelijk is om op rationele wijze te meten of te bewijzen 

wiens visie nu de juiste is. Aangezien er meerdere bestuurders betrokken zijn bij complexe 

besluitvorming over infrastructuur, zullen zij met elkaar een onderhandeling over 

betekenis moeten aangaan. De alternatieve lens die zal worden ontwikkeld om de 

raadselachtige praktijken van bestuurlijke besluitvormingspraktijken beter te kunnen 

begrijpen zal op deze theoretische basis gebaseerd zijn. De uiteindelijke bijdrage van dit 

proefschrift is dus tweeledig: de ontwikkeling van meer kennis en begrip van bestuurlijke 

besluitvormingspraktijken binnen de infrastructurele sector en een conceptuele 

ontwikkeling door middel van het uitwerken van een lens om die betekenisvorming te 

kunnen analyseren. De volgende centrale onderzoeksvraag is leidend voor het onderzoek: 

 

Op welke wijze onderhandelen en creëren bestuurders met verschillende strategische 

agenda’s een gezamenlijke betekenis die het mogelijk maakt om gelegitimeerde 

besluiten te nemen over potentiele infrastructurele ontwikkelingen?  

Verhalen, framing en macht: leidende concepten voor een conceptuele lens 

Dit onderzoek is geïnspireerd door de zogenaamde narratieve wending binnen de sociale 

wetenschappen: verhalen zijn essentieel voor het scheppen van betekenis op basis van 

politieke redenatie in een ambigue wereld. Bestuurders opereren binnen een verhalende 

modus van begrip en niet binnen een logisch-wetenschappelijke modus van begrip. Die 

laatste modus gaat over het toepassen van universele wetten om bepaalde argumentatie te 

bewijzen door rationeel te meten en te testen door middel van logische relaties in de zin 

van ‘als x, dan y’. In plaats daarvan gaat de verhalende modus van begrip over het maken 

van betekenis door het verbinden van gebeurtenissen in de werkelijkheid door uit te gaan 

van menselijke intenties en acties (Bruner, 1990). Deze manieren van kennen lopen 

parallel aan elkaar maar raken elkaar niet: ze hebben hun eigen criteria van verificatie. 

Rationele argumenten moeten worden getest en moeten als ‘waar’ bewezen worden terwijl 

verhalen vooral geloofwaardig moeten zijn: ze worden niet getest maar worden 

beoordeeld op basis van hun overtuigingskracht en levensechtheid. Als mensen een 

bepaalde gebeurtenis in de werkelijkheid niet begrijpen, komt dat meestal niet omdat ze 

die gebeurtenis niet in de juiste categorie kunnen plaatsen of moeite hebben om een 

passende universele regel te vinden. Onbegrip komt vooral voort uit het onvermogen om 
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een verhaal te bedenken dat die gebeurtenis een betekenis geeft binnen een bepaalde 

context. 

 Verhalen zijn perfecte instrumenten voor het onderhandelen van een gedeelde 

betekenis van geplande infrastructurele ontwikkelingen. Het begrip politieke redenatie is 

sterk verbonden met deze narratieve manier van begrijpen: iedere bestuurder vertelt zijn 

of haar eigen verhaal dat de ervaring en het begrip van het onderwerp van besluitvorming 

weergeeft en gebruikt dat verhaal om de betekenis van besluitvorming te beïnvloeden. Er 

zijn twee redenen waarom verhalen zo geschikt zijn voor het creëren van betekenis. Ten 

eerste is plausibiliteit belangrijker dan accuraatheid: verhalen hoeven niet correct te zijn, 

zolang ze maar plausibel en overtuigend zijn. Ten tweede is het hierdoor mogelijk om 

meerdere afwijkende en soms ook botsende verhalen te vertellen over hetzelfde 

fenomeen in de werkelijkheid zonder te hoeven stellen dat het ene verhaal meer ‘waar’ is 

dan het andere verhaal. Deze aspecten van het vertellen van verhalen maken het mogelijk 

om een plot te bedenken dat verschillende elementen binnen besluitvorming op een 

bepaalde manier aan elkaar koppelt zodat er een bepaalde gewenste betekenis ontstaat. De 

meeste onderzoekers die zich bezig houden met story-telling zien het creëren van een plot 

als een manier om de best mogelijke verklaring voor een serie gebeurtenissen te 

vinden(Polkinghorne, 1987). Binnen een Foucauldiaanse traditie wordt het bedenken van 

een plot evenwel gezien als een vorm van strategische betekenisbepaling: in plaats van het 

zoeken naar het best passende plot kan dan worden gesteld dat de betekenis van die 

gebeurtenissen dan eigenlijk wordt ‘gekaapt’ door het plot dat de meeste invloed heeft 

tijdens de onderhandeling over betekenisgeving. Verhalen vertellen gaat dan niet om het 

begrijpen van de werkelijkheid maar om het bepalen van de betekenis van de 

werkelijkheid.  

Verhalende betekenis op basis van framing en macht 

Verhalen bieden een kader om de werkelijkheid te begrijpen en worden door bestuurders 

intentioneel en strategisch ingezet om de werkelijkheid op een manier te schetsen die 

overeenkomt met hun eigen agenda voor ontwikkeling. Dergelijke framing storiesworden 

niet verteld om andere bestuurders te overtuigen maar om de gedeelde betekenis van een 

ontwikkeling zoveel mogelijk te beïnvloeden. Sommige aspecten van een situatie worden 

benadrukt terwijl andere aspecten juist worden verzwegen met de bedoeling een plausibel 

beeld te schetsen om besluitvorming te sturen. Alle wethouders, gedeputeerden en 

ministers hebben hun eigen framing story te vertellen en binden op die manier de strijd om 

betekenis met elkaar aan (Kaplan, 2008). In onderhandeling vormen ze dan een 

gezamenlijk verhaal op basis van al die contrasterende verhalen. Om hun besluitvorming 

te legitimeren is een collectief handelingskader (Benford & Snow, 2000) in de vorm van 

een gedeelde betekenis – dus een gedeeld verhaal – nodig dat door alle bestuurders wordt 

geaccepteerd. Dit gezamenlijke verhaal is een compromis, waarbij wel beseft moet 

worden dat niet iedere verhalenverteller evenveel invloed heeft op het uiteindelijke 

verhaal. 

 Wanneer gedeelde betekenis is gebaseerd op een strijd tussen verschillende 

verhalen komt meteen de vraag op welke verhalen nu meer invloed hebben op de 

besluitvorming en welke juist minder. Het idee dat plausibiliteit belangrijker is dan 

accuraatheid binnen de narratieve modus van begrijpen is van belang om de dynamiek 

van betekenisvorming te kunnen volgen. Criteria zoals narrative credibility (Fisher, 1989) 

richten zich op de zo groot mogelijke ‘waarheid’ van een verhaal en zijn dus niet 
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bruikbaar binnen het bestuurlijk-politieke domein. In de context van politieke redenatie 

kunnen dubieuze verhalen toch een grote impact hebben zolang ze maar plausibel geacht 

worden. De invloed van een verhaal hangt veel meer af van de macht van de verteller dan 

van de intrinsieke kracht of geloofwaardigheid van dat verhaal (Czarniawska, 2004). 

Binnen infrastructurele besluitvorming geldt dat degene die de meeste macht kan 

ontwikkelen achter zijn of haar verhaal ook de grootste invloed heeft op de betekenis van 

een toekomstig project.  

In de context van onderhandeling van betekenis moet macht worden begrepen als 

potentia – de potentie om betekenisgeving te beïnvloeden – in plaats van potestas – de 

mogelijkheid om andere actoren te beheersen. Bestuurders proberen niet elkaar te 

overheersen maar proberen het gedeelde beeld van de werkelijkheid naar hun hand te 

zetten. De onderlinge machtsbalans die is gebaseerd op de relatieve machtsposities van 

besluitvormers bepaalt hun mogelijkheden om het gedeelde verhaal te beïnvloeden. Deze 

relatieve positie hangt af van de bronnen van macht die een bestuurder kan ontwikkelen 

en gebruiken. Het is echter moeilijk om te bepalen en laat staan om te meten waaruit die 

machtsbronnen nu eigenlijk bestaan: Binnen verschillende contexten nemen deze 

bronnen verschillende vormen aan (Hardy & Clegg, 1996; Pettigrew & McNulty, 1998). 

Bovendien is de machtsbalans tussen bestuurders instabiel en dynamisch omdat de 

relatieve macht van deze actoren kan veranderen tijdens de langlopende 

besluitvormingsprocessen. De tentatieve conceptuele lens waarmee de betekenisvorming 

binnen infrastructurele besluitvorming kan worden bekeken is gebaseerd op het idee dat 

bestuurders macht verwerven en gebruiken om de impact van hun framing stories te 

vergroten. Op die wijze proberen zij het gezamenlijke begrip van mogelijke 

infrastructurele ontwikkelingen te beïnvloeden. De lens wordt in dit proefschrift gebruikt 

om bestuurlijke besluitvormingspraktijken beter te begrijpen en daarnaast zal de lens ook 

worden verscherpt, wat ook bijdraagt aan de conceptuele ontwikkeling van de begrippen 

framing en macht.  

Methodologische verantwoording 

Deze interpretatieve studie is gebaseerd op abductieve logica waarbij niet wordt gezocht 

naar algemene wetmatigheden maar waarbij juist wordt geprobeerd om raadselachtige 

situaties in de werkelijkheid begrijpelijker te maken door hier op een andere manier naar 

te kijken (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2009; Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). Abductief 

onderzoek gaat om het vormen van lokale kennis die in dit geval inzicht kan bieden en 

mensen kan helpen om infrastructurele besluitvorming op een andere manier te bekijken. 

De onderzoeker zelf is in feite ook geïnspireerd door die alternatieve blik. Deze vorm van 

onderzoek past goed bij de begrippen ambiguïteit en de narratieve modus van begrip 

omdat verhalen ook abductive zijn: verhalen kunnen een gebeurtenis een bepaald plot 

geven om zo sturing te geven aan de betekenis die het publiek aan die gebeurtenis geeft. 

De inzichten van deze studie zijn vooral gebaseerd op de vele verhalen die de 

respondenten hebben verteld over besluitvormingsprocessen. Al die verhalen verschillen 

van elkaar en meestal zijn ze ook in conflict met elkaar. De onderzoeker moet dan die 

verhalen interpreteren en betekenis geven aan die grote verzameling verhalen na grondige 

interpretatieve analyse om zo een eigen omvattend verhaal te construeren dat de 

onderhandeling over betekenis inzichtelijk maakt. De onderzoeker is dus in feite ook een 

verhalenverteller die ook de lezer op een bepaalde manier wil laten kijken om zo de 

bestuurlijke praktijk van besluitvorming wat minder raadselachtig te maken.  
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Twee casusverhalen over concrete besluitvormingsprocessen zijn door de onderzoeker 

geconstrueerd. Het eerste verhaal gaat over de besluitvorming over Project Mainport 

Ontwikkeling Rotterdam (PMR) dat vooral gericht is op de uitbreiding van de 

Rotterdamse haven in de Noordzee. Het tweede verhaal gaat over het A1 Zone 

ontwikkelingsprogramma in het Oosten van Nederland waarin snelwegverbreding 

gekoppeld wordt aan ruimtelijke ontwikkeling. Bij beide besluitvormingsprocessen zijn 

veel bestuurders betrokken vanuit verschillende bestuurslagen, regio’s en departementen 

en ze vertellen allemaal hun eigen verhaal. De PMR casus is retrospectief wat inhoudt dat 

de bestuurders als respondent al kunnen reflecteren op het proces als geheel omdat 

besluitvorming al heeft plaatsgevonden. De A1 Zone casus is real-time  en was volop bezig 

toen de interviews werden gehouden. Deze twee aanpakken vullen elkaar aan omdat via 

retrospectie heel duidelijk de sleutelmomenten van betekenisvorming naar voren komen 

terwijl in de real-time casede chaos, ambiguïteit en pogingen tot betekenisgeving sterk 

worden weergegeven. 

Het houden van diepte-interviews in de vorm van open gesprekken was de 

belangrijkste manier om de verhalen van bestuurders te verzamelen. Participerende 

observatie en document analyse zijn ook toegepast maar altijd als aanvulling op de 

narratieven die tijdens interviews werden verteld. In beide casussen zijn er 45 diepte-

interviews gehouden die duurden van minstens een half uur tot soms wel drie uur: het 

gemiddelde interview duurde ongeveer anderhalf uur. Het doel van de open en diepe 

manier van interviewen was om respondenten te bewegen om verhalen te vertellen in 

plaats van een rationeel en ‘feitelijk’ verslag van de besluitvorming te geven. Wat is nu het 

echte verhaal over de besluitvorming in plaats van het genuanceerde, formele en 

procedurele verhaal? Bestuurders vonden het geen probleem om verhalen te vertellen en 

dat sluit ook aan bij de politieke redenatie die van hen wordt verwacht. Alle interviews 

zijn getranscribeerd en met behulp van kwalitatieve analyseprogramma’s op 

interpretatieve wijze grondig geanalyseerd vanuit de tentatief ontwikkelde lens gefocust op 

betekenisvorming. De casus verhalen zijn door de onderzoeker geconstrueerd op basis 

van de momenten van onderhandeling van betekenis die zijn herkend door 

contrasterende en botsende verhalen over gelijke gebeurtenissen of episodes met elkaar in 

verband te brengen. Het is belangrijk te beseffen dat ook binnen deze verhalen van de 

onderzoeker plausibiliteit belangrijker is dan accuraatheid of ‘correctheid’: het gaat niet 

om een feitenrelaas maar om het verhaal op een dusdanige manier te vertellen zodat de 

onderhandeling van betekenis het duidelijkst naar voren komt. 

Twee casusverhalen 

Het PMR- besluitvormingsproces, dat ongeveer gelopen heeft vanaf het midden van de 

jaren negentig tot aan 2008 is het onderwerp van het eerste casusverhaal. PMR is vooral 

gericht op de gewenste realisatie van de Tweede Maasvlakte, een uitbreiding in de 

Noordzee van de haven van Rotterdam. Bij de besluitvorming zijn meerdere Ministers 

van verschillende departementen betrokken. Ook de gedeputeerde van Zuid-Holland is 

betrokken evenals veel regionale wethouders van wie de wethouders van Rotterdam een 

prominente rol spelen. Al deze bestuurders hebben hun eigen strategische agenda die ze 

tot werkelijkheid willen maken en allemaal vertellen ze verschillende verhalen die de 

betekenis van PMR op verschillende manieren weergeven. De bestuurders van Rotterdam 

en dan vooral de directeur van het Havenbedrijf Rotterdam – onderdeel van de 

gemeentelijke organisatie – willen dat de uitbreiding zo groot mogelijk wordt – tenminste 
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2000 hectare – om ervoor te zorgen dat de haven de groei van het internationale 

containervervoer kan bijhouden.  

Daartegenover vertellen het Ministerie van VROM (ruimtelijke ordening) en het 

Ministerie van LNV (natuur) een verhaal over een veel kleinere Tweede Maasvlakte – 

bijvoorbeeld niet groter dan 1000 hectare. Deze bestuurders zijn overigens niet per se 

tegen deze ontwikkeling want PMR biedt ook kansen om hun eigen strategische agenda te 

realiseren. Het Ministerie van VROM wil de oudere gebieden van de haven die dicht bij 

de stad liggen, renoveren door middel van innovatieve projectontwikkeling en dat zou 

kunnen als de industrie die daar nu is gevestigd, verschuift in de richting van de Tweede 

Maasvlakte. De minister van LNV is ervan overtuigd dat de constructie van de Tweede 

Maasvlakte niet alleen zal leiden tot directe compensatie maar ook de mogelijkheid zal 

bieden om groene recreatiegebieden rondom Rotterdam te creëren die er anders niet 

zouden zijn gekomen. Het Ministerie van V&W (nu Infrastructuur en Milieu) heeft 

officieel de leidende rol bij de besluitvorming en de Tweede Maasvlakte is een 

paradepaardje, maar tegelijkertijd heeft het Ministerie niet het budget om deze 

ontwikkeling te financieren. Daarom is er een belangrijke rol weggelegd voor het 

Ministerie van Financiën dat het budget heeft om te investeren in de uitbreiding van de 

haven maar wel eist dat een solide business case nodig is om deze investering te 

verantwoorden. Op het regionale bestuurlijke vlak proberen Wethouders van 

verschillende gemeenten die Rotterdam omringen om hun eigen plannen en visies te 

koppelen aan het PMR plan om zo middelen te verkrijgen die ze nu zelf te kort komen. 

Al deze bestuurders handelen strategisch en zoeken naar manieren om hun eigen 

framing story zo veel mogelijk impact te laten hebben op het collectieve handelingskader 

oftewel het gedeelde verhaal dat de uitkomst van besluitvorming moet kunnen 

legitimeren. Er ontstaat uiteindelijk inderdaad overeenstemming over het gezamenlijke 

verhaal maar dat verhaal vormt nog niet een definitieve garantie dat het plan ook 

inderdaad de benodigde investeringen zal ontvangen van het Ministerie van Financiën. De 

keuze om te investeren in PMR hangt niet af van de intrinsieke kwaliteit van het 

onderhandelde verhaal als compromis maar lijkt af te hangen van een ander aspect van 

betekenisgeving betreffende de institutionele status van het Havenbedrijf Rotterdam. Het 

Ministerie van Financiën wil dat het Havenbedrijf een autonome organisatie wordt waarin 

de Nationale overheid kan deelnemen om op die manier invloed op de haven van 

Rotterdam uit te oefenen. De wethouders van Rotterdam willen het havenbedrijf – dat tot 

dan toe een onderdeel van de gemeentelijke organisatie is – in eigen handen houden. De 

minister van Financiën blijkt de meest machtige verhalenverteller te zijn en weet de 

werkelijkheid naar zijn hand te zetten: wanneer de wethouders van Rotterdam uiteindelijk 

akkoord zijn met de verzelfstandiging van het Havenbedrijf is het Ministerie bereid om de 

aanleg van de Tweede Maasvlakte te financieren. Het casusverhaal over de PMR 

besluitvorming laat zien hoe strategische agenda’s die vaak onuitgesproken of in ieder 

geval informeel blijven – in dit geval betreffende de institutionele status van het 

havenbedrijf – een strijd om betekenis kunnen laten ontstaan die van cruciaal belang is 

voor de daadwerkelijke realisatie van een gezamenlijk verhaal: een dergelijk onderhandeld 

compromis moet vooral worden gezien als een voorwaarde en niet als een garantie. 
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A1 Zone Ontwikkeling 

Het A1 Zone Ontwikkelingsprogramma gaat over de mogelijke integralebesluitvorming 

overinfrastructuur - de verbreding van de Oostelijke A1 snelweg – en ruimtelijke 

ontwikkeling binnen de gebieden die rondom deze snelweg gelegen zijn. Het gaat om het 

deel van de A1 snelweg dat begint bij Apeldoorn en loopt tot knooppunt Azelo in 

Twente. Het toevoegen van een derde rijbaan aan de snelweg is hierbij het cruciale 

onderdeel van het programma: in het Oosten van het land zijn bestuurders het er al jaren 

over eens dat de verkeersdoorstroming problematisch is en alleen maar verergert. Het 

besluitvormingsproces vindt plaats binnen het MIRT besluitvormingskader, wat in feite 

betekent dat eventuele investeringen voortvloeien uit het infrastructuurfonds dat het 

Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu reserveert voor belangrijke ontwikkelingen 

verspreid over het land. Twee keer per jaar vindt er een zogenaamde MIRT- bijeenkomst 

plaats waar de bestuurders van de verschillende regionale landsdelen de kans krijgen om 

aan de Minister hun plannen te presenteren om zo nationale investeringen te verkrijgen. 

Het komt erop neer dat er meer potentiele infrastructurele ontwikkelingen zijn in het land 

dan dat er middelen zijn om deze te realiseren, dus de Minister moet een selectie maken. 

De uiteindelijke investeringskeuze van de Minister moet wel gebaseerd zijn op een 

legitiem gezamenlijk verhaal omdat anders de Tweede Kamer en concurrerende 

bestuurders die geen investeringen krijgen de keuze zullen bekritiseren of aanvallen. 

Overal in het land proberen regionale bestuurders onderling een gedeeld verhaal te 

onderhandelen dat hen in staat zal stellen om nationale investeringen aan te trekken. 

 Het casusverhaal over het A1 Zone- besluitvormingsproces beslaat de periode van 

een aantal maanden die voorafgaat aan een MIRT bijeenkomst, reflecties op die 

bijeenkomst zelf en de nasleep van die bijeenkomst. Het verhaal laat zien dat er meerdere 

lagen en locaties zijn waar een strijd om betekenis plaatsvindt: het uiteindelijke 

gezamenlijke verhaal van de A1 Zone- ontwikkeling als geheel is opgebouwd uit een 

veelheid van onderliggende gezamenlijke verhalen. Zo zijn er bijvoorbeeld twee 

stadsregio’s gelegen in de A1 Zone – Stedendriehoek en Twente – die op zichzelf weer 

bestaan uit meerdere samenwerkende gemeenten: sommige daarvan zijn rurale 

dorpsgemeenten maar andere zijn middelgrote tot grote steden. Elk van die stadsregio’s 

onderhandelt zijn eigen gedeelde verhaal wat leidt tot een strijd om betekenis: iedere 

wethouder probeert de lokale betekenis van het A1 Zone plan te beïnvloeden door zijn of 

haar eigen framing story te vertellen. Veel van die verhalen conflicteren met elkaar. 

Stedelijke wethouders hebben vaak andere belangen dan rurale wethouders, maar 

verschillende steden concurreren ook met elkaar om te proberen of hun eigen strategische 

agenda kan meeliften met het gezamenlijke A1 Zone- verhaal. 

Bovendien moeten de gezamenlijke verhalen van de twee stadsregio’s op elkaar 

aansluiten maar ook passen binnen de overkoepelende framing stories die door de 

gedeputeerden van de provincies Overijssel en Gelderland worden verteld. De 

stadsregio’s liggen binnen deze provincies die gezamenlijk landsdeel Oost vormen en de 

gedeputeerden moeten samen ook nog een gedeeld verhaal vormen over de A1 Zone en 

de positie die deze ontwikkeling inneemt in de grotere agenda van landsdeel Oost. De 

gedeputeerden van die provincies hebben beiden hun eigen agenda: terwijl de 

gedeputeerde van Overijssel vol lijkt te gaan voor de A1 Zone is de gedeputeerde van 

Gelderland minder enthousiast omdat een andere potentiele snelwegontwikkeling in 

Gelderland concurreert met de A1 om de schaarse nationale middelen. Ondertussen is het 
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voor alle bestuurders in landsdeel Oost duidelijk dat ze een eenduidig gezamenlijk verhaal 

moeten vertellen tegen de Minister van Infrastructuur en Milieu tijdens de MIRT 

bijeenkomst. Als het landsdeel verdeeld is en geen gezamenlijke visie presenteert dan is 

het gemakkelijk voor de Minister om de claims om investeringen weg te wuiven en de 

middelen te investeren in regio’s waar investeringen wel kunnen worden gelegitimeerd 

met een gezamenlijk verhaal. Om het potentiele succes van besluitvorming te vergroten 

zijn er ook vertegenwoordigers van het Ministerie van Infrastructuur betrokken bij de 

besluitvorming. In zekere zin helpen deze actoren de regionale bestuurders om een 

gezamenlijk verhaal te onderhandelen dat past binnen de zich ontwikkelende 

investeringsagenda van de Minister. Op een top-down manier proberen deze 

vertegenwoordigers om het zich ontwikkelende bottom-up verhaal van de regio aan te 

laten sluiten bij nationale ontwikkelingen. 

 De meeste besluitvormers die bij de A1 Zone- ontwikkeling betrokken zijn stellen 

dat de besluitvorming minder gericht is op de zone en vooral gericht is op de mogelijke 

verbreding van de A1 snelweg. Deze snelweg wordt geframed als ruggengraat voor 

regionale ruimtelijke ontwikkeling om op die manier urgentie te creëren voor verbreding. 

Als al die ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen doorgaan, wordt het zo druk op de snelweg dat er 

een extra rijstrook nodig is. Toen het besluitvormingsproces begon, ongeveer twee jaar 

voor de onderzochte MIRT bijeenkomst, werd integrale ontwikkeling van infrastructuur 

en ruimte gewaardeerd door het Ministerie. De tijden zijn echter veranderd en de 

financiële crisis heeft de aandacht voor dure integrale ontwikkelingen doen afnemen. 

Tijdens de MIRT bijeenkomst stelt de Minister dat de verbreding van de A1 snelweg niet 

als nationale prioriteit wordt gezien. Er wordt echter ook gesteld dat de regionale 

bestuurders ervoor kunnen zorgen dat de A1 verbreding een hogere prioriteit kan krijgen 

en mogelijk investeringen tegemoet kan zien als er ook uit eigen regionale middelen in de 

snelweg wordt geïnvesteerd. De regionale bestuurders zijn teleurgesteld maar tegelijkertijd 

waren ze al voorbereid op deze boodschap van de Minister. Nu moeten ze opnieuw met 

elkaar onderhandelen over de mogelijkheden van eventuele cofinanciering en dan moeten 

ze opnieuw een gezamenlijk verhaal onderhandelen dat de inzet van regionale middelen 

voor de ontwikkeling van nationale infrastructuur kan legitimeren. Iedere regionale 

bestuurder zal altijd blijven proberen om deel te nemen aan besluitvorming binnen het 

MIRT kader om op die manier investeringen te verkrijgen om de eigen strategische 

agenda te kunnen ontwikkelen. De strategische plannen van wethouders en 

gedeputeerden blijven eigenlijk redelijk stabiel maar de framing stories die ze vertellen om 

die plannen te verwezenlijken door middel van besluitvorming zijn continu in 

verandering.  

Conceptuele bijdrage door verdere uitwerking van de lens van betekenisvorming 

De casusverhalen zijn door de onderzoeker geconstrueerd na interpretatieve analyse 

waarbij impliciet de tentatieve lens van betekenisvorming bestaande uit de concepten 

verhalen, framing en macht is gebruikt om de dynamiek tussen de verhalen van 

respondenten betekenis te geven. Deze casusverhalen zijn op hun beurt meer expliciet 

geanalyseerd op terugkerende patronen van framing en macht tijdens de 

besluitvormingspraktijk van bestuurders. Die analyse resulteert in een verdere uitwerking 

van vijf dimensies van framing en vijf bronnen van macht die te herkennen zijn in beide 

casussen. De verfijning van de concepten van framing en macht leidt tot een scherpere 

lens die kan worden gebruikt om de strijd om betekenisgeving binnen andere 
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besluitvormingsprocessen te kunnen analyseren. Hiermee wordt tegemoet gekomen aan 

de onderzoeksvraag naar de wijze waarop bestuurders uit verscheidenheid gezamenlijke 

betekenis onderhandelen om besluitvorming te legitimeren: ze doen dit door een strijd 

van betekenis aan te gaan tijdens infrastructurele besluitvormingsprocessen. 

Ten eerste worden de vijf dimensies van framing kort besproken. Iedere dimensie 

omvat een bepaald aspect passende bij een bepaalde vraag die over een potentiele 

ontwikkeling kan worden gesteld en kan worden beantwoord door middel van de strijd 

om betekenis. De eerste dimensie is scale framing, waarbij eigenaarschap of de 

verantwoordelijkheid voor een bepaalde ontwikkeling wordt bepaald: welke bestuurder is 

op welke manier gecommitteerd aan deze ontwikkeling? Vaak gaat het om de vraag of een 

ontwikkeling als regionaal of als nationaal moet worden gezien, waarbij de regionale 

bestuurders allemaal proberen om van hun plannen nationale projecten te maken zodat ze 

ook aanspraak maken op nationale middelen. De tweede dimensie is scope framing, 

waarbij de scope van het gezamenlijke verhaal wordt bepaald: welke plannen of visies of 

welke verhalen verteld door bestuurders passen eigenlijk binnen het ontwikkelende 

gedeelde verhaal? Iedere wethouder probeert zijn of haar verhaal zo te vertellen dat het 

aansluit bij de ontwikkeling waar besluitvorming over plaatsvindt. De derde dimensie is 

urgency framing, waarbij het tijdframe van een geplande ontwikkeling wordt 

onderhandeld: hoe noodzakelijk is deze gewenste ontwikkeling eigenlijk vergeleken met 

andere, concurrerende ontwikkelingen? Een terugkerend patroon is dat regionale 

bestuurders de realisatie van hun plannen als zeer urgent zien terwijl het Ministerie 

probeert om zo veel mogelijk plannen af te doen als (nog) niet noodzakelijk.  

 De vierde dimensie is discursive framing, wwarbij het gaat over de pogingen van 

bestuurders om aan te haken bij grotere sterke maatschappelijke verhalen: hoe goed past 

een voorgestelde ontwikkeling nu eigenlijk binnen de heersende verhalen in de publieke 

context? Iedere bestuurder probeert zijn of haar framing story zo te framen dat het 

aanhaakt bij populaire discoursen over bijvoorbeeld duurzame ontwikkeling, economische 

vooruitgang en bescherming van de natuur. De vijfde dimensie is comparison framing, 

wat gaat over de onderling ervaren eerlijkheid en rechtvaardigheid van het gedeelde 

verhaal dat gaandeweg ontstaat: wiens beurt is het eigenlijk om te ‘scoren’ en dus een 

ontwikkeling te realiseren en is de onderlinge verdeling van investeringen wel terecht? 

Iedere bestuurder stelt vrijwel automatisch dat andere bestuurders vaker en meer 

investeringen ontvangen om daarna te claimen dat hij of zij nu aan de beurt is. De 

antwoorden op de vragen die bij de verschillende dimensies van framing horen zijn 

bepalend voor de betekenis die een potentiele ontwikkeling krijgt doordat er verschillende 

framing stories over verschillende aspecten van de werkelijkheid worden verteld. Echter, 

om te bepalen hoeveel invloed die verschillende framing stories nu hebben op het 

ontwikkelende gedeelde verhaal, is het belangrijk om meer inzicht te krijgen in de 

machtsbronnen die worden ontwikkeld en gebruikt door de verhalenvertellers. 

Interpretatieve analyse naar terugkerende patronen van betekenisgeving laat zien dat er 

vijf bronnen van macht kunnen worden onderscheiden. 

 Ten eerste is er netwerk macht of relationele macht die ontstaat door de formele 

en informele relationele context van verhalenvertellers. De formele positie van 

besluitvormers is daarbij belangrijk: een minister heeft normaal gesproken meer invloed 

dan een wethouder van een middelgrote gemeente. Ook heeft een wethouder van een 

grote stad meer invloed dan een wethouder van een kleine rurale gemeente terwijl ze 

formeel beide dezelfde functie hebben. Netwerkmacht kan ook ontstaan door het smeden 
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van coalities binnen een netwerk of door het opbouwen en inschakelen van informele 

contacten: de steun van machtige actoren kan de impact van het eigen verhaal vergroten. 

Ten tweede is er discursieve macht – nauw verbonden aan discursive framing – die afhangt 

van de connectie van een framing story met grotere verhalen in de maatschappelijke 

context. Als er bijvoorbeeld al een tijd veel geklaagd wordt over files op de snelwegen, 

dan worden bepaalde bestuurders invloedrijk, terwijl weer andere bestuurders invloed 

ontwikkelen op momenten dat het idee van natuurbescherming breed wordt aangehangen 

in de samenleving. Een regeerakkoord van het Kabinet kan begrepen worden als een 

onderhandeld verhaal op een hoog niveau en bestuurders in de regio hebben de neiging 

om hun verhalen zo veel mogelijk aan te laten sluiten bij dat grote gezamenlijke verhaal. 

De materiele bron van macht hangt af van ofwel de unieke eigenschappen van de 

fysieke locatie waarover besloten wordt of van de omringende gerealiseerde of geplande 

infrastructurele projecten. Als een stad bijvoorbeeld langs een rivier is gebouwd en het 

verhaal ontwikkelt dat de stad ingesloten is en niet kan groeien, dan kan een framing story 

waarin wordt gepleit voor een nieuwe brug veel invloed ontwikkelen. Een ander 

voorbeeld wordt gevormd door de Betuweroute die de haven van Rotterdam met het 

Duitse achterland verbindt. Verhalen die als plot hebben dat de haven dus wel moet 

groeien om de investeringen in de Betuweroute terug te verdienen kunnen ook een sterke 

invloed hebben. Een vierde bron is proportionele macht, gebaseerd op het principe van 

een eerlijke distributie van infrastructurele investeringen over het land en door de tijd. 

Verhalen worden minder snel verworpen als inderdaad het idee heerst dat een bepaalde 

bestuurder tekort wordt gedaan. Wanneer het gevoel heerst dat een bepaalde regio ‘aan de 

beurt’ is, dan kunnen de verhalen die door bestuurders uit die regio worden verteld meer 

invloed hebben. Het effect in de praktijk is dan wel dat vrijwel iedere bestuurders zijn 

gemeente of regio portretteert als ‘verwaarloosd’ of ‘tekort gedaan’.  

De vijfde bron van macht die uit de analyse naar voren komt is actor macht, een 

vorm van macht die afhangt van de persoonlijke competenties en de reputatie van een 

bestuurder. Het komt erop neer dat bestuurders meer of minder inzicht in de strijd om 

betekenis kunnen hebben waarin ze verwikkeld zijn. Sommige bestuurders hebben meer 

ervaring met ‘de regels van het spel’ en daardoor kunnen zij optimaal gebruik maken van 

de overige bronnen van macht om zo een invloedrijk verhaal te vertellen. Deze 

bestuurders voelen bijvoorbeeld aan wanneer en met wie ze coalities kunnen sluiten, hoe 

ze hun contacten kunnen gebruiken of kunnen beter anticiperen welke maatschappelijke 

thema’s belangrijk worden om zo hun verhaal daar naar toe te framen. Aan de andere 

kant is de actor macht ook gebaseerd op de reputatie en status van een bestuurder als 

deze bekend staat als een succesvolle besluitvormer. Op zijn beurt hangt een dergelijke 

reputatie weer af van de vaardigheden als strijder om betekenis die deze bestuurder heeft 

getoond bij eerdere besluitvormingsprocessen. Als een soort zelf versterkende cirkel kan 

worden gesteld dat aantoonbare invloed op de betekenis van infrastructurele 

ontwikkelingen een bepaalde status oplevert die tegelijkertijd de invloed tijdens 

toekomstige besluitvorming vergroot.  
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Een blik door de lens: een verhelderend begrip van bestuurlijke 

besluitvormingspraktijken  

De uitgewerkte, verscherpte lens op basis van verhalen, framing en macht vormt de 

conceptuele bijdrage van dit proefschrift. Daarnaast is de lens van betekenisvorming 

leidend geweest voor de manier waarop de onderzoeker vanuit de empirische data – een 

enorme wirwar aan tegengestelde verhalen – coherente casusverhalen heeft 

geconstrueerd: het lezen van deze verhalen maakt de raadselachtige praktijken van 

bestuurlijke besluitvorming minder raadselachtig. Het eerste inzicht dat een blik door de 

lens oplevert heeft betrekking op de rol van bestuurders tijdens infrastructurele 

besluitvorming. Deze rol verschilt sterk van de rollen van andere actoren zoals 

programma- managers, beleidsmakers en planners. Bestuurders zijn strategische 

betekenisgevers die de werkelijkheid vormgeven en die hun eigen bredere strategische 

agenda in de werkelijkheid willen brengen en op die manier hun reputatie als vaardige 

bestuurder willen versterken. Zij zijn niet per se gefocust op efficiëntie en effectiviteit van 

besluitvorming maar gebruiken concrete besluitvormingsprocessen als vehikel of stepping 

stone om hun eigen strategische plannen te verwezenlijken. Ze richten zich op de 

werkelijkheid als geheel en kijken op een holistische wijze over concrete ontwikkeling 

heen naar het grotere geheel.  

 Elke wethouder of gedeputeerde heeft een eigen beeld en agenda met betrekking 

tot de toekomstige ontwikkelingen binnen hun eigen gebied en ze hebben dus ook een 

visie op de manier waarop dat gebied een plek krijgt in de toekomstige wereld in zijn 

geheel. Ze gebruiken besluitvorming gebruiken ze om die toekomstige wereld zo veel 

mogelijk te laten lijken op hun eigen plannen. Ze zoeken en verkennen continue hun 

omgeving om zich aan te sluiten bij besluitvormingsprocessen die relevant zijn voor hun 

plannen: elk besluitvormingsproces vormt als het ware een knop waaraan ze kunnen 

draaien om de emergente werkelijkheid van de toekomst te beïnvloeden. Tegelijkertijd 

weten ze dat al hun bestuurlijke collega’s ook een eigen agenda hebben en ook 

besluitvorming gebruiken als stepping stone. Het gebrek aan voldoende geld en ruimte 

om alle plannen van alle bestuurders te verwezenlijken leidt dus uiteindelijk tot een 

algehele worsteling of strijd om betekenis binnen de infrastructurele sector. Zoals alle 

goede verhalenvertellers zijn bestuurders gericht op de emergente dialectiek tussen deel en 

geheel. Ze proberen om hun eigen framing stories te laten aansluiten bij de zich langzaam 

vormende nationale investeringsagenda terwijl ze tegelijkertijd die ontwikkelende agenda 

proberen te beïnvloeden door hun eigen verhalen te vertellen.  

 Bestuurders zijn zich bewust van de strijd om betekenisgeving tijdens 

infrastructurele besluitvorming: vele quotes en anekdotes in dit proefschrift laten dat 

duidelijk zien. Er zijn bijvoorbeeld veel quotes die de angst van bestuurders laten zien om 

‘de boot te missen’, om achter te blijven in de ontwikkeling van hun gebied en zo 

bestuurders van spooksteden of tweederangs regio’s te worden die worden afgetroefd 

door sterkere gebieden in het land. Of het nu wethouders zijn van grote of kleine 

gemeenten of zelfs provinciale bestuurders: iedereen wil zijn toekomst in eigen hand 

houden en wil de mogelijkheden behouden om de eigen visie te verwezenlijken. Iedereen 

wil speler blijven en niemand wil pion worden. In veel stadhuizen wordt dat deel van de 

geschiedenis van hun gemeenschap getoond tijdens periodes in de geschiedenis waarin zij 

hun hoogtijdagen vierden. Er zijn dus momenten geweest in de geschiedenis dat de 

machtsbalans en invloed van deze gemeentes op hun hoogtepunt waren. De betekenis 
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van de bestuurlijke werkelijkheid en de plek die bestuurders innemen in die werkelijkheid 

is het resultaat van een continue strijd om betekenis. Bestuurders zijn degenen die de rol 

op zich nemen om deel te nemen aan de alomvattende struggle for meaning of strijd om 

betekenis binnen de infrastructurele sector om ervoor te zorgen dat de strategische visie 

en de toekomstdromen van hun gemeenschap geen valse hoop zullen worden. De lens 

van betekenisvorming – gebaseerd op verhalen, framing en macht – kan in de context van 

infrastructurele ontwikkeling worden beschouwd als een ‘strijd om betekenis’ lens, 

afgaande op de dynamiek van betekenisvorming die naar voren komt als er door deze lens 

gekeken wordt.  

Wanneer bestuurders inderdaad beschouwd kunnen worden als onderhandelende 

vertellers van invloedrijke verhalen die continue bezig zijn met een strijd om betekenis, 

dan lijkt hun praktijk van besluitvorming over infrastructurele ontwikkelingen minder 

raadselachtig te zijn geworden. Het beeld van bestuurders als actoren die besluitvorming 

vertragen of frustreren is vooral gebaseerd op een rationele en calculerende visie op 

besluitvorming waarbinnen efficiëntie en effectiviteit centraal staan. Bestuurders zijn 

echter gericht op betekenisgeving aan de zich ontwikkelende infrastructurele contouren in 

het land in plaats van primair gericht te zijn op de meest efficiënte voortgang van 

besluitvorming over specifieke projecten. De bestuurlijke praktijk van besluitvorming lijkt 

dus vooral disfunctioneel als deze wordt beschouwd vanuit het gebruikelijke rationele 

perspectief op besluitvorming: wanneer de praktijken van bestuurders worden bekeken 

vanuit een struggle for meaning lens dan lijken bestuurders precies te doen wat ze zouden 

moeten doen om hun toekomstplannen te verwezenlijken en op die manier de 

gemeenschap die hen gekozen heeft te representeren. 
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An interpretative analysis of 
political-executive decision 
making practices concerning 
infrastructure development in the 
Netherlands

Decision-making concerning future infrastructural developments in 
the Netherlands is often perceived as problematic, taking too much 
time and producing suboptimal outcomes. These problems are partly 
ascribed to the practices of Ministers, Provincial Delegates and 
Alderpersons during infrastructural decision-making. However, the 
actual decision-making practices of these political-executives remain 
enigmatic and difficult to grasp. This study develops an alternative 
view on these practices based on a meaning making perspective. 
Political-executives tell powerful stories which frame infrastructural 
developments according to their own interests. Together they have to 
negotiate a mutual story which gives common meaning to a potential 
development, enabling them to make a legitimate decision. 

The research findings are based on the interpretive analysis of a multitude of stories 
derived from in-depth interviews with political-executives and other decision-makers. 
The study demonstrates that the decision-making practice of Ministers, Delegates and 
Alderpersons can be regarded as a form of strategic story-telling. All of them attempt 
to use different power sources in order to increase the impact of their own framing 
story upon the common meaning of a potential project. The result is a negotiation of a 
mutual story which legitimizes decision-making. Moreover, political-executives are less 
interested in specific projects and more interested in realizing their own broader strategic 
agenda. Therefore they use decision-making processes as vehicles or stepping stones for 
bringing their plans into being: instead of thinking ‘what can I do for decision-making’, 
they think ‘what can decision-making do for me and my community’. Ministers, Delegates 
and Alderpersons are involved in a struggle for meaning as they all try to influence not 
only the meaning of specific projects but also the meaning of the overall national agenda 
for future infrastructural development.
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